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QUALITATIVE MAINTENANCE EXPERIENCE HANDBOOK

INTRODUCTION

PURPOSE:

The Qualitative Experience Handbook presents an assessment of the
auslitative maintainability features of selected component installations
in Navy fighter and attack airplanes. Rather than being an evaluation
of the different airplanes, this survey identifies desirable and unde-
sirable features evident in the various installations of the same compo-
nent. In essence, it offers an opportumity to review the design treatment
of components with significant maintenance histories. This data can
therefore be used to apply the aggregate experience gained over a spectrum
of designs and a broad span of years, when making decisions concerning
future designs of similar components. It represents the qualitative im-
pact of installation design on the man who must maintain the airplane.

SCOPE:

The handbook addresses only qualitative assessment of each component
installation. No quantitative factors such as failure frenuency have been
considered. Rather than acknowledging installation trade-offs routinely
made on the basis of maintenance frequency, the observers evaluated each
component as if they were to replace all components in the airplane one
time.

The components reviewed were limited to those items that had demon-
strated significant maintenance requirements in the past. Survey of cer-
tain components was deferred because the tasks could be better evaluated
by demonstration at a later date. The survey was limited to current Navy
fiGhter and attack airplanes in fleet service.

IDENTIFICATION OF CANDDTE COPONETS:

Maintenance data from the 3M data collection system was collected
for the period of September 1973 through February 1974. This data was
sorted against two parameters; frequency of maintenance and elapsed
maintenance time. The top 80% of both lists were judged to be signifi-
cant in both frequency and effort and, therefore, primary contributors
to overall maintenance manpower costs. A total of 106 components were
selected by the screening. Some of these items could not be evaluated
adequately because of the configuration of the aircraft available at the
survey sites. These items, including engines, engine mounted accessories
and components, and ordnance items, were deferred for evaluation at a
later date.
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SITE SELECTION:

The survey was conducted at cognizant NARFs for each airplane. Selec- vs
tion of the NARFs as the site of the survey was dictated by the fact that
the airplane panels are normally open for rework and the survey could be
conducted with negligible disruption of maintenance. This survey could not
have been conducted in an operational unit without considerable impact on
the organization's operational stature. It is apparent, however, that the
deferred items should be demonstrated, in the future, at an organizational
maintenance unit.. It is highly probable that these demonstrations can be I -i
done in conjunction with routine maintenance of the equipment and will re-
quire no extra effort for the benefit of the team.

CONDUCT OF THE PROGRAM:

A team, made up of two contractor personnel and two NASCREPIANT repre- 1-
sentatives, visited the NARFs and received assistance during the survey from
appropriate NARF personnel. Highly qualified "guides" were assigned by the
NARMs to locate components for the team and provide technical information.
Observations were made at the airplanes in the rework facility.

Each component was viewed in its location; if possible, with adjacent
components installed. If no aircraft with the equipment installed was
available, the mounting space and equipm._nt were viewed separately. Removal
tasks were described by knowledgable KARF technicians. Since these tasks
were merely to define the scope of work, no attempt was made to match the lz
descriptions with procedures contained in the manual. The team was inter-
ested in the effort that was involved in each task and the problems presented
to the mechanic.

Individual data sheets were initiated on each component observed. Each
S data sheet includes the analyst's opinions which are a consensus of opinion

of all team members. These opinions reflect an evaluation of the installa-
tion, specific good or bad points considered relevant, and occasional addi-
tional information related to the equipment but not described in the body
of the form. Typed copies of these data sheets are included in the handbook.

NA s VISITED:

* Aircraft studied at each MARF were as follows:

NARE Norfolk, Va.: A-6, F-8, F-P4
NARF Cherry Point, N.C.: F-4, AV-8
NARF Jacksonville, Fla.: A-7

NARF Pensacola, Fla.: A- 4

ARRANGEMENT OF THE HANDBOOK:

The basic inforwation item in the handbook is the component analysis.
This consists of a package of individual data sheets on a component for all
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sircraft on which that item was observed and a summary sheet with a

brief overview and descriptions of desirable and undesirable features
found. It must be recognized that the summary is not a grade sheetIand the balance between desirable or undesirable features does not
indicate the relative merits of the component installation. An ac-

ceptable installation aetually rates no comment unless it has an
imusually meritorious feature. Undesirable features are identified

I for even acceptable installations. It will be normal, then, that
un desirable -Peatures will outnumber desirable features. Identification

S1 of aircraft in the summaries is made only to describe the installation.
-Fach summary is located at the beginning of a component package with
the data sheets immediately behind.

The component packages are arranged in convenient systems group-

ings to facilitate use. The systems are tabbed for convenience. Edge

L marking assists in locating specific components.

4 I The handbook is broken into two sections for convenience durinp use.
Section I is the Mechanical Systems. Section II is the Avionics Systems.

TERMS USED IN THE HANDBOOK:

Generally, the terms used are those supplied by the NARF techni-

cians who assisted in the program. Unless a term was otherwise inaporo-
priate or confusing, it was not necessarily translated into standara or

1. generic terms.
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QUALITATIVE MAIN~TENANCE E(lPERIENCE HA~NDBOOK

I CON~TENTS

ISECTION 1: Mechanical Systems

Airframe/Cockpit systems k

Lending Gear System A

1Fli ght Control System

Poiter Plant installation

Utility Systems

SECTION II: Avionics Systems

Instrument Systems

Flig'ht Reference/AFOS Systems

Communication Systems

Navigation Systemn

Bomb Navigation and Weapon~s Control Systems

ECM Systems
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SECTION I
MECHANICAL SYSTEMS
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SECTTON T, MECIANICAT. SYSTEMS

CONTENTS

Aii'frame!Cockpit Systems

Cockpit Canopy

Radome

Ejection Seat

Canopy Actuator

Seat Actuator

Landing Gear System

MLG Wheel and Tire

Ii NLO Wheel and Tire

MIG Wheel Brake

MIG Shock Strut

NLG Shock Strut

Nose 'heel Steering

I . Arresting Hook Assembly

Brake Control Valve

J .Emergency Air Bottle

I. Flight Control Systems

Elevator/UHT Actuator

Aileron Actuator

L Aileron Trim Actuator

Spoiler Actuator

"L
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Ulf

Rudder Actuator

TE Flap Actuator
tZ

Horizontal Stabilizer/Elevator

LB Flap Assembly

TE Flap Assembly
t

Aileron

Rudder

Spoiler Assembly

Pilot's Stick Grip

Power Plant Installation

Approach Power Compensator/Computer

Throttle Quadrant

Utility Systems

Cabin Temperature Control

Generator Control/Supervisory Panels

Internal Light Control Panel

Exterior Lights

Reservoir (PC or Flight Control)

Linuid Oxygen Converter

M6lAl Gun/Ammo Drum

'M4
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AIRFRAME/COCKPIT SYSTEMS

COCKPIT CANOPY

RADOME

EJECTION SEAT

CANOPY ACTUATOR

SEAT ACTUATOR



AIRFRAME/COCKPIT SYSTEMS

CONTENTS

COMPONENT A-4 A-6 A-7 F-4 F-8 F-14_A V-

Cockpit Canopy 11361 11122 12110 1IB4 N/A 11111 12110

Radome 11112 11.11 120 11112 11121 11121 11110

Ejection Seat 12110 12110 12210 12?30 12260 12111 12210

I Canopy Actuator 11365 N/A 12126 12315 12141 12521 12123

Seat Actuator 12111 12142 12261 1223B N/A 1211H 1221C

IAl
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SYSTEM : 1 Airframe

N0!.ENCLA.TTURE: Cockpit Canopy

',TUC: A-L': 11361 A-6: 11122 A-7: 12110 F-4: ll1B4

?-8: __F-14: 11111 AV-8: 12110

GENERAL OBSERVATIONS: The canopy removal and replacement varied in difficulty

depending on size and weight as well as the type of egress system

involved. All systems renuire egress safing.

DESIRABLE FEATURES: 1. The AV-8 canopy is very simple and, most of all light

in weight. It can readily be removed by hand. 2. The A-6 and F-l4

canopies had an excellent installation arrangement that allowed the

i canopy to be slid off of the track or hinge (respectively) without

an additional disconnect step. 3. The A-7 canopy and the aft canopy

I in the F-4 have sufficient overtravel after disconnect of the actua-

tor to allow seat removal. 4. Use of eccentrics such as in the A-7

simplifies canopy rigging.

i UNDESIRABLE FEATURES: 1. The F-h hinge point fasteners are difficult to reach 3

Z- and requires special positioning of the canopy. Disengagement from

the hinges is also a tedious job requiring jockeying about of the

canopy. 2. The A-7 canopy removal is a complex task requiring ac-

counting for shims and eccentrics. 3. All canopies except the AV-8

required external access to remove. The A-6 was easiest with only 4i.

camlocks to open. The others involved 20 to 50 screws.

7 A
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5SYSTF-: ll Airframe

NON CIATURE: Cockpit Canopy

ADDITIONAL REMARKS: 1. Both inflatable and non-inflatable cabin pressure

seals are used. T1he inflatable seals reduce criticality of can-

opy rigging but are subject to wear and tear. Significant cabin

pressure problems result from relatively minor seal damage. The

non-inflatable seals require less care but canopy rigging is more

critical. 2. The AV-8 aircraft has mild detonating cord (MDC)

canopy glass breakers which provide additional hazard in canopy

handling. The AV-8 MDC system is totally self contained in the

canopy and is mechanically initiated by the seat. This is con-

venient but proper safing is essential. 3. The AV-8 canopy is

interconnected with the lower cockpit step. A step malfunction or

"belly-in" condition will prevent canopy opening. The F-8 canopy

installation was not observed.

NiI o
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WORK UNIT COD- 11361 I T-M CANOPY AIRCRAFT A-hM

LOCATION: Fwd
Upper Forward Fuselage

SUPPORT EQUIPMNT: cart
Transportation dolly Nitrogen cart.
Jury strut

ACCESS: Fairings on canopy and on fuselage. Total 19 screws.

REMOVAL: 1. Open canopy, install jury strut

2. Remove fairing from canopy
3. Remove fairing from aircraft
4 . Disconnect seat/canopy interlock cable
5. Disconnect electrical line cannon plug
6. Disconnect canopy seal line
7. Bleed pressure from bungee cylinder
8. Disconnect cylinder rod from canopy (1 bolt)
9. Detach hinge fittings (2 bolts)

10. Remove canopy and jury strut

INSTALLATION: 1. Reverse of installation

2. Service bungee cylinder

" TJNCT!]ONAL CH 'CK: Latch engagement

Canopy seal and line for leaks
Cabin pressurization check

TEST EQUIPMENT: Pabin pressure checker

(X.OSE UP: Reinstall fairings

AA LYST'S OPINION: This is a good installation. Tasks are simple with good access.

The use of an inflatable canopy seal requires special care in handling to preventpuncturing of the seal. An inflatable seal reduces criticality of canopy
positioning but requires additional maintenance to replace worn/punctured seals.

, N
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'3HX UNIT COD?; 11122 i''WCockpit Canopy AICRAFT A-6

LOCATION: Forward Fuselage Over Cockpit

SUPPORT EQUI .MEN: Canopy sling.
Overheed hoist.
Transportation dolly.

ACCESS: 2 Panels (2 camlock fasteners each)

li.MOVWL: 1. Remove one inch screw from top of canopy center line.
2. Remove one electrical connector.
3. Open right canopy access by loosening two camlock fasteners.
4. Pull "T" handle to remove pip pin securing actuator rod end

to canopy.

5. Install sling and support weight of canopy with crane.
6. Pull canopy aft on track until it slides off track.
7. Remove canopy with sling and replace on dolly.

INSTALLATION: Reverse of removal.

,iONA, : Cycle canopy with external test stand, handpump, or by running engine. "
-" -- Perform pressurization chec'. Of

TVI T E TEIPjFNT: External hydraulic power
Cabin pressure checker

COSF UP: Reinstall panels.

ANALYST'S OPINION: Except for the requirement for the support equipment sling, this, canopy is very easy to remove. The -1 inch screw is removed to allow inserting screw
which is a part of the sling. When the "PIP PIN" is removed, canopy can be supported

with sling and merely slid back off of the track and removed from the aircraft.

VF_ _ _ __



1, WORK UNIT CODv 1211o 17 M CANOPY Aq IMRT.Y AIRCRAFT A-7

LOCATION: Upper Forward Fuselage

,UPPORT EQUIPM.ENT: 400 support strut Nitrogen supply (installation only)
Canopy sling Workstand

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Hoist _ _ _ _._ _

ACCESS:
j Counterbalance access panel (50 screws) (restricted panel)

t I -AS

REMOVAL: 1. Open canopy, install strut.
2. Deservice counter balance cylinder.

3. Close canopy.
hi. Remove access.
5. Disconnect actuator & bungee (1 bolt)
6. Remove pivot nuts (2), strikers (2), washers and spacers

(Keep track of location of washers and spacers).
7. Install sling.

-- Cantion-T)o Not T -irb Trcentrinr ''When Perr-vinr Pivo+ B'l s.
8. Remove pivot bolts and washers (Note: i1-.s seric' ed).
9. Lift canopy.

INSTALLATION: 1. Reverse removal process.

2. Trim canopy as needed
(sep Pontinuation sheet)_

FUNCTI]ONAL ('!i1 CT(: Open, close, and latch check
,|OECabin pressurization check

•T 3

.,'E3T ECUIP M .N':
Cabin Dressure checker

C _OSE 1,P: Re-3ace access oanel.

ANAJ1YST'S OPMhON: - ______________

Canopy replacement is rather complex. Too may loose parts have to
be preserved in the order or orientation of removal. Canopy latch rigging is critical
The airconditioning seal is difficult to position. The canopy eccentrics make
adjustment of the canopy to the airframe easier than many canopy installations.
Ammodrum access panel must be installed before the counterbalance access panel is -41removed. =

AA
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CONTINUATION SHEET:

WORK UNIT CODE 12110 ITEM CANOPY ASSEMBLY A IP,'tVT A-__ .....

INSTALLATION: (Continued)

3. Adjust & rig canopy latching mechanism
4. Adjust airconditioning "donut" seals
5. Reservice counterbalance cylinder

LA
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I IWOR~K UNIT CODr llB4 17. V Moveable Canopy AIRCRAFT F-4

LOCATION: Top of fuselage two canopies one for each cockpit

SUPPORT EQUIPYRT: Sling and hoist
Safety strut

ACCESS: Aft canopy requires removal of 2 panels (25 screws each)

1. Open canopy and install strut
RE-MOVAL: 2. Remove canopy interlock block (1 ball lock pin)

3. Remove e~e^t'ica-1 c-nn-tor (-FC 5'6)

- FWD: h. Remove nuts from hinge point
5. Install sling, remove safety strut
6. Disconnect actuator attachments (2 nuts, bolts, and bushings)
7. Place selector in "close" to retract actuator
8. Lower canopy about 200 and remove hinge bolts

j i9. Remove canopy

("-e rontinnution sheet)

SFIINCTIONAL ('HFCK: Raise and lower canopy 4
Cockpit pressurization check

TE3T E('UIPIFfN: Cockpit pressurization checker

I -:-

(CL".OSE U:?: Aft: install accesses

ANALYST'S OPINION: This is a rather difficult installation. Access to the hinge
nuts is hard in both forward and aft locations. The canopy must be positioned
specifically to allow this access. Removal from the hinge points is tedious and

* y requires jockeying of the canopy, actuation of the canopy to disengage the actuatorI is not desirable from the standpoint of expenditure of air, hazard to personnel, andi tthe extra task.

J
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CONTINUATION SHEET:

WORK UNIT CODE i 1R4 ITEM ?Mvesble Canopy A -I-'HL14T

REMOVAL: (Continued

AFT: 3. Remove strut, actuate canopy cJc'ed
!4. Remove accesses

5. Open canopy, install sling
6. Disconnect actuator

/ 7. Retract actuator
8. Iiwer canopy to gain access to hinge nuts and cotter pins
9. Remove hinge nuts

10. Remove bolts
.1. Remove canopy

INSTALLATION: 1. Reverse of removal3
2. Rig latches

I Io

A
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",ORK NIT COD 11111 ITM Canopy Assy. AIRCRAFT F-14

A- LOCATION: Forward, Top fuselage

I
SUPPORT EQUITMNT: Sling

Hoist
Dolly _

AC/ ESS: I access (19 stress panel fasteners)

REMOVAL: 1. Remove 2 lanyards (2 screws; 1 bolt)
2. Disconnect canopy seal quick disconnect

3. Install sling
4. Disconnect pneratc *ctuptor (I bolt)
5. Raise canopy to 60 angle - releases itself

6. -Semove canopyj . INSTALLATION: Reverse of removal

FINCT]ONAL ('HCf: Cabin pressurization check
Operate canopy

j TET EC'UIPI4EN': Cabin pressure checker

= CGOSE 1,P: Install access

ANALYST'S OPINION: This is a good installation. Canopy removal is simple, inhibited

.i only by the weight and size of the canopy. A clever method of connecting the canopy
to the hinge allows it to release itself when opened beyond 600. This not only
simplifies removal, but eliminates the complexity of an additional device to release A

the canopy during ejection. Allowing the canopy to overtravel also allows the canopy
actuator to move full stroke. This permits safe disconnect of the actuator without
requiring deservice of the airbottle.

Q



WORK UNIT CODF 12110 IT, M Cabin Hood Assembly AIRCRAFT AV-8i

LOCATION: Forward Fuselar- Top Side

SUPPORT EQUIPMENT: Work Stand

ACCESS: Open canopy

* REMOVAL,: 1. Release 3 cables (hooks ea. side, cotter pin in rear)
2. Remove 2 bolts (one ea. side)

3. Roll canopy back and remove

INSTALLATION: 1. Reverse of removal
2. Adjust air conditioning seal

3.Rig canopy brake

FU1NCTIONAL cHE~CK: Cabin pressurization check

TEST EC.UIPIMNT: Cabin pressure checker [

C!,OSE V-P: Close canopy

ANALYST'S OPINION: This is a lightweight, simple installation. The detonating cord -

system is totally contained in the canopy requiring no disconnects during removal.
The lower cockpit step extends automatically during canopy opening and a step mal-
function will likewise prevent canopy opening.

'3
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f ±.11 Airframe

Radome

'-UC: A-h: 11112 A-6: 11i1 A-7: 11120 F-#: 11112

F-6: 11121 F-14: ].].21 AV-8: 11110 A

C GEN1RAL OBSERVATIONS: Generally, the radomes are large and high off the ground.

A In most cases, a jury strut is renuired to support the radome whenZME

open. The largest radomes on the A-6, F-h, and F-14 have slings to

help removal because of bulk and weight. In some cases, antennas or

other components are mounted in the radome.

DESIRABLE FEATURES: 1. In most cases, latching mechanisms are simple and

nuickly opened. The F-lh single latch is excellent. 2. Except for

the AV-8, removal tasks are kept simple and require no additional ac-

-- cess. 3. Slings are provided when size dictates the need for extra

help. 4. The A-6 radome is hydraulically opened and has several

alternate methods of power to accommodate the maintenance situation.

5. The A-7 jury strut is attached permanently to the radome.

UNDESIRABLE FEATURES: 1. Jury struts are not integral with the radome or

mating structure in several cases. Loss of struts occurs and they

are often tricky to install. A radome latch open mechanism would be

preferable. 2. Mounting of other antennas or unassociated components

in the radome causes extra maintenance effort and risk. These items

should be airframe mounted and the radome function only as a fair-[ ing. 3. The AV-8 radome is unsatisfactory. It requires a special

Auk



9YSTEM: 11 Airframe

NOMENCIARE: Radome

£9

UNDESIRABLE FEATURES: (Cont.)

wrench to open, has pitot/static lines routed through it as well -

as several other components mounted in it, and requires prior re-

moval of 7 access panels. The nose reaction nozzle is in the way

of removal and it must be positioned properly with the control stick.

ADDITIONAL REMARKS: It was noted that the F-4 radome had a sharp metal point -

which is quite effective in reducing rain erosion, one of the more

comon causes of radome removal. Blunt noses such as the A-7 and

A-6 are more vulnerable to rain damage. All radomes are designed

to serve their function of covering the radar dish and, except for

the AV-8, provide quick access to components mounted inside. Radome

maintenance is complicated by the electrical transparency reouire-

ments which make them a more complex problem than is obvious on

observation.

,!
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-,OjK UNIT COD 11112 ITT? N RADOME AIRCRAFT A-h4m

-- _ _ _

LOCATION: Nose of Ai-craft

SUPPORT EQUIPMENT: Work stand

.... ... io access recu ired

2. Remove attaching bolts from pivot at top of rado -ne

3. Lift off

SINSTALLATION: Reverse of removal

TFITCJONAL CHCK: Check mechanical alignment

L C:.OSE .P: i one required

I aIIALYST'. OPThION: This is a good installation. The radore is easy to remove
However, it is sufficiently high enough to require the average worker to use a
workstand which is considered a drawback. Other than this, it is a good design.

I i .i
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O UNIT CODE Iiiii _'E Redome AIRCRAFT A-6
O UI11,_it2

LOCATION: Nose of Aircraft

SUPPORT EQUIPMET: Sling to hold and support radome. Jury strut. I3
Trdnsportation dolly.
Overhead crane. j

ACCE !- None

i;MOV,?,: 1. Remove 2 bolts on each side of radome.
2. Release radome latch.3. Open radome (can be opened by electrically driven pump, handpump in wheel

well, or handpump in cockpit.)
4 h. Install Jjy strut.
5. Attach sling to radome.
6. Remove rod end attach bolt securing actuator to radome.
7. Remove bolts from hinge torque tube.8. Remove radome with sling.

9. Place radome on transportation dolly.

INSTALLATION: 1. Reverse of removal.
2. Check fits of radome.T

"U? :C . ONAL CICC,: Cycle radome with hydraulic system.

..... IN •None

cT OSE UP: None

ANALYST'S OPNICN: Redome should have mechanical lock open latch in addition to the GES hydraulic lock to hold the canopy open. A latch would eliminate the need for a J=7
strut. The Jury strut was not stowed in the radome, but should have provisions for
stoaing one. Alternate sources of opening radome are convenient to have especially

. when the nose wheel well hand Dump handle gets lost. This redundancy, however, doesI ~ z add weight because of the additional plumbing required. The handpump h-andle in the -

• nzae wheel should possibly be made t permanent part of the handpump assembly. 1

" . ---------- -____ _--



-~ --- - ___ _ _______________________

II

~ ;:i' C'-. 11120 127VE Radome AIRCRAj,-: A-7

L~iON: Nos( of Aircraft Above Entine Inlet Duct

~iI jppj EZiTPM~2:Work~ stand to reach radome.

AC~J~': None

1. Release or loosen one dzus fa stener on each side securinc ever center latc h
handle in the stor~ed position.

2. Onen each han~dle aft until handle latches to open position.
3. Rotate locked handle forward so that oval shaped eyebolt disengages hook Z

4s. Raise racnice and rotate curved jury strut -from raicie. and! align ,it.-
strut clevis '.-ith fitting- located on fliselnge frame.

5. install DiD Din to at-tach iuryi strut to frame so that radonie will beiiheld in open position.
6. Remove 3 rdme hinge nonression springn.
7. Rem~ove 3 nuts, 1w-ashers, and bolts holding hinge pin halvers together.
8. Remove piD pin senuring iury strut and lower radome.

9. "Jockey" assembly +o one ,:;1 e or the other so that hinge pin -,.ill slide z
7- ir slots of fuselatre hin!'e half so that one or the other h;inge Din half

can be d~sen!,a~ed. (eecniutnsht)____

(3et co.2nun S;:.N

V r :i~2~:UP: None

AN LS 11 !0'.N: Radar hinge arrangement is functionally simple, but requ ires
3manipulation both to engage or disenrage hinge pin halves with rndome and fuselage

~ 'hing-e halves. 'The ccnisecuences are possible damare to radome during removal and 7
installation. Also, w4hen radar dish'iz present , there is a very Zood chance that

IsomethinG on the dish could be damaged. This is because the technician has tof ''stand on the work stand directly in front of the dish. Removal durirng gusting windsA
will necessitate having additional assistance -Prom other personnel to precludeA
losing a radome tCo the wind. The jury strut fitting attached to the radome is
attached to a fiberglass channel which appears to flex readilyv if care is not

4:
(See continuation sheet,-)
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CONTINUATION SHEET:

WORK UNIT CODE 11120 Radome A l i A-7

REMOVAL: (Continued)

10. Disengage other hinge pin and remove radone.

INSTALLATION: Reverse of removal.

'ANALYST'S OPINION: (Continued)

exercised when stowing or unstowing the strut. Strut swivels at radome attach
fitting which allows jury strut rotation for stowing and unstowing. In the
stowed position, the pip pin attached to the clevis end of strut is used to
lock strut in stowed position. Pip pin is hard to engage in stowed position,
but quite possibly gets looser with usage. The radome overcenter latch requires
a double action to disengage the attach hook on radome. If. for example, the
dzus fastener either fails or is inadvertently not secured, the latch handle will U
remain closed in the stowed position; or, in worst case, only unstow in flight.
Total disengagement requires that handle be rotated forward. This feature seems
like a good redundant safety feature.

ii
%S
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WORK UNIT CODI. 11112 YTM Radome _ -_ ..... AIRCRAFT F-4

LOCATION: Nose 
A

SUPPORT EQUIPMENT: Sling and hoist

ACCESS: None

REMOVAl,: 1. Open radome (Q sq drive jacking bolt- h places)
2. Install sling and support weight
3. Remove pitot line (1 connector)
h. Disconnect coax lead (i connector)
5. Remove hinge pins and radome

INSTALLATION: 1. Reverse of removal
2. Trim new radome to get proper seal fit

FUNCT]ONAL CHFCK: Pitot static check I
Check AM'~-154

j TE3T EC,UIP MNT: Electrical power

,2 Pitot static checker

(CTOSE U?: None

ANALYST'S OPTNION: This is a very large radome and requires a sling for handling,
' T A bulb sePi1 is used at the contact point with the fuselage reqairing a critical

k trinming -luring installation of a new radome. Mounting the APN-154 antenna in the
radome requires disconnect of the coaxial cable and additional checkout tasks.

____' _ NET. .N~ ~ 777~-__



WORK UNIT COO 11121 ITENM Radome AIRCRAFT p

LOCATION: Nose of Aircraft

SUPPORT EQUIT W: Work stand,

ACCESS: None

";MOV?'I1: 1. Fully open radome.
2. Install jury strut.
3. Disconnect pitot heat line.
4. Pull quick release pin.
5. Remove radome. U

Z

INSTALIATION: Reverse of removal. I
- IM

S;1JINCTJONAI, CHECK: None required.

XIT 'EtIPNENT: None required.

CLOSE UP: None

B' A NALYST'S OPINION: Radome opens upward requiring that jury strut be installed to hold
4--WLUV W JUr4 strut has to be removed from stowed position in radome and installed
in hole in radome and nose structure to hold radome open and removed and stowed in radome

V when it is closed. The jury strut frequently gets misplaced or lost and is a nuisance
from this standpoint. Future designs on radomes this size should incorporate a latch
or locking device to hold radome in open position. If a jury strut is used, it should
not be separable from the radome so that it will not be lost.

IM



WORK UNIT COD 11121 1T M Radome AIRCRAFT F-14

LOCATION: Nose

SUPPORT EQUIPYNT:Sling and hoist
Jury Strut

ACCESS: None

REMOVAL,: 1. Unlatch (handle under nose) radome
2. Push radome up, install jury strut
3. Install sling
4. Remove actuator (1 bolt)
5. Open coax connector
6. Remove hinge bolts (2)
7. Remove radome

INSTALLATION: Reverse of removal

INCTJONAL CHE'CK: None

L [ TEST EC.UIPMENT: None

CiOSE IP: None.

ANALYST'S OPINION: Except for size, this radame is easily removed. It has the disad- R

vantage of being 6 feet off the ground. The radome latching mechanism includes a
single large latching handle conveniently located on the right hand side of the nose.
If the radome is not latched, the handle cannot be stowed and serves as a very obvious
signal to that fact. The requirement to disconnect the coax cable introduces a risk

to a system that is not involved in the maintenance being performed.

NO

(; 
A
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WORK UNIT COD. 11110 ITM Nose Cone Section Structure AIRCRAFT AV-8

LOCATION: Nose

SUPPORT EQUIPMENT: Special spanner wrench

ACCESS: 1 Panel (9 screws)
4 Panels (2 screws)

1 Panel (8 screws)
1 Panel (11 scews) -

REMOVAL,: 1. Disconnect pitot and static lines
2. Remove cannon plug (1)

3. Disconnect 4 special mount bolts
4. Pull back on stick in cockpit to position reaction nozzle

shutter to clear
5. Remove radome

INSTALLATION: Reverse of removal

FUNCTIONAL ('HECK: Pitot/Static check
Camera function check

T'ST EQUIPMENT: Pitot/Static CheckerH :Electrical 
Power

NI .OSE IP: Install panels

ANALYST'S OPITION: This is definitely a bad installation. In spite of its smalli .size, Which-shouldi make removal easy, it has been complicated by the inclusion of

several components mounted to the radome interior. Further, routing of pitot/static
lines to the radome %eqiires disturbance of an essential instrument system. Too many
access panels must be removed (seven panels held on with 36 screws). A man is re-
quired to move the stick to position the nozzle to clear the canopy during removal.

Finally, it is hard to justify requiring a special wrench to perform the removal task.
Overall, this has to be considered the worst radome installation among the aircraft

/9 ;t surveyed.

~'. -- - - ---------- ----_ I----_ _



SY" .1S1hM: 12 Fuselage Compartments

NO!-1ENC LT lME: Ejection Seat

'qC: A-4: 12110 A-6: 12110 A-7: 12210 F-14: 12230

F-8: 12260 F-14: 12111 AV-8: 12210

GENERAL OBSERVATIONS: The seat installations depended more on seat design

than airframe factors. In most cases, the canopy had to be removed

first. Personnel hazard from various munitions items used in seat

function and the criticality to pilot safety renuire specialists in

handling of the seat. Seat safing procedures are renuired on all S47

seats and are not detailed.

DESIRABLE FEATURES: 1. The A-7 seat and rear seat of the F-4 can be removed

without prior canopy removal. This reduces task effort consider-

ably. 2. The A-7 seat is light enough to remove without a sling,

3. Generally, attachments and connectors are accessible with a few

exceptions in the F-4 and AV-8. 4. The A-4 has a removal procedure

t j{ decal which is a helpful reminder if it is kept current with changes

to the seat or removal procedures.

r , UNDESIRABLE FEATURES: 1. Except for the A-4 and A-7, the seats are heavy and

I4. L difficult to handle. This is specially true of Martin-Baker seats.

2. The seat installation in the F-4 and AV-8 have some disconnects

that are difficult to reach. 3. Two potential safety hazards exist

in the AV-8: difficulty in disconnecting the LOX block can result

in energizing the bailout bottle and no safety pin is available for

the drogue gun. 4I. The F-14 rocket motor is removed with the seat

7 _77
AM



SYSTEM: 12 Fuselage Compartments

NOMENCLATURE: Ejection Seat -

UNDESIRABLE FEATURES: (Cont.)

and must be transferred to the new seat or stored awaiting return

of the original seat. A storage and handling problem exists.

ADDITIONAL, REMARKS: The ejection seat is a very special item which usually

functions only once in the life of the airplane. It should remain

undisturbed in the airplane until preventive maintenance is to be

F performed on it then should be easily and quickly removed. It has

several critical interfaces with the rest of the egress system ;

which should be conveniently located. Components of other systems

should not be located so that seat removal is reouired for access.

This is not always accomplished in the installations studied. Pri- El
marily, however, the details of seat installatic- and interface 11
are determined by the seat designer who is concerned with proper

function rather than the airframe designer who locates it in the IJ
cockpit. A

'4i U

HiH 171I
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WO{1 Ij r 1 COl*: 12110 ITEM Ejection Seat AIRCRAFT A-4M

A

r LOCATION: Cockpit

SUPPORT EQUIPMNT: Sling Jury Strut
Hoist Nitrogen servicing equipment
Transportation dolly

ACCESS: Must remove canopy.

REMOVAL: 1. Install Safety Pins
2. Disconnect Lanyards

3. Rem'. e Parachute and Survival Kit
4. Disconnect Inertial Reel Hose
5. Disconnect Senuencing System Hoses
6. Remove Firing Mechanism Cover
7. Disconnect Seat From Catapult (1 bolt)
8. Attach Sling
9. Lift From Aircraft

INSTALLATION: Reverse of removal

FUNCTIONAL CHECK: Pull test to check frictional load on seat.

IEST EQUIPMENT: Scale for pull test.

CLOSE UP: Install canopy, service bungee cylinder, test canopy seal.

ADDITIONAL REMARKS: Except for need to remove canopy, this as a good installation. J
4% i,I Ejection seat maintenance is so critical to pilot safety that removal and installatioW,

should not be inhibited by a major task like canopy removal. It was noted that the
A-L has a decal that lists canopy/seat removal procedures. This is a good memory aid
Sfor trained personnel. It can be counterproductive if it is allowed to become

F, "noncurrent or if someone tries to substitute it for use of the manual. 1



WORK UVIT CODE 12110 ITEM MKGRU5 EJECTION SEAT AIRCRAFT A-6 L4

LOCATION: Cockpit

SUPPORT EQUIPMENT: Sling Hand wheel
Overhead crane External electrical power
Transportation dolly

ACCESS; Canopy has to be removed to gain access to ejection seats.

1. Remove canopy. botm
2. Attach sling to seat with four pip pins (two on top and two on bottom)
3. Remove 2 pip pins for the leg restraints.
4. Remove seat ordnance.
5. Remove quick-release for life support equipment. U ['
6. Disconnect electrical disconnects.
7. Install hand wheel to unlock seat from rail.
8. Hoist seat from rail and place on transportation dolly.

(Ejection gun remains with aircraft) LU

INSTALLATION: Reverse of removal 11

FUNCTIONAL CHECK: Perform pull force check on face curtain ana handle.
*Check operation of seat position motors.

? TEST EQUIPMENT: Force scale (fish scale type)

CLOSE UP: Replace canopy

4 ADDITIONAL REMARKS: Sent fore & aft seat .djust motor were reported to be unreliable
t and hard to remove and replace on one seat. No other undesirable =

characteristics were noticed. [

fell



WORK UNIT CODE 12210 ITEM Ejegtion Seat Aseinbly AIRCRAFT M

LOCATION: Cockpit

SUPPORT EQUIPMENT: 72 strut Spring scale (0-150 lb. ft.)
400 strut

DART cover

ACCESS: Open canopy & install 400 strut
(deflate and disconneit counter balprce c:r!inrer, remove strikers)
(disconnect radiation shield hoses (2) & microswitch (3 screws)
Install 72 strut

REMOVAL: 1. Gain access and safety seat for removal.
2. Remove parachutes and survival kit.
3. Disconnect DART lanyard quick release pin under forward edge of seat pAn
4. Push radiation shield up 6-8 inches to clear seat
5. Remove cover from top of seat (6 screws)
6. * Disconnect seat from rocket (1 bolt on top aft of seat).
7. Lift seat up rails until clear
* Subsequent to ACC 236, remove flex line from top of rocket

INSTALLATION: Reverse of removal procedure

FUNCTIONAL CHECK: Perform go-no go check when rails engaged
Check seat alignment, side play

--|

TEST EQUIPMENT: None

CLOSE UP:Install 400 strut, hookup counterbalance and service, install strikers,
hookup radiation shield hoses and microswitch, adjust microswitch

f [ ANALYST'S OPINION: Notable in this installation is the ability to remove the seat
without prior removal of the canopy. This saves a great deal of time and effort.
The 72' strut holds the canopy securely out of the way and the small investment of -effort required to disconnect the counterbalance and radiation shield to allow
sufficient motion is more than repaid. Seat removal is fairly normal for ejection
seats with the usual cautions and warnings. The seat is comparatively light weight.

; -
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MB Rocket Assisted

WORK UNIT C0D 12230 M l t -W AIRCRAFT .F-4

LOCATION: Forward and aft cockpit

1I=-

SUPPORT EQUIPMEN: Sling and hoist
Set of special unloading tools (to unload pyrotechnics and
explosives) AM__

Forward Aft
ACCESS" Canopy removal required Canopy removal not required

unless seat disassembled
in airplane

1. Remove 2 leg restraint lines (1 Pip pin each)
REMOVAL: 2. Remove 2 trip rods (I nut and bo~c each)

3. Remove actuator connector (1)
4. Install starwheel (spec tool)
5. Install sling and remove seat

IOo

II INSTALLATION: Reverse of removal

FRCIN CHECK: Actuator check (raise and lower)uI

TEST E(.UIPMENT: Electrical power

CLOSE UP: Nd: Install canopy

ANALYST'S OPINION: This is a heavy seat but a good sling is provided. Safety pins
are aaequate. 'Trip rod and leg restraint disconnect points are hard to reach. The
ability to remove the seat from the aft cockpit without canopy removal is good. The
front seat can be disassembled and removed without removing the canopy but this is con-
sidered a method to be used only under extraordinary circumstances.

t ..



"':OrU vr'r CO,)r. 12260 i ,'E~' Ejectior, Se-t _ ARCRAF'T -
(Martin Baker !MK-F7)

LCATION: Cockpit

U.PPO ECUTF?7:,.' "Cherr . Picker" or crane. ')olly to support !eat.
Special support f1.m; .
Brass hand .heel.

CCE7W: Seat can be removed by either rmo-inr eanopy 'r b:: 'eavin.- it in place.
With canopy remcved, batter across iq rained at the cozt of "'avir to perfor- cockpit
'ressurization check after rei1- in- canopy.

z '. " . : 1. Life suDort -:ytems have to be discone te- nrinr to rtarti_ removal

procedures.
2. Brass hand h'-e! hs t'- he insta~led on seat -ssembly so t seat can

be removed fro ejection -un.
3. "(7hierry Picker" or crane is reaurred to ];f* seat out of a-raraft.

z. 'o-eved -eat is niaced on sun-,rt or tr-nsnortati rn dolly.

TNSTALL.MTTOV: 'Reverse f re-.ov-!.

. -"( . .?~ : Measu lle nul checks are made of firing mechanism handles ::ith
szrinr scale.

S----.. 1-. : Sprinr- scale ("fish scale") renuired to check handle forces.

"ri.oCE UP: Replace canopy (if removed).

, _M

AN.ALYST'S OPINION: An ejection seat assembly is relatively large and heavy repuirinr-7 3. special support equipment to lift and support seat assembly. Some support e'uipment is,f~f necessary due to the size and ::eirht of an e1ection seat assembly. This re'uirement
does not seem unreasonable. Remov-l procedures cou]P possibly be simolified by haVn 2
a canopy that is removed easily or by havinp a canor that has a large enough "canopy
open" angle that allows seat removal -oithout removing the canopy.

7--P-



WORK UNIT CODE l2111 ITEM MRu7/ ).&iWtprn SeAt AIRCRAFT F-14,

LOCATION: Cockpit - front & rear 1.

SUPPORT EQUI1PENT: Hoist, Sling Seat Dolly j
Lockout Handle External Electrical Power

I I! ~ACCESS : Remove canopy

REMOVAL: 1. Raise seat
2. Disconnect oxygen line (quick disconnect)
3. Disconnect leg straps (2 ball lock pins)
4. Disconnect seat position electrical plug I
5. Disconnect 2 rods at back of seat (2 bolts ea.)
6. Install hoist
7. Lock detent with lockout handle
8. Hoist seat, place on dolly
9. Remove rocket rack

INSTALLATION: R; verse of removal

FUNCTIONAL CHECK: Check positioning 
_

check oxygen hookup

TEST EQUIPMET: External Electrical Power

CLOSE UP: Install canopy L

ANALYST'S OPINIUM: This assembly also includes a ballistics mechanism that remains
in the airplane during removal. The rocket mechanism also is removed and installed
on the new seat. Although this eliminates the hazard of transporting and handling U

' - of the rocket in the shop: it is an additional significant task and presents a
storage problem if the replacement seat is not imediately available. Normally,11 j°canopy removal would be considered a deficiency. In this case, the removal is so h
simplified that it can't be faulted. Amy canopy has to be overextended for seatremoval. The F-14 requires only the additional task of lifting it free and placingit out of the way.



WORK UNIT COD 12210 ITrM E1 g Seat AIRCRAFT Ay- -

I I_
LOCATION: CockpitA

SUPPOR' EQUIPMNT: Set of special tools to unload pyrotechnics and explosives
Sling & hoist

ACCESS: Remove canop y

ROVAI,: i. Disconnect leg restraint lines (2 ball lock pins)
2. Remove trip rod (1 ball, lock pin)
3. Disconnect IFF switch (1 ball lock pin)
4.. Disconnect lower LOX block (1 quick disconnect)
5. Install star wheel (special tool)
6. Install sliag
7. Remove seat
8. Complete pyrotechnics from stat

INSTALLATION: Reverse of removal
NOTE: Hcok up electrical disconnect for actuator during installation (automatic

release during removal).

FuNCTIJONAL CHECK: Seat actuator check

-, -TEST E.UIPMEh"': Electrical Dower

CLOSE UP: Install canop--y

|.ALYST'S OPINIC: The seat is quite heavy and it is difficult to get +o scae
disconnects, particularly the LOX Block (can actuate bottle) and actuator caunn

- plug. Leg restraint pins are difficult to reach - not much roa available in
small cockpit. Mie sling is locally manufactured. NARF personnel say none is
available.
*,I. Safety Note: a. -:-y pin is needed for drogue gun. Provisions are in the
gun but no pin is -1,aeJ.. -e. NAR uses pip pin frm trip rod. Without the pin,

f t T (See continuation sheet)

, -. - -



CONTINUATION SWFT:

WORK UJNTT COIN 1 2210 ITEM1 Rjection Seat. A R;-AFT of- all

- ANALYST'S OPINION: (Continued)

the dro-:,,e -an be 2ired by a DUll on the trip roa.

Rf
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SYSTEM: 11 Airframe/12 Fuselage Compartments

S NOENCLATURE: Canopy Actuator

!,.TC: A-4: 11365 A-6: A-7: 12126 F-4: 12315

F-8: 12141 F-14: 12521 AV-B: 12123

GENERAL OBSERVATIONS: The mt:bod of assisting the pilot to open the canopy varies

considerably from one airplane to another and does not lend itself very

well to comparison. The AV-8, A-4, A-'( and F-8 have assists to manual

opening while the F-4, A-6, and F-14 have powered canopiec. Canopy size

and weight dictate complexity and associated maintainability problems.

The A-6 and AV-8 canopies slide aft to open. The others are aft hinged

"clamshell" types. Significant differences in type and location of

actuators results.

DESIRABLE FEATURES: 1. The simpler assist methods are easier to get to usually

and are smaller. The AV-8 is the simplest consisting of two simple

Ibungee cords which if not broken are quite easily replaced. 2. Jury

' i struts are ,used to support the "clamshell" type canopies during actua-

tor removal. The F-8 strut is also used as a reference in rigging.L ! .3. The F-14 actuator uses different connectors on each pneumtic line

i Ito prevent improper hookup. 4. The A-4 actuator is the most access-

-i L ible with no requirement to remove any panel or component for access.

[ l 5. The F-8 uses a locknut rather than a cotter pin.

jL

3 UNDESIRABLE FEATURES: 1. Powered canopies have large actuators and in the case

of the F-4 and F-14 access requires seat removal. Access in the F-4

is especially bad. 2. Access on the F-8 canopy deck is difficult.

This was overcome in the A.7 by adding a 50 screw access panel.



SYSTEM: 1n Airframe/12 Fuselage Compartments

NOMENCLATURE: Canopy Actuator

UNDESIRABLE FEATURES: (Cont.)

3. The AV-8 bungee cord, if broken, requires removal of several

components to thread the new cord around the sheaves.

ADDITIONAL REMARKS: The AV-8 bungee cord is located in the nose wheel well

and connected to the canopy by cables. A very simple system made

possible by a light canopy. Of the assisted canopies, the AV-8

is the simplest, the A-4 is the easiest to remove, the F-8 is the

most difficult, and the A-7 requires the most access effort but

is fairly easy to remove. The powered canopies of the F-lhthe

best and the F-4 the hardest to remove, but both are less acces-

sible than the assist actuators. The A-6 was not observed.

ii

LP

-
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WORK UNIT CODE 11365 (1M aonv Rnr1 Tr:,, Assv AIRCRAFT fL.

LOCATION: Aft of seat - topside

SUPPORT EQUIPME: Jury strut
Nitrogen Servicing Equipment

ACCESS: Open canopy

4M

REMOVAL: 1. Open canopy
2. Install jury strut

3. Release Nitrogen pressure
4. Remove canopy attach bolt
5. Disconnect canopy jettison actuating line
6. Remove lower attach bolt

7. Lift out of aircraft

INSTALLATION: 1. Reverse of removal
2. Service Bungee cylinder

FTUNCTIONAL CHE:CK :
Actuate to insure proper operation

; TEST E.UIPMENT: None 01

CLOSE P: Close canopy

ANALYST'S OPINION: This is a good installation. Access is good with no access panel

removal required. Tasks are simple and easily performed.

I' k-
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_ ___ _ _LL

WORK UNIT CODE 32a6 ITr M _Csn9n t.j,- i -1--ve AIRCRAFT
Cylinder t

LOCATION: Cockpit, aft of seat A

SUPPORT EQUIPMENT: 400 strut
Nitrogen Servicing Equipment
Workstand 

R

PtCESS': Access panel (50 screws) (restricted panel)

REMOVAL: 1. Open canopy, install strut, deflate counter balance cylinder
2. Close canopy, remove access
3. Remove upper and lower bolts - keep shims.A

4. Remove cinter balance cylinder
INSTALLATION: 1. Reverse removal procedure

2. Re-service counterbalance cylinder

FUNCTIONAL CH:CK: Check canopy by opening and closing

- =-

TEST ECUIPNENT: Noneu

CLOSE UP: Install panel

ANALYST'S OPINION: Ammo drum access panel must be installed if counterbalance panel
is off with counerbalance serviced. Access is good except for the 50 screws required
in the access panel. Tasks are fairly simple.

4Ii
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WORK UNIT CODE 12315 ITM Retract C linder AIRCRAF F-4
(Canopy Actuator) 1.0

44
LOCATION: Behind Seat, Each Cockpit 1

SUPPORT EQUIPMET: Canopy Safety Strut (Aft Canopy)
Nitrogen Servicing Equipment

ACCESS: Forward: Remove canopy, seat, and radar scope and rack in aft cockpit

Aft: Remove seat and 1 access panel (48 screws)

1 REMOVAL: Aft: (Seat removed)

1. Install strut
2. Bleed three pneumatic bottles (1 in radome, 1 LOX compt, I behind door #23
3. Remove canopy damper (2 bolts)
4. Disconnect canopy actuator pressure lines and stow inside door

5. Remove sound proofing on access panel (glued on)
6. Remove access panel
7. Remove lower attach bolt, bushing
8. Remove upper attach bolt, bushing
9. Remove actuator

(See Continuation Sheet)

FUNCTIONAL cH:CK: Leak check pneumatic system
Operate canopy

TEST ECUIM: None, however additional pneumatic service may be required

TT (U-: on completion.

jH-_

CLOSE uP: Install removed items

ANALYST'S OPINION: This is a difficult installation. NARF personnel indicate that[i removal can be accomplished in the aft cockpit without removing the seat but they
" . consider it too hazardous to do routinely. Working position is awkward. The glued N

on sound proofing over the aft access panel is bad. The requirement to remove the radw

I .scope rack during removal of the forward actuator is worse.

r
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CON4TINiTTON SHEET: 2

WORK UNIT CODE 12315 ITEMj Retract Cyliaider A IIW~P P-4
(Canopy Acttator)p

REMOVAL: (Continued)

Forward: (canopy, Seat Removed)

1. Bleed pneumatic bottles (same as aft)
2. Disconnect actuator pressure lines at canopy shuttle valve

3. Remove radar scope rack, aft seat LL
4. Remove lower attach bolt, bushing
5. Remove actuator

INSTALIATION: (Both Cockpits)

1. Reverse of removal
2. Service pneumatic bottles

11
~~ 3
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"ORK UiIT CO0 12141 ITEM CANOPY ACTUATOR AIRCRAFT F-8
__"___ CYLINDER/DAMPER Ad

LOCATION: Aft canopy deck behind ejection seat.

SUPPORT EQUr.5-,NT: Canopy jury strut and normal hand tools.

A

ACCEC": Cylinder/damper is hard to get to because of angle (approximately 450)
formed by open canopy and canopy deck. Canopy angle and location of
cylinder rod end make access to bolt securing cylinder rod end toA
canopy difficult. _ _

_1MOV,: 1. Install jury strut
2. Secure canopy firing mechanism and remove canopy firing mechanism.
3. Remove locknut and bolt securing actuator rod end to canopy.
4. Disconnect canopy hook release arm. Rs
5. Remove bolt and nut securing actuator lug end to canopy deck, and

remove actuator.

INSTLLfATION: Cylinder is a prerigged assembly, but rod end may require adjustment
when installed. jury strut supporting canopy acts as a rigging tool U
for adjusting the rod end, if required.

Reverse of removal

,?'.IEC'ONAL Ci{ECK: Open and close canopy and check for proper damping action. 4

( I.°
TFIT KEL1I?1MENT: None

CLOSE UP: NonefS

ANALYST'S OPINION: Bolt and nut securing rod end of cylinder/damper to canopy

is difficult to remove because of having to work behind and above the ejection seat
T J in a relatively hidden area. A locknut and bolt are used to secure the rod end.

This eases the removal tasks by not having to work at removing a cotter key. Improved
access to cylinder/damper rod end would improve remove and replace capability. a

N 17
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WORK UNIT CODE 12521 T M Cano Atuator AIRCRAFT

LOCATION: Behind rear seat, aft cockpit

SUPPORT EQUIF MET: Nitrogen Servicing Equi'm-nt

ACCESS: Remove canopy and rear seat

,REMOVAL: 1. Relieve pneumatic bottle (NM well)2. Disconnect 2 pneumatic lines (B-nuts)

3. Disconnect gas generator
4. Retract piston manually
5. Disconnect lower support (1 bolt)
6. Remove actuatorI 7. Remove gas generator from actuator (clamp)

INSTALLATION: 1. Reverse of removal
2. Reservice pneumatic bottle

A ' ; FUNCTIONAL CHECK: Operate canopy

~C!OSE UP. Install canopy & seat

4
i: ANALYST'S OPINION: A good job of "de-murphying" has been done by using different

i connectrs on the pneumatic lines to prevent improper hookup. It is not desireable
to require seat removal to work on this actuator, Access time exceeds task time bya substantial margin.

I''i a i | | | -



hG.'.K 'NIT CODM, 12123 IT"M Plastic Cord AIRCRAFT AV-8
(Canopy ctuttr) .

4

LOCATION: Nose Wheel Wel! (one cord on each side of well)

_410

SUPPORT EQUIPM ST: Hydraulic Power and Servicing Equipment (RH only) AM
Small Work Stand

ACCESS: LH: Linkage plate (10 screws) (linkage need not be disconnected)
RH: Remove forward .'ose steering accumulator

REMOVAL: 1. Disconnect bungee at cable (pin)
2. Remove pulley (1 bolt)

3. Disconnect bungee at airframe (hooked)

INSTALLATION: 1. Reverse of removal
2. Adjust cable tension
3. Reservice and bleed nose gear steering (RH bungee)

after re-installation

FUNCTIONAL CH:CK: Operate canopy
Check nose gear steering

TEST EC.UIPMENT: Hydraulic Power

_COSE ,_ : _: Re-install linkage plate
RH: Re-install accumulator

4i ANALYST'S OPINION: Very uncomplicated device. The bungee cord is adequate for the
job and requires no servicing. The airframe attachment point is very high in the
nosewheel well and assistance is needed to reach it. The procedure outlined pre-
sumes a broken cord and is not good because of the disturbance of other systems
while gaining access to the pulley so a new cord can be threaded through. If the

- , cord is merely worn, it can be hooked to the new one and used to pull the new cord
into position. This installation also emphasizes the extreme overuse of the nose

(See Continuation Sheet)}'°'



CONTINUATION SHEET:

WORK UNIT CODE 12123 ITEM Plastic Cord A IRCIILO AV-8(FCanopy Actuator)

ANALYSTtS OPINION: (continued)

wheel well for component installation. It is very crowded. This can be partially
excused by the small airframe size and requirement for light weight. Investmentin some judiciously placed exterior access panels (which was done so well in other

areeas of the airplane" would help tremendously. This irea is narrow, very deep at
the aft end, and the open fairing doors do not provide sufficient easy access to
overcome the difficulties involved in working here. t

El.
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S.-., 4: 12 Fuselage Compartments

NO.NCLAT'JRE: Seat Actuator

4L "C: A-L: 12111 A-6: 12142 A-7: 12261 F-4: 12233

• :-0: F-i4 : 1211H AV-8 : 1221C

E TFRAL OBERVATIONS: Except for the A-6 this component requires seat removal.

In most cases, the actuator is part of the seat and is a shop removal

item. This item is the most common cause of unscheduled seat mainte-

nance and should be removable in the airplane without prior seat re-

moval.

DESIRABLE FEATURES: 1. The A-6 actuator is accessible without removing the

seat. 2. Except for the A-6 and F-14, removal and installation is

simple once access has been gained.

UNDESIRABLE FEATURES: 1. Except for the A-6, the seat must be removed to gain

access to the actuator. 2. The F-14 actuator reauires accurat-4I
shimming to avoid interference with the frame. 3. The A-6 reou.ires

cutting and splicing of wires, a disconnect plug is required.

4. The A-6 also recuires spreading of the motor support frame to

-: free the motor.

ADDITIONAL REMARKS: The A-6 actually has two actuators: the tilt motor dis-

cussed here and the fore and aft actuator discussed in the comments

*on the ejection seat (Wuc 12110) data sheet. Looking at recent seat

designs indicates a trend to allow removal of the actuator with the

seat installed. This should be encouraged.

In
10
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WORK UNIT CODE j211 IT :M cWA'p Ar-'qTAPfn AICR1AF .

LOCATION: Attached to Lower Section of Canted Bulkhead in Cockpit Behind

Ejection Seat

SUPPORT EQUIPME : None

ACCESS: Must remove canopy and ejection seat to gain access.

REMOVAL: 1. Disconnect electrical line
2. Remove attacn bolts (2)
3. Lift out

IISTALLATIOII: Reverse of removal

i FUNCTIONAL CHECK: Height trerd
-I 1) Parallel alignment

Operate seat

|:I TST EC.UIP NT: External electrical power

C.OSE P : Re-install seat and canopy and make appropriate functional checks

, I ANALYST'S OPINION:
It is a shame that what is a 3 step, 15 minute job should

r require several hours to gain and close access. Removal of seat and canopy to ZI replace this actuator is not acceptable in future designs. It can be avoided.
Other that. this, the installation is excellent.
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30-**UI 2142 F ETECTION EA1 TILT MOTOR AIRCRAi'T A-6

LC(UT ON: Cockpit aft of seat

FUPPORT E(,UT!IP.: External electrical poaer

ACCF': .. Open canopy

Left tilt motor is accessible, but right side is not as accessible.

i.MCVP I,: 1. Adjust seat full forward

2. Remove 1 bolt securing screw jack to seat tilt "t" frame.
3. Cut electrical wires at slice zone.
4. Remove fasteners on motor support frame and spread frame in order

remove tilt motor.
5. Support tilt motor, remove tilt motor trunnion from supporting

structure
6. Remove tilt motor

INSTALLATION: Reverse of removal t

... Cycle seat with at least a 175 lb. man sitting in seat. }]

<' '?lqP:f- : External electric power PJ

! O:ii2E UP: Close canopy -

S .A LYST'S OPINION: Sometimes a new tilt motor will not lift the weight of a 175 lb.? i man sitting in the seat. Some motors would stall out and not lift the combined weight
of a man and the seat. A motor of larger capacity should have been used to do tie job.
Instead of cutting and splicing the tilt motor electric wires, a connector should have
been used which would reduce the time necessary to replace an actuator by not having
to splice the electrical connections. Another arrangement should have been devised
that would have not required loosening or removing some of the frame support hardware
so that the frame could be spread enough to take motor out of frame.

so that



WORK UNIT CODE 12261 IT'M pai. PAii11 f ,f-Aea, AIRCRAFT A.7

LOCATICN: Cockpit

SUPPORT EQUTPmT: None

t0

ACCESS: Open canopy and install 40 strut
(deflate and disconnect counter balance cylinder, remove strikers)
(disconnect radiation shield hoscs (2) and microswitch (3 screws)
Install 72 strut and remove e.iection sean,__I. REMOVAL: 1. Remove rocket (4 bolts) (prior to AFC 321/ACC 236 remove 2 flex lines)m

2. Disconnect plug and two (2) clamps
3. Remove two (2) bolts, nuts and washer

4. Remove actuator

ISTALLATIO: 1. Reinstall in reverse order cf removal

F1CT IONAL CHC,: Perform operational cheek of seat adjstment actuator.

I TEST rUIT: External electric power

CZLOSE UP: Install ejection seat.

-LALYST tS OPINION: Requirement to remove seat to gain acness is unfortunate. This is -
a case where access effort great.ly exeeds task time and requires the services of.ispecially trained personnel. Actual rceoval1 tasks are quite simple. It would beworth increasing complexity of the installation to produce a design that allws

-. premoval withon prior seat reAcal. o

k? Li39__n



WORK UNIT CODE 1223B T M Seat Positioning Actuator AIRCRAFT F-4

$k

LOCATION: Behind Seat Bucket, Both Seats

SUPPORT EQUIPMENT: None

ACCESS: Remove seat

REMOVAL: 1. Disconnect guillotine hose
2. Disconnect actuator cable
3. Remove override pin (QD)
4i.. Remove actuator lower attach pin

5. Remove bucket
6. Remove inertia reel (2 bolts and gas line)
7, Remove actuator (1 bolt)

INSTALLATION: Reverse of removal

FUNCTIONAL CHECK: Rocket check
Actuator check

TEST ECUIPMENT: Special jig and gages to check rocket angle

CLOSE UP: Install seat

SANALYST'S OPINION: This work is done in the seat shop. A better installation
. would allow replacement at the airplane.

JI-

• :.7,



WOPX UNIT COD?" 12111 IT:M Seat Actuator ALRCRAFT F-14

LOCATION: Behind and part of ejection seat

SUPPORT EQUIRPMET None
ii

ACCESS: Remove seat and canopy

PIEMOVAL: (This task is normally done in the seat shop rather than at the airplane).
1. Disconnect power inertia reel
2. Support seat bucket
3. Remove bolt attaching actuator to main beam (upper)
4. Lower seat bucket
5. Remove bolt, nut, and shims at actuator lower attach point (record

number and location of shims)
6. Remove actuator

INSTALLATION: Reverse of removal (ensure proper reinstall&tion of shims).

W
FUNCT]ONAL ,"HCK: Raise and lower seat

TEST ECUIMEN: Electrical power

IrIN

"a

C(XOSE IT: Install seat and canopy

ANALYST'S OPINION: The actuator is the most common source of unscheduled maintenancer on the seat. Requiring seat removal and subsequent shop effort to replace this item
14 places an unnecessary burden on maintenance. Further, it does not seem. reasonable to 2

have tolerances so close on this device that accurate shimming is required. Certainly 7
function of the actuator is not that critical. Opening up of clearances with the seatA

I cmponents would improve this immensely.

_5%
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WORK UNIT CODE 1221C ITeM .S izw Aisemblv AIRCRAFT

LOCATION: Behind Ejection Seat

SUPPORT EQUIPMENT: None

ACCESS: Remove seat

REMOVAL: 1. Pull 2 ball lock pins at top of seat
2. Disconnect gas line on guillotine (ball lock pin)
3. Pull cable to disconnect harness release from frame
4. Remove 4 bucket mount nuts, remove bucket
5. Disconnect actuator harness (3 bolts) -
6. Remove 2 bolts and actuator

INSTALIATION: Reverse of removal

FUNCTIONAL CHECK: Check actuator function

TEST ECUIPMMENT Electrical Power

CLOSE UP: Install seat

ANALYST'S OPINION: This is normally performed in the shop. Although this is not
a desirab e situatlon, it is a characteristic of the seat rather than the airplane.
Since the seat raising assembly is the predominant cause of unscheduled maintenance
on the seat, it would be better to provide remove and replace capability with the
seat installed.

. _.



MLG WHEEL AND TIRE

LANDING GEAR SYSTEM

NLG WHEEL AND TIRE

MLG WHEEL BRAKE

MLG SHOCK STRUT

NLG SHOCK STRUT

NOSE WHEEL STEERING UNIT

ARRESTING HOOK ASSEMBLY

BRAKE CONTROL VALVE

EMERGENCY AIR BOTTLE



LANDING GEAR SYSTEM

CONTEN:

COMPONENT A-4 A-6 A-7 F-4 F-8 F-14 AV-

1,U, LWheel and Tire 13143 .3511 13131 13251 13411 13511 13511

W

NLGY Wheel and Tire 13233 13512 13161 13331 13412 13521 13521

MLC, Wheel Brake 13716 13611 13511 13440 13511 13811 13716

N MLG Shock Strut 13121 13111 13121 13211 13121 13111 13111

NLG Shock Strut 13221 13211 13151 13313 13221 13311 13216

k Nose Wheel Steering Unit N/A 13724 13612 13342 13311 13921 N/A

Arresting Hook Assembly 1382J 13811 13810 13520 13811 13A15 N/A

Brake Control Valve N/A N/A 1352A 13411 N/A 13821 13726

r Emergency Air Bottle N/A 13451 13311 1315. N/A 13712 13415

[
i

V I



SYSTEM: 13 Landing Gear

NO!-ENC t'RE: Main Landing Gear Wheel and Tire Assembly

'-UC: A-h: 13143 A-6: 13511 A-7: 13131 F-4: 13251

F-8: 134i1 F-14: 13511 AV-8: 13511

GENMAL OBSERVATIONS: Good access in all observed aircraft. Tasks are similar

in nature with minor differences in task &.fficulty. It was noted

that high wing airplanes tend to provide better working space around

the wheel. Wheel bearings are cleaned and relubricated during wheel

change on all aircraft.

DESLRABLE FEATURES: 1. Most wheels with anti-skid devices reouired no special

effort except reasonable care to avoid damage. 2. All aircraft but

one required standard tools to accomplish tasks. 3. The novel ar-

rangement of the AV-8 with the bearings in the strut and an axle that

turns with both wheels should provide optimum bearing maintenance by

divorcing its frequency of lubrication from unscheduled tire removal.

4. The F-P4 false axle is another good method of simplifying the task.

UNDESIRABLE FFATURES: 1. One aircraft (A-6) includes anti-skid drive in the

hubcap which could be aligned improperly resulting in degraded anti-

skid function. 2. All aircraft with dual or multiple disc brakes

have problems holding the discs in alignment during wheel change. The

; F-4 solves this by tieing the emergency brake. 3. The A-7 inner wheel

Mbearing is difficult to remove for cleaning and repacking. The F-4

is d i



SYSTEM: 13 Landing Gear

NOMENCLATURE: Main Landing Gear Wheel and Tire Assembly

UNESIRABLE FEATURES: (Cont.)

wheels are not interchangeable beceuse of the anti-skid exciter be-

ing only on the right.

ADDITIONAL REMARKS: 1. Wheels should be designed so that no critical align-

ment tasks are required. Anti-skid devices should be assembled into

the wheel to avoid separate alignment step, Disc brakes should be

designed to hold alignment after removal of wheel (i.e. method of

locking brakes to hold discs, etc.). 2. Tire changes are frequent I
tasks and nearly always accomplished as unscheduled maintenance,

special tools should be avoided. 3. Wheel bearings should be de-

signed to avoid difficulties in removal. Bearing damage or inade-

quate lubricatton can be minimized if bearings are easily removed

without using tools.

i' Li
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WORK UNIT CODE 13143 ITEM MIZ Wheel & Tire AIRCRAFT A-hM

LOCATION: MLG Strut

SUPPORT EQUIPMENT: Wheel Jack

Tire Servicing Enuipment

°4

ACCESS No access reauired.

REMOVAL: 1. Jack Landing Gear Strut
2. Deflate Tire
3. Remove Lockring and Cover
4 h. Remove Retainer Nut and Washer
5. Remove W'heel

INSTALATION: Reverse of removal

FUNCTIONAL CHECK: None

TEST EQUIPMENT: None

CLOSE UP: None Renuired

ANALYST'S OPINION: Low wing reduces working space &-ound wheel. Otherwise,

installation is good, simple to work on.

i2if! 
_ _ _



W"0 NI OE:33U E ML1 W~HEEL & TIRE ASSY AIRCRAYT A-6L

LOCATION: MLG SHOCK STRUT LA

SUPPORT EQU~IRVNT: Aircraft jacks. Strut or wing jacks. Special Wrench for axle nut.
Nitrogen servicing bottle.

ACCES': No access required.

i~MCPI,: 1. Jack landing gear strut-
2. Deflate tire.

3.Remove spring locking device securing hub cap and remove hub cap.
4~. Remove axle nut security device
5. Use special wrench to back of axle nut and remove nut.

6. Remove washer and pull wheel off axle.
X INSTALLATrION: 1. Align brake discs before installing wheel.

2. Install wheel and tighten axle nut -.o seat bearing and back off to
nearest hole. 

O3. Install axle nut security device.E
4. Align hub cap so that anti-skid drive key is aligned and installL

lock ring.
5. inflate tire to specified value.
6. Remove Jack.

4 .IICrIONAI, ('9CI(: None

.i& K~ RUIP41~T: None

V IIS p oerqie

7 NAST'UP OPINION: Hub cap excluded contaminants and provides drive for the anti-skid

S; system. Anainetkey is prvdd u WNRAidctsthathucacn e
installed incorrectly. Another key indexing device is required that Will eliminate
installing hub cap with key not engaged. Consequences of installing hub cap incorrectly
can result in anti-skid system malfunctions.

114



WORK UNIT CODE 13131 ITEM MLG Wheel & Tire Assy AIRCRAFT A-7

r LOCATION: Below Center Fuselage

SUPPORT EQUIPMENT, Wheel Jack
Tire ',ervicing Equipment

ACCESS; No access reouired.

REMOVAL: I. Jack Strut
2. Bleed Air From Tire
1. Remove Lockbolt, nut
4. Remove Retaining Nut, Washer, Bearing
5. Remove Wheel & Tire Assy

fINSTALIATION:1.Align Brake Discs
2.Install in Reverse of Removal
3.Torque Retaining Nut

FUNCTIONAL CHECK: None

i -[ 1' TEST EQUTPME1%T: Nn

4 CLOSEUPM:
None Reouired

P1A LYST'S OPINION: Renuires alignment of brake discs and tornuing of retaining
nut during installation of wheel. Both of these renuire additional effort. High
wing with landing gear in fuselage provide excel-ent working space. The inner
wheel bearing is exceedingly difficult to remove for cleaning. renuent damage
to bearing occurs.



WOHK UNIT C0D. 1 _ IT'-M MIG Wheel and Tire AIRCRAFT F- 4

LOCATION: Bottom of Main 1Z Strut

SUPPORT EQUIPY-MT: Jacks Brake rotor alignment
Axle nut wrench Tire inflation equipmen
Inner bearing rudder protractor

ACCESS: None

1. Jack strut
REMOVAl,: 2. Deflate tire

3. Remove 2 safety bolts
4. Remove axle nut
5. Remove wheel - install bearing protector

(inner bearing is part of brake assembly)

IINSTALLATrION: Reverse of removal
(brake rotor alignment tool aligns brake - hold with emergency
brake. Tied in engage position)

FJNCTIONAL ('HE CK : Spin check

. I

I ',

TEST ECUIPMENT: None

(C.OSE U'P: None

ANALYST'S OPINION: This wheel is heavy and difficlt to handle. Except for the inner
bearing, it is a gocd installation. The inner bearing is part of the brake assembly
and requires protection while exposed with the wheel removed. It also is difficvult
(or impossible) to lubricate during a wheel change. A brake rotor alignment tool is
an excellent aid in making a wheel installation. The tool aligns the rotors which

"are then 
--

eld by application of eergency brake pressure as the wheel is sUpped on.

(See Continutation Sheet)N

____________ 

Al 

- -
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CONTINUATION SHEET:

WORK UNIT CCDE 13251 ITEM MIG Wheel andTire A I W!LFT F- 4

ANALYSTS OPINION: (Continued)

i f If a replacement wheel is immediately available, however, it would seem reasonable
to apply and hold brake pressure before the old wheel is removed. This will prevent

- losing rotor alignment and eliminate the extra task of using the tool. A methoa"
other than tying the emergency brake in the engage position would facilitate this
effort.

-, 3C
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woRK UNITT COIm: 13hl. rIT MI.G 'W1HEIL/TIRE ASSY AIRCRPAFT F-84

LXATION: MLG Tension Strut I

SUPPORT EQUIFMENT: Tension strut or wing jacks.
Source of dry nitrogen

- a ACCESSNo access reouired.

1. Jack strut
RRMOVPL: 2. Bleed tire pressure to zero

3. Remove axle nut security device (small bolt and nut)
4. Remove axle nut, spacer, washer, then bearing.
5. Wheel and tire assembly removed by pulling off axle.

fl STALIATION: 1. Align brake discs.
2. Install wheel in reverse of removal.

LI
!I

FUNCTIONAL CHECK: After wheel bearing is seated, axle nut is backed off to nearest
notch in axle nut and axle, and axle nut security device is

II installed, Tire is then rotated to check bearing for freeness.

I

TEST EQUMMl: Air pressure gage anci standard tools to remove axle "Mt,

CLOSE UP: None

ANALYST'S OPINION: The two brake discs, once the wheel is removed. are unsupported
I requiring that the disc key slots are aligned as the wheel is b4n

installed. This is awkward and could require two men to accomp--
lish the task.

A way of applying brake pressure to hold brake discs in
proper position with respect to wheel assemb3y would be desirable
to permit easier wheel and tire installation. A brake design not
requiring supporting the brake discs would accomplish the sam
end result.

LjW



WORK UINII --ODF 13511 1ITEM MIG WHE~EL & TIR~E ARpjeF-1J4

L
LOCATION: Lower end of Main Landing GCar Strut -z

SUFPORT EQUI.PMNT: .necial tool for wheel nut
'___ _ Jack

Tire inflation ecujpent
-A

ACCESS: None required

REMOVAL: 1. Jack wheel

2. Remove hubcap (snap ring)
. Remove cotter pin and wheel nut it
4. Remove wheel

INSTALLATION: 1. Reverse of removal.
2. Inflate tire to proper pressure.

M

FUNCTIONAL CHE:CK: 'None

TEST KUIP - T: None

CLOSE UP: None

ANALYST'S OPINNI: Use of a false axle is very good. Wheel replacement time is

reduced and important bearing maintenance is performed in the cleaner shop environment.
Antiskid sensing is located in the stub axle and is not disturbed during wheel
removal.

U-I-
7> _
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iMain undercarriage

WORK UNIT CODE 13511 ITEM Wheel and Tire AIRCRAFT AV-8 a

LOCATION: Beneath Fuselage Midsection, on center line

(Note only one strut, 2 wheels)

SUPPORT EQUIPMENT: jacks and Cradle 4

Tire Servicing Equipment

ACCESS: None

1. Lock parking brake
REMOVAL: 2. Jack strut

3. Deflate tire
th. Remove nut retainer plate (2 bolts)

5. Remove nut
6. Remove wheel

INSTALLATION: 1. Reverse of removal (locate and engage master spline)
P. Inflate tire

NOTE: The anti-skid exciter ring is located on the right hand wheel. Care is
requirei to install the proper wheel in the proper position.

FUNCTIONAL CHECK: None

TEST EQUIPMENT: None

T.

CLOSE UP: None

ANALYST'S OPI-NION: This installation includes an interesting variation of bearing
treatment. Thearings are installed at the bottom of the strut and the entire

axle turns. The wheels are in turn splined to the axle. A very simple installation
results and bearing maintenance as well as associated risks are divorced f!' I tire

,' _ maintenance. A good design. The parking brake allows locking of the brake discs tc
maintain th_ ir alignment which greatly simplifies wheel installation. A potential i
maintenance error is included. NARF personnel pointed out that the anti-skid exci "

I % ring is installed only on the right hand wheel and care must be taken to ensure thut
the proper wheel is installed. In spite of the few ounces of extra weight, it would
seem better to nave exciter rings on both wheels. Carrying one non-functioning ex-

.iter is preferrable to the ri 3k of losing brake function. "
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Sy8'TEM: 13 Landing Gear

1 NO!MNCL-,1RE: Nose Landing Gear Wheel and Tire Assembly

'TUC: A-h: 13233 A-6: 13512 A-7: 13161 F-4: 13331

1-8: 13412 F-14: 13521 AV-8: 13521

CGNFM-IAL OBSERVATIONS: Wheel and tire replacement is a frequent occurrence and

' - has been designed to facilitate maintenance. Single and dual wheel

installations are equally easy to work on. All wheels provide for

retention of bearings in the wheel, this eliminating bearing repack-

ing -t the airplane.

DESIRABLE FEATURES: 1. "U-Bolts" used in A-4 are simple and effective. 2. The

large nut used on the A-6 may provide some protection from loss of

wheel if bearing fails. 3. In all aircraft, removal tasks are

Ishort and simple. All wheels eliminate bearing maintenance at the

airplane.

UNDESIRABLE FEATURES: 1. The A-4 requires a stand under the aft section when the

ti nose wheel is jacked. 2. Although the wheels differ somewhat in method

of removal, there exists no particular features that would qualify as 4

"undesirable." 3. The AV-8 requires special jacking fixtures because

i I of the tandem wheel arrangement.

ADDITIONAL REMARKS: 1. Bearings should be kept with wheel and relubricated in

shop. 2. Loose parts (spacers, retainers, bolts, etc.) should be

I minimized in the design. 3. Re-usable retaining devices are prefer-

able to disposable devices (i.e. retaining bolt vs. cotter pin).

;9MIA



WORK UNIT CODE 13233 ITEM NLG Wheel & Tire AIRCRAFT A-4

LOCATION: Nose Section

SUPPORT EquIPMENT: Nose Jack
Tire Inflation Enuipment
Tail Stand

ACCESSIBILITY: No access required

J2n,

REMOVAL: 1. Place stand under tail
2. Jack nose of aircraft
3. Deflate tire
4. Remove 2 U-bolts

5. Remove wheel and tire assembly

INSTALLATION: 1. Reverse of removal

2. inflate tire

FUNCTIONAL CHECK: Check wheel rotation

'!'A

C TEST EQUIPMENT: None

CLOSE UP: None

ANALYS'S OPINION: Very simple installation. U-bolts are example of proper
Sapplication f "think simple" approach. CG location in relation to MLG die-

tates use of tail stand.

- -'-" i 
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"1ORK UNIT CODE 13512 ITE" MG WHEEL &TIRE ASSY. AIRCRAFT A-6

LOCATION: NIG Shock Strut

SUPPORT EQUIPMENT: Nose strut Jack or fuselage Jack.
Nitrogen servicing cart.
Tire pressure gauge.

ACCESS: No access required.

PEI1MOVI,: 1. Jack strut
2. Remove cotter securing axle nut.
3. Deflate tire.
4. Remove axle nut and washer.
5. Remove wheel and tire assembly.

INSTALLATION: Reverse of removal

0U"JNCT'JONAL ('iCl(: Rotate wheel and check for smoothness.

T,71-1 a;;CIPMENT: None

(3,OSE UP: None

UI ANALYST'S OPINION: The nose wheel axle nut is functionally adequate but looks like
it might have come off a piece of heavy equipment. The nut is secured with a cotter
key. This cmment is merely suggesting that the aesthetics of the installation would
be enhanced if this part would look like an aircraft part. Another good design featureof this nut is that the hex seems isrger than the wheel half bearing race bore, and

would appear capable of retaining the wheel on the axle if a total wheel bearing
failure occurred. This in turn might prevent wheel assembly from falling in someones boa1 ; back yard because of a wheel bearing failure.

!.5-7-7;



WORK UNIT CODE 1361 ITEM NLG Wheel & Tire AIRCRAFT A-7

LOCATION: Below Front Fuselage

SUPPORT EQUIPMENT: Nose Jack, Jackpads, Tire Inflation Equipment

ACCESS None required.

REMOVAL: 1. Jack NLG Assy
* 2. Bleed air from tire

3. Remove locknut bolt (1)
4. Remove retaining nut from axle

5. Remove wheel and tire assy and two collars

INSTALLATION: 1. Reverse of removal

2. Inflate tire

FUNCTIONAL CHECK: Check for rotation

Rif-
TEST EQUIPMENT: None

L CLOSE UP: None

ANALYST'S OPINION: Collars are saved for installation on new wheel. Wheel hange

task is =simpl7eand easily accomplished.

°A
Y, "" " "" @= " ---



WORK UNIT CODE 13331- I M _ W l and Tire AIRCRAFT F'-4

LOCATION: Bottom of nose landing gear strut 1

SUPPORT EQUIPMENT: Jacks
Tire inflation equipment

ACCESS: None

1. Jack strut
REMOVAL: 2. Deflate tire

3. Remove safety screw
4. Remove axle nut
5. Remove vheel and bearings

Ii

INSTALLATION: 1. Reverse of removal
2. Inflate wheel

II

" t:
FUINCIONAL CHECK: Spin check

TEST EQUIPM: None f

CLOSE UP: None

ANALYST'S OPINION: Good installation. Simple to perform. The bearings stay in the
wheel and are maintained in the tire shop. This reduces the effort at the airplane.

9
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",c iuii' coi: 13412 :' N WHEEL/TIRE AsusIFLY AIRCRA? F-8

LcK"A'MION: NLG shock strut axcle bL m.

'UPORTP EUIi .P.,E! ?: Fuselage jack
Nitrogen servicing bottle

. _ :.-.No access required

:>exPI.. 1. Jack nose of aircraft iZ
2. Deflate tire.
3. Remove screw securing axle nut and remove axle nut.
4. Remove axle from left side
5. Remove wheel and tire from axle beam.

INSTALLATION: Reverse of removal

•('jONA1, (': Rotate tire and check bearing for freeness.

' I ..- ,a; UP..'NNT: Air gauge.3fi

S V ':1,.P: UP: None

ANALYST'S OPINION: Wheel bearings stay with wheel assembly and are prcc~ssed to
the shop for repair. Spacer stays with axle and is presumed to be left with aircraft.
The spacer used prevents overtorqueing wheel bearing when axle and wheel are installed.A
Wheel design is simple and straightforward and is simple to zemove.

AM



WORK UNIT CODE 13521 ITrM N WHET. & TTRR AIRCRAFT

LOCATION: Lower End of Nose Landing Gear Strut

SUPPORT EQUIF>MTT: Jack
Special wheel nut tool
Tire inflation equipment 

g7

ACCESS: None required

REMOVAl,: 1. Jack nose wheel
2. Remove cotter pin and wheel nut
3. -emove wheel

INSTALLATION: 1. Reverse of removal

2. Inflate tire to proper pressure

FUlNC'TIONAL CHECK: None

( , TEST E.UIPENT:
- None

CLOSE V.P: oet
None

ANALYST- O N The false axle simplifies wheel and tire removal. No bearing

maintenance required at the airplane. A special tool required to remove the wheel
nut is undesirable. Other than this, the installation is ouite good.ii



WORK UNIT CODE 13521 ITEM Nose Undercarriage Wheel & AIRCRAFT AV-8 A

Tire .

LOCATION: Nose Fuselage, Bottom Centerline

SUPPORT EQUIR NT: 2 jacks (special nose gear frame or forward jacking trestle

with tall jacks) Al

Nitrogen Cart

ACCESS: None

1. Jack strut
REMOVAL: 2. Deflate tire

3. Remove retainer plate, each side (1 bolt each)

4. Unscrew wheel bolts, each side

5. Remove wheel and false axle

INSTALIATION: 1. Reverse (split nut on L/H side)

2. Inflate tire

- FUNCTIONAL CHECK: Spin wheel

(TES'T EQ'UIPMEN: None

('LOSE UP: None

ANALYST'S OPINION: Very simple. Axle and bearings go to tire shop with wheel. I
Special jacking equipment is required because of the tandem gear arrangements.

This is inconvenient and the massive eauipment presents a handling and storage
problem.

'Mama=
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4RY13TEM: i Landing Gear

NO:.NCL T E: MLG Wheel Brake Assembly

"jC.UC: A-4: 13716 A-6: 13611 A-7: 13511 F-4: 1344o

F-8: 13511 F-14: 13811 AV-S: 13716

GF'NAL OBSERVATIONS. All aircraft require wheel removal prior to brake re-

moval. Otherwise, access is excellent. The working space available

tends to be constrained on low wing airplanes. Disc brakes present

a problem in achieving and maintaining disc alignment during instal-

lation.

DESIRABLE FEATURES: 1. One aircraft (A-4) has provision to check brake action

and bleed brakes without external hydraulic power. Manual brake ac-

tion is adequate for this purpose. 2. Interchangeable (left and

right) brake assemblies are very desirable and several airplanes are

so equipped. 3. The F-4 brake is remarkably simple to remove re-

O 1 - auiring removal of a pin rather than the bolts usually required.

4. The F-4 has a special tool available to assist in disc alignment. A

UNDESIRABLE FEATURES: 1. Aircraft with full power brake systems require ex- A

I- ternal hydraulic power to operate brakes for check. This increases

time span required for replacement and increases size of crew.

2. Dual and multiple disc brakes presents a problem of support and

alignment of discs as noted for wheel replacement. In this case,

I locking brakes to hol/ discs as suggested for wheel removal wil not

suffice as a remedy. 3. Installations that require shuttle valve

FR IN _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _



TA

9YSTEFM: i3 Landing Gear

NOMENCLATURE: Ida Wheel Brake Assembly

UNDESIRABLE FEATURES: (Cont.) U1

removal from brake assembly run risk of bending hydraulic line

to shuttle valve. 4. The F-4 shimming requirement is an unde-

sirable task. 5. The sealant on the F-h brake increases diffi- i
cul-ty of removal and installation.

ADDITIONAL REMRKS: 1. Self bleeding brake systems (i.e. the ability to

eliminate air during first engine run after brake system mainte-

nance without taking additional maintenance steps) would reduce

task time and improve availability. 2. Interchangeability of

left and right items grows increasingly important as a Logistics

requirement. 3. Brake assembly definition should include all

items attached to brake (i.e. valves, cylinders, etc.) so O-level L
removal requires only line disconnect. 4. Lines attaching to

brake assembly should be flexible or routed to prevent damage or

"brute force" positioning during brake installation.

Brake disc alignment should be maintained in some manner to

simplify re-installation of wheel. Special fixture such as used

I ~.1with the F-h may be required but it is more desirable to have this

feature built in as part of the brake.

Clearances should not be so critical that shimming is required j
during installation. Also, if an extra water seal is reouired, it 4

should be a replaceable gasket or O-ring rather than an elastomer

seal. Breaking an elastomer seal, subsequent surface cleaning, and

forming a new seal is time consuming. If an elastomer is the only
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SYSTEM: l1 Landing Gear

NOMWNCLATURE: MLG ''heel Brake Assembly

ADDITIONAL REMARKS: (Cont.) O

recourse, one surface should be coated with a release agent to

reduce renair effort.
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WORK UNIT CODE 13716 ITEM MLG, Brake Assy AIRCRA A-4M Z

LOCATION: Inboard Side of M- Wheel

SUPPORT EQUIPMENT: Aircraft jack

ACCESS: Requires removal of wheel and tire assembly

REMOVAL:
1. jack Landing Gear Strut
2. Disconnect Hyrdraulic Line
3. Remove $ Bolts
4. Remove Brake Cylinder end Discs

INSTALLATION: 1. Re-install in reverse order of removal
2. Service and bleed brakes

FUNCTIONAL CHECK: Check for brake aDlication

TEST EQUIPMENT: None Renuired

~ICLOSE UP: Replace wheel and t he tire assembly.

ANALYST'S OPINION: Good system. Power assisted brake system allows bleeding4 and check to be done without external power application. Low wing degrades work spaceI
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.-O K U.I.: Iz-:: 13611 ViE." Wheel Brake Assembly AjRcpm'T A-6

l":AT IO : MIG Schock Strat

______ i.!..*,..: Jack to support strut.
Tools to remove tire and wheel assembly.

__F__ternal hydraulic power

AC,F ?emove wheel and tire

1. Jack Struti2. Remove safety wire and bolt securing shuttle valve.
3. Remove 12 mounting bolts and remove brake assembly.

INSTAIAiJCi1N: 1. Torque 12 bolts securing brake assembly to strut to specified value.0
2. Align brake discs.
3. Bleed brakes.

II

.*: N '"Y: Connect external hydraulic power to aircraft.
Functional check brakes with normal hydraulic power, auxiliary
hydraulic power, and emergency hydraulic power.

. -  "i-2,-- External Hydraulic Power

II

*.I..,.r. Ub: Replace wheel and tire assembly.

t 4*

-IIALY-T'S O~iniON: Aligne.nt of brake discs during wheel installation adds
maintenance effort. A Sethod of locking the brake discs in align is needed.
Twelve mounting bolts is considered excessive. Altogether, this installation

. - is rated as fair.
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WORK UNIT CODE 13511 ITEM MWG Brake Assv AIRCRAFT A-7E i

LOCATION: Inboard of Wlheel and Tire Assy

SUPPORT EQUIPMENT: Jack, External Hydraulic Power

ACCESS: Reauires Wheel and Tire Removal
(see Analyst's Opinion)

REMOVAL:
I. Jack Landing Gear Strut
2. Disconnect Brake Shuttle Valve (1 Bolt) Discard 2 seals

Remove Anti-Skid Bracket (2 Bolts)
4. Remove Brak. Retaining Bolt
5. Slide Brake Off Axle

INSTALLATION: 1. Reverse of removal
" 2. Install. 2 new seals with shuttle valve

3. Check brake clearance before installing wheel

2. Bleed 2brakes

FUNCTIONAL CHECK: Check brake application

I TEST EQUIPMENT: Hydraulic test stand

CLOSE UP: Replace wheel and tire assembly.

ANALYST'S OPINION: Shuttle valve renuires 2 new sealL r leak may occur. ExternalI hyraulic power reouired for bleeding and brake check. Lines to shuttle valve can be. bent during brake installation. bisc alignment renuired durin wheel installationadds difficulty. An easy methou of obtaining and holding alignment would be desirable

1 NOi_: It was not determined what disposition is made of inner wheel bearing during
V brake change. Special tool is repuired to remove it. An arrangement to keep bcth

bearings with the wheel is better than having one stay with the brake.

'I



WORK UNIT CODI, 13440 IM' M Brake Asembl AIRCRAFT -

LOCATION: Bottom of main landing gear strut

SUPPORT EQUIPMENT: Jacks

Brake rotor alignment tool
Hydraulic power _________ __________

ACCES::' Remove wheel and tire

%I

REMOVAL: 1. Disconnect emergency air and normal hydraulic lines
2. Remove 2 brake retainer nuts and washers

3. Break "gunk" seal and remove brake

INSTALLATION:l.Reverse of removal
2 .Seal axle with MIL-S-8802
3.Install wheel
4.Shim retaining bolts as required to obtain proper clearance

5.Bleed brake system

FINCTJONAL ('9?CK: Brake check

'I

TEST EQUIPWMNT: Hydraulic power

CLOSE tP: In.tall wheel and tire.

• J, ANALYST'S OPINION: A fairly normal installation except for the elastmner seal.

This can be a pesky thing to release, requires careful removal to ensure adherence
of the new seal, and has a long curing time, NARF personnel indicated MIL-S-8802
was used for this seal. High brake temperatures will effect the efficiency of this

compound. The rotor alignment tool helps immensely. Clearances should not, b- so
tight as to require critical shimming.

A'' 
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VK U..N,' UC'.-" 1..B35A11E ASSEML.1YI ,IRCiAFT F-8

LOCATION: MLG Tension Strut

SUPPORT EQUIPM ENT: Torque wrench (inch lb) Allen type wrench adapted to socket drive

Hydraulic test stand
Tension strutjack

ACC,,CS: None

PEMOVAL: 1. Remove wheel and tire assembly
2. loosen shuttle valve from brake assembly (valve can be left in place)
3. Cut lockwlire and remove five internal wrenching bolts (allen type)

securing brake assembly to strut.
!4. Remove brake assembly.

INSTALLATION: 1. Reverse of removal

2. Bleed brakes

"'1NCTIONAL (C...Y: Perform functional check of brake systex.

... T EQU1PN "  None

CLOC;E I"

ANALYST"S OPINION: Some -isk is involved in bending the line to the shuttle valve
when i nstalling a new brake assembly. Shuttle valve might be

removed with the brake assemb3y or be a part of the brake assembly design to minimize
th-.q possibility. The two discs are not supported as mentioned when removing a weel,
and tire assembly. The same reccmendation concerrding not having to support and all
brake discs with the wheel assemby are again being suggested* Brake assembly has a
wear indicator that show brake pad wear. When this indicator is flush brake assembli4
have to be changed. Brake assy replacement in lieu of brake pad replacement is reason
able and would not require having to spend time working on replacing individal brake,9

pads. Brake assemblies are interchangeable (right for left and left for right) and

a very desirable feature.



WORK UNIT COD' 1TM ____________v_.... AIRCRAFT .

II

LOCATION: End of LG Strut

SUPPORT EQUIPYENf: Jack

'
I ACCESf. Remove wheel and tire assembly

1. Jack Strut
RE'MOVAL,: 2. Disconnect 2 hydraulic lines

3. Pull ball lock pin in bottom lug
4. Remove brake

INSTALLATION: Reverse of removal

IU

fi PINCTUONAL *CK : Brake check

TEST ECUIPE': External hydraulic pow-r

_AR

(LOSE IP: Install wheel and tire assembly

'2

- ANALYST'S OPINION: Remarkably simple task. Installation of a brake assembly was
observe4 and no difficulty of any kind was experienced. This is a good installation.

i2q,
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WORK UNIT CODE 1371.6 ITEM Wheel Birake Assembly AIRCRAFT

LOCATION: Main Landing Gear Strut

SUPPORT EQUIPNME1: Jack
hydraulic Power

IiACCESS: Remove wheel and tire

* .Tcd "r~iM

REMOVAL: ~.Remove anti-skid sensor (RH brake)(3 Allen head screws)
Disconnect banjo fitting3
R emove 1 nut

-Remove brake (tap with mallet)

INSTALLATION: 1. Reverse of removal
2. Adjust anti-skid sensor
3. New banjo seals renuired

4. Bleed brakes

- Ik

FUNCTIONAL CHECK: Operat%-e

TEST EQUIPMENT: Hydraulic Power

CLOSE UP: Install wheel -n-~ tire.

~~ AIHAYST'S OPINION: Wheel difficult to install because the disc alignment and master
spline orientation is disturbed. Other than that, the removal is simple.

4'
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....: . 13 Landing Gear

I,!N .LA. UI .E: Main Landing Gear Shock Strut V

-'UC: A-11: 13121 A-6: 13111 A-7: 13121 F-h: 13211

* 13121 F-14: 13111 AV-8: 1311

;NH!'MA.1, OBSERVAI]ONS: Low wing aircraft present head space problems when work-

ing on an item this heavy. Component weight is a factor in all air-

planes. Tripod style gear allows design that reduces component weight

I and avoids the renuirement for wheel and tire removal.

DESIRABLE FEATURES: 1. The tripod type MLG structure of the A-7 and F-8 avoid

wheel and tire removal to change strut. 2. Access to all struts is

good. 3. Handling enuipment is available to accommodate the weight

of the strut on the A-h and A-6. 4 . The F-14 is distinguished by

exceptionally clear wheel wells. 5. Several struts used the same I
clamping arrangement discussed in the nose gear summary. This greatly

simplifies build-up of a new strut. 6. A tandem arrangement such as

the AV-8 reduces the number of main gear struts to be maintained and

(requires less fuselage space for retraction.

UNDESLRABLE FEATURES: 1. Low wing aircraft with struts mounted in the wing

present the greatest burden with poor working space and wheel well

closures fastened to the struts. 2. Except for t-ipod gears, wheel

and tire removal is reouired. 3. The A-7/F-8 reauire trunnion re-

moval for installation on the new strut. 4. The A-h requires partial

* 'retraction for removal. In some cases, routing of lines and harnesses

4'O
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SYSTEM: 13 Landin Gear L
NOMENCIATURE: Main Landing Gear Shock Strut

UNDESIRABLE FEATURES: (cont.)

interferes with access to attach bolts. 5. The A-4 and F-4 re-

auire partial retraction and manual manipulation during removal. ,

6. The F-14 swivel interferes with trunnion pin removal and must

be removed completely. Li

ADDITIONPL REMARKS: 1. Component build-up at the airplane should be avoided. U

2. When the landing gear consists of more than one member, the axle

should be attached to the member that is not involved in shock ab-

sorption. In this way, wheel and tire removal can be avoided during

strut change and component weight is reduced. 3. Routing of lines

and harnesses should avoid covering attach points. 4. Whenever

possible, wheel well closures should be insensitive to strut posi-

tion when retracted. This allows replacement of struts without the

tedious job of rigging doors. 5. Handling equipment is necessary

for heavier struts. 6. A requirement for partial retraction causes Z

disturbance of the hydraulic system and adds a bleeding/servicing re-

ouirement that should not be required. 7. Lack of drag link on the

AV-8 strut was reported by NARF technicians to substantially weaken

all landing gear struts (not Just the main) when operating in normal

high speed landing modes.o

.o
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WORK UNIT CODE 1 2ll ITEM MTP, SThor' -hvnr , AIRCRAFT A-4

LOCATION: Plow Cent-r '!inr Section

SUPPORT EQUIP.4ENT: Airc,aft .Tacks. Transfer Dolly, External Hydraulic Power,Nit 4ro-en Servon: - c "u oment

ACCESS: C

REMOVAL: 1. jack air-raft
2. Re]ieve pressure in strut .
3. Remove wheel and tire assy

h. Disconnect 1 1-..draulic Line, 1 Electric Harness, and 2 Cla.ps
. ,Disconnect Door Actuator and Remove Door (2 hinge pins)

6. Remove outboard fai-ring (si-x screws), rear fairinr (C scre's)
7. Remove nut at toD of strt.

. ttach hydraulic oressure to aetuator and partiall." retract strut
0. Remove strut

INSTALLATI(: 1. Reverse of removal
2. Rig fairings

Bleed -vfdraulio system
h. Riii snoriler sitch

FUNCTIONAL CHECK: Drop c,eck ?,LG

4

TEST EQUIPMENT: External hydr3ulic and electrical power.

CLOSE UP: None.

34-

A1LyssT'S OPINION: Requirement to partially retract strut to remove is not Q

desirable. Fairings attached to strut renuire extra build-ip during remove/
install task. The low wing with the strut attached to the wing results in an
awkward croucning work position. The single strut landing gear also renuires
additional effort to remove wheel, harnesses and hydraulic lines.

. ..
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4 d-to-- - ---- ----- - - A

PPQ~UTPMNT: '!Y jan'ks.
Soecia! ho)(-nk- fixture to slipport. large stru~t cdur~r.- rem'oval.

_____ ____(q',.nrwirt "'or -4t-, ii i!7 1 zo transpaorta:jon d)~

None

~-MW~,: 1. Jqck aircraft.
R.femove i'.'ieel end tire and brake nsser)Lv.

R emove snubber from 1.rnper end of 7- issor3.
~.Rpnove +-,o lholzs ind disconnect, drq': brace.
l.~ isconnect electricalP1 rn fromn strut .

7. Disconnect h,-draulic li~nes at hydraulic, s.7zivel betw.,een st*rut'v at- ach
points.

8.Remove 'e.
0.c' .hnrf. s-rii -:i t1 I-ol r inr-- 'ixtu e n remove stut attac barz' are

fom inboard and outb-oarA ntt~ch point h,- renvin- cott-er key, nut
and 3-,ec--al bholt.

10. Pemove strnt fror aircra'r --:t!, sunnortnnd tr~nsnnrt-it-_on dolly-
(s-ee -Continuation !3heet)

3TN ONAL CHi 'K: (Y'nnect e:'ternal hydraulio n-)-er byr c'~sconner-tinr: hoses, from-
en, ine ",uick-discornects and connectinrr to tost Stan,;. -Perforn

-n-lir'- -ear retract c'lectr and Jandinr -,2r 0-- !eeck.

*"~X'IPME'i': yteral Wraulic and el1ect+ri-a1 ro.-er.

".,C3E Up: 11(-e reitijred.

AL~IYST'S OPINION: YW~ nshock rtrut is la'-:n and heavy, reouir~nr snecial noldinr and
transDortnlT'on in) ly. A h.:-draulic sv:ivel assembly is l.oc:ated bet'veen attach points
-which has to be 'nhycrccall,_ removed before shock strut attach hardlware can be removed.

j r A link attached to the strut bet.ween vinc attach luf and which has one end grounded
to -.ing structure i-.,s also a corrosion prone area. Performinfr operational chect: re--
ruires openinC enGine L.ese sota nieuc-disconnect hoes can be connectedto te tetGsand. Senarat-e service cuick-disconnects vould habe improved temi

~~' tenince characteristics of this instaato aszelsohr intiuin reurng
.. ~ hydraulic flower.ISA

771~ - & - - ~ _ __ ___ ~ =~-pa ~



CONTINUATION SMIET:

WORK UNTT CODF 311ITEM 1'W Shock Strut A il. itfkr A-6

INSTALLATION: 1. Reserv-ice strut with hydraulic oil and nitror-en. --

2. Service hydraulic system, if' required.

3.T.ub n ivo-I noints.

iE



WORK UNIT CODE 1.11l ITEM NGIL Shonk Strut AIRCRAFT A-7

LOCATION: Lower fuselnrt,

SUPPORT EQUPrNT: jinr .cks (2) 1(vdraulic Cart
Axle JnTcl & Adcrtcr Nitroren Servicing Cart

ACCESS' Re~olve !,0 Poors & t.ov out of way

REMOVAL: . Bleel nresur,-
. .2u.ert tensirn strut

h. Rpm'ovo ipper nn( lon:er i':tach bolts (2)
Remove shock strut
Remove trunnion sleeves from bulkhead fitting

* Serarnte trunnion from shock struit (2 strews, p? pins, 2 retainers)

INSTALlATION: 1. Reverse of removnl
2. Service strut

FUNCTIONAL CHECK: Tandinr Gear Dro Check

TEST EQUIPMENT: }1y[rntulic Test Stand
External Electrical Power
Jacks

CLOSE UP: Reconnect N1, Doors

ANALYST'S OPINION: Does not require remov4l cf wheel and tire, these components
are not instlled on the shock strut. Separate trunnion requires extra build-up
at O-level. Should be shop build-un item.



;VORK UNIT COD.e 13211 IT M MLG Shoc k Strut AIRCRAFT F-4

LOCATION: Lower Wing C/S (folds inboard)

PPORTJacks Nitrogen servicing" Sling or jack to handle strut equipment
Hydraulic and electrical power

Plate.top of wing (18 screws, 6 with nuts)

1. Jack aircraft.
2. Remove wheel and brake.

.MOVL: 3. Remove strut door (four bolts - keep track of shims and mark

eccentric position) slide door down track and off.
4. Deflate lower and upper chambers
5. Remove upper chamber manifold (1 fluid passage bolt)

6. Remove swivels and lines (I U-bolt, 3 clamps, 2 B nuts,
I switch - record shim position on switch)

7. Disconnect shrink link (2 bolts)S
8. Connect hygraulic test stand to drag brace/actuator (remove 2 lines),

retract 25 , and support strut
9. Disconnect outer door link (1 bolt)
10. Remove aft drag link nut (2 fluid lines remov,. for access)11. Remove drag brace/actuator ut

12. Attach sling
13. Remove aft drag link bolt ( onuation sheet)~(See on tiu.i o Lh et

F NCTXiOAL H % Drop check
I Brake check

T j ', 'ECUIPENT: Hydraulic and Electrical Power

tiC,¢SE I P: Re-install plate

_ =W :.PY-T'S OPINION: This is a poor installation. Removal tasks are both complicated
"I and diliult to perform. The strut is heavy and must be manipulated excessively durii

3 removal. Partial retraction to gain access requires disturbing the actuator hydraulic
system which then adds a bleeding requirement. The strut must be moved about to get
the aft trunnion (drag link) disconnected. Many shims must be accounted for and
returned to the correct places in the correct quantity. If the new strut differs
dimensionally, reshimming is requirea.

AND.



COirINUATION SMET: 01

WORK UNIT COD-- ~ JL ITEM~ 
__yckSru Z~-4

Epj.DVAL: (Continued)

S14. Reniove lower drag link pin lock and pin.

15. Extend gear to vertical manuall-y.

16. Remove aft drag link (also is aft truanion).

17. Move strut aft to disengage forward trunnion.

18. Remove strut.

INSTAIATON: ,Q e-e -e o' re-.oval, mindiflj shims enc eccentrics.
?, Rig,

3o Bleed.
h, Reserice.

L
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- " "-. 13121 .' NM .W Shock Strut AjjcL: F-8

t 'AM.ON : Mid Fuselage section

-V

"UP.'. -;i:"-:r: Wing jacks Hydraulic Servicing Stand
Dry Nitrogen Air Gauge

N ". o access reauired Z!

. 1. Jack airplane .z
2. Depressurize strut
-. Remove hardware securing lower end of strut to tension strut
4. Remove lower attach Din
5. Remove cotter key, large nut, and bolt securing trunnion to bulkhead

fitting.
A. Support strut and remove from aircraft

TINSTALLATTON: 1. Reverse of removal
2. Reservice strut

:z... N- Landing Gear Drop Check|7

-. H vdraulic Test Stand
External Electrical PowerA.

, '. .. . None

. N ..... CPNION: Removing upper bolt from trunnion area is obstructed by several

hydraulic lines that are in line with the bolt removal path requiring that these
lines be removed to facilitate strut removal. Lines should have been routed such
that removing hydraulic lines is not a Dart of the shock strut removal procedures.
A support dolly would be beneficial in supporting weight of strut during removal
procedures.

21
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WORK UNIT COD 13111 7IT M MLG SHOCK STRUT AIRCRAFT F-14.

LOCATION: Left Hand and Right 'land Sponson

L....PPOW EQUIPENT Removal dolly
Hydraulic and electrical power

Aircraft Jacks

ACCESS Remove aft landing gear fairing door (3 hinge bolts & 1 actuator bolt)

1. Jack Aircraft

REMOVAL: 2, Remove wheel & brake
3. Bleed strut
4. Remove fwd drag brace (1 bolt)
5. install removal dolly
6. Disconnect electrical plug
7. Disconnect actuator (1 bolt)

8. Disconnect 10 lines at swivel
9. Remove swivel (1 screw imbd, 1 nut locked with screw)
10. Remove outboard trunnion pin
11. Remove locking bolt thru inboard t_-"mnion
12. Remove locking bolt thru nut

13. Remove inboard trunnion
14. Remove strut

INSTALLATION:i.Reverse of removal.2.Rig strut and doors as required.

FUNCTIONAL CHECK: Drop check

TEST ECUIPMENT: External hydraulic and electrical power.

CiOSE UP: Install fairing door and rig.

ANALYST'S OPINION: A fairly good installation considering size and weight of the strut.

The swivel arrangement is complex and it would be preferable if the swivel could be
retained on the strut or the airplane. This would reduce the hydraulic disconnects to
5 rather than 10 and eliminate the extra effort to remove the swivel from fairly

|4 , cramped quarters. The wheel well is exeptionally free of clutter except for hydraulic X
lines. Very few non-related components are installed-in the wells to inhibit access to
landing gear parts. This is the best looking main wheel well in the fighter fleet. A

number of lines and harnesses must be transferred by clamping to large clamps which allo. :4

removal of all items as a unit, retaining routing and position 
until re-instal'ed.



i WORK UNIT CODE 13111 ITEM I U rcarriaeLegAssy AIRCRAFT AV-8

LOCATION: Mid Fuselage, Bottom Centerline

SUPPORT EQUIPMNT: Jacks Electrical Power
Jacking cradle

__ydraulic power

RCCESS 2 Plates (23 screws ea)

1. Jack aircraft

REMOAL: 2. Remove wheel and brakes
REOVL: 3. Disconnect forward door (1 bolt in ea of 2 links)

h.Disconnect manual hand operated strut (1 bolt)

Disconnect 3 hLrnesses (3 cannon plug) (approx 3 clamps - varies)
Disconnect recuperator air line (B-nut)

7. Disconnect actuator (I bolt)
8. Remove brake line (long bolt through top of LH fulcrum, B-nut on

bottom)
S9. Remove phenolic clamp above LIH end of trunnion

10. Disconnect brak- iine to t-unnion, remove fitting (slips out)
11. Remove pin in RH trunnion
12. Remove pintle pins
13. Remove strut
14. Remove uplock roller
15. Deservice strut (See contnuation sheet)

FUNCTIONAL CHECK: Drop check

Brake check

: i
TEST EQUIPMENT: Hydraulic and Electrical Power

CLOSE UP: Install Plates

SANALYST'S OPINION: Manual door operation to close doors during ground operation and
before VTO. Gear will open them on retraction. Manual latch allows opening for main.
tenance. Electrical leads are very long and exposed ,.o damage during strut removal.
The uplock roller is not Dart of the strut and must be removed for installation onthe new strut. Room is at a premium while removing. this strut but overall it is a

'~ I good installation.

.- "



CONTINUATION S}LEET:

WORK UNIT COD 13111 ITM MLG Undercarriage Leg A I HICIAFT AV-8
Assy

L

REMOVAL: (Continued)

INSTALLATION: 1. Bleed brakes

2. Rig
3. Service strut

LL
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~y;TM: 13 Landing Gear

1ONe1 uhE: Nose Landing Gear Shock Strut

-IC: A-): 13221 A-6: 13211 A-7: 13151 F-4: 13313

F-6:13221 F-14: 13311 AV-8: 13216

GEN! RA OBSERVATIONS: This component is relatively heavy and presents problems

in handling during installation. Nose wheel wells are cramped for

space in all airplanes except the F-lh and tend to be installation

-areas for components not related to landing gear function.

- DESIRABLE FEATURES: 1. Outside access to trunnion pins as in the A-6, A-7 and

F-14 are very desirable features when limited space in the nose wheel

well is considered. 2. Handling eauipment such as provided for the

A-7 and F-8 assists in positioning strut for installation. 3. The

I A-6 nose launch system does not reouire removal of launch bar during

strut replacement. 4. Several of the struts use large clamps to sup-

port harness and tubing clamps down the strut. This allows the clus-

21 Tter of tubes and wires to be removed as a single assembly for build-

up on a new strut. 5. The V/STOL operation of the AV-8 eliminates

need for catapult provisions. 6. The P-I4 nose wheel well is excep-

i tionally clear of clutter.

UNDESIRABLE FEATURES: 1. Close cuarters make removal of trunnion pin(s) a

tedious, difficult job if outside access is not provided. The F-8

re-uires special tools to remove pin. 2. Soma struts have complex

linkages or extra eouipmant installed which require special build-up

Jat flight line. 3 Aircraft (such as A-7) with nose gear launch re-

,uire removal of launch bar which requires special tools. 4. Special

p; I
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9YSTEM: 13 Landing Gear

NOMENCLATURE: Nose Landing Gear Shock Strut

UNDESIRABLE FEATU RES: (Cont.)

test equipment to checkout systems attached to strut (A- steering

for example) adds complexity to task. The A-6 strut is inverted
(See photos) and the gland nut forms a reservoir for water and dirt.

The A-6 shimmy damper spring also appears to be susceptible to con-

tamination. The AV-8 landing gear trunnions are in a very crowded

area and hydraulic fittings have to be moved for access.

ADDITIONAL REMARKS: 1. Close working space can be helped by reducing equip-

ment installed in nose wheel well and providing outside access to

items such as trunnion pins. 2. Attachment of non-related items

(such as lights, etc.) to strut should be minimized. Design of

nose gear launch systems should provide for shop build-up of strut/

launch bar to reduce aircraft downtime now invested in "curbside"

build-up. 3. Linkages to strut should either accompany strut to

shop or have single point attachment (preferably with quick discon-

nect pin) to disconnect linkage. 4. Design of strut installation

I should prevent disturbing critical circuits that require bleeding,

* 'rigging, or special test equipment to ensure proper function after

installation. 5. Strut design should avoid natural cavities for

water and items such as exposed torsional springs should be protected

from contamination build-up. The A-6 nose strut appears both compli-

cated and heavy. According to personnel associated with the airplane,

it presents no specia malfunction problems and is easily removed.

i 'p
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WORK UNIT CODE 13221 ITEM NLG Shock Strut AIRCRAFT A-4

LOCATION: Nose ITheel Well, Underside of Nose Fuselage

SUPPORT EQUIPMENT: 3 Aircraft Jacks

Strut Servicing Equipment

ACCESS: No acpess recuired.

REMOVAL: 1. Jack air lane
2. Relieve pressure in strut
3. Remove wheel and tire assembly
4. Disconnect and remove nose wheel steering (4 bolts, 2 hydraulic

C lines, I wiring harness)
5. Disconnect actuating cylinder (1 bolt)
6. Disconnect shrink link (I bolt)
7. Remove trunnion bolt
8. Remove strut

INSTALLATION: 1. Reverse of removal
2. Service strut

FUNCTIONAL CHECK: Retraction check of landing gear
Nose wheel steering checkout

TEST EQUIPMENT: Hydraulic test stand
Nose wheel steering electrical tester
External electrical power

[ CLOSE UP: None renuired.

ANALYST'S OPINION: The nose wheel well is very cramped and access to trunnion
bolt is difficult. Remcal and installation is a tedious job. Test set renulred
to checkout steering. For these reasons, the installation is considered to be
poor. No strut handling enuipment was available, according to the NARF techni-
cians. Although this is a comparatively light strut, it is still too heavy to
handle easily.

- 5NL
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J 0:0: !q;i:!, 13211 i0'Er .G Shock 9trut AIRhC<A±'?

- 1

,". AON: Nose of aircraft

UFPP*7J' I, --PAJ-TN7: Fuselage jack
Installation and transportation dolly
External hydraulic and electrical power

.. !',:: Two access panels to trunnion pins (25 screws each)

1. Jack airplane
2. Remove both wheel and tire assemblies
3. Bleed air of hydraulic system reservoir
4. Remove nose gear steering actuator/shimmy damper
5. Disconnect electrical switch to nose wheel centering switch by

removing switch assembly.J. Disconnect hydraulic swivel at lower drag brace
7. Disconnect nose gear shrink linkage
8. Remove lower drag brace pin
9. Disconnect landing gear retract cylinder

10. Disconnect bolt at first scissors linkage in NG steering linkage11 i. Disconnect both flipper door links fron, strut
12. Disconnect hydraulic flex line at top of strut13. Remove clamp securing wiring to strut

14. Remove access to trunnion pins by removing 25 screws on each side

"" c ONA!,- :'k':Perform drop check

Perform nose gear steeriig check and check for hydraulic leaks

L

* Y' ..... : Hydraulic Test Stand
: If External Electric Power

_T T-.. : U!: Replace access panels

ANALYST'S OPNION: Other than its large physical size, this shock strut was
removable with apparently very few problems. There were a few observations made
which should be reevaluated for future designs. The oleo part of the strut is
inverted compared to the normal way of positioning an oleo strut. As a result, the
tendency of the gland nut to retain water seems very favorable and would appear to
be a natural condition for corrosion. The steering linkage for this strut is also
unusual because of using severa3. "scissors type" linkages from the wheel well down
to linkage input to steering actuator. This linkage system would appear to be prone
to damage from aircraft handling, etc. The shimmy damper function vas also unusual

(see continuation sheet)

U- - -- -



L":: rCONTINUATION SHEET:

WORK UNTT CODE 1323- ITEbl NWb Shock Strut Ah I ,! AFT A-6

REMOVAL: (Continued)

15. Remove bolt and nut securing trunnion pins, and remove strut
with installation and transportation dolly.

INSTALLATION: 1. Adjus:t trunnion for proper clearance
12. S-rvice hydraulic system reservoir with nitrogen

ANALYST'S OPINION: (Continued)

in that a heavy coil spring is wrapped around the periphery of the steering actuator
engaging spring stops at either end, The spring has a square cross section and has to
be sturdy to provide the damper function. It seems that normal contaminants working
in between adjacent spring coils could cause sluggish operation of the damper func- 2
tion. NARF NORVA did not indicate if this were a problem area. Inclosing the spring
to exclude contaminants would seem beneficial if moisture/salt could also be
excluded.

1 11
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WORK UNIT CODE 13151 ITEM NLG Shock Strut AIRCRAFT A-7

LOCATION: Nose Wheel Well, Beneath Fuselage Nose Section

SUPPORT EQUIPMENT: Nose Jack Hydraulic Test Stand

Multi-purpose Dolly & Adapter
Launch Bar Spring Release Tool

ACCESSIBILITY: 2 Access Panels (21 screws, 17 SPF)

Disconnect and Stow Nose Gear Doors

1. Jack airplane
2. Depressurize Strut

REMOVAL: 3. Remove Nose Wheels (2)
4.* Remove Launch Bar (Note: Special tool required to release sprin.-t ten-

sion, 3 bolts - 2 pins)
- 5. Disconnect Lower Drag Link (loosen launch bar centering assy, remove

I bolt)
6. Disconnect Steering Harness (1 connector) and remove bracket (2 bolts)

7. Remove NLG Steering Actuator (See data sheet for WUC 13612)
8. Disconnect Hydraulic Extension Units (2)
9. Install NLG Adapter and Multi-Purpose Dolly

10. Support Strut
11. Remove Trunnion Pins (2 bolts, 2 pins)
12. Remov. Ctrut
13. Remove Attached Items from Strut (bellcranks, links, etc.)

(See continuation sheet)

FUNCTIONAL CHECK: Retraction Check
Steering Check

"' TEST EQUIPMENT: Hydraulic Test Stand
External Electrical Power

V

j J CLOSE UP: Close Access Panels

Reconnect NLG Doors

- ANLYST'S OPINION: Many items attached to strut recuire removal for build-up of
new strut. External access to trunnion pins is excellent. Nose wheel launch11 system requires additional special tools. Handling equipment is good assist
in maneuvering and positioning heavy strut.

Ar-
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CONTINUATTON SHEET: [
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WORK UNIT CODE 13151 ITEM NLG Shock Strut A i u, AI."[' A-7

INSTALLATION: (Cont.)

1. Build-up strut with items removed from old strut

2. Install in reverse of removalI3. Bleed steering
4. Service strut

: °U:
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OK UNIT COD 13313 __ IT- M NW drMuic-Strut AIRCRAFT F-I.

LOCATION: Nose fuselage, bottom centerline

FUPPORT EQUIP-ENT: Jacks g
Nose gear strut jack

Nitrogen servicing equipment

ACCE : None

L. Jack airplane
2. Deflate strut

N:.EMOVAL: 3. Remove tires and wheels
4. Disconnect catapult extension pneumatic line - remove swivel
5. Disconnect NIL steering hydraulic line at right trunnion attach bolt
6. Disconnect NIG steer compensating line (remove swivel, 2 B nuts,

1 jam nut)
7. Remove 4 hydraulic lines from strut (6 clamps), compensator, filter
8. Remove steering elect harness (2 connectors)
9. Disconnect forward door (2 bolts)
10. Remove steering sector gear cover (6 bolts)
11. Remove nose steering unit (4 bolts)
12. Disconnect actuator down and up lines and connect hydraulic power
13. Retract strut 200 (gain access to trunnion retain bolt, nuts) and

support strut
14. Remove 2 retaining bolts

_ 15. Remove dragbrace attach bolt (See continuation .hent)

FUNCTiONAL ('1rCh: Drop check, check steering, catapult extension function

;MM
I L F TE3T E("UIPMET-: Hydraulic and electrical power

CX.LOSE I P: None

AI.AYST'S OPINION: This installation is too complex and difficult. Partial strut
retraction is undesirable because of the disturbance of the hydraulic system.SRemoval of the steering actuator should be accomplished in the shop rather than at the-
airplane (and probably is in some units). The strut jack is a help in handling
the weight of the strut. A notable item is the practice of clamping lines and

v .1harnesses to large axial screw type clamps which allows removal of all lines and
harnesses as an assembly. Routing is preserved and re-installation is easier,
clamp fit and paint condition under the clamp must be watched to avoid a corrosion

" I problem.
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CONTINUATTON SHEET:

WORK UNIT CODE 13313 ITEM NIG Pneudraulic Strut A I l(,'{AFP F-4

REMOVAL: (Continued)

ir. Remove dragbrace from strut attachment
17. Install strut jack on piston , remove support
18. Remove trunnion pins (2)
19. Remove strut, compress piston for shipping.

INSTALIATION: 1. Reverse of removal
2. Reservice
3. Rig
4. Bleed hydraulics

AH
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WORK UNIT CODE 13221 ITEM NLG S11OCK FTRUT AIRCRAFT F-8

LOCATION: NTose wheel well

SUPPORT EQUIPMENT: ,pecial wrenches to remove trunnion )ins.
Normal hand tools. (,ee continui
Transportation dolly to move and position strut. tion sheet);i

ACCESS! ,ccess to trunnion pins and hydraulic fittings is restricted

because of being high in the wheel well..

REMOVAL: 1. Jack airplane
4 2. Peflate strut

P emve wheel and tire
Attach special jack to strut

5. Rpn;ove hydraulic lines
6. Disconnect actuating cylinder
7. Disconnect nose gear steering wi-ing
8. Disconnect and lower 11411 frame
9. Remove bolts securing trunnion pin

10. Retract trunnions using special wrenches
11. Lower strut with Jack and mount strut on transporation dolly

INSTALLATTON: 1. Reverse of remova'.
2. Lubricate gr-se fittings
3. Service strut

FUNCTIONAL C:HECK: Retract and extend landing gear and check for proper clearances
between landing gear doors and shock strut.

TEST EQUIPMENT: External Hydraulic Power
i External electric power

CLOSE UP: :rone

ANALYST'S OPINION: The NI, shock strut instllation is hard to work on because of

the relatively s'all area in which to work in when disconnecting
q • hydraulic lines, actuator, and electrical connections. Trunnion pin removal is uniq6

but reouires special wrenches to retract trunnion pins. Installation of trunnion pini
requires using special wrenches to extend trunnion pins until holes in trunnion pins,
align with holes in shock strut trunnion supports. Perforning this is difficult
because of one mar having to extend pin until trunnion pin security bolt can be in-
stalled through shock strut trunnion and pin. The installation, although functional,
is difficult to work on from a maintainability consideration. These observations
should be taken into consideration on new designs and avoided, if possible. The
areas of concern are access to the trunnion pins as well as positioning and locking 6
the trunnion pins, access to hydraulic fittings and electrical connectors.

Ila ......



CONTINUATTON SHEET:

WORK UNIT CODE 13221 ITEM NIG Shock Strut A Il'ILWFA' F-8

SUPPORT EQUIPMENT: (Cont.)

Modified auto jack for removal and installation
of shock strut
Aircraft jacks
Hydraulic test stand
Hydraulic servicing stand
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WORK iNIT COD', 13311 17-M NLG SHOCK STRUT AIRCRAFT F-l4
i- !

LOCATION: Nose Weel Well

FUPPORT EQUTIPMET: Removal dolly Trunnion pin puller
Transportation dolly Hydraulic and electrical power

ACCESS: L.}. -:ccess (2 latches)-- Rounds counter must be removed
j R.H. access ( 36 screws) -- Canopy bellcrank must be repositioned

S 1. Jack aircraft
REMOVAL,: 2, Remove wheel and tire assemblies (2)

3. Remove bolt in drag link
. Disconnect launch bar tension springs
9. Remove 3 hydraulic connections
6. Remove 2 electrical connectors
7. Disconnect actuator (1 bolt)

Remove 2 trunnion bolsts
9. Disconnect aft door rods (2 bolts each)
10. Support strut on removal dolly
11. Pull trunnion pins
12. Remove strut and place on transport dolly

INSTALLATION: 1. Reverse of removal.
2. Rig strut and doors as required.

FUNCIONAL ('H!CK: Drop check

TE.,ST E(UIPMNE': Hydraulic and electrical power.

[ C'.,OSE IP:
S,,S Re-install rounds counter and canopy bellcrank

Close 2 access panels.

ANAYST 'S OMiION:4 The first impression by the observer is the extrememly uncluttered-
appearance of the nosewheel well. Access is very good to everything in the well. A3 L. number of items are fastened to the strut which would require removal and installation.
on a new strut if the old one is not to be re-installed. Clamping arrangements allow
these items to almost be removed as a single assembly which simplifies re-installation
Trunnion pin removal is easily accomplished thru outside access openings. The hydraull
swivel is mounted on the strut allowing disconnect of only the lines extending to the
airframe. The swivel can subsequently be removed with the hydraulic lines intact for

' ]buildup on a new strut.

J ~.



SCt\ Ui21 CAr I__l1? ____I Nose Underenrrrane te& Assv AiRCA A-8

:xwV':ATION: Nose Fuselage, Bottom Centerline

Jacks (snecial -iackin- trest]h) nrar-n- -in
..... (W E l .. l.....h":rnulic power

Removal do ly
Strut _0(*

i .',:E!" 1 Plate (7 screws)
1 Block and 2 connectors must be disconnected to relocate in-the-way

hydraulic lines

*, ,,' .: 1. Jack aircraft
2. Depressurize steering accumulator
3. Disconnect aft door (2 bolts), prop door out of way
4. Unlock gear hydraulically (valve in main gear well)
5. Disconnect steering input arm (2 bolts)
5. Remove steering pushrod ( 2 bolt)
7. Disconnect electrical harness (2 cannon plugs, 4 clamps)
8. Disconnect nose steering sequence valve
9. Disconnect swivels, each side (1 cotter pin)
10. Disconnect hyvdraulic lines to airframe (1 block)1i1. Disconnect actuator (I pin)

12. Retract strut manually to 450 and remove link to liquid spring
13. Remove cotter pins through trunnion retaining pins

(See continuation sheet)

"Irv,'JONAI ":.: Drop check
Nose steering check

I j ,' 2",. -YWT.MEP:Hydraulic and Electrical Power

':1I,o2. UP: Reinstall plate and hydraulic lines

ANALYST'S OPINION: This is onlv a fair installation, although it is rather complex.
Access is very cramped because of the small wheel well. Hydraulic lines have to be
moved to gain access to fittings. A micro switch on the aft side of the strut is
vulnerable to damage if aft door is not propped out of the way. Landing lights are
removed after the strut is removed. Nose gear steering is integral with the strut.

A a
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CONTINUATION SHEET:

Nose Undercarriage
WORK UNIT CODE 13216 ITEM Leg Assy A I IWItAFT AV-8

REMOVAL: (Continued)

14. Install removal dolly
15. Remove insert from pintle pins, each side

16. Push pins outboard slightly to release downlock mechanism

INSTALLATION: 1. Reverse of removal
2. Bleed hydraulics
3. Rig

I U
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• 8 Tr.I1: 13 LANDING GEAR

S ,,O.,,,NCIA. LR: Nose Wheel Steering Unit

'iJC: A-h: _____ A-6: 13724 A-7! 36_2 F-4: l-342

-8: 13311 F-l: 13921 AV-8:

G!'NRMAI, OBSERVATIONS: Generally, all airplanes except the F-8 have simple in-

jstallations. Access is good and tasks are not complex.

DESIRABLE FEATURES: 1. The A-6 installation inc-ludes a simple rigging Froce-

- dure which is accomplished during installation. All airplanes

demonstrated good maintainability features (except for the F-8 in-'' stallation). 2. The F-14 and F-4 installations were excellent

geared units that had no complex linkages. 3. Rigging pin or in-

dexing provisions to allow proper adjustment during installation is

a most desirable feature on the A-6, F-h an, F-14 systems.

UNDESIRABLE FEATURES: The F-8 installation is mounted on top of the NIG shock

strut and reouires strut removal to replace.

A ADDITIONAL REMARKS: No comment is deemed necessary concerning removal of a

strut to replace the steering actuator. Later designs have indica-

ted progress beyond that. Simplified indexing and rigging such as

it, the A-6 system permits should be included. The AV-8 steering is in-

tegral with the strut and is not included as e review item.

-Ai
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WORK ITII' CODKF. 13724 ITEM Nose Wheel Steering Assembly AIRCRAkT A-6

1,OCATTON: On NIG Shock Strut

UTPPORT E(,UITMN T: External Hydraulic Power
External Electrical Power
Nose Fuselage Jack

ACCESS: None

REMOVAL: 1. Deservice hydraulic system reservoir
2. Disconnect 2 hydraulic lines
3. Remove bolt that connects input linkage to actuator
4. Remove hardware securing steering input bellcrank

5. Remove 4 bolts securing actuator to strut and remove actuator

INSTALLATION: 1. Reverse of removal with check of linkage position with
rigging pin. Rigging pin inserted in actuator input bellcrank.

2. Reservice hydraulic system reservoir.

FUNCTIONAL CHECK: Perform nose gear steering check and check nose gear

steering centering function.
A

;I

• TEST EQUIPMENT: External hydraulic and electrical power reouired to perform
check.

CLOSE UP: None

Lt ANALYST'S OPINION: Component is reported to leak freouently and data plate is not
) .' visible whenuniEt is installed. The installation is otherwise very good. The rig

ging pin simplifies installation and ensures minimum problers with the checkout.
Access is excellent and in spite of the fairly complex linkage, removal tasks are
ouite simple.

rote1
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WORK UNIT CODE 13612 ITFM NLG Steering Cyl AIRCRAFT A-7

LOCATION: Rt Hand Nose Wheel Well

SUPPORT EQUIPMENT: 'xternal Hydraulic and Electrical Power

ACCESS: Open Access

REMOVAL: 1. Disconnect wiring harness and 2 Hyd Lines

2. Remove top attach bolt (1)
3. Remove lower attach bolt (1)
h. Remove lower pin

5. Remove cylinder

INSTALLATION: 1. Reverse of removal
2. Rigging Required

FUNCTIONAL CHECK: Check of steering operation

TEST EQUIPMENT: Aircraft Jack

Hydraulic & Electrical Power
14

. CLOSE UP: Close access

.ANALYST'S OPINION: The cylinder is easily reached from the nose wheel well.
Access to fittings and attachments is good. Each cylinder requires rigging
after installation to ensure proper nose gear positioning. It would be pre-

-' ~ferable to provide a indexing device to ensure nose wheel and cylinder are
installed in an indexed position to eliminate rigging.

- ----- - - - . . . . f _



WOR~K UNIT CODIY n142 !T3M Steer Pow. r-Unit AIRCRAFT F-4

LOCATION: on nose landing gear strut

SUPPORT EQUIPMEN'r: Hydraulic and electrical power

ACCE,: None

iIEMOVAL: 1. Disconnect hydraulic lines
2. Disconnect 2 electrical connectors
3. Remove steering sector gear cover (6bolts)
4. Remove steering actuator (4 bolts)

INSTALLATION: Reverse of removal (index gears during installation) bleed system.

;'!TNC'I'jONAI ( Cli-C: Steering check

I ,~ !TEST EC'UIPPM: Hydraulic and electrical power

L(X.-OSE t-P: None

ANALYST'S OPINI1ON: This is a good installation. Access is reasonably good and the
t askc is siple. No linkages or complex hookups are required. Proper indexing of

~ j gears eliminates rigging.
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WORK UNIT CODE 13311 ITEM NLG STERING CYLINDER AIRCRFT F-8

LOCATION: NLG shock strut I
-ttSUPPORT EQUIPME NT: Aircraft Jacks i

ACCESS: Remove !TTG Shock Strut (see nata Sheet for WTOC 13221)

REMOVAL:
1. Disconnect 5 lines from actuator.

2. Remove two security bolts and remove pins from mount.
3. Remove nut from steering actuator rod end.

4. Remove steering actuator

INSTALLUTION:

1. Reverse of removal i'
2. Bleed actuator and hydraulic syster-

"UI

FUNCTIONAL CHECK: ?erform nose wheel steering functional check.

j TEST EqUIPMENT:jExternal Hydraulic & Electrical Power

CLOSE UP: Reinstall NLG Shock Strut

ANALYST'S OPINION: Removing entire strut to only change the steering actuator results
in spending a great deal of time which could have been avoided if

steering actuator could be removed without removing the entire shock strut. This
condition should be avoided on new designs.

*UT



I WOK UNIT CODM 13921 IT M 1f_ _ H-LSTEERING DAMPER AIRCRAFT F-14

I, LOCATION: Nose Landing Gear Strut

I £ UPPORT EQUTP-I ' r o:None

ACCESS: Disconnect left hand aft door (1 bolt)

0,.MOVAI,: I.Disconnect 3 hydraulic and 2 electrical lines
2. Remove 2 clamps (axial screw)
3. Remove upper bolt
4. Remove 2 lower bolts
5. Remove 4 blots in collar and remove collar
6. Remove unit

INSTALLATION: Reverse of removal. (Gears in damper unit must be indexed to the gear il"" strut .)

FINC"]ONAL VHrCK:
- Operate steering

jj T3T E.UIPENT: Hydraulic and electrical power

~ (X..OSE I'P: Reconnect door

It

i I , .,v eOP]M ON:

A YST'., OPINIO A good installation. It is simple to remove and install and if

properly indexed, requires no rigging or adjustment.
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If ;TEv A 13 Landing Gear

N 0NCLA'U Arresting Hook Assembly

'70C: A-L: 1382J A-6: 13811 A-7: 13810 F-1: 13520

-: 13811 F-lh: 13A15 AV-6:_

~~4-:

2-3MRTAL OBSERVATIONS: What would appear to be a readily accessible component

- actually varies considerably in ease of access. Engineerin. solu-

tions to the hook functional problems also provide varying degrees

of complexity. The AV-8 is optimized by V/STOL landing - no hook

required.

DESIRABLE FEATURES: The A-4 installation recuires no panel removal. Except

for the F-8 installation, reasonably easy access is available in

all airplanes. The A-6 installation is outstanding in its capabi-

lity of having each component of the arrestment system removable

without disturbing other components. The F-4 hook is complete with

all damDers and snubbers Dart of the hook. Removal is sinDle once 4

-1 I access is gained (see below).

S" UNDESIRABLE FEATURES: Extremely low belly profiles of some of the airplanes

create access and work space problems that rectuire jacking of air-

i~1 craft. The F-8 also has 3 access panels secured with 60 screws.

Even after jacking and remowving the panel, the job is still com-

plex and difficult to accomplish. Both the F-4 and F-14 have very

F difficult access with many fasteners involved. The F-P4 renuires a

special tool to release the centering spring.

410- | - -
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SYSTEM: 13 Landing Gear

NOMENCLATURE: Arresting Hook Assembly

ADDITIONAL REMARKS: Difficulty of access must be considered in the design of

this item. Reduced task complexity is essential for small or low

slung aircraft. A t-ail hook design should allow removal by merely

disconnecting at the actuator and airframe. Most of the airplanes

approach this. When low profiles degrade access and working conven-

*ience, additionI side access should be considered to eliminate

jacking. Systems that have integral pressure sources (such as the

A-7/F-4/F-8 accumulator) should be carefully considered to ensure

that functional improvement is worth the additional task time to ex-

haust their pressure before removal and the additional hazards asso-

ciated with working around a pressurized and cocked system. The A-6

-provides an example of an all around good system installation. The

F-14 uses a mechanicai spring for hook centering and provides a po-

tential hazard if error is made in use of the unloading tool.

- i
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wo irw' oi: 1382J ii Hook AssemblyAICATAiiORj M IT_ _ _ _ ): _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __A-

L(VATiON: Under Aft Fuselage

FIUPPRT EQUTJT-: Hydraulic Test Stand
Aircraft jacks

",CCESS: No access re-uired

i MOVAL: 1. Jack aircraft
2. Lower hook
3. Disconnect from actuator (1 bolt)
4t. Remove 2 catapult attach bolts
5. Remove hook attach bolt
6. Remove hook

INSTALLATION: Reverse of removal

FUNiCTIOINAL CI{ECK: Operational check by cycling hook

TEST EQUIPMENT: External. Hdraulic Power

- ~~ U CLOSE UP: Noermired

ANIALYST'S OPINION: Very simple, direct installation. Easy access reduces the
task effort. Jacking aircraft is not desirable, but is necessary due to low fuse -

*1 lage lines. This installation would oe excellernt i-f pressure could be removed from
j jthe actuator and then 'isconnectl made without raising the airplane. If a small

access panel was reauired it would be "worth it co, eliminate jiacking.



WORK UN OD' COim 13M11 1,r'M MP3r'TT'IC "'rK ATRCRAFT A-6
AS"17-41MLY

LOCATION: Aft 'Tusel-ige section

SUPPORT EQUIPMENT: Pxternal Iydraulic %wer
rxternal Flect °- cal ?ower

ACCESS. One Access Pane] (18 screws)

REMOVAL: 1. Lower hook.

2.. Remove cotter key fr.'. nut securing arre.ting gear frame ,ttach bolts.
3. Remove bolt and nut securing dashpot to arresting gear frame.
h. Drive attach bolt pins outboard and remove frame.

STi1S 4 Pf',TATTON: Reverse of removal.

FUNCTIONAL CHECK: Pnr . " ' M'r

TEST EQUIPME1NT: External Electric Power
H ydraulic Test Stand

CLOSE UP: Replace removed panel

3 _ _ This installct'on except for its large si-e ir desirable from a'ii
ANALYST"- OPINION: maintainability consideration in that the individual components

.I AG actu-+or, AG dashpot, and the 10G " "frame and hook, are "ll separate such that eac)
major cmponent can he removed without disturbing the other component. The 'ook she!
has a rubber bumper asserbly which ps a part of the hook shank to "A" frame assembly-
This bumber proviees shank centering And absorbs the shock from side loads tending ti
deflect shank off center. This arringement is simple and apparently effective. Thi
rubber would ;rpenr to deteriorate because of Prequent deflections. If the item is

(Sep c.... t. niqtjn r. .et)
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CONTINUATION SHEET:

WORK UNIT CODE ]3811 ITEM Arresting AIIH_'T __!S____

ANALYST'S OPINION: (Continued)

changed, rubber deterioration would not be a problem. The damper and retract actuator
i are located in the fuselage, but can be reached by opening an extendable equipment
J platform. The damper is servziced from inside of the fuselage vith eouipment platform

open. External servicing capability would eliminate having to open equipment access.

.,tL
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wORK UNIT CODE _ ___0 ITEM Arrest Gear Assy AIRCRAFT A-7 _1

LOCATION: Below Aft Fuselage

SUPPORT EQUIPMENT: '+ p S g". " -
Nitrogen .ervici ng

ACCESS. Remvo 1,ower Access Pane] (00 PF)

REMOVAL: 1. Jnck Arnlane

2. Lower Tail Hook Assy
3. Bleed Accumulator Pressur" (wt. " "', \
It. Remove Pin Retainer Bolts (2)
5. Remove Nut from Accuator Rod Fnd
6. Remove Retainer Pins (2) & Rotate Hook to Remove Al f,.t
7. Remove Hlook Assy

TNSTAT.ATTON: 1. Reverse of Removal
2. Service Accumulator

Io[tFUNCTIONAL.C.ECK: Perform Operational Check

TEST EQUIPMENT: External 'Hydraulic Pressure
External Electrical Pou;er

"i__CLOSE UP: ReDlace Access.

ANALYST'S OPINION: V'xtr rte, nre re-,.irep ' t1- bleed rd service i-cni-,t .
Proximity of access panel to deck makes opening of 30 fasteners rather tedious.
Quick release fasteners help this problem. Jacking of aircraft needed to allow 1
hook to move far enough for attach points to clear structure. It would be pre-
ferable to orient attach points so they can be reached with the aircraft on Its
wheels. Additional access may be reouired.

= -V
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WORK UNIT CODo i520 17 TM jAemblv AIRCRAFT F-4 r

LOCATION: Aft Section

SUPPORT EQUIPMENT: Use aero stand to support hook
Hydraulic and electric power
Nitrogen servicing equipment

ACCESS 2 fairing panels (60 screws each)
2 wedge panels - (2 bolts, 3 DZUS, 1 screw ea)
2 engine access -(1 coax, 11 DZUS ea) .

REMOVAL: 1. Lower hook
2. Bleed air from snubber (2 DZUS, schrader valve)

3. Disconnect forward fairing door (unscrew clevis, 2 places) L4
4. Support hook and remove actuator attach bolt
5. Remove trunnion, pin, spring, mooring ring
6. Remove hook

INSTALLATION: 1. Reverse of removal
2. Rig fairing door

3- Service snubber

FUNCTIONAL CHECK: Operate hook

: TEST EQUIPMENT: Hydraulic and electrical power

CLOSE t-?: Re-install panels

ANALYST'S OPINION: Except for access, this is a good installation. Removal is simple

and items such as the horizontal dampers are part of the removable assembly. Access
4,, requires removing too many fasteners and the wedge panels actually have three M

different kinds of fasteners securing them. The bolts securing the forward fairing
door cannot be removed because of interference of surrounding structure. This requires
disassembly of the two clevires resulting in a complete rigging each time. The hook

assembly is heavy and should have some type of handling equipment. While explaining
the task, the NARF technician conjectured on the feasibility of using the nose gearh strut Jack for this purpose.

& if 1..AN,



aWORK UNIT CODE 13811 ITEM ?R$,FTr CG--.R A.53AIRCRAFT F-8

LOCATION: T-ii 1--ok well

1
tSUPPORT" EQUIPMENT: ircraft Jackc. Hydraulic servicing stand.

1' !4ydraulic test stand.
Nitren servicinf' bottle.

ItACCESS Poor because of' loiw silhouette of airplqne.

3 Access Panels (60 screws)

REMOVAL: 1. Re.,.:ve forward access plate to tail hook assembly. :pproximatelv 60
4 ] fasteners have to be removed to rem-ve assembly. Fasteners are
4~~Y M4 b9h-q~c

2. Bleed nitrogen ceruice off accumulator.13. D-isconnect' licuid shock cylinder.
{ ~i. isconnect tail hook actuating cylinder.

5. Remfve side bolt access plates.
6. Remove ttf4tt frame nuts and drive bolts outward.

7. Remove forward nuts and remo~ve entire assembly.

1 TNS TALLMTIN:1. 1. Reverse of removal.
2. Check clearance of installation Pnd riz-.

7 i 3. Reservice accumulator.
FUNCTIONAL CHECK: Perform normal op-rational check.

Perform emergency operational check.

TEST EQUIPMENT:
Hydraulic Test Stand

External Electri cal Power

CLOSE UP: Replace access panels.

ANAjLYS2:S OPINION: Access provisions, quantity of fasteners used with the access

panels, and the lowf silhouette are the most serious objections to this installation.X IIIWhen the work area is this close to the deck, access provisions should be simpli-
fied. As it is, removing 60 screws to gain access is a subrtantial burden. Tasks
are also relatively difficult.

/t
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WORK UNIT CODM 5 1'A 9M AWPFqmTTN C-rAPJ SHANj AIRCMT F-13

LOCATION: Under Aft Section, on Centerline

SUPPORT EQUIPMEN'r: Centering Spring Compressor

Nitrogen Servicing Cart - -

ACCESS: 1 7airing (52 SPF and 4 screws)
1 Door in right hand sponson (2 latches)

REMOVAL: 1. Bleed ).ir (right hand sponson).
2. Drop hook.
3. Remove one bolt locking vertical pin assembly to dashayt.
3. Remove bolt holding link assy.
5. Remove bolt securing cap on horizontal pin assembly; remove cap and

horizontal pin.
6. Remove arresting hook assembly, trunnion assembly, and vertical pin

from aircraft.

7. Install spring compressor & remove bolt thru vertical pin. -3
8. Loosen spring compressor shaft, remove trunnion.
9. Remove shock spring.

10. Remove uplock assy (4 nuts and bolts).
11. Remove bumper (4 bolts).

INSTALLATION: Reverse of removal, service and rig.

FINCTJONAL 'HCH : Operation of hook

S -TEST ECUIPMENT: Electrical and hydraulic power.

* C",OSE I: .P

Install fairing and accesr door

ANALYST'S OPINION: The removal tasks are complex and do not follow an approach that iwould seem logical by inspection. The loaded centering spring is concealed in the hook

• shank and appropriate warning was not found on the shank. An attempt to remove or make
subsequent trunnion disassembly could result in injury if the proper special tool is

' not used. Too many fasteners are involved in removing the fairing. Two shorter
fairings would be better.

_ _____ A
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rY,: l.: .13 Landing Gear

IO! NC IA'lME: Brake Control Valve

'IC: A-h: : A-6: A-7: 1352A F-4: 134nU

7-_ _ F-14: 13821 AV-8: 13726

GC!NFRAI, OBSERVATIONS: The data sort resulted in an "apples and oranges" com-

parison with brake pedal valves, an anti-skid control box, and an

anti-skid electronic control being included. The results were quite

interesting with some fine features revealed. Thr"e ire enquer'ta;

DESIRABLE FEATURES: 1. The Av-8 does not have differential braking because

of its tandem gear. The brake "pedal" valve can be located in a

much more accessible location than the traditional deep in the cock-

pit, forward of the rudder pedal position. 2. The anti-skid control

box in the F-14 is located in an uncluttered wheel well and is readily

removed. A .&* ±t "u1-t- t, ,- b,-,. tu -mv'r- "!v t-he vlvn.

UNDESIRABLE FEATURES: 1. The A-7 anti-skid valve is located in the wheel well

but in a rather congested area. It is rather small and has six hyd-

raulic lines connected to it. Brazed hydraulic tubing leading to the

valve makes disconnect and valve removal difficult. 2. The F-4 is

a fairly standard brake pedal valve installation. It is very diffi-

cult to reach and work must be done in both the cockpit and nose

wheel well. Once the nut is installed on the nearly inaccessible

attach bolt, a cotter pin must be installed.

Best Available COPY



Tar-

SYSTEM: 13 Landing Gear [
NOMENCLATURE: Brake Control Valve

ADDITIONAL REMARKS: The key here is space. Each component is fairly simple.

Peculiarities of function often place them in inaccessible loca-

tions. The A-7 anti-skil valve is an example of a need for con-

straint when brazed or cryogenic hydraulic fittings are used. The

lines can no longer be loosened at both ends to provide flexibility.

r: Care must be taken to avoid "box nailing" t~he component in place. [

ell, I
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WORK UNIT COI)E 1352A ITEM ANTISKID CONTROL VALVE AIRCRAFT A-7

LOCATION: RH Wheel Well

4 SUPPORT EQUIPMENT: Nre.

ACCESS: N-n-.

REMOVAL: 1. Dump emergency accumulators.
2. Remove electrical connector from valve.
3. Backoff one brazed fitting jamnut on forward face of valve.
4. Loosen jamnut at opposite end of brazed tube assembly addressed in stei

3 above.
5. Remove brazed fitting bushing from valve.
6. Loosen and disconnect B-nut from elbow connected to other port on

forward face of valve.
7. Loosen and disconnect line B-nut from lower inboard fitting on aft

face of valve.
8. Loosen and disconnect B- nut at opposite end of line addressed in

Step 7 and disconnect line from tee fitting.
9. Loosen B- nut on line connected to lower outboard fitting on aft face

of valve. Loosen B- nut at opposite end of line if line B-nut can't
be disenwaged from valve. , cee eontjnu ptn .i-hept)

FUNCTIONAL CHECK: Verify proper operation of antiskid system.

TEST EQUIPWNT: External electrical and hydraulic power Antiskid test set
Jack to lift MLG wheel transducer adapterI " . ' .  Multimeter

Antiskid test set

(LOSE UP: None

A1NALYST'S OPINION: The installation is readily accessible because of its location in
the open. Although the valve is in the open, it is cluttered by the 6 tube assemblies

T attached to the ports on the valve body. Excepting the time spent disconnecting and re-2
I moving tube assemblies, actual valve removcl is as simple as removing 4 bolts. The small

sine of valve and the selective disconnection of the tube assemblies complicates the re-
I moval task. Possibly a different aircraft tube configuration might have helped in

, facilitating the removal tasks. The existing valve, if located in a less cramped workini
area, would also have made removing the valve easier.

Izz . -- m - , -
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!,ONTINUATION S}EET:

WORK UNIT CODE 1352A ITEM ANTISKID CORTROL VALVE A IIRIOAFT A-7

REMOVAL: (Continued)

10. Loosen jamnut on brazed line assembly connected to upper
outboard fitting on aft side of valve.

11. Loosen 2 B- nuts at opposite end of brazed line assembly.
12. Remove clamp securing brazed tube assembly and remove tubing

assembly.
13. Loosen jamnut on brazed tube assembly connected to upper

inboard fitting on aft face of valve.
14. If required, remove tube c]Ymp or loosen B-nut at opposite

end of tube assembly. Remove fitting from valve.
15. Remove 4 bolts securing valve to aircraft structure.

INSTALLATION: i
1. Reverse of removal procedures
2. Aircraft hydraulic system has to be satisfactorily bled before

functional check can be accomplished.

- I
*1U
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I WORK UNIT COD:- 1342l TT N Brake Control Valve AIRCRAFT F- 1

_ LOATION: Nose wheel well, 2 valves forward of NI trunnion

FUPPORT EQUIP'MEN: Hydraulic power
14*:trn-in sr-vi-l-nr- e-'inrent

ACES" Remove seat

.',-.OVAL: 1. Bleed accumulator ( shrader valve in nose well)
2. Disconnect 3 hydraulic lines
3. Disconnect lower attach point (1 bolt)
4. .-- en'-t r1 - "ont rnv. (I bolt)

6. e--c!-ovp e uner -itvi'O-tt-' b hti h "e .in)

INSTALLATION: F, P-ve,-n re,-v.

$2

ITNC!'ON~AL ('K: Brake check

ittj
. TET ECUIPMNT: Hydraulic and electrical power

- (..OSE I P: Install seat
', |

• 1 .ANALYST'S OPIION: These valves are hard to work on in most airplanes. This

insta-lation requires work in both the nosewheel well and the cockpit. A very
" lagile person might reach the upper attach points without removing the seat, but

the extra effort is worth it. Access to the upper attachment is bad and the
mechanic i.s in an almost inverted position to accomplish it. As the NARF technician
put it, "You're upside down working in an area that's out of sight and out of reach
now, try to find the cotter pin hole."

!ell
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WORK UNIT COD1M 13821 TI-M POWEhR MIAKE CONTROL MODULE AIRCRAnFT F-14

LOCATION: Nose Wheel Well

SUPPORT EQUIM01T: N~one

ACCESS: NoneL

REMOVAL: 1. Disconnect 1 electrical plug
2. Remove 4 screws
3. Remove ?nodule

INSTALLATION: Reverse of removal

PTINCTIONAL CHECCK: Self test

T-FSTECUP T Electrical power - ~ ecletad -

t~ ~~LS IMP__________ None_____

ANAYSTSOININ-. Ver good isalto.Access isecletadremoval ir
eas. Slf estadequately and quickly che~ks out the installation. The test

initatin ad redou isaccomplished at the module which is an advantage when
comare toa entaliedself tssyemwith thefucinpromdeotl

fromthesystm bingtested.

AF

_____ ____ ____ _ ___ ____ ____ _____ ____ ____



WOR UNT COK q726 VnEMWeel Brake Conftrol Val'.e ARRF

LOCATION: Nose Whreel ~!lForward, Left Si-de -

SUPPORT EQUIP M.: None

ACCESS: '.: t't-.,o panels
Lines rcuw-ct aroun,; .a va

REMOVAL: 1. Disconnect con-.ro;i. cable in cocknit
2. enoe nn i cotro 2.nk;e, retr-act and disconnect cable (1 Din)

3. Disconnect 3 hydraulic lines
E.Disconnect 3 bolts and remove -valvre

SISTALLATION: I. Reverse of removal

I2. Rig cable
3.Bleed

FUNCTIONAL CHECK: Brake check

;I;7-
4 Vf-I

t r LOSE UP: 'Ncne

ANALYST'S OPINION: in opite of the very tig;ht cuart rs, this is Drobably tebs

f ~brake control ralve installation in any filfnter airplane. The tandem lanin gear

SIarrangement dispenses u;ith differential braking,so there is no need tCo tuck this up
behind the rudder nedals. Access is much better but still snug.

g~
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.... . 13 Landing Gear

IC NC L. 7,,E: Emergency Air Bottle/Accumulator

I TC: A-,:: A-6: 13451 A-7: 13311 F-h: 13153

j F-8: _F-L
-: 13712 AV-8: 13415

JFTFR4N L OBSERVATIONS: The A-7 component is a hydraulic accumulator as opposed

to a pneumatic reservoir. It has a higher maintenance requirement

I than the others because of its greater complexity. This is compen-
1 ] sated for in its easier access. The bottles "n the other aircraf

apparently depend on their simplicity and reliability to justify

more inaccessible installation.

3DESIRABLE FEATURES: 1. The A-7 accumulator is very accessible and fairly easy

to remove. 2. The F-1 bottle is also ouite accessible in the un-

]I cluttered nose wheel well. Tasks are very simle and there is ade-

scuate space.j -I

UNDESIrABLE FEATURES: 1. Generally, the air bottles except the F-14 are encum-

bered w-h poor access. The F-4 reuires siding the radar out to

reach the bottle. The A-6 bottle is mounted high in a crowded nose

4111 wheel well -with a curtain and the nose gear actuator in the way. The

AV-8 has two bottles in the main gear well. The forward bottle is

fairly easy to remove. The rear bottle is almost totally obscured

in the corner ,ith several items in the way. 2. The A-7 accumulator
reoires build-uo with items removed from the old bottles.

Ii
-
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9YSTEM: 3.3 Landing Gear 1
NOMENCLATURffE: Emergency Air Bottle/Accumulator '

ADDITIONAL REMARKS: Perhaps reliability is a justification for not providing

adequate access. If, however, it is merely a matter of design ex-

pediency, then it must be realized that someone will eventually heve -

I to change it.

A N15



WORK UNIT CODE 13451 ITEM LDG GR Emer Control Air- AIRCRAFT A-6I _Bottle

LOCATION: Nose Wheel Well

SUPPORT EQUITNTi Nitrogen servicing bottle
Airplane jacks

ACCESS: No access required but item is difficult to reach. Canvas curtain
must be opene3 and nose gear actuator disconnected.}Engine access must be opened to connect the hydraulic test stand.

1 REMOVAL: 1. Bleed off air charge4 2. Disconneot nose landing Pear actuator from strut
3. Disconnect cable linkage and pneumatic lines

I. Remove bottle from aircraft by loo'ening clamps.

INSTALLATION: 1. Reverse removal steps
2. Service pneumatic bottle.I

1

FUNCTIONAL CHECK: Connect external hydraulic power and retract landing gear.
Perform emergency landing gear drop check.
Reset bottle and dump valves.

Cycle gear 10 times to remove air from hydraulic system.
Disconnect hydraulic test stand from ouick-disconnects to

4 engine.

TEST EQUIPMENT: Hydraulic Test Stand
Aircraft Jacks

CLOSE UP:II Install canvas curtain.

-3 ANALYST'S OPINION: Air bottle is inconveniently located and is miserable to work
on because of not being able to get to it. A better location

Iwould have improved the remove and replace capability of this
All, component.

i i I
4*z
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WORK UNIT CODE 13311 ITEM EmergencyW I, Acummu.ator AIRCRAFT A-7 Li

LOCATION: Left Forward Fuselage Equipment Bay

SUPPORT EQUIPMENT: External Electric Power u
Nitrogen Servicing Equipment

Hydraulic Test Stand

ACCESS: Remove Access Panel (16 fasteners)

REMOVAL: 1. Connect External Electrical Power
2. Relieve Hydraulic Pressure (SW in RT Wheel Well)
3. Relieve Nitrogen Pressure (Right Wheel Well)

4. Remove Blanket (Unlace)
5. Disconnect Electrical Harness (2)
6. Disconnect 1 Nitrogen Line, 3 Hydraulic Lines

7. Release Retainer Bands
8. Remove Accumulator (Several fittings removed for build-up of new item)

INSTALLATION: 1. Install in Reverse of Removal
2. Service Accumulator
3. Bleed Hydraulics v

FUNCTIONAL CHECK: Perform Emergency Drop Check Z
Cycle Gear to Remove Air From System

i TEST EQUIPMENT: Hydraulic Test Stand

External Electrical Power
Aircraft Jacks

CLOSE UP: Close Access Panel

j 4 ANALYST'S OPINION: Access is excellent. Heater Blanket and several fittings have
4 to be transfe-rred to new component. O-level tasks could be expedited by definitionof a built-up item (LRU) which could be delivered from the shop with these items

installed.

Ui



WORK UNIT CODc 13153 ITTM Air Bottle AIRCRAFT F-h

LOCATION: In radar compartment, top, R/H side

SUPPORT EQUIPY.,UN: Radome jury strut
Radome hinge clamp

ACCESS: Open Radome
- Radar unit must be repositioned to reach bottle

REMOVAL: 1. Slide Radar unit Forward (4 nuts, 7 cannon plugs, 1 cooling air line
quick disconnect, 2 cooling liquid lines quick disconnects, 1 connecto
block (elect)).

2. Bleed bottle
3. Disconnect 2 pneumatic lines
4. Release 2 clamps and remove nottle

INSTALLATION: 1. Reverse of removal
2. Service

FINC'IONAL ('HECK: Leak check

Radar check
1- APN 154 check

TE3T EC¢UIP MET: Hydraulic and electric power

(X OSE UP: Close radome

ANALYST'S OPINION: A simple job made complex by bad access.

A Un
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WORK UNIT CODE 1 ITr M TP ATrhMn1.ArC AIRCRAFT

LOCATION: Nose Wheel Well, Right Side

SUPPORT EQUIPME : Nitrogen servicing equipment

ACCESS: None

REMOVAL: 1. Bleed bottle (Schrader valve) L
2. Disconnect 2 lines
3. Disconnect 2 clamps
4. Remove bottle

INSTALLATION: 1. Reverse of removal.
2. Reservice bottle. LI

I4

FUJNC T IJONAL CHECK: Leak check=] --- _

"' TEST EQUIPMENT: None

:GM

CLOSE UP:, None

ANALYST'S OPINION:
Access is good in the nose wheel well. The tasks are simple.

11V
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Undercarri.age Emergency
WORK UNIT COD- i34i5 1T M -en Bottle AIRCRAFT AV-8

LOCATION: Main W-Thecl Wel].. Aft, Left Side

SUPPORT EQUIPMET: Nitrogen Service Enuipment

ACCES,: Aft Bottle: 1 Panel (20 screws), ASA-83, 1 Panel (1!4 screws)

Forward Bottle: None

,-MOVAI,: 1. Deflate bottle
2. Remove nitrogen lines (It connectors)I. Remove thumbscrew, open clamp
4. Remove bottle

INSTALLATION: I. Reverse of removal
2. Service bottles

FINCTIONAL ('!iFCK: Leak check

' T13T EC(UIPMENT: None

-C(XOSE UP: Aft Bottle: Re-Install removed panels and components
Forward Bottle: None

AuNLYST'S OPINION: Two bottles in this system. The forward bottle installation is

excellent. The aft bottle is nearly inaccessible. Mounting is simple.

3
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ELEVATOR/UHT ACTUATOR

AILERON ACTUATOR

FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEMS AILERON TRIM ACTUATOR

SPOILER ACTUATOR

RUDDER ACTUATOR

TE FLAP ACTUATOR

HORIZONTAL STABILIZER/
ELEVATOR

LE FLAP ASSEMBLY

TE FLAP ASSEMBLY

AILERON J

RUDDER

SPOILER ASSEMBLY

PILOT'S STICK GRIP



FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM

CONTENT1S

A-COMPONE A-4 A-6 A-7 F-4 F-8 F-14 ____

Elevator/UHT Actuator !h  21 1521 1531 1326 1442D 14431 14331

Aileron Actuator 14221 14321 14233 14222 ]1I231 N/A 14131

Aileron Trim Actuator 1421L N/A 1441 i4261 N/A 14234 ±4142

IA
Spoiler Actuator 14A22 N/A 1423B 14252 14232 14232 N/A

Rudder Actuator 14721 14421 14431 14423 N/A 14342 N/A

TE Flap Actuator N/A N/A 14757 14555 N/A 1462Q 14532

Forizontal Stabilizer/ 14611 14131 14511 14310 1441G 14411 14310

Elevator 14311

LE Flap Assembly NA 14814 14710 14510 14611 14611 N/A

14720 14612 14612

r TE Flap Assembly 14511 N/A 14730 14540 1471A 14614 14510

Aileron 14211 N/A 14220 14210 14211 N/A 14110

11.1212 14212

Rudder 14711 N/A 1440 14410 14312 14311 14210

Spoiler Assembly 14All N/A 14311 14240 N/A 14211 N/A

Pilot's Stick Grip N/A 14211 14111 14311 14111 5771A 14411

p o StcG i_
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SY 1. .. : 14 Flight Controls

'O!5NC L-'R"E: Elevator/UHT Actuating Fyi ndr,

"mC: A-h : i1321 A-6: 14521 A-7: 14531 F-4: 14326

7-6: 14420 F-14: 14431 AV-8: 14331

GENFRAL OBSERVATIONS: 1. The elevator/UHT actuating cylinders are hidden behir:d

well fastened accesses. They are heavy and generally difficult to ex-

tricate from the aircraft. 2. The location of about half the elevator/

UHT actuators can be worked on without a work stand.

DESIRABLE FEATURES: 1. Once access is complete, the ability to easily work on

the component in place enhances the A-7 and AV-8 installations. 2. Deck

level accessibility is a strong asset exhibited by the AV-8, A-7, F-8 and

A-4 installations.

UNDESIRABLE FEATURES: 1. The excessive number of fasteners to gain access to

the cylinder is considered a drawback. 2. Obscuring attachment bolts

by harnesses, linkages, lines and poor positioning unnecessarily in-

creases the overall removal effort. The F-14, F-8, F-4 and A-4 are typi-

S- cal. 3. Heaviness and poor positioning combine to make removal very

difficult (A-4, A-6). Design of the component should avoid excessive

weight and high, buried installations. 4. Linkage disconnection prior

to removal, as in the A-7, should be avoided as it adds to the complexity

of removal and may result in loss/damage to linkage components.

.I ADDITIONAL REMARKS: 1. Components should be as light as possible with no clut-

ter in front of or at the ends of the installation. 2. Efforts should

I I-



YSTEM: 14 Flight Controls

NOMENCLATURE: Elevator/HT Actuating Cylinderf

ADDITIOAL PMKS: (Cont.)

be made to disturb as little as possible of the oth,=. flight con-

trol components plus reducing the extent of rigging required. The

AV-8 design and installation is an excellent example of what can

be done with this bulWy actuator. 3. Where possible, deck level

installation of the actuator is the preferred approach.

4
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WORK UNIT CODr 14321 1 7 M Elevator Actuating Cylinder AIRCRAFT A-4M

LOICATION: Below horizontal stabilizer

SUPPORT EQUIPMEr?: External electric power. Torque wrench.
External hydraulic power.-Hydraulic servicing equipment.

ACCESS: 2 access panels (28 screws)
Access fair. Space fairly cramped under stabilizer.

1. Remove stawboard and port panels.

EMOVAI,: 2. Raise horizontal stabilizer.
3. Disconnect four (4) h-draulic lines, 2 screws, 2 bolts.
4. Disconnect bungee (1 bolt), input rod (1 bolt).
5. Disconnect cable retaining pin, 1 cable disconnect.

ISIT 6. Disconnect elevator actuating rod.
7. Remove actuator cylinder assembly.

INSTALLATION: 1. Reverse removal order.
2. Bleed and service hydraulic system.I

FINCTJONAL C}HCK: Check elevator travel.

T-ST ECUIPMINT: External electric power.
External bydraulic Dower.
Protractor.

(,.OSE UP: Install access panels

41 ANALYST'S OPINION: Access to this cylinder is only fair. As much paneling is
removed as is feasible but the remaining work space between the stabilizer and fuse-
lage structure is very restricted. Removal tasks have been kept simple but wrench
access is difficult on some of the fittings. Rigging and functional check are per-
formed concurrently.

-L%
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'-OiK uH'P CODE 14521 VTEM STABILIZ &=IATOR AIRCRAFT A-6

-AA. ,O:I Vertical fin

S'PPOR'" "qUTPIr,?-: Surface porotractor
External hydraulic and electrical power.

. "  Reove 4 access panels (total of 198 screws)

K-4I
:iE__VA_,: 1. Disconnect electrical connector for auto pilot from actuator.t

2. Depressurize hydraulic system reservoir.S3. Remove pressure and return lines (hoses) of flight control System
! hydraulic system from actuator, and remove pressure and return hoses
t of combined system hydraulic system from actuator.

i 4. Disconnect input bungee by trimming to neutral.
I 5. Disconnect cotter key, nut, and bolt and disconnect actuator from "A" i

6. Support stabilizer actuator and remove lug end hardware and attach pin.
7. Remove actuator through vertical stabilizer access.

INSTALLATION: 1. Reverse of removal.
2. Surface throws have to be checked and adjusted if required.
3. Adjustment accomplished by adjusting actuator rod end with

; ~final adjustment made b adpktiny Inmut bnapa-
FUNCTIONAL CH":-K: Connect external hydraulic and electrical power, and verify 12

surface throws and adjust as required. rde wi

TL73T EQUIPMENT: None

CTOSE UP: Close removed accesses.13~

ANALYST'S OPINION: The most serious objection to this installation is its overall I
access. Actuator is difficult to get to because of having to work in confines of
aft end of fuselage plus working through the vertical stabilizer access. Hoses as
well as rod end are difficult to get to. Lug end pivot pin is hard to get out I
because of corrosion requiring that pin be forcefully driven out sometimes resulting I.
in damaged pins. Actuator weights more than 75 ibs. and has to be supported with J -

'! ropes, etc., to support weight while pin in removed. Not doing this could resul1t in!.

injury to maintenance personnel. Stabilizer surface has to be supported or blocked
during stabilizer actuator removal.

I;.~
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SWO:RK UNIT CODM 14531 iMM UHT ACTUATING CYTINDER AIRCRAFT A-7

LOC:ATION: Aft Section

I .d
External Hydraulic Power

- External Electric Power
Protractor

ACCESS: 1 Panel 90 Screws
1 Panel 38 Screws

REMOVAL: 1. Remove four (4) taper pins, three (3) bolts.
2. Disconnect springs (2).
3. Remove bolt from forward end of transducer.

- . Remove Support.I55. Remove nuts and bolts from bellcrank.
.. Remove bolt at hon. - Let URT trailing edge down till clear of fork.
7. Disconnect four (4) hydraulic lines.
8. Remove actuator with forward bellcranks attached.
9. Remove bolt thru forward end of actuator.

10. Remove bolt between bellcranks.
11. Remove bolt from link to pilot valve.
12. Remove bellcrank assembly from actuator.

INSTALIATION:1.Reverse of removal. 3. Rig UHT System.
2.Bleed and service hydraulic system.

FIINCT]OIq-L ('HCK: Perform operational check of UHT system.

STEST ECUIPt'MTl': External hydraulic power
tt. External Electi ic Power

! i C.OSE V?: Install two panels

~AlALYST'S OPION: Except for the large nimber of screw3, this is a good
installation. Perhaps the screws are justified because of locaticn and space, but
128 of them are a definite burden. Normally, work will be done with the UH{T in

:3 j ~place and access is very good from the working position. Linkage disconnect is
j rather complex and some parts have to be removed subsequent to cylinder removal V

from the airplane. This is not desirable because of the inconvenience of performing
such work beside the airplane and the problen of stowing the loose parts until the
new actuator arrives. Considering the space available, though., this is preferrablef ~ to attempting to remove the actuator without the linkage.



Stabilator Power

WORK UNIT CODE 14326 ITIM Control Cylibuder AIRCRAFT F-4[

LOCATION: Aft $e'rtion

SUPPORT EQUIP NT: Protractor
Work stand
Hydraulic and electrical power

ACCESS: 3 doors (1 - 82 screws ea, 2 - 62 screws ea)
Remove electrical cable that are in the way (auto pilot)
(3 clamps, 1 cannon plug)

REMOVAL: 1. Remove 4 hydraulic swivels (1 thru bolt ea)
2. Disconnect upper attach point (1 bolt)
3. Manipulate control valve to retract piston
4. Move stabilator to gain access to lower attach point and remove bolt
5. Guide cylinder through structure in fwd direction to remove fromairframe

INSTALLATION: 1. Reverse of removal
2. Bleed
3. Rig

FUNCTIONAL CHECK: Position check

Auto pilot check

TFST ECUIPMENT: Hydraulic and electrical power
• : Protractor

C.OSE UP: Reinstall electrical cable
Reinstall accesses

J ANALYST'S OPINION: This is a poor installation. It is high off the ground and
J access is bad. A total of 206 screws to remve is nearly overwhelming. There is a

harness in the way that requires disturbance of the autopilot to remove. Fina~Ly,
the actuator is heavy and has to be worked forward and out through the structure.
A fairly difficult job.

-A'i __ __ _ __o
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!-!OtK UN IT CODE lh2D i'EV UHI CONTROL PACKAGE AIRCRAFT F-8

., 'AT N: Aft fuselage section

'PPQR' "'XUT.M]'r: Hydraulic test stand.
Special tool for removing taper pins.

'protractors

2E;N. Obstructed somewhat by UHT surface.
2 Access panels (135 screws total)

i'oM(AI,: 1. Disconnect hydraulic lines.
-- 2. Disconnect alectrical connections.

3. Disconnect UHT actuator rod end from U T horn.
4. Disconnect UHT actuator input rod.
5. Disconnect feedback rod.
6. Remove UHT potentiometer from package and leave with aircraft.

7. Disconnect pneumatic lines to U surface locking actuator.
8. Remove hydraulic lines to aft half of actuator.
9. Disconnect lines to forward half of actuator.

10. Remove bolts and pins securing forward and aft end of package to structu
11. Selectively position U1T surface to facilitate removing package.

INSTALLATION: 1. Reverse of removal
2. Bleed and rig

F1UNC"']ONAL CT&'K: Check that IRT surface throws are within limits.

Ti T EQTIPMFNT: External hydraulic power

f - External electric powerr Protractor

1 1,03F UP: Replace access panels.

I ~ . ANALYST'S OPINION: Removal of U} package is involved because of the large quantity
of fasteners to remove to gain access in addition to removing pneunatic and hydraulicI lines. Package reL)val requires removing special taper pins and bolts, plus jockeying,I - UHT surface to remove package. Installation is awkward to work on, but no specific
recommendations are being offered other than to suggest that designers avoid this
type of design, or study way in which to simplify it in some fashion so that removal

[ and replacement capability will be improved.
Ni.A
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WORK UNIT CODE 1h431 17. TM HORIZ. STABILWER SEO AIRCRAFT F1l
CYLINDER

LOCATION: Upper Aft Sponson, both sides

SUPPORT EQUIPMENT: Sling
Hoist

ACCESS: 1 panel (75 stress panel fasteners)
1 panel (38 stress panel fasteners)

REMOVAL: 1. Attach sling
2. Disconnect 4 extension units
3. Remove follow-up rod (2 bolts)
4. Remove bolt at stabilizer horn

5. Remove bolt, 2 big washers, attachment pin
6. Remove cylinder

INSTALLATION: 1. Reverse of removal
2. Rig stabilator

FUNCTJONAL CHECK:Motion check

TEST EQUIPM NT: Protractor

I Hydraulic and electric power

i CLOSE UP: Install 2 panels

4 ANALYST'S OPINION: Good access but large size of the cylinder requires large panels

' with many fasteners. The location outboard of the fin and about midway of the
stabilizer chord is a little inconvenient to reach. Some of the fittings are hard
to get on with tools and access to the forward attach bolt is obscured by linkages
and lines. This is disappointing when the size of the access opening is considered.

N* .



WORK UNIT CODE 14331 ITEM Tail Plane Tandem Jack AIRCRAFT AV-8

LOCATION: Aft Section, Below Tail Plane

SUPPORT EQUIPMENT: Hydraulic Power
Protractor (Not special for aircraft

ACCESS; 2 Panels (22 screws each)

REMOVAL: 1. Disconnect 4 hydraulic lines
2. Disconnect cannon plug
3. Disconnect input rod (1 bolt)
4. Disconnect drain line (1 string)
5. Remove top and bottom mount bolts
6. Collapse cylinder and remove

INSTALIATION:.Reverse of Removal
2.Bleed
3.Rig

FUNCTIONAL CHECK: Check motionIt
TEST EQUIPMENT: Hydraulic Power

Electrical Power
Protractorad

( CLOSE UP: Close Panels

4 ANALYST'S OPINION: First impression by the observer is that the access is much t>.
I small to remove the item. It is soon learncd, however, that component design and
xi installation have been coordinated with the access size and •location so that all

removal tasks are easily accomplished through the small holes. This is an outstand-
ing installation. The string tied, plastic drain line seem a little unsophisticated
but quite effective.

ZZ



'Y 11T IEM: 14 Flight Controls

1! 'NL Aileron Actuator

'IC: A-h : 14221 A-6: 14321 A-7: 14233 F-4: 14222

P- : 124231 F-14: AV-8: 14131

rENFRAI, OBSERVATIONS: Cramped aileron actuator accesses were prevalent. Accord-

ingly, problems with attach bolts and hose disconnects were the primary

removal problems. The high wing aircraft required work stands and, in

all cases, the work spaces were awkward. The F-14 does not utilize an

Iaileron actuator.

DESIRABLE FEATURES: The large access of the F-4 and A-4 gives a good opening for

removal of the actuator after it has been completely disconnected.

UNDESIRABLE FEATURES: 1. All the actuator rigging is done in place by adjusting

the actuator, except the AV-8. The AV-8 adjustment is in the push-rod,

a possible "Murphy". Accidental adjustment of the actuator, which is

apre-adjusted in the shop, causes structural damage. 2. All the air-

craft suffered from congested accesses and/or poor panel placement.

This increased task complexity by obstructing bolts, hose connections

and bungee adjustment. 3. The required removal or disconnection of a

bellcrank is a feature deemed undesirable from the extra work and rig-

ging involved. This occurred in the AV-8 and F-4 installations. 4. The

F-8 required extra equipment to pressurize the cylinder. Pneumatic

pressurization should not be necessary in this type of application if

the aileron actuation system is properly designed.

!4-



SYSTEM: 14 Flight Controls

NOMENCLATURE: Aileron Actuator

ADDITIONAL PRMARKS: 1. Crowded accesses provide little solace to the main-

tenance man trying to replace the aileron actuator. Design of this

area should avoid crowding the attachment points and easily allow

common hand tool access to hose connections. Where this is not

possible, additional access from the other surface of the wing should

be provided. 2. The requirement to run the engine up in the F-8 to

functionally check the actuator is unacceptable. This bad feature

'has been circumvented in newer aircraft through the use of external

j hydraulic disconnects.

41
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WORK UNIT CO1Y- 14221 I-M AILERON POWER MECHANISM AIpCRAFT A-4

LOCATION: Wing, Center Section, Front Spar

S O External Hydraulic Power
-r UPPORT EQUIY.ENr: External Electrical Power

Hydraulic Servicing Equipment

ACCE•': One Panel (19 DZUS)
Compartment very congested

R 1. Open access.

. 2. Disconnect one Idler Arm (1 bolt), Aileron Actuating Rod (1 bolt).

3. Disconnect two control cables (1 bolt).
4. Disconnect the disconnect cable (1 bolt).

5. Disconnect Trim Arm.
. Disconnect Bjngee (1 bolt).
7. Disconnect 4 hydraulic lines.
8. Remove four (4) bolts.

9. Remove power mechanism from aircraft.

INSTALLATION: 1. Reverse removal order.
2. Bleed and service hydraulic system.

INCT]ONAL ('HFOK :
FCheck 

aileron deflection.

Functionally check trim system.

"' Check stick orientation.
Check aileron disconnect.

T.E3T ECUIPMN': External electric power

External hydraulic power

Protractor

i C (OSE IP: Install Panel

j,1ANALYST'S OPINION: This compartment is very congested. The access panel gives

a good opening into the compartment, but view and wrench access is difficult. The

tasks are fairly complex. Location of the compartment forces a bad working4 Iposition (kneeling, reaching overhead) in poor light.



,14121 FLARON ACTmATOR AIRCRAFT A-6

LOCATION: TE of wing center section. 1.
Ii

SUPPOP EQUTP.ENT: Work stand
External hydraulic and electrical power
Surface protractors.

ACCrS: Several access panels (151 screws, total)

V i."MOVL.: 1. Disconnect input rod and feedback rod.

2. Disconnect 4 hoses from actuator by working through round access.
3. Hydraulic system has to be depressurized before disconnecting hoses.

INSTALLATION: 1. Reverse of removal
2. Bleed and rig

- KL

!M'NCC"]ONA1, O'EEC: Perform operational check and check surface throws.

Check adtuator for leaks.

If surface throws are incorrect, adjustment accomplished by
adjusting input bungee link.

T!'(?T E11IPMF.NT: None

_ a
f1,03 OE UP: Close accesses opened.

-i ANALYST'S OPINION: Access to actuator is cramped and removal of actuator is difficult

, because of this. Actuator hose access is small restricting easy wrenching of the hose
fittings. Removal is achieved by disconnecting related hardware and by removing

2. actuator from beneath the wing. Access would have been further improved if additional
. access frow the top of the wing were possible, if structurally feasible. Adjustmerit

of the input bungee is difficult because of being relatively deep in compartment plus
being cluttered by adjacent hardware.

1Q



';:ORK UIiT COD1 14233 Th M AILERON ACTUATOR AIRCRAFT A-7

3 LOCATION: Wing, Trailing Edge

OWorkstand
External Hydraulic Power
Protractor

ACCES~ "1 Panel. (52 screws)

t

1. Disconnect four (4) extension units from actuator (safetied).
R 1h..,AL: 2. Remove bolt at end of cylinder, drive out bushing.

3. Break safety and remove clevis on piston end by turning piston
(count turns).

4. Remove bolt from inboard end of input rod.
5. Twist and remove actuator.
A. Remove input rod.

INSTALLATION: 1. Reinstall in reverse order of removal.
2. Bleed and service hydraulic system.
3. Rig Ailerons.I

FUNCTIONAL (Hr(.,: Check Ailerons for proper operation.

K ''-- ______--___

T.3:ST Ef UIPM: External Hydraulic Power.

C.,OSE I P: 1 Panel

SNALYST'S OPINION: Falls short of a good installation because of the shape of the
access. Excellent access is available to everything except the bolt connecting the
piston to the linkage. The mechanic will generally remove the clevis from the
piston by turning the piston with a wrench rather than removing bellcrank and
linkage for disassembly outside the airplane. A slight change to access shape would

- 5 allow direct access to the clevis bolt. The high wing design places this area over--
head and a small workstand is handy. If wings are folded, a tall workstand can be

; used.



WORK UNIT CODF 14222 I.M Aileron Power Actuator AIRCRAFT F- 4  L

LOCATION: Trailing edge, center wing section

SUPPORT EQUIPY.ENT: Spoiler lock
Contour board
Hydraulic and electrical power

ACCESS: Lift spoiler manually
1 stress panel (140 screws)
1 panel (6 screws)

REMOVAL: 1. Disconnect viscous damper (1 bolt)
2. Disconnect 4 screws (12 point wrench) from hinge block
3. Disconnect control rod (1 bolt) to valve
4. Disconnect 3 lines, remove 1 swivel
5. Disconnect 1 control rod to bellcrank (allows access to bolt)
6. Remove 1 forward attach bolt
7. Remove actuator

INSTALLATION: 1. Reverse of removal
2. Bleed
3. Rig s.

FUNCTIONAL CHE:CK: Motion check

( TEST ECWUP1~NM: Hydraulic and electrical power
Control board

CLOSE UP: Reinstall panels

ANALYST'S OPINION: A fairly good installation after access is gained. The access
panel is large enough to give access to a number of items in the wing but i s to large .n

for anyone of them. A larger quantity of smaller panels would be prefera'ile, allowing
access to each component without involving 14O screws. An extra step is required to
disconnect a bellcrank to allow motion providing access to a bolt. This is not
desirable when the disconnect is not otherwise required for removal.

-;;t



WOR K IuNIT COiDE U_231 ITEM ATLERC PC PACY(.E ATRCRAFT F-S J

LOCATION: Center wing section

SUPPORT EQUIFMENT: '.ork stand. Exte.nal Hydr-uli- ower
''itrogen servicing bottle. Hydraulic servicing stand.

Aileron surface protractor.

-OCRSS Compartment 4-s a "tight" installation. ano accpss to hydrnulic lines
has to be accomplished by going through the spoiler door.

Remove 1 access panel

REMOVAL: 1. repressurize hydraulic system reservoir.
2. 7isconnect hydraulic lines by gaining access through spoiler door.
3. Disconne.'t input link.
. Disconnect " 'unk Spring" from both attach points.

5. Disconnect both-actuator ends from attach points.
6. Lift up on aileron surface to properly positioh actuator cylinder

and remove actuator.

INSTALLATTON:

1. .everse of removal procedures.
2. Final adjustment of ailcrcon surface to rigged position is accomplished

by adjusting rod end.
- 3. Service reservoir with nitrogen.

- FUNCTIONAL CHECK: Run engine and check surface throws with protractor

actuatcr for leaks,

Actuator for leaks.

... T DQUTP .,: Equipment required for engine run

Protractor

CLOSE UP: Close and secure access panal with remrved screws.

ANALYST'S OFINION: More work space in actuator compartment would be beneficial
in making it easier to remove hardware and actuator. The ailerc

actuators are of the dual tandem type requiring two PC system operation. Connectingm'
external power to some P-8 aircraft r'eraires disconnedting pump hose disconnect from
pump to c-nn-ct external hydraulic power. An external power quick-disconnect fitting

- is desirable and is fairly comior.pla,.e on tcday's aircraft. This concept still seemi

valid and should be incorporatec on new designs so that running the engine will not
be recuired to assure that system worked on is still oerational.

K- -



WORK UNIT CODE 14131_ "TEM Aileron Power Control Unit AIRCRAFT AV-80

LOCATION: Top of Wing

I Ruler or Protractor to rig
SUPPORT EQUIPMENT: Hydraulic Power

Electrical Power (must have electrical power with mule)
Work Stand

_51 ACCESS: 1 Panel (40 screws)
1 Panel, Aileron Leading Edge (14 screws)
1 Fwd Brace (5 bolts)

REMOVAL: 1. Disconnect cannon plug
2. Disconnect the input rod (1 bolt)
3. Disconnect 4 hydraulic lines
4. Disconnect 1 drain line (1 string)

5. D.connect actuator rod at aileron (1 bolt)
6. Remove nut from stud retaining bellcrank axle pin
7. Remove retaining clip (1 nut)
8. Remove forward actuator bolt
9. Remove actuator, aft bellcrank and actuator rod

10. Remove belicrank and actuator rod

INSTALIATION: 1. Reverse of removal L

'. Bleed and rig

FJNCTIONAL CHECK: Motion check

I

TEST EQUIPMENT: Hydraulic and Electrical Power

CLOSE UP: Install brace
Close access panels

ANALYST'S OPINI(: This installation is characterised by very bad access to the

*actuator bolts and the potential of causing structural damage through maintenance
error. The aft bellcrank must be removed with the actuator .because access to that

V bolt is not possible in the airplane. The actuator is rigged dimensionally in the
shop and rigging in the aircraft is accomplished at the aileron pushrod. Adjust-
ment of the actuator, which is a more normal rigging procedure, will result inI structural damage to the wing. The negative dihedral of the wing makes it a very
unstable work platform.

unstabl MIT_

- s



T M: 14 Flight Controls

NO.:.N U I.L: Aileron Trim Actuator

'-UC: A-h: 1421L A-6: A-7: 14241 F-11: 14261

_-__: _ F-ih: 14234 AV-8: 14142

,;!. NiAL OBSERVATIONS: Accessibility to this component was either very good

or extremely poor. Work space on the A-4, A-7, and F-h was limited

due to physical location of the component. The A-6 and F-8 instal-

lations were not investigated.

DESIRABLE FEATURES: 1. The use of electro-mechanical actuators provides a

simplier, faster, cleaner, and easier removal than a hydraulic act-

uator (F-lh). Fewer bolts, connections and less bulk were charac-

teristics of the electro-mechanical actuators. 2. The appropriate

use of anchor nuts facilitated installation in several instances

especially the F-l component.

S UNDESIRABLE FEATURES: 1. Depaneling, in general, involved too many fasteners.

This needlessly increases accessibility time and promotes possible

additional panel repair time. Effort should be taken to avoid the use

of two different fasteners on the same panel as in the F-h. 2. The

i removal of unrelated components to gain access is undesirable. Parti-

cularly poor is the A-7 which is very difficult to reach and reouires

* * an engine run after replacement because a bleed air line must be dis-

*1 { placed. The F-4 is compromised by the need to remove the IAU-7A.

#1
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qYSTFM: 14i Flight Controls

NOMENCIATURE: Aileron Trim Actuator E

ADDITIONAL REMARKS: Most installations were lccated in congested compartments.L

When this is comb~ined with the requirement to remove- .Aher installations,

maint& 'nabiity is compromised. Proper coordination during design can

alleviate thi-s situation.

I7



j ":ORK UNIT COD iL . ITT M Aileron Trim Actuator AIRCRAFT A-h4

!AATION: Wing, center section, front spar, outboard of aileron power mechanism

IuPPORT EQUIE:.Eirr: Lone required

?.CCIF " Good, one panel (19 DMIS)

3!.OV.~1.: 1. Disconnect bungee arm (I bolt).
2. Remove drum (1 nut).
3. Disconnect three (3) electrical lines.
4. Remove attach bolts (h).
5. Remove actuator.

IiSTALLATION: Re-install in reverse order.

FINC"' N..L '"C: Check actuator travel.

ST2 F.¢ UIPM : xternal electric Dower.
2 Protractor.

.r.OSE I P: Install panel

.,'.iALYST'S OP0IlO.: Access is quite good although the compartment is rather congested
" J? Access throughot~tom requires work to be done in crouched or kneeling position with

effort applied overhead. This is fatiguing to the mechanic. Tasks have been kept
simple. Light tends to be bad in the compartment requiring additional light source.

- .



WORK UNIT CODM; 14241 r. M Aileron Roll Trim Actuator AIRCRAFT A-7

LOCATION: Wing, Aft, Top Fuselage (Dorsal area)

SUPPORT EQUIPMENT: External electric power
Rigging pins

ACCESS: RH Dorsal Panel (56 screws)

3 Hinged Panels (28 SPF)

REMOVAL: 1. Gain access (on A-7C/E loosen bleed air lines)
2. Disconnect spring from actuator
3. Disconnect electrical plug
4. Disconnect aileron control rod (O/B end) and position bellcrank

for access to bolt.
5. Remove bolt at each end
6. Remove actuator

INSTALLATION: 1. Re-Install in reverse order of removal
2. Rig roll trim actuator (rigged to neutral in NARF shop)

FUNCTIONAL CHCK: Perform operational check of aileron roll trim system

TEST EZUIPMENT: External e]ectric power

CLOSE 1P: On A-7C/E perform engine turn-up to check bleed air ducts for leaks
Right hand dorsal panel

___3 Hinge panels

ANALYST'S OPINION: Access i.s very bad. Many lir.es routed between unit and access
• | : opni It ----be necessary to remove insulation from rain removal bleed 11ne and

lcosen clamp to get arm in far enough to reach actuator. Once arms and tools in place

to work on %mit, it is very difficult to see.

,_4=
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"ORK UNIT COD}' 14261 T M Lateral Feel Trim AIRCRAFT F-4
Rotory Actuator

LOCATION: Fuselage keel between engines

SUPPORT EQUIPY.EN: Hydraulic and electrical power
Contour board

ACCESS: Remove 1AU 7 launcher
Engine access (16 DZUS, 6 screws) left side
Right engine aux air door (actuated door)
Cover plate (10 fasteners)

iiMOVAL: 1. Remove left and right aileron trim cables (i nut each)
2. Remove 4 screws mounting trim motor
3. Disconnect plug
4. Remove actuator

INSALLATION: 1. Reverse or removal.
2. Rig trim function.

FUNCT]ONAL ('HCK: Motion check

4

T3T ECUIPMENT: Hydraulic and electrical power
S !!Contour board

(X, :OSE 1P: Reinstall accesses
Reinstall LAU-7

ANALYST'S OPINION: This item was reviewed on an airplane with the engines
removed, With engines installed the difficulty will increase tremendously. There
is very little space to work. Tasks have been kept simple. The access has been
improved over the years and is as good as it can get considering the location of
the cor'.onent. Use of two types of fasteners in one access panel is undesirable.

ir
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WORK UNIT CODE 14234 1T'M Lateral Series Input Servo AIRCRAFT F-14

LOCATION: Top of Fuselage on Centerline, Aft

SUPPORT EQUIP-ENT: Protractor

ACCESS: I Access (36 stress panel fasteners)

RFMOVAI,: 1. Disconnect 2 electrical plugs
2. Remove, bolt through bellcrank and control rod
3. Disconnect 4 hydraulic lines
4. Remove 4 bolts and actuator (anchor nuts)

INSTALLATION: 1. Reverse of removal
2. Rig and adjust as necessary

FUNC'I'ONAL CHE.CK: Check trim action and surface motion

TEST E_,UIT: Protractors
Hydraulic and Electrical Power F

(CXOSE VP: Close access

ANALYST'S OPINION: This particular unit is mounted on a bracket close to the top of
the access and s fairly easy to reach. The lower mounting bolts are blind ac,!ess but
sufficient room is available and anchor nuts are used. So this one is considered snug
but tolerable. On the other hand, a nearly identical unit is mounted on the opposite
side of the compartment and fairly deep. Several components are in the way and the
lower bolts are almost totally inaccessible. Incredibly, nuts are used on these bolt,
rather than nut plates. Technicians complained rather loudly about this one.

Z X
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WORK UNIT CODE 14142 ITEM Aileron Trim Actuator AIRCR.AFT AV-8

LOCATION: Right Hand Bottom of Nose Section

SUPPORT EQUIPMENT: Electrical and Hydraulic Power

ACCESS: 2 Panels (16 screws ea)

REMOVAL: 1. Remove retaining plate, forward end (nut)
2. Remove 2 bolts (1 forward, I aft)
3. Remove tie wraps and cannon plg
4. Remove actuator

INSTALIATION: l.Reverse of removal

2 .Rig

FUNCTIONAL CHECK: Aileron position check
Indication check

TEST EQUIPMENT: Hydraulic and Electrical Power

1~ i

CLOSE UP: Re-Install panels

ANALYST'S OPIlICE: Except for the 32 screws involved in access, this is a good
"installation. Removal tasks are simple and access is good.

OW
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SYSTEM: 14 Flight Controls

NONaC LA ' 1E: Spoiler Actuator

',.TC: A-h4: 14A22 A-6: A-7: 1423B F-4: 14252

F-8: 14232 F-14: 14232 AV-8:

GETERAL OBSERVATIONS: 1. Spoiler actuator installations tend to be either good

or extremely poor. 2. Work area was mostly confined to sitting or

Skneeling on the upper wing surface or utilizing a work stand. The A-6

and AV-8 do not have spoilers.

DESIRABLE FEATURES: 1. Accessibility without removing any panels is a highlight

of a good A-7 installation.

UNDESIRABLE FEATURES: 1. Removal of associated components to gain access to the

actuator, e.g. the F-14 toroue tube, is undesirable. Component place-

ment should consider availability of access during the design stages.

2. The overwhelming number of fasteners reouired to be removed on the

F-4 is due to access panels which are too large for the area and eouip-

ment involved. Design of appropriately sized panels will correspond-

, '4ingly reduce fasteners. 3. Internal actuator locking components are

S necessary, however, they fault themselves from a maintainability

i .stand point when they require external hydraulic power to be unlocked.

ADDITIONAL REMARKS: Cramped auarters was a serious problem on the F-8 where two

actuators are located in the same access area. One F-4 hydraulic fit-

ting was difficult to work on but not unsurmountable. The outstanding

I I A-7 installation can become challenging if the aircraft is spotted at

, j |the edge of a windy carrier deck.

tIi



WORK UNIT CODI 14A22 IT- M SPOILER ACTUATING CYLINDER AIRCRAFT A-M

LOCATION: Wing, Aft, Inboard, Lower Side

C'UPPORT EQUIPENTr: External hydraulic power

Hydraulic Servicing Equipment

ACCESS: Good, 1 fairing (8 screws), 2 accesses (20 screws)

iR. MOVAL:

1. Remove upper control bolt (1).

2. Disconnect two (2) hydraulic lines.
3. Remove three (3) bolts.
4. Remove Retainer Plate.
5. Remove Actuating Cylinder.

INSTALLATION: 1. Reverse removal order
2. Bleed and service hydraulic system

FUNCTIONAL ('CK: Check Spoiler Actuation

TE3T E(UIPN : External Hydraulic Power

CkOS; I.P: Reinstall 1 Fairing and 2 Access Panels

ANALYST'S OPIION: Except for the use of screws in the fairing and panels, the
installation is good. Screws are undesirable because they are time consuming to
operate, require keeping track of a large number of loose items (in this case, 48
screws), and often freeze in the threads. Under certain circumstances, removing
the panels can be more frustrating than removing the actuator. Working overhead
is uncomfortable but is mainly accommodated by the easy removal.

-• -
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WORK UNIT CODF 1423B TM Spoiler/Deflector Cyid AIR tC n A-7

LOCATION: Wing, Upper, Trailing Eige

SUPPORT EQUIPYEN': External Hydraulic Power
Protractor - Spoiler ind Aileron

ACCESS: Open Spoiler

REMOVAL: 1. Disconnect four (4) extension units
2. Disconnect input rod (1 bolt) and spring
3. Disconnect inboard bolt and bushing
4. Disconnect outboard bolt from crank
5. Remove actuator

INSTALLATION: 1. Reverse removal process [
2. Bleed and service hydraulic power

3. Rig spoiler/deflector

FIUNCTIONAL CHECK: Check spoiler/deflector for proper operation

{ : TEST EC.UIPMENT: External hydraulic power

1

(C.OSE UP: Close spoiler

4 ANALYST'S OPINION: Good installation. Access is readily available without
•opening any-paneT fasteners. Tasks are simple and straight forward. Wark can

be done while sitting or kneeling on top of wing. Proximity to the trailing
edge could make this a little sporty if the airplane is spotted at the deck edge.

'

I
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WORK UNIT CODr 14252 1 M Spoiler Power Cylinder AIRCRAFT F-4

LOCATION: Upper side, wing center section
2 cylinders

FUPPORT EQUIPMEW: Hydraulic and electrical power
Contour board

ACCESS: Inbcard cylinder: 1 panel (140 screws)
Outboard cylinder: 1 panel (226 screws)

• .1EMOVAL: 1. Raise spoiler manually
2. Disconnect actuator from spoiler (I bolt)
3. Disconnect 4 hydraulic lines
4. Disconnect forward attach point (1 bolt)
5. Collapse cylinder and remove

INSTALLATION: 1. Reverse of removal
2. Rig
3. Bleed

FTNC'IONAL (liiC_: Motion check

t '

{ ii TE'T ECUIPMEN: Hydraulic and electrical power

-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

C(XOSE I1P: Reinstall access panels

i k ALIYST'S OPIP3ON: The spoiler is operated by two cylindei s. Removal tasks are
the same except for access. Removal is good with reasonable tool access to all fitticI and attach points. Entirely too many screws are involved in gaining access. The
panels are too big for the job being performed.

Q 7177
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;"Ot¢( 1iti coup, 14232 ITEM. SPOILER ACT CYL. AIRCRAFT F-8

:,,\'A, -ON: Wing Center Section

" ,PPQR' (U-.N: Work stand to gain access to spoiler from the top of the wing.
Hydraulic test stand.

"-__".. Ccmpartment access is good, but spoiler actuator is somewhat hidden by
linkages and bellcranks of spoiler mechanism.

A 1 aileron access (42 stress panel fasteners)

: :MOVAL: 1. Depressurize reservoir
2. Disconnect funk strut from aileron PC lug.
3. Raise spoiler door and hold in open position.
4. Disconnect spoiler links from PC cylinder bellcranks.
5. Disconnect cylinder rod end from bellcrark.
6. Disconnect cylinder lug end froa bellcrank.
7. Disconnect slider valve from idler.
8. Disconnect two hoses from cylinder.
9. Remove lug from cylinder.10. Work actuator out of wing access.

11. Remove cylinder lug end trunnion from cylinder.
INSTALLATION: 1. Reverse of removal

2. Bleed and rig

JFUNC"'] ONAL CH. 'K: Check surface throws.
(Spoiler door closed position is adjusted by adjusting the
actuator rod end until the propei door closed position is
reached. Final adjustment is done by adjusting spoiler up
and down limit stops.)

,.-TT EQP1IP , T: External Hydraulic Power

IV-

i,1CZ'.5 U-P: Close aileron package access.

ANALYST'S OPINION: The spoiler actuator installation and associated linkages
- are tightly packaged thereby inhibiting the remove and replace procedures. The

mechanism required to operate the spoiler surface is relatively complex. The
maintainability characteristics would have been improved by not having two
different actuators in the same access compartment.

---- -
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Mid Wing SpoilerWORK UNIT CODE 14232 ITEM Actuator AIRCRAFT F-141

LOCATION: Top Wing Panel Under Spoiler

SUPPORT EQUIPENT: Hydraulic Power
Electrical Power
Work Stand

ACCESS: Open Spoiler
' Remove flap torque tube

REMOVAL: 1. Disconnect spoiler rod at bellcrank (outboard)
2. Retract cylinder

3. Disconnect cylinder from bellcrank
4. Disconnect electrical connector
5. Disconnect 2 hydraulic lines
6. Disconne't spoiler rod (inboard)
7. Remove 4 bolts
8. Remove ictuator

INSTALIATION: 1. Reverse of removal
2. Rig and bleed

FUNCTIONAL CHECK: Operate Spoiler

rTEST EQUIPMvENT: Hydraulic and Electrical Power.1}

I I CLOSE UP: Re-Install flap torque tube
Close spoilers

ANALYST'S OPINIC: This installation is only fair. Removal of the flap torque

tube for access is .-.,'sirable. Hydraulic power is required to open spoiler
. because of internal .ocks. The forward hydraulic fitting iq positioned so it

is very difficult to reach. This causes problems mainly during installation
and imposes danger of cross threading or improper torque with resulting leakage.

4 .
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fY Ts;- P4 Flight Controls

,O, , A B, .u. Rudder Actuator

'--UC: A-h :. 14721 A-6: 14421 A-7: 1431 F-si: 14423

__-__: F-14: 14342 AV-8: _

GENTERAL OBSERVATIONS: 1. Component location reouires use of a work stand in

all instances. 2. Common to the rudder actuator installations is

the excessive use of panel fasteners.

DESIRABLE FEATURES: 1. Innovative use of rubber "donuts" in the A-4 hold hyd-

raulic tubing in place when the panel is closed, thus eliminating

clamps which would have to be removed during actuator replacement.

2. Interchangeability of actuators is a positive feature on the

F-P4. However, because of right hand access on both vertical stabi-

lizers (instead of inboard access) removal and replacement of the

rigl.t hand actuator is compounded by the difficulty of placing a

work stand near the work area.

- LNDESIRABLE FEATURES: 1. De-paneling is time consuming for all installations

but the F-4 because of the relatively large auantity of screws to

be removed and stored. The A-7 de-paneling is further degraded by the

'~ i use of 2 different s:ze fasteners on the same panel, a situation that

should be avoided. Accesses on the F-P4 have few fasteners, a plus;

however, the accesses are inadenuate for the size of the actuator to

4 - be removed. 2. Better positioning during design with regard to

structure would have eliminated problems disconnecting or removing

bolts, fittings and hoses in the A-6, A-7 and F-P4.

- ~-'~*-~ -- A
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SYSTEM: 14 Flight Controls

NOMFNCLATURE: Rudder Actuator

ADDITIONAL REMARKS: 1. Considering the reaching type of motion required to

remove the actuator prnel fasteners, a reduction in the number of

panel fastener* or changing the fasteners to a quicker, easier to U
remove type is justified. 2. Actuator location should be such

V that the actuator can easily be reached by standing on the P4-rraft

or by using a work stand. Work stand usage should also be consid-

ered in placement/design of adjacent flight control surfaces.

5t'
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WORK UNIT COD!- lh721 _ C M P1ER RUDDER MECHANISM AIRCRAFT A -4

.X)CATION: Midway, Vertical Fin

F11P~ORT EQ.UTF!.ENi: External Electric Power
__PP__T EUT____- External {vdraulic Power

Workstand

ACCFS One () Access Panel (hi Screws)

.L,..VAi,: I. Disconnect Rudder Actuator Arm (I Bolt).

2. Disconnect Wire Harness, Four (h) Hydraulic Lines, Input
Actuating Arm (1 bolt).

. Remove fcur (h) Attach Bolts.

. Remove Mechanism.

IISTALLATION: 1. Reverse Removal Order.
?. Bleed and service Hydraulic System.

1,TNC' X'. NAL C":" : Check surface deflection.

Perform nose wheel steering function check.
Perform AFCS directional control test.

External Electric Power
Electric Circuit Tester
Protractor

C;.,OSE UP: -nstall one panel

AMLY2.'. OPINION: This is a fairly standard rudder actuator installation. Access

" A -is good, generally. One hydraulic fitting is difficult to reach because of
substructure that's in the way. The design accomuodated this by using a 90 swivel
fitting but the B-nut is still poorly located. Probably this fitting is not dis-

connected until the actuator is disconnected and partially removed from the compart-

ment. The flexible hose has a large "S" turn in it which should make this possible.

Caution is required to ensure prcper routing on installation or hose chafing will

-' (See cnntinuti'on sheet)



CONTINUATTON SiIEET:

t WORK UNIT CODE 14721 ITEM POWER lUDDER MECHANISM A iH,':ZA A-4

ANALYST'S OPINION: (Continued)

result. A notable feature is the use of rubber "donuts" on the other 3 flexible
hoses to hold them in position between the frame and the access panel. This
is a very simple solution to maintaining routing in a difficult area and is
superior to clAmps which would require removal. Care is required in positioning
the "donuts" or all is for naught.

i
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c-a" :L , :CC, ______1 __ ,';, ~Rudder Actuating Cylinder AiRCA'" A-6

L(\:A',,N: 'use'are A'I" 3ection

hPeR'.' E;C III ".: : Mrfta -e nrotrQ etors
S-en 1adder or wor: stand
F, ern'1 h-drau]ic and electrical not,!er -A

Thil cone is ve-v narrow, in this area
2 P ne!. ].ccr -rs eac)

:P' L1. Depfect rudder surface to right to gain access to rod end attach hardvare.
2. Disconnect actuator rod en! from rudder ballcrank by removing bolt washer

nut and Din. Pin i retained by bolt and nut, ane functions to carry
actuating i, )ds.

3. Remove 4 hoses from actuator, and remove hoses from an.uator.
4. Remove cable f'rom actuator.
5. Dis-onnect inout rod to actuator.
6. Disconnect grounded end of actuator b,. removing bolt, nut. i,,asher, and

pin.

ONSTALLATTON: I. Reverse )'F -emov,,I.
P. Aotuator is pr c-ad;Iusted to lenth and probably does not need adjust

3. TI' additional ajastment is renuired, adjustment done at inp ,  eungee

. NAi ,,.,': Perform fnnctionl check to verify surface throws.

-___.... - : Ext(orral hydrau"fc and electrical power{ Pr o tra ctor

"ir p: Replace removed accesses.

• 4[, NALYSVTS OPE.,ION: Aircraft aft section tail cone narroi..s doum substantia!]4;r incross sectional area making it hard to remove input linksage and grounded actuator lug

end. Actuator rod end is fiirly easy to get to because of being located between fuse
lage aft, section and rudder su;rface. NARF NORVA hac also indicated that lug end asid
rod end attach uins are hard to remove after having being installed for extended per-
iods of time. If binding occurs, removal is difficult because of not bei.1-, able to
get a goo "chot" at pins to drive them out.

-- -- -' - - -%- - - @



WORK UNIT COM" 14431 1T: M RUDDER ACTUATOR AIRCRAFT A-7

LOCATION: Vertical Stabilizer

SUPPORT EQUIPYENT: Work stand capable of reaching rudder and stabilizer

ACCESS: Remove 60 screws from RH rudder actuator access One Different
Remove 58 screws from LH rudder actuator access Size Size

(Both access panels use two different size of hardware) RH 58 2,
SLH 5r, 2

1. Remove 5 bolts and nuts securing false beamREMOVAL: 2. Remove remaining bolt and nut from false beam attaching bonding jumper

from rudder to structure and remove false beam.
3. Remove cotter key, nut, and bolt securing feedback rod to actuator

rod end.
4. Tape loose end of feedback rod to L of rudder surface.
5. Loosen and remove 4 B-nut fittings on actuator and cap & plug open

fittings

6. Remove cotter key, nut, washer and bolt securing rod end of actuator.
7. Remove cotter key, nut, washer and bolt securing lug end of actuator.

8. Carefully remove actuator from aircraft.

INSTALLATION: .. Reverse of removal
2. Hydraulic system has to be bled nrior to performing functional check.

FIUNCTJONAL CHFCK: Verify proper operation of rudder system and check for proper
~rudder deflection.

TEST EcUIPMTh: External hydraulic & electrical power !i Rudder surface protractor

CX&SE UP: Re-instal.] accesses.

ANALYST'S OPINION: Access from both sides of stabilizer provides a great deal
of freedom as far as access is cor'!erned. A greater stand off distance of the' . hydraulic tube assemblies from the actuator would also have permitted easier

removal of the actuator withouit the risk of damaging the tube assemblies. Over-
all installation was considered acceptable.



WORK UNIT COD, 1h423 1T M Rudder Power Cylinder AIRCRAFT F-h

LOCATION: Aft section, left iand side beneath fin

.1JPPORT EQUIPMENT: Workst and
Hydraulic and electrical power

I' 'ACCESS" 3 panels (53 screw~s total)

IR;MOVA,: 1. Disconnect 1 cannon plug and 2 wire clamps
2. Disconnect 2 hydraulic lines
3. Disconnect attach points (forward and aft - 1 bolt eoch)
4. Remove actuator

INSTALLATION: 1. Reverse of removal
2. Rig
3. Bleed

FVNCTONAL C CK: Position check

TE3T ECUIPMEN': Hydraulic and electrical power

C XOSE t P: Reinstall panels

-A

ANALST'S OPItON: Access is quite good to this item and tasks are fairly simple.
Fift -three screws are still too many for access. Obtaining a good space to stand
while working is difficult. The stabilizer has a pronounced negative dehedral
which precludes standing on it and is located so it interfers with a workstand.
The NARF uses a platform that attaches to the stabilizer root and provides a

stibe leeoksrae



Rudder Authority
WORK UNIT CODE 14342 ITEM Control Actuator AIRCRAFT F-14

LOCATION: Bottom of each vertical stabilizer, access on right hand side of both
stabilizers

Hydraulic and Electrical Power

SUPPORT EQUIPMENT: Work Stand (right hand actuator)
Protractor

ACCESS; Fairing (15 screws)
Movable Fairing (2 bolts)

REMOVAL: 1. Remove 1 bolt and pin to rudder
2. Remove 4 hyd lines

3. Remove bolt in control rod
4. Remove bolt and pin attaching actuator to airframe
5. Work actuator out of access hole

INSTALLATION: 1. Reverse of removal
2. Bleed and rig

FUNCTIONAL CHECK: Motion check

TEST EQUIPMENT: Protractor
Hydraulic and Electrical Power

CLOSE UP: Reinstall fairings

4 ANALYST'S OPINIC.N: This is a poor installation. Access is far from adequate.
Although left rig t interchangeability of the stabilizer is achieved, the right
hand only access places the work area for the righit actuator outboard of the
surface. This offers only a narrow portion of the fuselage and the horizontal
stabilizer as airframe work areas which also inhibit positioning a work stand
for convenience. Positioning of hydraulic fittings on the actuator makes con-
nections difficult and there is a great "Murphy" potential. The lines can easily
be hooked up wrong. The access opening is much too small and the airframe attach

point is completely obscured. Proper installation is very difficult as is in-
spection of the area. This is hardly acceptable for a primary flight control in-
stallation.



Y'1EM: 14 Flight Controls

10!. :'-RE- Trailing Edge Flap Actuator

'TUC: A-L: A-6: A-7: 14757 F-: 14555

F-8: F-14: 1462Q AV-8: 14532

GENERAL OBSERVATIONS: Excepting the F-4, access was generally good; however, the
workspace tended to be slightly cramped. The A-4, A-6 and F-8 trail-

ing edge actuators were not investigated.

DESIRABLE FEATURES: Use of a single actuator and toroue tube to operate the flap,

as in the AV-8 and F-l4, reduces overall maintenance time and complexity.

Inherently, fewer components and a central location allow a large, ac-

cessible work space, minimum panel removals and a convenient work area.

The AV-8 uses a single actuator for both left and right wings while the

I, F-14 has a single actuator unit driving both leading and trailing edge

I flaps in both wings.

UNDESIRABLE FEATURES: 1. The F-4 design presented a potential of flap mechanism

! damage if the flap is not supported during actuator removal. This re- 3

nuires extra effort or GSE to prevent the flap from reaching its normal

free hanging position. Mechanisms and linkages should tolerate normal

i overtravel during maintenance without damage or should be capable of

being nuickly disconnected. 2. The use of two different fasteners on

one panel should be avoided. The ccmbination use of allen screws an-i

quick release fasteners marred an otherwise good AV-8 installation.

3. Because of the proximity to the wing edge and the restricted space

L.



SYSTEM: 14 Flight Controls

NOMENCLATURE: Trailing Edge Flap Actuator

UNDESIRABLE FEATURES: (Cont.)

in the wing, access to cotter keys, safety wire, attachments, and

hydraulic fittings were slightly hampered.

ADDITIOiAL REMARKS: The F-14 actuator discussed is a mechanical device mounted

in the wing which is driven by a centrally located drive motor. The

AV-8 centrally located actuator drives the flap directly with a

torque tube. Either installation is a significant improvement over

several hydraulic actuators mounted in the narrow wing.

• w-
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WORK UNIT CODE 14757 ITEM TRAILING EDGE FLAP A AIRCRAFT A-7

(INBOARD)

LOCATION: Aft inboard underside of wing, forward of TE flap surface.

SUPPORT EQUIPMNT: Work Stand

ACCESS: Remove 45 screws attaching actuator access panel

Lower flaps to gain access to small panel attached to TE of wing
through which actuator piston rod passes. (Hydraulic power required
to extend flaps) .(See rcntinuation sheet)

REMOVAL: i. Loosen and disconnect B-nuts from both encs of tube assembly

connected to extend port of actuator.
2. Same as above for retract tube assembly.

3. Remove cotter key, nut, washer, and bolt se!curing rod end to flap
attach fitting.

4. Remove cotter key, nut, washer, and bolt se-uring actuator lug end to
wing attach fitting.

5. Remove actuator from wing cavity.

INSTALTATION: 1. Reverse of removal
2. Hydraulic system has to be bled before functional can be made.
3. Rigging of flap actuator also has to be checked and adjusted,

if required.

FUNCTJONAL CHECK: Verify proper operation of flap system

Al

TEST EQUIP.1T: Flap protractor
External electrical & hydraulic power

('LOSE UP: Re-inct-ll acces-es.

41 ANALYST'S OPINION: The overall installation allows removing actuator without a
f 4-. .great deal of difficulty. Access to the cotter keys, especially the rod end,

was cramped slightly making cotter key removal somewhat tedious. The work space
- was not, however, considered unsatisfactory.

IT1
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CONTINUATION SH ET:

WORK UNTT CODE 14757 ITM TRAILING EDGE FLAP ACT A Ii'WRA"T A-7
UATOR (InOARD)

ACCESS: (Continued)

Remove 5 countersunk phillips head screws and 2 oval phillips head
screws securing access through which piston rod passes. Panel is
removed so actuator can be removed.
Remove inboard access on LE of TE flap. (Access has 8 counter-
sunk screws and is removed to gain access to rod end attach
hardware.)

v1
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WORK UIiT CODc- 5 17 M TE Flap Power Cylinder AIRCRAFT F-4

'LOCATION: Inboard on wing center section trailing edge

FUPPORT EQUIPE~: Hydraulic and electrical power
Contour board
Stand to support disconnected flap

ACCESS. Lower speed brake and disconnect actuator

Remove hinge fairing (4 screws)
Remove stress panel, bottom of wing (88 screws)

(Flaps are presumed to be down)

REMOVAIL: 1. Support flap and remove aft attachment nut
2. Manually raise flap to position actuator attachment point

for access to bolt
3. Remove bolt and support flap
h. Disconnect 4 hydraulic swivels, and 2 cannon plugs

5. Remove forward attach bolt
6. Remove actuator

INSTALLATION: 1. R o.vr'-' c" removal.
2. Bleed and rif.

FUNC"IONAL (CHCK: Flap motion check
Speed brake operation

1 --"-T E,"UIMFNi. :Fydraulic and electrical power
J

COSE UP: Reinstall panel and fairing
Connect speed brake actuator

VNALYSTtS OPINION: Access to fittings is not good even after all panels, etc.
. are out o1 the way. The electrical plugs are difficult to reach. A short socket

with hinge handle or an offset box ,rench is required to hold the bolt head on
Z7 the forward attach point. The flap must not be allowed to fully lower while dis-

connecting the actuator or damage to the boundary layer control rod and malfunction T

switch will occur. Many screws in the access.

o" q -
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WORK IN1r COI)E 1462Q ITEM Flap Actuator Assembly AjiRCRAFT F-14
No. 4

I,.ATON: Under Spoiler on Wing Trailing Edge

:urrrP: EQUI lNT: .Vdraulic and Flectrical Power r!

Protractor i
ACCESS: Open lower outboard slot door (2 screws, 2 hinge pins, 1 bolt)

Open upper slot door (2 bolts in linkage)
Open spoiler
Small panel (4 screws and 1 bolt)

REMOVAL: 1. Disconnect torque shaft (1 bolt, splined shaft)
2. Disconnect inner slot door (1 bolt)
3. Remove 2 attach bolts
4. Disconnect electric connector
5. Remove actuator

INSTALIATION: 1. Reverse of removal
2. Rig flap

FUNCTIONAL CHECK: Flap motion

TEST EQUIPMENT: Protractor
Hydraulic and Electrical Power

CLOSE UP: Re-Install Accesses

ANALYST'S OPINION: This is one of several actuators that operate the flap.
Except for rather cramped quarters, it is a fairly good installation. These
actuators are fairly simple mechanical cranks driven by a torque tube. The

• torque tube receives its power from a fuselage mounted wing slat/flap drive
motor which also powers wing leading edge flaps (slats) through a sequencer/gear-
box. This actuator arrangement is excellent because it requires only relatively
small units in the narrow wing spaces. The variable geometry wing makes the
shafting arrangement somewhat complex but overall the arrangement is an improve-
ment over many individual actuators deployed down the wing.

-::J -' . S-:Jig---- ----- r . - -L K__



WORK UNIT CODE 14532 ITEM Wing Flap Operating Jack AIRCRAFT AV-87

XLOCATION: Overwing Fairing (one actuator for both flaps which drives toroue tube)

SUPPORT EQUIPMeN: Hy'draulic and Electrical Power
Protractor or Ruler

ACCES. 2 Panels (16 SPF each & 7 Allen screws). Left hand panel has anti-collisi,
light on it.
1 Panel (30 fasteners)

REMOVA L: 1. Disconnect 2 hydraulic lines
2. Remove bolt through bellcrank
3. Remove 2 mount bolts
4. Remove seal (6 bolts)
5. Remove actuator

INSTALLATION: 1. Reverse of removal.
2. Bleed and rig.

FUNCTIONAL CHEKCK: Position checkPit

7 'TEST PQ0UIP,?NT: Hdraulic and Electrical Power
Protractor or Ruler

• |.C.'3E UP: Re-Install Panels

ANALYST'S OPINION: This is a good installation. Utilizing one actuator to operate
both lert and right flaps. Quick release fasteners speed access. Removal tasks are
simple. The negative slope of the wings make them poor work platforms.

. Comment was made by NARF technicians concerning the brdnze flap torque tube
bearings. These are split bearing, the halves of which are not interchangeable,
and are retained by rivets. No seals are provided and the specimens shown had
heavily clogged grease grooves & substantial scoring from foreign wmtter. Sev-

, r eral showed wear severe enough to cause the rivets to contact the shaft.

CVI
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....: ... 14 Flight Controls

N 0!' .. .N:1- UnHorizontal Stabilizer/Elevator

j 14311
-TUC: A-: 14611 A-6: 14131 A-7: 14511 F-4: lihlO

F1: iW41G F-1h: 14411 AV-8: 14310

1 G!.NERAL OBSERVAIS: Only the A-4 uses a split stabilizer and elevator. Ex-

cept for the A-4 elevator, the removal tasks are relatively hard in

all aircraft. All of the later designs show attempts by design to 3
improve replacement capability but size, weight, and location conspire

to make these attempts only partially successful.

DESIRABLE FATURES: 1. The A-6 installation is simnlest to remove because

the surface bolts to the stabilizer shaft. Acce is easy and re-

moval task s involve only the physical connection to the movable shaft.

2. The A-7, F-8 and F-14 are mounted low enough to permit most remov-
i i :i ]]  al tasks to be performed from deck level. 3. The A-7 and F-14 remov-

'I al is similar to the A.-6 except that the actuator connections must be

removed. Actual physical removal is relatively simple.

( '4 J UNDESIRABLE FEATURES: 1. In most cases, except the A-6, access panel removal

is extensive to reach necessary working areas. Worst case is the AV-8

which renuires vertical fin removal. 2. The F-1h stabilizer requires

careful maninulation and careful observance of close structural clear-

. ances to avoid damage during removal. All surfaces are heavy and re-

I ouire joist and sling.

"A A



SYSTEM: 14 Flight Controls

NOMenCLATURE: Horizontal Stabilizer/Elevator

ADDITIONAL REMARKS: The "plug-in" surfaces with simple removal tasks should

continue to be exploited. The stabilizer is subject to damage from

personnel walking on them, items ejected from tires during ground

rolls, flight deck crunches, etc.

N ,,
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W"OiK UI% IT CODi 143n Elevator Aseblv AIRCRAFTr A-*4

LOCATION: Horizontal. stabilizer, trailing edge

S IiPPORT EQUTJIPMEN: Sling
Hoist

ACCESS Remove gap selo4r ewtsd 7 dzus)

~EMVA,: 1. Disconnect actuating arm (1 bolt).
2. Disconnect pivot attachment (I bolt).

f3. Remove gap seal.
4. Disconnect hinge fittings (3).
5. Remove elevator.

INSTALLATION: 1. Reverse removal procedure.

SP~ITNCTONALCH.CK: Check elevator for proper operation.

-IM

TFST ECUIPIMT: External hydraulic powr.

7 1 N

IC.OSE 1,-P Replace gap seal.

ANAYS'SOPINION: Good installation. Access is good to all attach points.
Tasks are ile.

i~IM



M

'WORK UNIT CODI lhli rr M HORIZONTAL STABILIZER AIRCRAFT A-4

S ~LOCATION: 
Aft Fuselage

SUPPORT EQUIPYENT: Sling Workstand (B-4)
Hoist External Hydraulic Power
Transport Dolly Hydraulic Servicing Equipment

ACCESS: 2 Fairings (28 screws) below stabilizer
2 access panels (32 screws) below stabilizer
Fairing above stabilizer

REMOVAL: 1. Remove Elevator
2. Remove Elevator power pack
3. Disconnect surface position indicator (1 bolt), actuator (1 bolt),

AFCS position indicator arm
4. Remove two (2) forward attach bolts
5. Remove horizontal 

stabilizer

INSTALLATION: 1. Reverse removal order.
2. Bleed and service hydraulic system.

!I'

FUNCT]ONAL ('IFCK: Check elevator for proper travel
Perform AFCS position indicating check

TE3T EZUIPMENT: External hydraulic power

External electric power
Protractor

"  OSE UT: Replace access panels

ANALYST'S OPINION: Access to perform replacement is good although the height
above the deck requires workstands. The presence of the elevator provides an
additional item to remove during the stabilizer removal. The actuator is actually
attached to the lower stabilizer surface and also must be removed. This situation
is normal for a split surface design. The one piece stabilizer is heavy enough to
require hoist capability to handle it during maintenance. The hinge points
(forward mounts) are below the stabilizer which facilitates installation. The actual

(See continuation .zheet)

(~. !
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CONTINUATTON SflEET:

-0!

WORK UNIT CODE 14611 ITEM HORIZONTAL STABILIZER A I IWILAFT A-4

ANALYST'S OPINION: (Continued) 11

positioning and securing of the stabliizer appears to be easily accomplished. M
Rigging could be a problem since there are several points (elevator actuator,
trim actuator, position indicator attach points) that may be affected by
tolerances on a ne.. -urface. Rigging can be accomplished during functional
checkout.
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77

-O:RK '.. I CO~r. 14131 1 ',:Y Horizontal Stabilizer AIRCRAFT A-6

LOCAT!ON: Tiil Section of Aircraft

FUIPPORT E STJTPME $unnort sIingE for surface.
Overhead hoist.
Torque i .rench.

L" AcCCF,: 1 Panel (18 screws

,'MCVI.: 1.. Remove 4 large bolts Der side.
P. Sunport surface with slirg and slide surface off shaft.

INSTALLATION: 1. Reverse of removal.
2. Tornue bolts to specified value.

None

None

- *IW *JNA... C':{., None

r,!i :0 UP: Close access oned.

.IMNLYST'S OPINION: Stabilizer has a non-metallic materia., fastened to the butt end of
• 4. t -e surface. Material acts as a seal betw;een moving surface and fuselage. As stabilize

moves, material rubs against fuselage surface causing eventual abrasion of the fuselageq
skin. The moving seal has a tendency to hold and retain contaminants t-us aggravating

4 the fuselage skin abrasion condition. The end results are that the fuselage skin is

; more likely to corrode because of the rubbing of the seal against the fuselage skin.
This is one area that should be investigated to develop a seal that would not abrade

the faying fuselage skin.



WORK UNIT COD. 14511 ITeM UHT ASSY AIRcRAFT A-7

LOCATION: Aft Fuselage

External Hydraulic Power
SUPPORT EQUIPME: Sling

Hoist
Protractor (for rigging) _

ACCESS: 1 Panel (94 screws)
1 Panel (38 screws)
Tail Cone (h latches & connectors)
I Panel (11 screws)

1. Disconnect actuator/followup rods from bellcrank (3 bolts).
REMOVAL: 2. Pull stick back to disengage rods from bellcrank.

3. Remove eleven (11) screws from panel beneath UHT.
4. Install sling.
5. Remove eight (8) large bolts and two (2) allenhead bolts from casting.
6. Remove UHT to side.

INSTALLATION: 1. Reverse removal procedures.
2. Rig UHT if new unit installed to ensure symmetry.

FINCT]ONAL VHE:CK: Perform operational check of UHT.

TI TEST E.UIPMENT: External Hydraulic Power

COSE UP: Re-install 3 panels and tailcone. Purge AI -12C Weveguide
,:Perform operational check of ALQ-12(-

Antenna System

ANALYST'S OPINION: This installation has some very good features. Although a
sling ad hoist is called out, the height and weight of the surface allows removal by
hand (with several persons to lift). All work can be accomplished while standing on
the deck. Removal of half the surface at a time reduces the space required around
the airplane. Access is excellen although it involves many, many screws. The

A involvement of the waveguide in tailcone removal is unfortunate and will oLcasionally
result in degraded ALQ-126 function. Two piece UHT requires symmetry check as an
additional rigging task.

P[ Q



WORK IUIT COiY lh10 IT: M Stabilator Assv AIRCRAFT F-4

LOCATION: Aft Section

4 SUPPORT EQUITPY-mr: Aero stand to support tailcone during removal
Sling and hoist
Protractor Workstand __ _

ACCESS: Remove jet blast fairing (38 screws)
Release drag chute cable clevis
Release 1 wiggins connector (fuel vent)
Unclamp aft fuselage cooling duct connection (Zee nonti-vi-ti-on sheetI

: REM1OVAL : ;
. V: . Install sling (8 bolts)

o. Remove actuator lower attach bolt
- 3. Remove 2 bonding wires (1 bolt ea)

h4 Remove 2 attach bolts
5. Remove stabilator

fINSTALLATION: 1. Reverse of removrl.
?* Rig snd shim.

F!1NC'I'JONAL ('HECK: Movement check
Drag chute release che-k

I Leak check, opened duct connections
Antenna check

TE3T ECUIPMENT: Hydraulic and electrical power
Engine run equipment

C.OSE t.P: Reinstall removed panels and fairings

Remake all connections

ANAJYST'S OPTNION: Most of this effort is invested in gaining access. Once the4 access panels have been removed an4 the iscnnections rade, t.he re-oval of the
stabil*tot- I very simpe. Access must be non:idered bad end reveral systems not in- AI volverl in the maintenance task are disturbed treatig, extra functionl rietck require-

I. j| ments and increacing maintenance risk.

41I
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CONTINUATION SIEET:

WORK UNIT CODE 14310 ITEM Stabilator Assy A I I'WHFT F-40

U
ACCESS: (Continued)

Disconnect 2 coax cables. il
Disconnect 1 fuel vent discharge wiggins fitting.

Remove stabilator fairing (30 screws, 2 hinge pins, each side).
Remove tail cone (36 screws, 24 bolts).

II
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CMES TASK LTV 74-16

WORK UNIT ,'O I 1441G ITEM Unit Horizontal Tail AIRCRApT F-8

IOCATION: Removable " il Section

FUPPORT EQUIPMN'r: Hoist or engine installation dolly with F-8 tail cradle.
Hydraulic test stand.
External electrical power,1 panel (59 fasteners, 8 screws)i'

ACCESS: Not readily accessible. 2 Panels (14 fasteners) 1 Panel (20 screws)
2 Panels (16 screws) 1 Panel (28 screws) 1 Panel (18 fasteners) I

2 Panels (34 screws) 1 Panel (15 fasteners)
2 Panels (I screws) 2 Panels (16 screws)

REMOVAL: 1. Jack aircraft
2. Depressurize hydraulic system
3. Disconnect control rods, cables, hydraulic lines, electrical

connections, and fuel vent lines

4. Support tail section with sling and hoist
5. Remove 4 large bolts securing tail section, and s-parate tail

section from mid section by hoisting tail section and placing

it in F-8 tail crad.e.
6. Remove 37 rivets securing heat shield located on inside of

tail section. (NOTE: Shield covers UHT bearing housing,

and one is located on each side)
7. Disconnect UHT rod and feed back rods from UIIT horn.
8. Support UHT surface.
9. Remove 8 bolts securing each UHT support h using, including shims

(See continuation sheetl

FUNCTIONAL CHECK: PYerptin r 
I cheek of ITHT

O-U-r 4-r-nr nrre,7- I10 _ _e__:

t S

I ,?[ TEST EQUIPIENT: Gauges to check vent mast.
External electrical po.--er.
External hvdra,,lin Dower.

• CLOSE UP: Close access panels removed or opened.

1 ANALYST'S OPION: This installation is very poor. Fifteen access panels with 194
screws and 120 fasteners is entirely too many. Also, to include removal of the aft

2 section requires additional space and support equipment. Finally, to require dril-
ling out rivets in order to remove the heat shield will result in progressively
larger holes as each removal is accomplished. The UHT is too vulnerable to damage
from runway debris, hangar/flight deck crunches, and ordnance products to considerI this installation acceptable.

_ "(



CONTIT.WATON SHEET:

WORK UNIT CODE 1 441G ITEM Unit Horizontal Tail A I IO!'AFT F-8

REMOVAL: (Cont.)

10. Remove UMT sirface with sling.

INSTALIATION: 1. Reverse of removal
2. Rig surface

'EM1

I
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WORK UNIT CODE 14411 ITEM Horizontal Stabilizer AIRCRAFT F-l1

LOCATION: AFT Fuselage

Sling and transport dolly
SUPPORT EQUIPMENT: Removal tool

Protractor

Plugs in hoist point
ACCESS: Accesses top and bottom of skin (2 screws each)

Access to actuator bolt (38 SPF)
Access to hinge link (40 screws)
Stringer between accesses (2 bolts)

REMOVAL: 2. Disconnect actuator (1 bolt)

2. Disconnect bracket and follow-up rod (3 bolts)
3. Attach hoist

4. Disconnect 2 bondwires (4 screws, 4 center keys)
5. Install removal tool
6. Remove nut

7. Position leading edge down till clear of airframe structure
8. Carefully remove stabilizer

INSTALLATION: 1. Reverse of removal.
2. Rig stabilizer.

FUNCTiONA-L CHECK: Motion check

4 F Rig check

TEST EQUIP MNT: Protractor
Hydraulic and Electrical Power

CLOSE LP: Close accesses
Install stringer

ANALYST'S OPINION: Good access has been provided to attach hardware. The removable
A stringer is a necessity. Too many fasteners are involved in gaining access. Clear;

ances with fuselage are very close and great care is required during removal and in7
stallation of the surface to prevent damage. Because of size and weight of the

surface, this reauires coordinated effort of several people.

MY- -_ _o



WORK UNIT CODE 1431o ITEM Tail Plane Assembly AIRCRAFT AV-8

LOCATION: Aft Section

SUPPORT EQUIPMENT: Sling and Hoist

Hydraulic and Electrical Power
Pretractor or Scale

Remove fin
ACCESS: 2 Fairings (10 hex head, 1 screw each) (bottom)

2 Fairings (11 screws each) (top)
2 Fairings (20 screws each) fuselage top O

REMOVAL: 1. Disconnect pitch control rod at front end (1 bolt)
2. Disconnect actuator (1 bolt)
3. Disconnect position transmitter rod (1 bolt)
4. Remove 2 hinge bolts

5. Remove UHT.

INSTALLATION: 1. Reverse of removal.
2. Rig.

FUNCTIONAL CHECK: Motion check

TEST EQUIPMENT: HydrauJ~ic and Electrical PowerL
Protractor or Scale

CLOSE UP: Re-Install fairings and fin U

ANkLYST'S OPINI(S: Simple tasks with very hard access. The fin locks the tailplane
in place and must be removed first. This results in an instaflation that is rated
as poor.

L} - i



SYSTEM: 14 Flight Controls

NOI.NCIATURE: Leading Edge Flap Assebly

Inboard
NUC: A-h: A-6: 14814 A-7: 14710 F-4: 14510

F-8" 14611 F-14: 1611 AV-8:

Outboard A-7: 14720 F-8: 14612 F-14: 14612

GENERAL OBSERVATIONS: Leading Edge flaps generally suffer from lack of space

forward of the wing structural box. This is solved in various ways

resulting in various degrees of complexity. Some actuators are in-

stalled in the flap, others are reduced in size and increased in

quantity and others are driven by torque tube arrangements. Aerody-

namic sealing adds additional complication.

DESIRABLE FEATURES: 1. The piano hinge arrangement in the F-4 serves as both

a hinge and an aerodynamic seal. This reduces problems with main-

taining a good seal. 2. Installation of actuators in the flaps

permits better access to the actuators although the flaps tend to

be heavier. 3. Mounting of small actuators behind the flaps is

mechanically the simplest but access to actuators is inhibited.

:z! UNDESIRABLE FEATUS: 1. Torque tube installations tend to be mechanically

complex. 2. The flap track installations on the A-6 and F-14 re-

quire flap build-up and are further complicated by non-interchange-

ability of hardware. 3. Cutting and splicing of wires as in the F-4

installation is not acceptable. 4. Double droops as used in the

F-8 actually double flap removal effort. This type of arrangement

should be avoided if there is another aerodynamically feasible ap-

proach. 5. Both inboard and outboard flaps on the F-14 come off 3

, as a unit and must be separated afterwards.

---------- ~ i~



SYSTEM: 14 Flight Controls

NOMENCIATURE: Lead Edge Flp Assebly

ADDitICUAL REMARKS: Leading edge flaps will present a problem as long as they

are an aerodynamic necessity. A really clever way to overcome the

shortage of space for actuators is not apparent at this time.

I
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"Ori\ UINIT CODE; 181E Slat Assembly , AIRCRAFT A-6

L LOCATION: LE of Wing

c'UPPORTp E(,UTPMN': Work stand
External hydraulic or electrical power A

A . Connect external electrical or hyraulic power and extend LE slats.
(Note: Slats can be extended electrically or hydraulically, and wings
can be spread or folded when performing tasks.)

I. Disconnect screwiack(s) from surface. (One for iziboard slat and 2
two for outboard slat).

2. With screwjack disconnected, slat rolls forward and off of wing.

I@

INSTALLATION: 1. Reverse of removal.
2. Slat adjustment, if required, is accomplished by adjusting JT6

jackscrew rod end connected to slat surface fitting. This

is accomplished by disconnecting screwjack and by turning 37

rod and relative to screw.

I

'C]ONALC: Extend slats to checit surface foi proper throws. (Check can be

done with electrical power). Z

-, .ITIPITT: Surface throwboards T
External electrical or hydraulic power

(,SF UP: Retract slat assembly

ANALYST'S OPINION: The slot surface itself is fairly eacy to remove once the jackscrew:
drivcs are disconnected. The jackscrews are driven by gearboxes which are connected by.

drive shafts which are routed back to a central or main gear box drive. The central or;
main gear box is hydraulically or electrically driven. This arrangement, by necessity,)
is mechanically complcateO because of all the drive shafts and gearboxes. MaintenanceI

i [ T to remove and replace the gear box drives will require synchronizing all the drives
[, after maintenance is completed. No recommendations are obvious that would simplify

actuation of this system using gearboxes and jackscrews.

A- ±k
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1K UNIT COD0. 14710 1rM hb ar d dge Plan AIRCRAFT &7
As sembly

LOCATION: Wing, Leading Edge

Work stand External electric power

SUPPORT EQUIPMNT: Flap seal checking fixture
External hydraulic power
Flap contour board

ACCESS, 2 Panels (45 screws each) bottom of wing
1 Panel (18 screws) top
9 Panels (2 screws each) bottom

REMOVAL:
1. Cut safety wire, remove bolt in outboard actuator

t ?. Cut safety wire, remove bolt in inboard actuator
3. Disconnect bond, strap! 4. Disconnect flap indicator linkage (LH flap only).
5. Remove nine (9) hinge pins

j 6. Remove flap

INSTALLATION:
(FlWp seal check required before flap is installed. Care is reiuire& during

positioning of flap for installation to prevent damage to seal.)

1. Check flap seal for condition
2. Re-Install flap assembly in reverse order of removal
3. _Rig flaps-

FTINCTJONAL HE:CK: Check leading edge fairing clearance and flaps for
proper operation M

j I TEST E.UIPM : External hydraulic power

Ei I 4N': External electrical power

CLOSE UP: 2 Panels bottom of wing
i1 Panel top

9 Panels bottom

.4 ANALYST'S OPINION: This installation is rated as fair. Access is good but consists
or many panels ne'ld on by screws. Removal is fairly normal but there are several

i. critical clearances that must be maintained. The flap seal requires a specil'I tool
applied to the flap and the wing leading edge to ensure proper contours. Care
must be taken during flap installation to prevent distortion of the seal halves by

j dumping them. Once installed the clearance between the trailing edge and the flap
fairing is critical. Both of these checks require special techniques and are time
consuming. The trailing edge/fairing problem could be overcome by a slightly increased
overlap to prevent cutting the fairing if the clearance is lost through damage or
excessive airload. This would also reduce the criticality of the clearance during
installation. 48g.



WORK UNIT COOD, 14720 IT'zM Outboard Leading Edge Flap AIRCRAFT A-7
Assembly A

LOCATION: Wing, Outer Panel, Leading Edge

* Work stand External electrical power *
SUPPORT EQUIPMENf: Flap seal checking fixture

External hydraulic power
Contour board

ACCESS: 2 Access Panels (24 and 18 screws) top of wing
6 Access Panels (2 screws each) bottom

NRMOVAL: 1 . Eyte-l ANn.

2. Disccrnect actuators (nut, bolt, washer, cotter pin).
. Disconnect strap and bond (inboard access)

h. Remove hinge pins
. Remove flap

" INSTALIATION: (Flap seal check required with flap removed. Care required during
installation to prevent damage to seals).

1. Check flap seals for condition.

2. Re-Install flap assembly in reverse order or removal1_ _ _ 3. Rig flaps

FUINCT]ONAL (HF.CK: Check leading edge fairing clearance and flaps for proper
4 operation.

TEST E(UIPMENT: External hydraulic power R
External electric power

Ci.OSE UP: 2 Access Panels top of wing
6 Access Panels bottom

ANALYST'S OPINION: This installation is rated es fair. Good access but many
panels and screws. It shares the critical clearance problems noted in the inboard

[ J section (WUC 14710). Adjusting these clearances require special techniques and is
time consuming. Otherwise, the component removal is of normal complexity.

I
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WORK UNIT CODE. 14510 ITIM Inboard IE Fla Assy AIRCRAFT F-4

LOCAT ION: Wing Leading Edge

SUPPORT EQUIPMENT: Hydraulic and electrical power U
Protractor
Special stress plate U.

ACCESS: Actuator link cover (18 screws, 4 bolts) including bellcrank
Actuator access panel (62 screws)
Fulcrum bearing t

Pin lock cover (7 screws)

REMOVAl,: 1. Tower flap
2. Disconnect boundary layer control valve spring (i bolt)
3. Disconnect power cylinder hose

4. Remove actuator attach bolt
5. Force flap full down (disengages lower funcrum)UE6. Cut wire bundle at inboard end of actuator access

7. Remove 5 clamps and feed cut wires thru hole in flap
8. Disconnect and remove 2 swivels Iit
9. Remove 2 bond wires (I screw each)
10. Remove outboard hinge pin
11. Remove inboard hinge lock ad remove pin

INSTALLAION: 1. Reverse of removal 4. Rig flap
2. Splice cut wires 5. Bleed hydraulic system
3. Trim flap to fit

FUNCTIONAL cH:CK : Exterior lights (spliced wires)

Motion check

TEST EZUIPMENT1: Hydrfalic and electrical power
; Protractor

CLOSE UP: Re-install accesses

ANALYST'" OPINION: The actuator is mounted in the flap itself and is an iiiteresting
package. If a new flap is to be installed the actuator must be removed. Many screws
are involved in access. Having to cct and splice wires to replace the flap is
imacceptable. The job is relatively easy otherwise.

otewie
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I UO.iK UNIT COD1A 14611 ITEm' Center Section Droop AIRCRAFT F-8J

LOCATION: Wing Center Section

SUPPORT EQUI 2NT: Crane and support sling to lift droop surface from wingi center section.

Contour Boards.

ACCECSS: Fairly good.
1 Panel (39 screws)
1 Panel (48 screws)
1 Panel (31 screws)

_ V ,: 1. Depressurize utility system reservoir.
2. Disconnect 4 hydraulic hoses from each actuator (two per each droop).3. Disconnect droop links from wing center section and lower droop surface.

4. Attach special sling to droop surface and support weight of droop with
crane.

5. Remove hinge pins and separate droop surface from center wing section.

INSTALLATION: 1. Reverse of removal.
2. Contour boards have to be used to check droop position of surface.1 3. Rigging pin is also required to check clean condition position of

idroop surface.
4. Service reservoir with oil and nitrogen.

IQ
-'u! c"JONA, C,*1CK: Perform operational check of droop system.

T C1T ,'-IPT--NT: External hydraulic power.

i__

1, CLO3E UP: Close accesses that were opened.

f i ANALYST'S OPINION: The double droop surface with two integral actuators is a very
| j • heavy assembly that cannot be removed without the use of a special sling and hoist.

This results in increasing the manhours to accomplish a complete removal and instal
lation. The check to verify contour position of the droop surface is extremely
difficult to achieve because of surface warpage and is reported to be rarely done to

[ I factory specifications. The droop surface provides a necessary aerodynamic function
that is achieved with a relatively complex mechanism. This type of mechanism is cum-
bersome to work on and should be mechanically simplified, if possible.

tM



ORK M.1ir COOi* 1h61 f t'EV Outer Panel Droop AIRCRAFT F-8J

L0,:ATION: LE Outer Wing Panel

PPORT EQCI .... N,: Crane and support slir to lift droop surface from wing
center section.
Contour Boards. _ _

-- A
ACCc: Access panels (78 screws).

-'MOV.I: 1. Spread wings.
2. Remove 6 bolts from linkage system.
3. Disconnect actuator rod end from one end of actuator.
4. Disconnect 3 bonding wires.
5. Remove 16 screws and bolts from hinge keepers.
6. Remove 26 screws securing forward edae of curtain to LE droop.
7. Disconnect electrical connector.
8. Install special sling and support weight of droop with crane.
9. Remove hinge pins.

10. Remove droop surface with sling and crane.

INSTALLATION: 1. Reverse removal procedure.
. Cruise condition end of actuator is pre-set when overhauled.

3. The droop or landing condition has to b checked with contour

(Fee conti nuati-n bet

*1IirN-'J ONAL f'(TIConnect external hydraulic Dower and check droops for proper throws.

T !':*-T ET:., , ., . None

r:TO2i UP: Close accesses that were opened.

- The double droop sufrace with two integral actuators is a very heavy-
ANALYST'S OPiNION: assembly that cannot be removed without the use of a special sling

and hoist, This results in increasing the manhours to accomplish a complete removal and
J; installation. The check to verify contour position of the droop surface is extremely difN

ficult to achieve because of surface warpage and is rep:xted to be rarely done to factory
specifications. The droop surface provides a necessary aerodynamic function that is A
achieved with a relatively complex mechanism. This type of mechanism is cumbersome toI] work on and should be mechanically simplified, if possible.

W! "_ "__ - Z
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CONTINUATION SHEET: L
WORK UNIT CODE l14612 ITMi outer Panel Droop A I IWILAFT F-8J

INSTALLATION: (Continued)

boards and adjusted, if required. Cruise condition contour is
also checked with contour board (usually 1 instead of 3 because
of droop viarpage).L

4
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WORK UNIT CODE 14611 ITEM Inboard Slat Assembly AIRCRAFT F-14

LOCATION: Leading Edge of Wings

SUPPORT EQUIPMENT: Jork Stand
ydraulic and Electrical Power1

ACCESS: Lower Flan
1 Remove 14 access panels

t 1
REMOVAL: 1. Remove 2 bond wires (1 screw each)

2. Remove bolts through shaft couplers and disconnect shaft 4 places
3. Remove 4 structural stops (5 nuts)
4. Pull slats forward and disengage tracks

- 5. Remove 7 track and interface hardware (hardware not interchangeable
between tracks) (seven nuts, spacers, pins)

6. Remove 7 links (7 nuts) remove tracks
7. Remove spanwise interface pin and separate flaps

INSTALLATION: 1. Reverse of removal.

FUNCTIONAL CHECK: Operational check of flap motion

TEST EQUIPMENT: Hydraulic and Electrical Power

.-A

CLOSE UP: Reinstall Access Panels

- I

ANALYST'S OPINION: The inboard and outboard slats are removed as a unit andI separated aften~ards. Tracks must be removed after slat removal. Interface
hardware is not interchangeable between tracks which renuires a method of

segregating and accounting for parts. Lots of little panels, hardware, and
pieces to take care of. Removal is too complicated to call this a good in-

t I stallation.
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WORK UNIT CODE 14612 ITEM Outboard Slat Assembly AIRCRAFT F-14

LOCATION: Leading Edge of Wings

SUPPORT EQUIPMENT: Work Stand
Hydraulic and Electrical Power

ACCESS: Lower Flap
Remove 14 Access Panels

IU

REMOVAL: 1. Remove 2 bond wires (l screw each)
2. Remove bolts through shaft couplers and disconnect shaft 4 places
3. Remove 4 structural stops (5 nuts)
4. Pull slats forward and disengage tracks
5. Remove 7 track and interface hardware (hardware not interchangeable

between tracks) (seven nuts, spacers, pins)
6. Remove 7 links (7 nuts) remove tracks
7. Remove spanwise interface pin and separate flaps

INSTALIATION: 1. Reverse of removal.
2. Rig

FUNCTIONAL CHECK: Operational check of flap motion

!' i

TEST EQUIPMENT: Hydraulic and Electrical Power

CLOSE UP: Reinstall access panels

ANALYST'S OPIlICK: The inboard and outboard slats are removed as a unit and sep-
" arated afterwards. Tracks must be removed after slat removal. Interface hardware

is not interchangeable between tracks which requires a method of segregating and J
accounting for parts. Lots of little panels, hardware, and pieces to take care of.

Removal is too complicated to call this a good installation.

'Im
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S.. ,.-,. 4 Flight Controls

WIECL-UE: Trailing Edge Flap Assembly.1N

F-:17A F1: 41 V8 .510

GENERAL OBSERVATIONS: The flap installations are generally good. Aircraft with

boundary layer control (BLC) show some difficulty in the removal tasks.

Low wing airplanes present better working conditions.

DESIRABLE FEATURES: 1. The multiple section flap, like the F-14, reduces weight

of each flap section. 2. The A-4 flap is ideally located for removal

while standing on the deck and is light enough for manual handling.

3. Low quantities of small access panels on all the airplanes except

the F-4 reduce access time. Generally, they are all of adeauate size

for the job. 4. Use of piano hinges, with their inherent difficulties,

reduce the requirement for gap seals.

UNDESIRABLE FEATURES: 1. Boundary layer control adds a great deal of complexity

i to those flaps so enuipped. 2. The F-4 requires an excessive amount

I of effort to obtain access (nearly 150 fasteners). Even then, good ac-

j ~ Icess is not gained and the flap must be manipulated hydraulically to

I ~I position attachment points. 3. The F-14 uses a large bulb seal between
the inboard and outboard flaps which resists positioning the flap duringo t I

S :1installation.

-IN



,YSTEM: 14 Flight Controls

NOMENICIATURE: Trailing Edge Flap Assembly

ADDITIONAL REMARKS: 1. A characteristic of variable geometry wings is that

flaps cannot be lowered in the swept position. Flap design should

allow removal without lowering flaps even if additional access pro-

visions are required. 2. Flap design other than variable geometry

wings should allow complete disconnect with the flap down. Manipu-

lation for access should not be required.

MIS
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WORK UNIT COD l14. 17M Trailing Edge Flap Assembly AIRCRAFT A-4

LOCATION: Trailing Edge of Wing

SUPPORT EQUIE.T.EI: External hydraulic pmer

ACCESS: None required

.R'MOVAL: 1. Lower flap..
2. Raise spoiler.
3. Disconnect actuating arm (1 bolt).
4. Remove hinge pins (2).
5. Remove flaps.

INSTALLATION: 1. Reverse order of removal.

Fl NCTIONAL CHFCK: Check flaps for proper operation.

I A TEST EC.UIPMEI.': External hydraulic power.

i (COSE UP: None required.

JAMYST'S OPINION: Excellent installation. Flap at optimum working height to
1 Iremove by hand. Access is good. Piano hinges provide a good hinge method with
'~jtwo exceptions: (1) the pin can corrode in the hinge halves which makes it difficult

to remove and (2) installation can be tedious if hinge halves do not line up exactly.

A L
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iWORK UNIT CONE. 14730 IT M Trailing Edge Flap Assembly AI~pk A-7L

LOCATION:Wing, Trailing Edge

External electric power
SUPPORT EQUIPYM1T: External hydraulic power -

Protractor
Work stand ___

ACCESS: Remove two (2) plates (3 screws each)
Remove two (2) brackets (2 bolts)
Open Panel (10 fasteners)

REMOVAL: 1. Disconnect two (2) bonds
2. Disconnect seven (7) flap gap door links
3. Disconnect flap indicator arm

4.Disconnect 60 cable at turnbuckle
5. Disconnect cable from flap (1 pin) I
6. Remove two (2) doors (4 screws each)

7. Remove bolts from flap actuator (2 bolts)
Remove hinge bolts (2)

9. Remove flap

INSTALLATION: 1. Re-Install flap in reverse order of removal

2. Rig flaps as required
3. Adjust flap gap door preload

FINCTIONAL CHECK: Perform operational check

TEST EUIP14ENT: External electric power
External hydraulic power

CLOSE iP: Two (2) plates
Two (2) brackets
One (1) nanel _-

ANALYST'S OPINION: This is a fairly good installation. The high wing requires
work stands. Access is good with stress panel fasteners used in the largest panel.
The flap gap door rigging is time consuming and requires a careful adherence tothe procedures.

7q, ! a M;Z



WORK UNIT COD 154o i 1r M TEF ____. AIRCRAFT F-4

LOCATION: Trailing edge, center wing section, inboard

SUPPORT EQUIRM=T: Hydraulic and electrical power
Protractor

Lower. speed brake Open eng bay (1 DZUS, 6 screR)
ACCESS: 1 stress panel (88 screws)

1 hinge fairing (4 screws)
1 panel (38 screws)
Remove LAU-7A launcher

REMOVAL: 1. Manipulate flap to remove BIC link from flap (1 bolt)
(bolt, cotterpin hard to reach)

2. Manipulate flap to remove actuator bolt
3. Remove 2 bond wires (1 bolt ea)
4. Remove hinge pin lock plate (3 bolts)
5. Remove hinge pin and flap

INSTALLATION: L. Rpverse .,f removal.

2. Bleed actuator.
3. RiF.

FTNCT]ONAL CHCK: Motion check
ij BW function check

TEST KUIPMENT: Hydraulic and electrical power

Engine run equipmentL Protractor

14 CZ.OSE 13?: Re-install panels, doors, IAU-7 and raise speed brake.

ANALYST'S OPINION: This is an awkward installation. Access involves too many

panels and fasteners for the job at hand. Large panels are removed to get at a

single bolt. Access must be gained to the actuator to hook up hydranlics to
allow manipulation of the flap to get at attacbments. Piano hinges are difficult
to lubricate properly in use and often present removal and installation problems.

Wll i



WORK UNIT CODK 1471A ITEM pl_ __ __ AIRCRAFTL

LOCATION: Inboard edge of wing center seotion trailing edge adjaoent fuselage.

SUPPORT EQUIPMENT: Work stand.
Hydraulic test set.

ACCESS: None.

AL. Position flap to landing oondition position*REMOVAL: 2 . Remove 12 sorews seourin aerodynamio sol.
3. Disconneot BLC duets. (F-J only)
4. Dieoonneat turabuokle from flap surface. 
5. Remove 2 smail pins and I large one.
6. Remove flap surface.

INSTALLAION: 1. Reverse removal procedure. i
2. Rig.

FUNCTIONAL CHECK: Perform functional check by checking surface throws.

: TEST EQUIPMENT: External hydraulic power.

t CLOSE UP: None

ANALYST'S OPINION: The F-8J has boundary layer control which adds complication toJ the flap surace and increaiss task difficulty. NARF personnel reported that it 44
sometimes takes as mach as 3 hours to remove this flap. Without boundary layer con-

* trol, the flap installation is a good one.

-



WORK UNIT COD 14614 Inboard 1TM Inboard Flap Assembly AIRCRAFT F-14

LOCATION: Trailing Edge of Wing

SUPPORT EQUIP.ENT: Work stand Electrical power
Spoiler locks Protractor
Hydraulic power

ACCESS: Spread wings 2 Panels (16 screws each)
Extend flaps
Raise spoiler
Open cove doors (5 bolts)___

REMOVAL: 1. Remove gasket (IB/OB flap joint) (h screws)

2. Remove 2 bond straps

3. Remove hinge fairing (4 screws, 1 pin)
4. Disconnect 2 actuators (1 bolt each)

5. Remove 2 hinge pins| 6. Remove flap

INSTALLATION: 1. Reverse of removal.P. Rip f~lo.

F IINCTJ]ONAL (1FCK: Operational check -?

t TEST EC.UIPMENT: Hydraulic and electrical power
-•1 -Protractor

SCSE UP: Install panels

1Aa

ANALYST'S3 OPINION: The flap has three sections: auxilliary, inboard, and outboard.
:' - The inboard flap is used as a typical flap installation for this analysis. Overall,

flep removal is easy after access is gained. The wings must be spread which dictatesa
j iC " spotting the airplane with sufficient clear space. Hydraulic power is required for

access to spread wings, lower flaps, and raise spoilers. A large bulb seal betweenF the inboard and outboard flap resists positioning the flap during installation.

;,7A



WORK UNIT CODE 14510 ITEM Wing Flap Assembly AIRCRAFT AV-8

LOCATION: TE Wing

SUPPORT EQUIPMENT: Work Stand
Protractor or Scale

Hydraulic and Electrical Power

ACCESS: 2 Plates (10 screws each)
4 Plates (4 screws each)

REMOVAL: 1. Remove brace 4 screws
2. Remove 3 bolts, toraue tube attach
3. Remove 2 hinge bolts

INSTALLATION: 1. Reverse of re-vcv'.
2. Rig up stops. V

FUNCTIONAL CHECK: Position check

TEST EQUIPMENT: Hydraulic and Electrical PowerI Protractor or ScaleU

CLOSE UP: Install access panels

ANALYST'S OPINI(N: Good installation. Easy to reach with good access. Very simple

task.

(Note relating to all flight cont'ol surfaces: NARF technicians indicated that all
control surface movement dimensions are given in both angular and linear terms so

either a protractor or scale can be used for rigging.)

-- v
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SYSTEM: 14 Flight Controls

NO! iENCLATURE: Aileron

14211
"flC: A-4: 14212 A-6: A-7: 14220 F-4: 14210

14211
F-: 14212 F-14: AV-6: 14110

GENERAL OBSERVATIONS: The F-14 does not have ailerons. Most aircraft use

individual hinges. Only the F-4 uses a piano style hinge. High

wing airplanes require work stands while low wing airplanes pro-

vide deck level work capability. In general, aileron removal

tasks are simple.

DESIRABLE FEA AMS: 1. Most airplanes provide simple access to necessary

attachents. 2. The AV-8 aileron is quite small and easily

handled. 3. Including the hinge bearing in the aileron half of

the hinge allows bearing maintenance to be performed in the shop.

When a surface is installed, this assures that the bearing has

i maximum life available. 4. The piano hinge style attachment of

I. the actuator to the F-4 aileron is very strong and permits removal

with a minimum of access.

UNDESIRABLE FEATURES: 1. An excessive number of fasteners are involved in iM
removal of ailerons from the A-7 (52 fasteners) and the F-8 (200

screws and 60 fasteners). 2. High wing aircraft required work41
stands which could be avoided on low wing airplanes. 3. The

piano hinge used in the F-4 is simple and includes no bearings but

requires a tool for installation and removal and presents lubrica-

tion problems.



SYSTEM: 14 Flight Controls
NOMENCATURE: Aileron

ADDITIONAL REMARKS: Aileron removal should require only a minimum of small

accesses over attach points. A comparison of piano hinge and stan-

dard hinges shows each has virtues. This analyst prefers the latter

because piano hinges become increasingly hard to manipula:e as the

airframe becomes older.

I:
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WORK UNIT COD-,!. 14M/1M IT- M Aileron AIRCRAFT A-4
RH IH

. LOCATION: Wing, Trailing Edge

SUPPORT EQUI PMvNT: None

ACCESS: 2 gap seals (14 screws)

REMOVAL: 1. Remove gap seal.
2. (u{ only) disconnect trim actuator arm (4. bolt).

3. Disconnect aileron actuator arm (1 bolt).
4. Disconnect hinges (3 bolts).
5. Slide aileron aft to remove.

INSTALLATION: Reverse removal order.

FlINC']'ONAL CHE'CK: Check ailerons for proper operation.

. I TEST EQUIPMENT: External hydraulic power.

C.OSE UT-: Install gap seals

ANALYST'S OPINION: A good installation. Aileron hinging is good and relatively

I accessible. It was noted that the hinge bearings are part of the aileron side of
the hinge and will be sent to the shop with the aileron. Presuming the shop practiceui
allow appropriate maintenance of the bearing, this insures maximum bearing life after-
installation of a new aileron. Working height is excellent for manually handling the--

aileron.



WORK UNIT COME 3-42P ~~sem~ AIRCRA A-7

LOCATION: Wing, Trailing Edge

SUPPORT EQUIPMEN: Work stand Protractor L
=t External hydraulic paver

_______________ External electric poe'T____________

ACCESS1: 1 Panel (52 screws)L

REMOVAL 1. Gain access

3.Disconnect three (3) bond wires

4. Rmovehinge bolts (3 ea)
5. Lweraileron

INSTALIATICK: 1. Re-Install aileron assembly in reverse order of removal
2. Rig aileron assem~bly

T

FIINCTJONAL CHECK: Perform operational test of ailerons

TES E(.UIPMUq: External hydraulic power

I ~ COSE UIP: 1. Panel -

I
ANALYST'S OPINION: A very good installation except for the large number of

* screws In the access panel and the high wing. Tasks are very simple and fairly
typical of other aileron installations.

fA



WORK UNIT CODr. 14210 ITeM Aileron Assy AIRCRAFT F -4

LOCATION: Trailing edge. center wing section, outboard

" SUPPORT EQUIPFET: Slide hamier for hingepin

Contour board

ACCESS: 1 panel: 6 screws (damper attach fairing)
1 panel: 6 screws and hinge (inner IE fairing)
Open spoilers.
Hinge lock access (( screws)
1. Remove hinge pin lock pin (cotter pin-a tThe actuator attachment

R1MOVAL: 2. Remove 2 bond wires (1 bolt each)
3. Remove damper attach bolt
4. Remove actuator hinge pin
5. Remove hinge lock access
6. Install slide hamer
7. Support aileron and remove hinge pin
8. Temporarily close inner LE fairing

INSTALLATIQi: Reverse of removal and rig

FTCT]ONAL CHFCK: Motion check

f; - TFST EC.UIPMENT: Hydraulic and electrical power

4

C;.OSE Ui?: Reinstall panels

41 ANALYST'S OPINION: A fairly good installation. A mini=m of small access panels

mast be removed. Normal piano hinge problems can be expected but removal appears toe ay.
&



WOiK lit) P CODE 14211 & 14212 ITEMi LH and RH Aileron AIRCIAI' F-8 Ii
:,00A-170N. TE of Wing Center Section.

!'PPOR' EQUTIME3,"N Crane and sling to hold aileron.
Hydraulic test stand.

ACCEPr.. Access Panels (200 screws and 60 fasteners)

__MOVA,: 1. Disconnect swivel actuating arm from aileron surface (two per
aileron) L

2. Rotate aileron down.
3. Remove springs and chains from BLC doors. (F-8J only)
4. Support ailerc- weight with sling and crane.
5. Remove three aileron hinge bolts and remove aileron with crane. -

INSTALIATION: 1. Reverse of removal. 41
2. Rig.

FUNCTIONAL CHb;'K: Cycle flaps and check for proper clearances.

TE3T EQIIPMENT: External hydraulic power.

CLOSE UP: Install removed accesses.

Partially disassembling lower wing to gain access to the hinge fT.
ANALYST'S OPINION: pins is not considered a desirable maintainability characteristic.

Locating the hinge line so that the aileron hinge pins would not have been in line with the 4
wing lower surface skin would have eliminated removing the wing lower surface accesses.
Only the F-8J series of aircraft incorporate the BLC system requiring that the springs
and chains be removed to facilitate the aileron tasks.

IR
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I WORK UNIT CODE 14110 ITEM Aileron AssemBv AIRCRAFT _ -

I LOCATION: Trailing Edge of Wing

SUPPORT EQUIPNT:WokStn
Hydraulic and Electrical Power

S..Protractor or Scale

ACCESS: 2 Plates (12 screws total)

REMOVAL: 1. Disconnect actuetor rod (1 bolt)
2. Disconnect reactor nozzle rod (1 bolt)
3. Disconnect 2 bond wires (1 screw each)
4. Remove 2 hinge bolts
5. Remove aileron

INSTALLATION: 1. Reverse of removal.
2. Rig.

FUNCTIONAL CHECK: Position check

K f'i! __

TEST EQUIPMENT: Hydraulic and Electrical Power
Protractor or Scale

ii CLOSE UP: Install Plates

. I ANALYST'S OPINICS: A simple job which can be done mainly while standing on the

.Ideck. It is notable that the aileron is very small and easily handled. A goodI installation achieved by keeping the design simple.

oU -A
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SYST'EM: 14 Flight Controls

NO!ENC1ATURE: Rudder

"UC: A-4: 14711 A-6: A-7: 14410 F-4: 141

F-8: 14312 F-14: 14311 AV-6: 14210(

GENERAL OBSERVATIONS: Rudders are necessarily mounted high on the airplane and

provide handling problems proportional to their size. Most aircraft

except the F-4 and F-8 have simple, straightforward removal tasks.

DESIRABLE FEATURES: 1. The AV-8 rudder is not powered and checkout can be ac-

complished without hy¢draulic power. 2. For the most part, rudder

removal is a simple "nut and bolt" job and requires no special skills

or techniques.

UNDESIRABLE FEATURES: 1. The F-8 required excessive access (116 screws in one

panel) and had a zipped-in aerodynamic seal that required partial

rudder removal to open. 2. The F-h removal is complicated and re-

-, quires excessive access. Several parts have to be removed from the old

rudder for assembly on the new rudder. 3. NARF personnel commented

on difficulties removing the A-7 middle hinge pin if it is slightly

* I 'corroded. The access is not sufficient to drive the pin out when it

A r is not sliding freely enough to pull from the head.

ADDITIONAL REARKS: The AV-8 has provision to make either angular or linear

i L measurement of rudder motion. This has some virtue particulArly foro t
I an airplane operating from forward bases with limited support. Con-

trol surface designs should allow disconnect of all item while the

isurface is still supported by the hinges.
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WORK UNIT CODE 14731 ITEM Rudder AIRCRAFT A-4

LOCATION: Vertical Stabilizer, Trailing Edge

SUPPORT EQUIPMENT: Workstand

ACCESS: 1 gap seal (7 DZUS)

REMOVAL:
-- _ _ 1. Disconnect actuating arm (I bolt).

2. Disconnect three (3) hinge fittings (4 bolts).
3. Remove rudder.

INSTAILATION: Reverse removal order.

IN

FUNCTIONAL CHECK: Check rudder for proper operation.

I
: TEST EQUIMN: Ey±ernal hydrauic power.

CLOSE UP: Re-Install gap seal.

ANIALYST'S OPINICK: Good installation. Access is excellent and removal tasks are

! simple. Normal hl~eght of a rudder requires workstand, but this is inherent in this ;

: " component on any airplane. a
=! t..



WORK UNIT CODE 14I410 ITYM RUDDE ASUM4LY AIRCRAFT -

ILOCATION: Vertical Tail U
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _-N

SUPPORT EQUIWENT: Workstand

ACCESS: 2 SmallDoors(4 screws)(3

INTA A ccRese raevl osrer.)

1* Di con eck utra(1l. Eneigi.nee

WI

I TEST MCUIPMENT: External Hydraulic Power

CLOSE Lip: 2 Small Doors
1 1 Access Panel

ANALYST'S OPIIO: A good installation. Access is adequate with few screws
reqiried. trssanel fastene~ra would be better. Technicians cite problems
with the middle hinge pin corroding and freezing in the stator half of the hInge.
There is no way to drive the pin out and removal is a tedious jlob. Access gap ri
below hinge would help. The rudder shares the height and location problans
inherent to vertical surface installations.

--
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WORK UNIT CODE 14410 ITeM Rudder Assr AIRCRAFT F-4#

* LOCATION: Trailing edge of vertical fin

t

SUPPORT EQUIP.IT: Workstand
Plates

ACCESS: 2 plate (15 screws each)
1 hinge fairing (4 screws) mid
1 hinge fairing (2 screws) upper

_1 plate (31 screws)
1. Femove small fmring below ruddei (no Fasteners - same screws as

REMOVAL: held accessed)
2. Remove rudder damper attach bolt
3. Remove rudder actuator attach bolt
4. Remove 6 bolts holding rudder horn to weight and bearing assy

Remove 4 screws securing center hinge and flutter damper
.Remove 4 screws securing bottm hinge
7. Remove 2 screws securing upper hinge
8. Move rudder aft and remove bond wire (1 screw)
9. Remove rudder

10. Remove rudder transmitter (1 bolt)
31. Remove 4 bolts holding weight assembly, remove weight assy.
12. Reassemble weight asembly on new rudder.

INSTALLATION: 1. Reverse of removal.
2. Install weight assembly oior to installation.

___ __ __ 3. Rig rudder. ,

FUNCTIONAL CHECK: Motion check

,2

TST UIPHEMT: Electrical ar.-. hydraulic power

CLOSE UP: Reinstall panels and fairings

| ANALYST'S OPINION: Removal is complicated %nd access to attach fittings is

marginal. The weight assembly should be part of the radder to preclude subsequent
. removal. A simple item like the bond wire should not require partial reval ef

the rudder to disconnect. Many are at to be broken off.

16 i- j



'"Ot?( ifi COPr : ]h 3 17 ITEM Rudder Surfnce ATRCGRIT F-8

A\A(TON: On Vertical Fin

TPPOR 11UTiNT: High worl- stand to gain access to
rudder assembly.
P, tens 

Rudder surface itself is in the open, but several access panels have to be
removed to facilitate removal.

3 hinge access doors (12 screws total)
2 rudder PC access panels (53 fasteners 'o' one, 63 fasteners for other) NS'~KMOVAI,: 1. Install Batten

2. Remove actuator arm sleeve retaining bolt on RH side and remove sleeve.
3. Open aerodynamic seal between rudder and vertical fin.
)h. Remove batten.
5. Position rudder Ps far left as possible without damaging skin and

linkage.
6. Open three hinge point access doors (center door has screws on LI! and

RH side).
7. Remove upper and lower hinge bolts and disconnect bonding jumrper.
8. Support wreight of rudder and remove middle hinge bolt and bonding m jmper.

(Surface has to be supported to prevent damage to attached seals at up-er'
end of rudder).

P. Move rnuder '!ig1tly aft to gain access to zioper and open zipper at
upper end of rudder between rudder vertinal fin with extra long nose
nliers. (See continuation sheet).

F'U1C'1ONAL CH:2, ": Per-forr onerntional echeck for nroner surf,3ce deflection
T, and operation.

1-.3- T EQITIPMENT: Fx-ternal hdraulic power.
Rudder position protractor.

CI.03 UP: Re-install accesses.

ANALYST S OPINION: Excessive time is spent. in gainjnz access to the PC package
to facilitate removing the rudder surface. The overall task time could have been re-
duced by not having to remove additional acce.s panels which are not r el_, related to
the actual removal of the rudder. If surface to structure sealing is a requirement for I
supersonic operation, the desigi, of the surface an, structure should be such that a zip--i

-{ per and fabric seal not be used. The reason here is that with this installation, the
surface has to be supported away from its attach point w.hile the aerodynamic seal z'pner
is opened and disengred. Thc chances to incur damages to the seal during removal and

installation seem very likely. Also, having to disturb th, .. er neutral indicrtingy,

4: ! I (See con'tinuation sheet) A

~ -'--~--- ------ _____- * _A
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CONTINUATION SHEET:L

WORK UJNIT CODN 114312 ITEM Rudder Surface I 1IWI' F-8

REMOVAL: (Continued)

10. Remove rudder surface. l

INSTALLATION: I. Reverse of removal (rudder neutral switch actuator has to
be removed to prevent damage to the neutral switch.)

2. Rig rudder neutral switch.

ANALYST'S OPINION: (Continued)

system to facilitate v ork on the rudder surface also -eems like it could have been

avoided, thereby reducing the total time to complete all maintenance on the rudder
surface.

47 , A-



WORK UNIT CODU 14311 T- M Rudder AIRCRAFT F-14

LOCATION: Trailing edge of each vertical stabilizer1- _ _

SUPPORT EQU P.XEr: Work stand Hydraulic & electrical power
4 Hoist and sling Protractor

ACCESS: 7 accesses (each rudder)

.REMOVAI,: 1. Disconnect bungee (fairing to rudder) (1 bolt)
2. Disconnect actuator from horn (1 bolt)

_3. Disconnect rudder position transducer link (1 bolt)

4. Manually move rudder to gain access and remove 3 jtmpers (3 screws)
Remove lower hinge pin (U bolt, pin)

6. Remove upper hinge pin (I bolt, pin)
7. Remove mid hinge pin (1 bolt, pin)
8. Remove rudder

INSTALLATION: ...

F INC] ONAL (.HE(CK: Operate and check motion

#Z4

| TE3T ECUIPIN': Hydraulic and electrical power
Protractor

C(OSE 1.p: Close accesses

I
ANAJYST'S OPINION: A good installation. The flat "beaver tail" section of the -

I fuselage makes a good work platform. A tall workstand is needed to reach upper hinges4
and help handle the rudder. This is inherent in most any rudder installation. The
rudders are interchangeable which is a good feature.

Vr
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WORK UNIT CODE 14210 ITEM Rudder Assemblv AIRCRAFT AV-8

LOCATION: Aft Edge of Fin L

SUPPORT EQUIPMENT: Work Stand
Protractor or Ruler

CCESS 1 Plate (13 screws)

REMOVAL: i. Pull cannon plug
2. Disconnect control rod (1 bolt)
3. Remove 2 nuts (top hinge)

4. Remove 4 nuts (bottom hinge)
5. Remove rudder and hinge assy
6. Remove hinges

INSTALLATION: 1. Reverse of reroval.
2. Rig.

FUNCTIONAL CHECK: Motion check I

TEST EQUIPMENT: Protractor or Scale

CLOSE UP: Reinstall plate

ANALYST'S OPINION: The rudder is driven by the nozzle control linkage. No
hydraulic power is required for checkout according to NARP technicians. A
good, simple installation.

sZ. L !".ii



SYSTEM: 14 Flight Controls

NO!ENCLATURE: Spoiler Assembly

'TUC: A-h: P4All A-6: A-7: 14311 F-4: 1424o

F-8: F-14: 14211 AV-8 :

GENERAL OBSERVATIONS: The AV-8 and A-6 are not equipped with spoilers. The

spoilers observed are all reasonably easy to work on. Most spoilers

are locked down and hydraulic pressure is required to open them for

maintenance.

DESIRABLE FEATURES: 1. Access to connections is relatively easy on all spoil-

ers. They provide their own access door. 2. The F-14 spoiler is

reported to require no rigging.

- UNDESIRABLE FEATURES: 1. The A-7 has a linkage arrangement that must be trans-

L ferred to the new spoiler. The inboard and outboard links are not

interchangeable. 2. The F-14 requires partial spreading of the wings

to open and work on the spoilers. This requires spotting the airplane

Pi with enough room on each side to accomplish this spread. 3. Except

§ for the A-7 and F-14, additional access is required to remove the

~~ spoiler. One of the accesses in the ;A. however, allows disconnection

Sof the actuator so the spoilers may be opened without hydraulic pres-

Isure. This particular access is desirable.

ADDITIONAL REMARKS: 1. Since hydraulic pressure is required only to unlatch the

actuators, it would be worthwhile to ensure this could be done with a

B manual pressure source such as a hand pump. 2. The spoiler provides

ample access, Hinges and actuators should be made to disconnect with-

out removing additional panels.

- - ~ID



WORK UNIT COD: 14All IT'M _Soiler Assembly AIRCRAFT A-4Im A_

LOCATION: Wing, trailing edge, top

SUPPORT EQUIPMENT: External hydraulic power.

.1_
ACCESS: 3 accesses (26 screws)

1A

REMOVAL: 1. Lower flap.
2. Open two (2) lower and one (1) upper access panels.
3. Disconnect spoiler actuator (1 bolt).
4. Raise spoiler manually.
5. Remove three (3) hinge pins.
6. Lift off spoiler.

INSTALLATION: 1. Reverse removal order.
2. Rigging required during installation.

A4.
t ,NCTJONAL ('HFCK: Check for proper operation of spoiler.

TEST ECUIPMEN2: External electric power.
External hydraulic power.

5 (XOSE U?: Install access panels

ANALYST'S OPITION: Except for the use of screws in the access panels, access is vel

good. Fasteners for panels are a trade-off item during design and the use of screws
] is often justified. Qualitatively, they are less than desirable because they represenl

26 loose items that must be kept track of and have failure modes which inhibit flow oN
maintenance.

A0317"
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WORY H NIT CODE 14311 ITEFN Spoiler Assembly AIRCI: 'T A

LOC.ATI ON: Wing center section TE, between wingfold and fuselage. ll

SUPPORT EQUIftENT: External hydraulic power.
Wood block to hold spoiler door open.

ACCESS: Open access to spoiler stops for rigging

REMOVAI,: .Apply External hydraulic -power and open desired spoiler.!LA
2. Hold stock pressure and shut down hydraulic power.
3. Hold spoiler assembly open with suitable wood blocks.
4. Disconnect both deflector links from spoiler surface attach fittings.
5. Disconnect both spoiler door linkages from both powered bellcranks.

(Accomplished by removing cotter key, nut, washer, and bolt).
6. With spoiler open, remove cotter key, nut,washer, and both pivot bolts.
7. Remove spoiler surface.
S. Disconnect both spoiler linkages from door torque tube bearing unit,

and transfer linke to new spoiler surface.

INSTALLATION: 1. Reverse of removal
2. Trim replacement door to fit
3. Rig spoiler and deflector surfaces

FUNCTIONAL CHECK: Verify proper throws of spoiler surface.

FTST EQUIPNNT: Spoiler protractor
, External hydraulic power
Iv

CLOSE UP: Replace access to spoiler stops. t1

ANALYST'S OPINION: Care has to be exercised in transferring spoiler door linkages
* to a new door because of the possibility of mixing the inboard and outboard

linkages. Designing these links to be the same would minimize mixing or attempts* to mix these links. The use of one actuator simplifies system because deflector
is slaved to the spoiler surface and is rigged in conjuntion with the spoiler.



WORK UNIT CODE 1424o ITEM Spoiler Assembly AIRCRAFT F-4

LOCATION: Upper Surface Center %ing

SUPPORT EQUIP MNT: External hydraulic and electric power

Protractor s.r,:-ds

ACCESS: Hine Pin Access (19 s -rews)
Open Sooiler

REMOVAL: 1. Remove actuator attach bolt
2. Remove 2 bonding wires (1 bolt ea)
3. Remove hinge pin

INSTAULATION:1. Reverse of removal
2. Rig

2

FUNCTIONAL CHECK: MLlotion check

HN

TEST EQUIPMENT: Hydrau-ic and Electrical Power

('LOSE UP: Re-Install access

ANALYST'S OPINION: The spoilers consist of two surfaces on each wing hinged on a
single hinge pin. Each surface is driven by its own actuator. The procedure ob-

: served is the same for either surface. This is a gooJ installation v-ith two minor
deficiencies: 1. 19 screws are too many' just to gain access to the end of the

hinge pin, and 2. The single hinge pin has to be pulled from both surfaces if only'-
the one next to the access is to be removed. Otherwise, the tasks are simple and

direct.

jig _---__
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WOR~K UNIT COD'r 1421- IT-- M Inor qnniler AIRCRAFT -P1

LOCATION: Top, wing trailing edge

4SUPPORT EQUIPMET Work stand
Hydraulic and electrical power

ACCESS: Spread wings to 20'
Open spoilersL

RMMOVAL: 1. Disconnect 2 bellcrank linkages (1 bolt each)
2. Remove 2 bond wires (1 bolt each) Ld

3. Remove 1 wire clamp
4.. Remove 2 hinge pins (1 bolt each)L
5. Remove spoiler

INSTAUMAION: Reverse of removal
(no rigging required)

FUJNCTIONAL CHIECK: Operational check

TFMT EZUIPMN: Hydraulic and electrical power[i

CLOS 1'P Close spoilers

Close wings

ANALST'SOPINON: There are ~4 spoilers on each wing. The inboard spoiler is

used as a typical installation. Except for spreading the wings, the spoiler removal
is easy with no requirement for access other than opening the spoilers. 1



SYSTEM: 14 Flight Control .._ _

NO.NCIATURE: Pilot's Stick Grip

'TUC: A-4: A-6: 14211 A-7: 14111 F-4: 14111

F8: 14111 F-14: 5771A AV-8: 14l 22

GENERAL OBSERVATIONS: The stick grips in all airplanes are easily removed and

convenient to work on. Either a cannon plug type connection or a

simple bolt-on connection with separate electrical plug is used. The

A-6 is the most complex yet is acceptable.

DESIRABLE FEATURES: The cannon plug style connector which accomplishes both

physical and electrical connection to the control stick column re-

duces the job to its simplest form.

UNDESIRABLE FEATURES: The harnesses associated with the bolt-on type stick

grips are vulnerable to handling damage and add steps of disconnect-49
and unclamping to the removal task.

j j jADDITIONAL REMARMS Positive locking features in the plug-in grips would eli-

minate the locking screws and provide an automatic locking action

which would prevent inadvertent omission of the locking screw. A
.... good visual indication of an unlatched lock would be needed.

I

-4>
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WORK UINIT CO1.: 1i4211 ITEM eOMRO. STI ATRCRAFT A-6

4

LO.ATIO: Cockpit

SUPPOT EQUIPMNT:
U R U : External hydraulic 9Lnd electrical Power

ACCESS. None

1. Disconnect two plugs and remove clamp securing electrical cable asembl-SP, OVAL: 2, Remove nut and bolt connecting flaperon input rod to control stick
assembly.

3. Remote one pivot bolt for stick and remove stick assembly.4. Canvas b:ot has to be opened to gain access to clamp mentioned above int

INSTALLATION: Reverse of removal

I2

FUNCTIONAL 
CHECK:

Because electrical conneators are disconnected, 7 separate
system s checks have to be made to assure that all systems are

operable.

EST EQUIPMENT: 1-;draulic and electric power

CLOSE UP: None

Control stick is easily removed because quantity of fasteners
IANALYST'S OPINII1: used to secure stick assembly to column is held to a sdnimm.

There are only two electrical connectors to disconnect* When
they are disconnected, however, extensive system cheoking is reA
quired on several systems. Recommend some kind of"BITE" check
be developed to minimize the extent to which systems aheokingj has to be done.

IL . "-f--=;=-:7 W -- i 2 i



WORK UNIT COD- 1 4___ I TM Stick GriP AIRCRAFT A-7

LCATION: Cockpit L

SUPPORT EQUT PENT: None

ACCESS. None

",'"OVAL: 1. Loosen three (3) set screws - (Allen).
2. Turn ring nut clockwise. [
3. Lift off.

INSTALLATION: Reverse removal procedure. HA

I

;I C1'J ONAL ir: :Functionally check the following:
a. AFC,'
b. Trim
c. Weapons release
d. Gun fire
e. Nose gear steering

,S- E'CUiPMW: External electric power

I .OSE 1 P: None required

WNAIYST'S OPIN1ON: Excellent installation. Extremely easy to remove and replace.
fUse of -what is essentially a cannon plug to both make the numerous electrical

connections and physically secure the stick grip to the control column is good
design for simplicity. It is virtually "Nwrphy" proof.

;. I
, - -- - -
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WORK UNIT COVE 14111 ITEM. Stick Grip AIRCRAFT F-

LOCATION: Cockpit

SUPPORT E'UIM.ME: None

ACCESS: None

REMOVAi.: 1. Loosen three (3) set screws - (.llen)
2. Durn ring- unit clockwise
3. Lift o:XL

IMSTALLATION: Reverse removal procedure

FUNC?]OMUL CHECK: Functionally check the following:
I a. AFCS4 b. Trri-

c. Weapons Release
% d. Gunfire

e. lose egAr steering

Pi ..... : E-xternal electrical power

4

'LOSE UP: None required

ANALYST'S OPINICN: Ezxcellent installation. Extremely easy to remove and replace,
Use of what is essentially a cannon plug to both make the nunercus electrical
connections and physic"!ly secure the stick grip to the control column is goCd
design for -implicity. it is virtually 'Murphy" proof.

_IN
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WORK UNIT CODE 14111 ITEM Pilot Control Stick AIRCJ1J F-8

LOCATION: Cockpit

SUPPORT EQUIPE .J: Non

A CCES S None

REMOVAL: t Discoet bolts on bottom of unit and lift tick grip off. f
2. Disconnect two connectors and remove unit.

i;
fl~iITIO~:Reverse of removal

-UNCTIONAL C.ECK: Check aircraft ccnitrols fo- proper response, if not aligned,

trim ots need to be adjtzted.,1

TEST EQu .'i: Protractor
HIrlydraul c Power
Electrical Power -

CLOSE UP: None

ANLYST'S OPINION: Trds is a go-d installation. Like all mdern stick grips, it has
numerous co-lirol witches incoroporated in it. The harnesses are subject t handling

.... I i2Mz5-



WORK UNIT CODE 5771A TTEM Aircraft Control Sqftk AIRCRAFT Z-14 I

LOCATION: Cockpit

SUPPORT EQUIIENT: None

ACCESS: None

REMOVAL: 1. Loosen three (3) set screws - (Allen)
2. Turn ring nut clockwise

3. Lift off

INSTALLATION: Revtrse removal procedure

( FUNCTIONAL CHECK: Fkctionally check the following:

ja. AFCS
" "b. Trim

c. Weapons ReleaseI d. Gunfire
e. Nose exar steering

TEST EQUIPNMNT: External ciectric power

I iw

('LOSE UP: None required

I,. ANALYST'S OPINION: Excellent installation. Extremely easy to remove and replace.
• - Use of what is essentially z cannon plug to both make the numerous electricalconnections and physically secure the stick grip to the control column is good

design for simplicity. It is virtually "Murphy" proof.

VA

- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _Al
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WORK UNIT CODE 14411 ITEM Control Column Handle AICAT AV-8

LOCATION: Cockpit J

SUPPORT EQUIMv1I4: None

4 1e
ACCESS; None

REMOVAL: 1. Remnove 2 bolts at base of stick grip
2.Remuove 1 clamp

3. Disconnect cannon plug
4. Remove grip and harness

INSTALIATION: Reverse of removal

FUNCTIONAL CHECK: Trim check
Armament check

Nose steering check

TEST EQUIPMENT: Electrical Power

CLOSE UP?: None

k 

V

''AN(ALYST'S OPI: Easy job. This would be a good installation except for the long
i. electrical harness. It is subject to handling damage.

I 47- -- m



APPROACH POWER COMPUTER

POWER PLANT INSTALLATION

THROTTLE QUADRANT



r

PaER PLAN INSTALLATION 2

CONTE4NTrS

COMPONENT A-4 A-6 A-7 F-4 F-8 F-14 AV-8

Approach Power Computer N/A N/A 29C26 291N 29C73 29C31 N/A

Throttle Quadrant 29315 29313 29311 29313 29310 29322 29117 '

m 1

ilL
4N

1]j

4

f .- 4
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Y .... Power Plant Installation

No IA 'i: : Approach Power Compensator/Computer

'UC: A -h: _A-6: A-7: 29C26 F-h: 29C1N

- P-b: 29C73 F-14: 29C31 AV-6:

I

,E.EN[AL OBSERVATIONS: The AV-8 does not have an approach power compensator.

The computer is fairly small and easily removed. Access is good

except for the reouirement to remove the F-4 seat.

DESIRABLE FEATURES: All installations are simple and easily removed. No sig-

nificant differences exist except in access. Location of the com-

puter in a wheel well of the F-8 provides outstanding access to this

comonent but adds to the congestion in the wheel well.

UNDESIRABLE FEATURES: 1. Removal of the seat to gain access to the computer

in the F-4 is not acceptable. 2. The F-14 installation is almost

good except for a transformer rectifier that blocks access to twoLA
mounting screws and an access panel that is too big with too many

j . fasteners for the job. This panel has 49 panel fasteners and 4( 1 latches. !,hat is gained with the 4 latches?

ADDITIONAL REMARKS: 1. Avoidance of seat removal is a necessary design require-

ment in all cockpit items. Seat removal involves too many people and

too much time. Its criticality to pilot safety demands that it be
r disturbed as little as possible. 2. The subject of scaling and

access to the job is recvrrent throughout this survey. Many indivi-

t dual installations are marred by oversize doors with many fasteners.

A single large, non-structural door that exposes several components"P kl 4A
!.X



SYSTEM: 29 Power Plant Installation i
NOMENCIATURE: ,Approach Power Comensator!Computer

ADDITIONAL REMARKS: (Cont.)

is acceptable, even desirable if it is secured with a few latches

(such as the A-7 avionics bay door). When normally spaced quick

release fasteners, such as DZI3S or Camlocks,are used, access problems

increase tremendously. If the access is a -.tress panel held with

screws, any oversize for the job becomes a significant detriment.

Any access has to be evaluated from the stand point of the compo-

nent being removed.

A
I •I

R-
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"ORK UNIT COD 29C26 M APC Computer AIRCRAFT A

j LOCATION: Left Hand Cheek Bay

FOUPPORT EQUITPMET: None

______- ACCEWS: 1 panel (23 SPF)

I 1MOVA1,: 1. Disconnect electrical plug
2. Cut safety wire and remove one (1) bolt

INSTALLATION: Reverse removal procedure

iSI

___ _ _ ____

UINCT"'ONAL "HUCX: Perform computer test
iPerform rotary actuator test
SPerform accelerometer test

Perform system operational test

V.;3T E,UiPE]\1T: External electric power
Equipment required for engine operation

I CX.OSE I P: One Panel

IAWYST'S OPJIION: This is a good installation. Access is easy and reachable by a
man standing on the deck, Single bolt installation reduces task time. It could be
carried one step further by using a fastener with the same head style as the access
panel thereby reducing tool requireme:,t to one screwdriver.

I -_ _ _ _ ____"-__I II I II1_ . '



WORK UNIT CODE 29CIN ITEM Approach Power Com nsator AIRCRAFT F-4

F-4B

LOCATION: On floor be3 w & behind number 2 circuit breaker panel, right hand
-console, aft cockpit

SUPPORT EQUIPMENT: None B

ACCESS: Remove seat

NiY

REMOVAL: 1. Remove 3 hex screws
2. Disconnect 1 cannon plug
3. Remove unit

INSTALLATION: Reverse of removal [I

1

FU14CTIONAL CHECK: AFV checkout: Engine run - Balance RPM against angle of

.ttack vane position. (Adjust at engine).

TEST EQUIPMENT: Engine run equipment.

CLOSE UP: Install seat

ANALYST'S OPINICK: A fairly good installation except for the -equirement to
remove the seat. Tasks are simple. It would appear that checkout would take
considerably more time than replacement. This would be a giod candidate for

-mlo? 
I

-~ -7. 
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WORK UNIT CODE 29C73 ITEM A.P.C. Computer AIRCRAFT F-8

LOCATION: Left IWheel Well

SUPPORT EQUIPMENT: None

ACCESS: None

REMOVAL: Disconnect two cables and remove four bolts.

t[ INSTALIATION: Reverse of removal

FUINCTIONAL CHECK: Unit is functionally checked by positioning the servo actuator
and the angle-of-attack vane and checking for proper response.1 Voltages are checked at the test connector with a meter.

TEST EQUIPMENT: Multimeter

External electric power_

Ii CLOSE UP: None

i-" ANALYST'S OP'INION: Good installation. Access is very easy and tasks are simple.
Checkout is simple and does not reouire engine run.

I --
J m -

' ' ' -
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Approach Power Compensator
WORK UNIT CODE 29C31 ITEM cpio4o( )IASON15(_ Throt AIRCRAFT F-14f

Cont Cmptr

LOCATION: Fuselage, Aft vf Cockpit, Right Hand Side

SUPPORT EQUIPMNT: None

ACCESS: 2 Panel (49 fasteners, 4 latches)

REMOVAL: 1. Disconnect I electrical connector.
2. Remove 4 screws. (2 screws Blind, Transformer/Rectifier in way of! Rt/R ear Screw)

!3. r emove unit.

i i INSTALLATION: Reverse of removal 32

QA

PUCTIONAL CHECK: Self test

j '1 TEST EQUITM4if: Electrical power

CLOSE UP: Install panel

LAALYST'S OPIINIGN Access is too big for the job to be done. It is questioned
why the four latches when 49 fasteners are also used in .he panel? This is an expense
and a weight that does not accomplish much in reducing access time. The unit is

mounted in the compartment so that the transformer/rectifier inhibits access to 2
of the mounting screws. They must be removed and installed blind. The result is

b an installation that loo': good but is not.

1 14



• .i,,.,, 29 Power Plant Installation

I 0N.",fFNC F': ThrottlE Quadrant

"-UC: A-.: 29315 A-6: 29313 A-7: 29311 F-4,: 29313

I : 29310 F-1h: 29322 AV-8: 291.17

I
-' -TERA. OBSERVATIONS: The key euestion wish this component is whether or not

cait be removed with the seat installed. Most of the airplanes

achieved this but in either case, the job is intricate and time con-

suming.

DESIRABLE FEATURES: 1. All aircraft except hc A-6 and F-14 permit removal
I

with the seat installed. 2. Some versions of the F-h ouadrant have

replaced the original 12 terminals with two connectors. This is a

significant improvement.

UDNESIMABE FErTURES: 1. Access is generally bad involving removal of access

pan..lE as well as console mounted control panels. Once open, limited
tool swace is involved and various linkages must be manipulated in or-

der to reach the attachments, The areas below the console are high

density areas that inhibit work and make a dropped fastener a serious

problem. 2. The AV-8 manual is not adequate to guide a mechanic easily

I : ! Ithroagh the task. 3. The large number of systems operated through the

controls on the ouadrant as well as involved in the displaced console

I panels created a substantial checkout effort.

ADDITIONAL REMARKS: As anr: and more funct -ions are added to the throttle -uadrant, M

design attention should be concentrated on the maintainability aspects



SYSTEM: 29 Power Plant Installation 1
NOMENCLATURE: Throttle Quadrant

ADDITIONAL REMARKS: (Cont.) 13

of it. As pilot workload increases, more items are included in the

"fingertip" control provided by the auadrant. Freauency of mainte-

nance goes up, and the quadrant becomes harder to remove.

* L

!B
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eO..K Uti? COD" 29315 1T X Throttle Qaadrant Assembly AIRCRAFT A-4M

t=

LOCATION: Cockpit, Left Console

Fl1i'?-"RT EQUTX.TM : External electric powar

ACCESS: It., -nal from cockpit, two (2) console panels must be removed to gain
acces. (10 camlocks)

R..IVOVAL: 1. Remove two (2) panels.
2. Disconnect two (2) linkages (2 bolts).
3. Raise flap handle.
4. Disconnect flap linkage (1 bolt) and cannon plug.
5. Disconnect seven (7) camlocks.
6. Disconnect one (1) link (1 bolt).
7. Remove throttle quadrant from aircraft.

INSTALIATION: 1. Re-install in reverse order from removal.
2. Rig throttle quadrant assembly.

FITNCh'NAL C"CC: Check out the following electrical circuits:
a. Rain repellant
b. JATO Ignition
c. Trimd. Spoilers

-e d. ApC (See Continuation Sheet)

L T'3T E M UIP, EI7:

External electric Dower
External hydraulic-power _

C..OSE I P: Re-install control panels and functional check affected systems.

AIIALYST'S OPINION: As with all units requiring work below the console panel,
access is not desirable. The throttle quadrant is neatly designed to allow access

, ±thr-a minimm space to all attach points. Inclusion of controls and switches for non-
T related systems as part of the throttle quadrant requires additional effort in

checking out the installation. The problems noted in this installation do not result
J I from poor quadrant design; but, rather, from a very cramped cockpit.



L.

CONTINUATTON SHIEE':

WORK WIT CODE 29315 ITM Throttle Qaadrant Assembly AIRCRAFT A-'M

FUNCTIONAL CHECK: (Continued)

f. Jettison
g. Check throttle operationi
h. Check flap operation

L

IA



_________,1- ~ ~ -

WORK ITNII' coi* 29313 ITEM THROTTLE QUADL 'T ATRCRAFT A-6

4 LOCATION: Cockpit

-ET Canopy sling
SUPPORT EQUIPM Pilot seat sling

-{ Overhead crane

Fternal hydraulic power

t ACCESS: oe-cv cn- : n4 "e-t, if neee'. (N:'PF NOPVA in-4cst,! - th-3t reoheni-,
4 onrer4 --:ir etermine! if -'- r , t- be rmoved.)

i. emove 8 screws from panel below quadrant

REMOVAL: 2. Disconnect input rods from. bellcrank.

3. remove electrical plug.I i. .qemove screws , 3 front, 3 aft, and 3 on sice.
5 Lift up quadrant with rods attached and remove from airplane.

IPc'j'A1ATIOT i : 1. Transfer control rods from old quadrant to new quandrant.
2. Reverse of removal procedures.

The following systems have to be checked when replacing a
FUCTONAL CHCKCHECK: quadrant assembly: V

Sa. Flaps (normal and emergency)
~1 b. Slats (normal and emergency)

c. Spi. recovery check
! d. Speed brake functional check

e,. Start engine (See n.inu.t .n .heet

TEST EQUIPMENT: External electrical and hydraulic power

L Enuipment reouired for engine run.

CLOSE UP: Replace canopy and seat, if applicable.

- ANALYST'S OPINION: Assembly is prone to electrical failure. Unit or assembly should

be more reliable, or shc-o.d be located so that disassembly of 7
aircraft is not required to remove quadrant. Removing can,-y is
reasonable on this airplane, but removing seat should be avoided,]

if posbe



CONTINUATION SHEET:

WORK UNIT CODE 29313 ITEM Throttle Quadrant AIRCI A . A-6

FUNCTIONAL CHECK: (continued)
f. With engine running check following:

1. Chaff dispense check
2. Microphone: 3. ICS sw~itch
h. Hard strut check

L

IL

-II
I"i
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WORK 1,NIT CODE: 29311 ITEM Throttle Quadrant AIRCRAFT A-7

LOCATION: TH Cockpit Console

SUPPORT EQUIPMENT: None

ACCESS: Zemove r oar control panel
Remove fuel management panel
Remove generator control panel
-emove 9 screws from access panel to quadrant control linkage, remove

pane-.
REMOVAL: 1. Remove cotter key, nut, ana washers securing fuel shutoff controlex I

to quadrant. ( Quadra-t lever may have to be selectively positioned to
permit removing hardware)

2. Remove cotter key, nut, spacer, and bolt securing throttle controlex to,
quadrant.

3. Disconnect emergenc:, brake cable from quadrant mounted lever.
.. Zem-ve electrical connector from quadrant.

%. Remove two flush ( countersunk) screws from radzr control cavity
seciiring aft end of quadrant.

6. Remove two botton head screws from generator control cavity securing
forward end of quadrant.

I"STALLATIO : Reverse of removal

FUNCTIONAL CHECK: %nctional check will have to be made of a1l the functions of
the following control panelss

-a. Generator control panel
I " b. Tirottle control quadrant

c. Radar control panel
d. Fuel management panel

p TEST EQUIPMENT: Ex-ternal electrical & hydraulic power

CLOSE UP: Replace panels

ANALYST'S OPINION: Task time is long because of having to disturb adjacent systemsmerely to f ain access to control quadrant. Area of installation
is densely packaged such that access to the quadrant has been
sacrificed. Total maintenance time is lengthened because of
hoenghnaed• having to check those systems disturbed to g~'in access. .Aigh
density packaging is being paid for by having to check other
systems.

-Z-



VT:

WORK UNIT CODE 29313 ITEM THROTTLE CONTROL BOX AIRCRAFT F-4 I j

LOCATION: Left Hand Console, Front Cockpit

SUPPORT EQUIPMNT: Work Stand

ACCESS; 1 Panel (console access) 79 screws

Engine Control Panel (in console)
Console side panel 7 Dzus

REMOVAL: 1. Remove throttle handle seal (4 QR panel fasteners)i 2. Disconnect 2 plugs under quadrant*
3. Release 2 telescopic control rods - cotter pin
4. Disconnect 4 legs (2 bolts & shims ea). L
5. Wiggle it out - may have to unclamp nearby wire bundles to get space.

INSTALLATION: 1. Reverse

2.Rig Throttles ,

*some throttles have terminal strip -about 12 terminals I
UK

FUNCTIONAL CHECK: C
MicrophoneL

Chaff dispenser/flare function
ignition, both engines

throttle function 0:5

run engine ___

TEST EQUIPMENT: Equipment for engine run.

Li  i

CLOSE UP: 1 Panel
Engine Ccntrol Fariel

Console Side Panel (7 DZUS)

ANALYST'S OPINION: Like all throttle quadrants, this item was not installed with
much thought of easy removal. Working space is very close and there are many
items to disconnect. Eliminating the 12 terminals by use of 2 plugs was an
excellent improvement. Once disconnected, the quadrant has to be wiggled and
turned to get it out of the panel.



WORK UNIT CODE 29310 I'EM T TROTi./Ep(W ,.jR AIRCRAFT p-9

LOCATION: uookpit, on left hand console.

SUDPPORT EQUIPMENT: Work stand.

Throttle rigging to6ls.

Cable tensiometer

ACCESS:
1 &xterior Panel (50 screws)
1 Interior Panel (17 screws)
Adjacent control boxes

REMOVAL:

1. Disconnect special throttle rod.
2. Disconnect electrical plug.
3. Disconnect 4 pneumatio lines.
4. Remove stab panel.
5 Remove console boxes.

6. lie-nove 6 bolts and 3 screws and remove throttle quadrant.

INSTALIATION: 1. neverse of removal
2. Rig throttle controls.

FUNCTIONAL CHECK: Run engino and perform stab oheok.

TEST EQUIPMENT: Equipme~nt for engine run

CLOSE UP: Replace removed accesses.

ANALYST'S OPINION: Removing a cockpit console mounted control is usually not easy
depending on what type of control it is, espeoially if the oontro
operates or is connected to a llkkage system. Disconnecting
additional f-ntions such as the pnematic lines in order topermit a'ol-6te assembly removal should be kept to a minimum,
if possible,in order to reduce the quantity of systems to be
functionally checked after maintenance if performed.I

4~SA
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WORK UNIT CODE 29122 ITEM Throttle Qadrant AIRCRAFT F- 14

LOCATION: Left hand console, front cockpit only I

SUPPORT EQUIPMENT: None -

ACCESS: Remove seat/canopy
Remove console control panels
Remove console side panel

REMOVAL: 1. Disconnect wing sweep cable (1 bolt)
2. Disconnect flap cable (1 bolt)
3. Disconnect throttle cables (2 bolts)
4. Disconnect electrical connector
5. Release 6 screws and remove quadrant

INSTALLATION: I. Reverse of removal.
2. Rig throttle auto, boost, and manual modes; wing sweep; and flaps U

FUNCTIONAL CHECK: Operate flaps, wing sweep, and engine

.

( , TEST EQUIPMENT: Engine run equipment

ICLOSE UP: Re-install console side panel, control panels, seat, and [
canopy 3

ANALYST'S OPINION: This is not a good installation. Access is bad even after
seat and panels are removed. The quadrant controls must be moved during removal
to provide limited access to cable connector bolts. The system is sensitive to (i
this motion and manual tasks must be followed very closely to prevent damage to
the engine throttles.

-kN



WORK UNIT CODE 29U7 ITEM Coined Throttle/Nozzle AIRC T

Control Box

LOCATION: LH Console

SUPPORT EQUIPMENT: None

ACCESS: Remove port aft console panel, and sUl)port it out of the way.

REMOVAL: 1. Disconnect throttle cable 1 pin.
2. Disconnect 2 harnesses.
3. Disconnect control rod from nozzle lever 1 bolt.

I h. Remove bolts attaching quadrant, lift quadrant.
5. Disconnect parking brake lock cable.
6. Remove quadrant.

INSTALLATION: 1. Reverse removal procedure.
2. Rig.

FUNCTIONAL CHECK: Perform functional check of:
a. throttle/nozzle control box
b. parking brake

TEST EQUIPMENT: EqTilpent for engine run

CLOSE UP: Replace the console panel 1

ANALYST'S OPINION: This component is little different frm other throttle

quadrants in difficulty of removal. The nozzle position lever is an added-
function.

NOTE: A throttle installation wa not available for obervat'i.n at NARF so
the manual was used to determine the task. The mamaal *wa difficult

t, to use because it assumed an expertise In the systm that the obawyer
did not possess and was poorly illustrated.

~A



CABIN TEMPERATURE CONTROL

UTILITY SYSTEMS
GENERATOR CONTROL1 '
SUPERVISORY PANELS

INTERNAL LIGHT CONTROL PANEL

EXTERIOR LIGHTS

RESERVOIR (PC OR FLIGHT CONTROL)

LIQUID OXYGEN CONVERTER

M61A1 GUN/AMMO DRUM

I



I UTILITY SYSTEMS

I CONTENTS;

I COMPONENT A-4 A-6 A-7 F-4 F-8 F-14 AV- i

I Cabin Temp Control 41126 N/A 41134 4111J N/A 41152 41126

Generator Control/ N/A U2121 42216 42127 42220 42152 N/A

Supervisory Panels 4212A 42124

Internal Light Control Pnl 44231 44222 44231 44112 N/A 44 xii 44121

J 44121

Exterior Lights 44111 44115 44115 44232 N/A 44113 44211

44113 44223 44111 44212

S4415 L4224 4414o

Reservoir (PC or Fit. N/A N/A 45213 4512A 45112 45112 45112

Control)

Liouid Oxygen Converter 47111 47111 47111 4711! 47115 47111 47111

M61AI Gun/Ammo Drum N/A N/A 75510 N/A N/A 75611 N/A

fi j 75531 75631

= I]
A

V-i



-: S'gK: .. 41 Air Conditioning and Pressurization

NOMENCLk URE: Cabin Temperature Control

"'FlC: A-'-: 41126 A-6: A-7: 41134 F-4: 411J-

-:F-lh: 41152 AV-8: 43.126

GENaEAL OBSERVATIONS: Generally, this installation was very good. It is t4radi-

tionally mounted in the right console. The most common removal method

is to lift the panel free of the console and disconnect the connectors.

The A-4 and AV-8 depart from this and the installation is substantially

degraded.

DESIRABLE FEATURES: 1. Providing sufficient cabling beneath the panel to lift

it clear of the console is a big assist in removal tasks. By this

method, the removal is reduced to the simplest element. 2. Should

maintenance of other systems alter routing in the console, alternate

outside access is available in the A-7 airplanes. This allows removing

connectors without removing the seat or disturbing unassociated systems

control boxes. Alternate access in several airplanes is available by

removing adjacent control boxes. This is adequate but less desirable.

. UNDESIRABLE FEATURES: 1. Hard wiring of the control box into the airplane, such

as in the AV-8 is to be avoided. Cutting and splicing, unpotting and

unsoldering, or repair of the box in the airplane are all undesirable

options. 2. The A-4 installation is very difficult to remove because

of poor access to mounti-, hardware. The control panel is not modular

and the temperature switch uses nuts and bolts, head downward, in an

I extremely congested area for mounting. 3. The A-7 installation in-

-l
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SYSTFM: 41 Air Conditioning and Pressurization

NOMENCLATURE: Cabin Temperature Control V

UNDESIRABLE FEATURES: (Cont.)

cludes five identical hoses which present a significant potential

for incorrect hookup.

ADDITIONAL REMARKS: Electric control systems are preferable from a mainte-

nance stand point because of the greater simplicity of installation.

Control panels that include the basic temperature control electro-

nics are replaced with significant frequency. A comprehensive built-

in-test would ease troubleshooting and reduce occurrence of replace-

ment.

I

x --
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WORK UNIT CODr 41126 IT' M Cabin Tmperature Switch AIRCRAFT A-4

LOCATION: Cockpit, Right Consle

SUPPORT EQUI PEN'r: None

ACCESS. Re'ove TACAN and IFF nqnels.

RW(YVAI,

I!. Remove knob (1 set screw).ii . Remove terminal strip (2 screws).
'3. Remove two (2) mounting screws (screw driver from below, wrench

above).
4. Open mounting strap.
5. Disconnect connector (safetied).
6. Assembly must be moved downward approximately two (2) inches to

clear shaft.

INSTALLATION: Reverse removal order.

FIUNC'IONAL CHECK: Perform operational check of temperature control.
Check TACAN for operation.
Check IFF for operation.

I

i TEST ECUIPM ': Equipment required for engine operation.

--Z.OSE UP: Re-install console panels

ANALYST'S OPINION: Anchor nuts on mounting screws would improve this installation
tremendously. Access is very tight. Screws can be dropped into console cavity and
be exceedingly hard to find. Mounting strap difficult to reconnect. Safetying of

Lplug has to be done by mirror. This has to be considered a bad Installation. Too
much blind work is required, space is very limited, large bundles of wires inhibit
access and component motion, and great potential damage and console FOD exists.

A--



WORK UNIT COD. 41134 IT: M Environmental Control Panel AIRCRA-7

IT

LOCATION: Cockpit, Right Hand Console

SUPPORT EQUIPmENT: None

ACCESS: Open Canopy
(Outside access is also available (39 screws) if routing beneath console
does not allow lifting control panel sufficiently to accomplish discon-

nects)_

REMOVAL: 1. Loosen 4 captive screws and lift panel from console
2. Disconnect electrical connector

3. Disconnect one large hose
4. Disconnect and mark five small hoses

5. Remove panel

INSTALLATION: Re-Install in opposite order of removal
Caution is required to connect proper hoses to proper fittings

FUNCTJONAL CHECK: Operational check of electrical and air circuits(can be done during engine run) t
£L

TEST ECUIPMENT: External electrical power
Source of low pressure air or nitrogen or equipment for engine
run

CLOSE tP: Close canopy

ANALYST'S OPINION: This installation is easy tozemove/install if the five small
lines are adequately marked during removal. A high possibility of making a wrong

connection exists with the five closely located identical fittings. This is com-

pounded by the fact that, during normal inst.lation, the mechanic cannot see the

bottom of the pane2 from the point of view depicted in illustrations, Because of

this, some mechanics prefer to use the optional access through the side of the
aircraft to disconnect/connect the lines. Task effort is increased but there is less
risk of mistake. There is adequate length on all lines and the harness to lift the
panel sufficiently to make the disconnects above the console. If pic-per routing has
been lost in the console, the optional access through the side allows disconnect

3 below the console and the lines can be rerouted before installtion.

- sw



WORK MJIIT CODE 411ij I'tEM AIR CON] C(WT PIMh AIRCRAF F-

LOCATION: RA Console

SUPPORT EQUIPmENT: None

ACCESS: None

RiEMOVAi.: 1. Remove 4 mount screws
2. Lift box, remove 2 cannon plugs
3. Remove box S

INSTALLATION:v Reverse renoval Di ocedure.

; 7"r UCIONL CHECK: Air Conditioner for proper temp control

t It

rhTEtIiiT qim ~r~gn i
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Cooling Effect Controller
WORK UNIT CODE 1152 ITEM (ECS Control Panel) AIRCRAFT F l!

LOCATION: Right hand inboard console

SUPPORT EQUIPMIT: None

,. Ss: None required

REMOVAL: 1. Release four panel screws
i 2. Lift panel -lear of console

3. Disconnect 0 -electrical plugs

INSTALLATION: Reverse of removal

i [

FUNCTIONAL CHECK: Operate air conditioning

TEST EQUIP.W-NT: Engine run equipment

2,1
LCSE UP: None

j ANALYST'S OPINION: This is a good installtion as long as routing under the console

permits lifti.ng te control box. Misrouting woulu require removing an adjacent panel

to gain access to the plugs. This unit has the same difficu.lty experienced universa3ly F;
in air condition4 g systems of rcquiirirq an engine run to check out proper function.

No:
74;7 :t



WORK UNIT CODE 4112( ITEM TEERATURE CONTROLLER AIRCRAFT AV-8

LOCATION: RH Console

SUPPORT EQUIPMENT: Pilot's Ladder

ACCESS; Position ladder
Open cockpit

REMOVAL: 1. Remove 3 high torque screws securing controller to console.
2. Remove 2 bolts on outboard side of controller.
3. Lift controller up and to the side.
4. Disconnect 1 electrical connector.

Note: This unit cannot be removed from aircraft; most wires are hard wired.
potted to switches, etc. Repair would be in place.

I.__
FUNCTIONAL CHECK: Functional test circuit of component replaced - check con-
tinuity, etc.

TEST EQUIPMENT: Multimeter

CLOSE UP: Close cockpit
-4- 5* Remove ladder

wv tc heo8ANALYST'S OPINION: Hard wiring )f instruments and controls is apparently aweight saving feature that can, perhaps, be excused on the AV-8. From a

mainten&nce standpoint, it is not acceptable. Repairing the controller in
place is undesirable. Cutting and splicing of wires to allow shop repair is
equally undesirable.

LM97ffw~



SY STEM: 42 Electrical Systems

NO!,TFCLATURE, Generator Control/Supervisorv Pane1s

42127
t .UC: A-4: A-6: 42121 A-7: 42216 F-h: 4212A

F-8: 4222C F-14: 42124 AV-6:

GENERAL OBSERVATIONS: This summary includes the several devices used to con-

trol generator function. The electrical power supply control systems

vary considerably in complexity, particularly when two or more gen-

erators are supplying pcwer simultaneously. This results in designers

having, a broad seleition of components to use. Removal tasks are not

impacted excessively by these selections because the individual com-

ponents within the spectrum are all rclatively small and simple in

hookup. Location in the airplane and access seem to be the driving

factor and for the most part this was done quite well in most of the

airplanes. The data screening called out WUW 4211A for the A-4 air-

I craft. This is simply a switch and was eliminated from the survey

I r because it is not a compa?:able item.

DESIRABLE FFATURES: 1. Modularization of regulator devices, such as the F-14

I :installation, places the interfacing components together which sirn-

plifies troubleshooting. 2. Simplified mouating methods (one bolt

in the A-7) speeds the removal task and is an accepted practice for

avionics devices. 3. The A-7, and F-4 installations can be reached

j' from deck level. The F-14 master generator panel can be reached from

5I
the top surface of the intake which can be boarded by the crew ladder.

- - .. . . .. . . . . -~ -, - ... .; / _ - _- L - ---. .
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SYSTEM: 42 Electrical Systems i

NOMENCLATURE: Generator Control/Supervisory Panels

UNDESIRABLE FEATURES: 1. This component has too much maintenan-,e a.-tivity I
to allow poor access such as that in the F-4 aircraft. Ordnance

items and other i-the-way components must be removed and work-

space is very limited. The F-14 ground power monitor is easier to

expose but is monted nearly out of reach. 2. Maintenance stands

are required on about half of the aircraft. 3. In some cases, ac-

cess panels were far too big for the job to be performed and access

within the compartment was still inhibited.

ADDITIONAL REMARKS: Work stands and access are major inhibitions to a fairly

simple task. Ideally, reaching the cc-ponent should not take longer

than the removal task itself. Large panels are acceptable if fas-

tening devices are sufficiently few and cuickly opened.

I I

. 3I I-

I i
! I
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Voltage Regulator
WORK UNIT COD, 42121 IT M Supervisory Panel Left Side AIRCRAFT A-6

LOCATION: Forward Left Hand Fillet Area

SUPPORT EQUIPMENT: Maintenance stand

ACCESS: Remove 15 panel fasteners and remove aircraft panel

N;MOVAI,: 1. Disconnect cables
2. Remove four bolts
3. Remove unit

INSTALIATION: Reverse of removal

FTINCTJONAL (!HCK: Functional check electrical system

:14

t ?TEST ECUIPMENT: Aircraft power

COSE UP: Replace panel

ANALYST'S OPINION: Removal/replacement of the unit is acceptable. Access to the

unit could be improved by providing nuick release panel fasteners and a hinged door.This would eliminate handling of the access panel.

V -



Voltage Regulator
WORK UNIT CODE 42121 ITEM Supervisory Panel Right Side AIRCRAFT A-6

LOCATION: Right Turtle Back Area

SUPPORT EQUITPMrT: Maintenance stand

ACCESS- Aircraft panel is removed by removing 28 panel fasteners and
eight phillip head screws.

REMOVAL: 1. Disconnect connector
2. Remove four bolts

[i)

INSTALLATION: Reverse of removal .

[3

FINCTIONAL CHECK: System functional test

TEST ECUIPMENT: Aircraft power

c(XOSE tP: Replace aircraft panel

1 ANALYST'S OPINION: Removal/replacement of this unit is acceptable however considering
the g rgemoval rate, this unit should be located in a more accessible location. r
Access can be improved by using quick release panel fasteners and hinged door. This

I would eliminate handling of the access panel.



WORK UNIT CODE 42216 I. M Gen Cont Panel AIlCRAFT A-7

LOCATION: Left Hand Cheek Bay

.CUPPORT EQUIPMENT: None reauired

ACCESS: 1 Door (23 SPF)
iI

, '*.340VAI,: 1. Disconnect plugiOL 2. Cut safety wire, remove one (1) bolt

3. Slide unit out of shelf

INSTALLATION: Reverse removal procedure

PUNCTIONAL ('HFCK: Check generator operation in cockpit

TEST EQUIPMENT: Engine run equipment

(XOSE t-P: 1 Door

ANALYST'S OPINION: Good installation. Easy replacement. Access is good and the
use of oie-oltto secure the item is an effort saving factor. Work can be done
from deck level without any special tools.! T

A; n:
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WORK UNIT COD. 42127 ITt.M GEN CONT PNL AIRCRAFT F-4

LOCATION: LH and RH Fuselage Chine R/T NU; Well

SUPPORT EQUIFNMT: None

ACCESS: Remove LAU-7
1 Panel 65 Sc7-ews)

LH Only: Remrove miscellaneous relay panel

SREMOVAL: Left Hand Component: Right Hand Component:

1. Remove Cannon Plug 1. Remove cannon plug
2. Remo-re 2 Screws & 2 Bolts 2. Remove 4 end screws &
3. Remove 2 Screws from Mount 2 aft screws
h. Slide out and work around till free 3. Remove frame & all

INSTALLATION: Reverse removal procedure

Ig|

FUJNCTIONAL CHE:CK: Generator Operation u
|)U I

TEST E(,ZUIPNMN: Engine Run Equipment

CL-OSE lip: 1 Panel

Replace LAU-7

ANALYST'S OPINION: These are bad installations with the left one worse than
the right. Direct access to the mounting screws is not possible. Work is from Lij below the component and the component is moumted on top of structure. Screw heads
are on top requiring the mechanic to reach above the rack then work downwards. The

. left hand unit requires prior removal of a relay panel and must be unmounted from
the frame in the airplane. Intricate maneuvering is required to work the unit out
of the hole.

'A-,i



GENERATOR REGULATOR AND

WORK UNIT CODr 4212A - IT-' M SMVSE PANEL AIRCRAFT F-4

LXCATION: Above !AU-7 in forward fuselage

SUPPORT EQUIMI1Fr.T: None

A-CCES": Remove LAU-7

REMOVAL: 1. Disconnect 1 Cannon Plug
2. Remove 4 Screws

INSTALLATION: Reverse removal procedure.

ii FCFUNCTIONAL 'HECK: Generator Operation

I0, TBST ECUIPME : Equipment for Engine Run

('-OSE I P: Replace LAU-7

ANALYST'S OPINION: Not considered a good installation because of the requirement
Eo-5emoveThe AU- (and potentially a need to download a missile). Working
access is fairly good and the unit comes out quite easily.

Note: This item is not installed in the F--4J



WORK UNIT CODE 4222C ITEM SupervisorY Panel-- AIRCRAFT F-8

LOCATION: Electrical Equipment compartment (Right Side)

SUPPORT EQUIPMENT: Maintenance Stand

ACCESS." 1 Access (20 panel fasteners), install door brace.

REMOVAL: Remove electrical connections (terminal type) and four bolts. Unit is
removed very easy.

INSTALLATION: Reverse of removal. II

FUNCTIONAL CHECK: Perform operational test.

TEST EQUIPMENT: Multimeter
Equipment for engine run.

f I

CLOSE UP: Close aircraft panel

AIALYST'S OPINION: Installation is convidered good ercept for requireaet for; maintenance stand. Terminal connections would be improved
by use of a connector but actually are not bad because they
are accessible.

IJR



WORK UNIT CODE -42152 ITEM cround Power Aonitor AIRCRAFT F-14

LOCATION: LH side of forward fuselage

SUPPORT EQUIPETNT: Work stand

ACCESS: 1 panel (29 fasteners)l!U
REMOVAL: 1. Disconnect 1 electrical connecto. 2

2. Remove 4 screws (screw heads down, 2 are blind)

INSTALLATION: Reverse of removal

FUNCTIONAL CHECK: External power applicaLion

A .1 TST EQUIPMNT: Engine run equipment

CLOSE UP: Install panel

S 4 ANALYST'S OPIION: This is a very sidle installation that looks a great deal
j % better than it is. The item is mounted very deep in the compartment, almost cut

, of reach. Other items mounted outboard interfer with using both arms to work in
the area; yet, the component is mounted b~ow the shelf requiring that it beI supported -while the screws are inserted - definitely a two man Job. The screws

I "are installed head down and a dropped screw can be difficult to find in the maze of
j - ° wires below. Finally the two inboard screws must be worked blind at extreme '-each

and very close to the far wall of the compartment.



WORK UNIT CODE 4224 ITEM t e ator PAnel AIRCRAFT F- 34

LOCATION: Fuselage, aft of cockpit, right hand side Lj

S PORT EQUIPMENT: None 1

ACCESS: 1 panel (49 fasteners, 4 latches) +ii
REMOVAL: 1. Disconnect 4 thumb screws .1

2. Disconnect 3 electrical connectors L
-: 3. Remove component

fINSTALLATION: Reverse of removal '

ii

FUNCTIONAL CHECK: Electrical system check

U

TEST EQUIPMENT: Engine run equipment

[CLOSE UP: Install panel

ANALYST'S OPINICS: This unit consists of the emergency, AC, and DC regulators
mounted on a single rack. It is easy to reach while standing on the intake and

well located in the compartment. The access panel is too big for the Job hich
would be alright if it were a latched, quick opening panel. The 49 fasteners,g however, cannot be construed as making it a quick opening panel and too much
effort is invested in gaining rccess. Once open, the installation is good.

4 R
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SSTR:. 44 Lighting System

NOMENCLATURE: Internal Light Control Panel

414112
'"IJC: A-4: 144231 A-6: 44222 A-7: 44231 F-4: 44121

- F-Ih: W4XII AV-8: 44121

U
* GENERAL OBSERVATIONS: The screening data called out the light control elec-

tronics component in the F-14 and the pilot's light control panel was

called out on the others. The latter panel is discussed in this sum-

mary but the F-P4 box is included in the data sheets for information

purposes. Overall, the pilot's contrcl panels exhibit the same simz-

plicity as other console panels.

DESIRABLE FEATIRES: 1. Simple mounting and easy connections are used on all

but the AV-8. Because of limited access, the A-7 makes excellent use

of captive fasteners to improve removal.

UNDESIRABLE FEATURES: 1. The AV-8 panel is hard wired in leaving the mechanic

-. with a choice of cutting and splicing or repairing the control in

place. This is not acceptable even witn the weight constraints in-

herent in the VTOL design.A AI ADDITINAL REMARKS: A grea, deal of comment is not necessary. For the most

part, standard cockpit installation methods are used and could be

I timproved only by use of plug-in control boxes or rack and panel mount-

ing. For items this simple, it is doubtful that this is justified.

Hard wiring is definitely to be avoided.

I'
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WORK UNIT COD; 44231 ITM Internal, ,i hting Cockpit AIRCRAnT A-4
• • Panel

LOCATION: Right Console

SUPPORT EQUIMT: Aircraft Ladder

ACCESr.: None

REMOVAL: 1. Loosen four (4) Dzus fasteners
2. Remove panel from console
3. Disconnect cables

IN

INSTALLATION: Reverse of removal

FINCT'JONAL CHECK: Check operation of panel

TEST EQUIPMENT: External Electric Pow.r

1 X.OSE UP: None

ANALYST'S OPINION: The location and installation of the panel makes the remova!/
replacement an easy task.

4; 1
4



WORK UNIT CODE 44222 ITEM Cockpit Interior Light, Panel AIRCRAFT A-6

LOCATION: Cockpit Right Hand Console 1.-

SUPPORT EQUIPMENT: None

ACCESS; None

REMOVAL: 1. Loosen four Dzus fasteners
2. Lift light panel from console
3. Disconnect cable

INSTALLATION: Reverse of removal

FUNCTIONAL CHECK: Functional check both dimmer light controls, one for
console area and one for instrument panel.

I I TEST EQUIPM.I T: Aircraft power [

CLOSE UP: None

__!,

ANALYST'S OP3lI(: Installation of the unit with four Dzus fasteners and good
connectors simplifies removal/replacement of the panel. r

1M-7
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WORK UNIT CODE 44231 ITEM Interior Lights Control AIRCRAFT
Panel

LOCATION: Right Hand console

SUPPORT EQUIPMENT: Work stand to remove access panel on right hand side of aircraft

ACCESS; Reove RH access panel by removing 40 screws. 'Access allows removing

quick disconnect electrical connector to light control pnel)

1. Loosen 3 inboard DZUS fasteners on panel.
REMOVAL: 2. Loosen and disengage 5 captive fasteners

3. Disconnect electrical connector from light control panel.
h. Lift panel from console.

INSTALLATION: 1. Lower panel into console cavity.
2. Tighten 5 outboard captive panel fasteners.
3. Tighten 3 DZUS fasteners on inboard edge of panel.
4. Install quick-disconnect electrical connector to panel.

FUNCTIONAL CHECK: Verify operation of lighting functions.

TEST EQUIPMENT: External electrical test stand

CLOSE UP: Replace RH fuselage access panel

~r

ANALYST'S OPINION: The 5 captive fasteners facilitate removing the "hard to

get to" outboard panel fasteners. Overall removal capabi-
lity is fairly easy even though panel is in a high density

area.

$1
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4412 (Fwd)
WORK UNIT CODE .J,121 (Aft) ITEM PANMI, T,1,TflTNt. (ONTROL AIRCRAFT F - 4

LOCATION: LII Side above console aft (414121)
RH console Fwd (144112)

SUPPORT EQUIPMENT: None

ACCESS; None (Lift out Fwd Panel for access to plug)

REMOVAL: Remove 6 screws & disconnect 1 cannon plug.

INSTALLATION: Reverse removal.

FUNCTIONAL CHECK: Check lights.

TEST EQUIPMENT: External electrical power

CLOSE UP: None

ANALYST'S OPINION: A good installation. Quickly removed. No access problems.

Ii.
" " '- - - - - - - ---i.- .--
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WORK UNIT CO)E 44Xil ITEM C91281A Multichannel Light- AIRCRAFT F-14
ing Control -

LOCATION: Aft of Radome Bulkhead

SUPPORT EQUIPMENT: Jury Strut

ACCESS: Open Radome

Open 1 panel (16 screws, 1 hose clamp) in Radome Bulkhead

REMOVAL: 1. Disconnect 2 electrical plugs
2. Unscrew 2 thumbscrews
3. Remove control

INSTALLATION:
Reverse of Removal

FUNCTIONAL CHECK: Visual check of lites

~i"

l1y TEST EQUIPENT: Electrical power

81i1

('LOSE UP: Close access
L Close radome

ANALYST'S OPINION: A good installation. Access is from ground level or a smallt workstand. Tasks are simple. Access panel is sized to the job. Minor improve-11 _" ment to access could be made by using quick release fasteners and/or providing
, _, ,outside access to avoid extra step of opening the radome. It is not immediately

obvious why the additional access in the bulkhead is necessary.

ail
I; 
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CABIN LIGHTING
WORK UNIT CODE 44121 ITEM DI=G SWITCH AIRCRAFT AV_8

LOCATION: Lower center Instrument Panel

SUPPORT EQUIPMENT: Pilot's Ladder

ACCESS: Position ladder
Open canopy

REMOVAL: 1. Remove 2 bolts securing panel on front side of panel.
2. Loosen 2 high torque screws on side of panel.
3. Plul panel -forward and lift up.
4. Lay panel off to side and repair in place - hardwired.

INSTALLATION: Reverse removal procedure

FUNCTIONAL CHECK: Perform operational check of diming function

TEST EQUIPMENT: External Electrical Power

CLOSE UP: Close Canopy
Remove Pilot's Ladder

ANALYST'S OPINION: Work on this item is very inconvenient. It is hard wired in
requiring either that it be repaired in place or the wires cut for removal. Not
only is the cockpit too cramped to allow comfortable working .conditions, the air-
plane is down during the whole repair. Cutting and splicing of wires eventually
shortens the aircraft wiring to the point of requiring replacement.

4f
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3y -~" • 414 Lighting System

NONCLA. "'URE: Exterior Lights
44111 44232
44113 44223

''UC: A-h: 44115 A-6: 44115 A-7: 44115 F-Ii: 44224

h4111 44211
F-14: 4414o AV-8: 44212

GENERAL OBSERVATIONS: Position and anti-collision lights are combined under

cthis heading because of similarity among the aircraft. Light assem-

blies are simple from the mechanic's standpoint and provide problems

mainly in the locations renuired for them to perform their function.

Generally, the installations are good and light assembly removal is

only slightly more effort than changing a bulb.

DESIRABLE FEATURES: 1. Position lights were fairly simple to replace. Most

aircraft except A-4 and F-h had connectors or terminals for electri-

cal wiring. 2. Tail lights mounted on the fuselage of the AV-8 and

F-14 were easily reached. 3. Anti-collision lights are modular and

illumination and rotating functions are replaced together. Bulbs can

be changed separately but not as easily as position light bulbs.

UNDESIRABLE FEATURES: 1. The A-h position lights were hard wired into the

circuit and required cutting and splicing. After several replacements,

the working slack becomes very short. 2. Very few installations con-

sidered the effect of wing folding on wingtip light access. It would

be good if the light could be removed while working from one side of

the surface. 3. The A-6 speed brakes inhibit access to the wingtip

light and have to be actuated open for light replacement. Removal of

this light requires a special techninue and damage observed indicates

this technioue is not universally understood. The F-4 has a long elec-



SYSTEM: 44 Lighting System

NOMENCLATURE Exterior Lights

UNDESIRABLE FEATUPES: (Cont.)

trical lead which is threaded through structure to reach a terminal

block in a nearby access. Terminals on the light would eliminate

the extra access effort and the bother of using a tracer string.

4. The retainer ring in the A-7 lens is difficult to remove.

ADDITIONAL REMARKS: Strobe flashers are smaller lighter units than the rota-

ting beacons and their continued use should be encouraged. Not a

great deal can be done about location of lights because their mark-

ing function fairly well dictates it. If a light does not have to

be high, however, it should not be mounted high. Rapid bulb replace-

ment is important.

niv
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WORK UNIT COD 44111 IT' M Wine Tip Light AIRCRAFT A-h

LOCATIO : Outer Wing Tip

SUPPORT EQUIF-IT: Aircraft power

ACCESS: Remove clamp/bracket
Slide lens assembly forward and remove

- P9EMOVAL: Remove buhlb.

it

-iNSTALLATION: Replace bulb.

' -C.OSE W'p: Replace lens and bracket on assembly

ANALYST'S OPINION: When the assembly is replaced, the cables must be spliced.
This splicing should be eliminated by using a terminal block for the leads.

I

74



WORK UNIT CODF 44113 IT,M Tail Light AIRCRAFT A-4

LOCATION: Lower Tail Section

SUPPORT EQUIFTEI4: Maintenance stand
Aircraft power

ACCESS: Remove lens cover

REMOVAL: 1. Remove three (3) bolts securing lens assembly
2. Remove two (2) bolts from right side of tail to remove assembly
3. Replace faulty bulb

INSTALLATION: Reverse of removal

SFIUNCT]ONAL CHECK: Check light

SI.

TEST EUIPMENT: Aircraft power.

A I 1

CLOSE l1: Replace lens cover

4' ANALYST'S OPINION: Removal/replacement is simple, hovever, if and when the light

assembly is replaced the leads for the light must be spliced to the aeft cables.
This installation could be improved by having a terminal block for the power leads
rather than splicing the wires.

10_____
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WORK UNIT COD' ;- 41ii 17 M Lower Anti-Collision Light AIRCRAFT A-4

LOCATION: Aft of Left Gear

SUPPORT EQUTPY-Eqrr: Aircraft Power

ACCESS: Remove bclt securing the l-ns
Move lens forward to remove

M-'MOVAL: Remove faulty bulb.

ITISTALLATION: Replace bulb.

FINCT]ONAL ('HbCK: Check light

I TEST E(UIP1NvEN: .ir-i-t Tow..er.

(X,',OSE IP: Replace lens cover and secure

1!.! ANALYST'S OPNIiON: The use of this type light simplified the replacement of bad

g bulbs.

- - 3



WORK UNIT COD)E 442115 ITEM Position Lights AIRCRAFT A-6

LOCATI'ON: Wing Tip

SUPPORT EQUIPMENT: Maintenance stand

ACCESS: Open speed brake (operate system)

REMOVAL: 1. Remove U screws on the outside securing the shield and one screw on
the back of the shield (accessible through the speed brake area)

2. Remove light assembly.

INSTALIATION: Reverse of removal

I FUNCTIONAL CHECK: Check light

TEST EQUIPMENT: Aircraft Power

V

ICLOSE UP: Close speed brake by operating system

ANALYST'S OPINIO: Speed brake must be operated before light assembly shield
can be removed. Inapection of a nuuber of light assemblies indicate the screw
in the back of the asseably is not always installed or is stripped. Evaluation
of a wing assemly removal indicates the removal/installation should be modi-
fied and/or technical publication be provided to insure proper removal and in-
stallation.

- --- - - - -



WORK UNIT CODE 441 5 ITEM Tall Lit, AIRCRAFT A-7

LOCATION: Vertical stabilizer above rudder and below stabilizer fiberglass fairing.

SUPPORT EQUIPMENT: High work stand which will permit climbing to the top of the
Aaft end of vertical stabilizer.

_ _ACCESS: Remoe 6 flat head screws securing lens retainer.
(Note. there is a tail light on each side of the vertical stabilizer)

REMOVAL: 1. Pry retainer ring from recess.
~2. Remove lens.

3. Remove and replace bulb.

INSTALLATION: 1. Position lens in recess.
2. Install retainer ring by seeing that notch in lens mtches

notch in retainer ring.

FUNCTIONAL CHECK: Verify position light operates and flashes as required.

7 - TEST EQUIPMENT: External electrical power test stand

0 1 CLOSE UP: Install 6 screws retaining white lens and retainer ring.

, ANALYST'S OPINIOn: No provisions seem apparent for removing retainer without
*1 :I4}idamaging either or both retainer ring and lens. Ring looks as if It has to be

pryed out so that lens can be removed to change bulb. It would have beenI desirable to provide a better means by which to remove the retainer ring. It
also appears that even with the screws out that removal of the ring could be
difficult requiring removing access panels forward of tne light assembly to
facilitate prying the lens and retainer ring frcm these accesses. This method

could also result in breaking the lens while prying from the adjacent access
cavity.



WORK UNIT CODE 44232 ITEM WING TIP LIGHT AIRCRAFT F-4

LOCATION: Wing Tip - One each on Leading and Trailing Edge j

SUPPORT EQUIPENT: Work Stand

ACCESS: Extend Wings or use Work Stand

REMOVAL: 1. Remove 8 screws - front, 6 screws - rear.
2. Disconnect wires from terminal.

INSTALLATION: Reverse of removal procedures

FUNCTIONAL CHECK: Visual check of lights

{ TEST EQUIPMENT: External electrical power

CLOSk; UP: None

ANALYST'S OPINION: A fairly standard installation. It is easily removed
although a workstand is required. It is possible to accomplish this task

"I with the wings folded if a tall workstand is available. With wings spread,
jit can be accomplished while standing on the deck and wing surface without

the use of a workstand.

jv



I WORK UNIT COIY 1h1?23 ITEM TAIL LIGHT AIRCRAFT F-4

LOCATION: Top of Tail

,UPPORT EQUIPNNT: Tall Stand

ACCESS I Panel - 110 screws

REMOVAL: 1. Remove ( screws
2. Disconnect from Terminal Strip
1. Pull wires thru structure (tracer string required) and remove light.

INSTALLATTON: Reverse removal procedure.
(Use tracer string to Dull wires thru structure)

i -

FUNCTIONAL CHECK: Check bulb for illuminal ion.

.,"ST E1UINT: External electrical Power

',OSE UP: 1 Panel

ciz

A| LAJYST'S OPINION: This is not a good installation. The terminal strip is a foot
or more from the light. A tracer string must be attached to the wires during

zremoval so the new wires can be pulled into place. The tail light need not be
mounted this high on the airplane. Since it shines only to the side and rear, it
could be mounted on the aft point of the fuselage.

r?



Ed
WORK UNIT CODE 44224 ITEM ANTI-COLLISION -LIGHTS AIRCRAFT F-4

LOCATION: Upper Leading Edge of Fin

ISUPPORT EQUIPMENT: Work Stand

ACCESS: None

REMOVAL: 1. Remove 14 screws and remove assy
2. Disconnect 2 wires from terminals

INSTALLATION: Reverse removal procedures

FUNCTIONAI. CHECK: Check lights for illumination j

TEST EQUIPMENT: External electrical Power[

CLOSE UP: None

tiI ANALYST'S OPINION~: Except for the height, this is a good installation. The
ii assembly comes off intact.[

AjLA



! WORK UNIT CODE 44113 ITEM Wing Position Light AIRCRAFT F-14

1 LOCATION: Each wing tip

SUPPORT EQUIPMENT: Work stand

ACCESS: Lens fairing (10 screws) and lens

I

REMOVAL: 1. Remove 4 screws
2. Remove 2 wires (held with nuts to terminals)

INSTALLATION: Reverse of removal.

.1

T FUNCTIONAL CHECK: Visual light check

TEST EQUIPMENT: Electrical power

CLOSE UP: Install lens fairing and lens

ANALYST'S OPINION: This is a fairly standard installation. The bulo can be

changed By removing the lens fairing and lens. High wing and big airplane
1require a workstand. An adventurous soul could change the assembly while lying

on the wing. It can be changed with the wing swept.

r ,
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WORK UNIT CODE 44111 ITEM Tail Liaht AIRCRAF FT14

LOCATION: Aft End. f Fuselage I

SUPPORT EQUIPMENT: None

V] ACCESS: None

REMOVAL: 1. Remove 12 screws
2. Remove 2 wires (nuts)
3. Remove assembly

INSTALLATION: Reverse of removal

I [

FUNCTIONAL CHECK: Visual check of lights

TEST EQUIPMENT: Electrical Power

CLOSE UP: None

ANALYST'S OPINIO: A good installation except for the 12 screws that hold item
to the airplane. Access is frum deck level and tasks are simple.

- - - - - -- " 2- 
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WORK UNIT CODE 44140 ITEM Anticollsinn Maght.s AIRCRAFT F-

LOCATION: Forward Tip L/H Fin.
Aft Tip R/H fin
Nose fairing

SUPPORT EQUIPMNT: Very tall stand

ACCESS; Lens fairing (12 screws LH, 14 screws RH and nose)

REMOVAL: 1. Remove fairing

2. Remove 4 screws
3. Disconnect plug

INSTALLATION: Reverse of removal

FUNCTIONAL CHECK: Visual check of lights

! I.

, -TEST EQUIPMENT: Electrical Power

LIP CLOSE UP: Install lens fairing

ANALYST'S OPINION: The object of anti-collision lights is to be seen from all
angles. This objective is accomplished very well in this installation but to
the detriment of maintenance. The fin mounted lights are very high off the deckmaking them difficult to work on. Considering the shadow area of the fins in

reference to any other location makes it obvious that this is the best possible.Otlerwise this is a good installation.

t2?



WORK UNIT CODE 4 421 ITEM Tail Light AIRCRAFT AV-8

LOCATION: End of Fuselage

SUPPORT EQUIPMENT: None

ACCESS: None

ii
REMOVAL: 1. Remove 2 camlocks.

2. Remove cover.
3. Remove 3 screws.
4. Disconnect 2 wires.
5. Remove assy.

INSTALLATION:

Reverse removal procedure.

I

FUNCTIONAL CHECK: Visual check of lights.

TEST EQUIPMENT: External electric power.

CLOSE UP: None

HANALYST'S OPINICN: A remarkably good installation. Access is quicker than most

lights and removal is quite simple. It is easily reached from the deck.

-A,
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WORK UNIT CODE 44212 ITEM Anti Collision Lights AIRCRAFT AV-8

LOCATION: Over" ,7 fairing

SUPPORT EQUIPMENT: Workstand

ACCESS: 1 Access panel (16 SPF, 7 allen screws).

REMOVAL:
1. Disconnect cannon plug.
2. Remove glass 1 screw.
3. Remove light assy 2 screw.

INSTALLATION: Reverse removal procedure.

FUNCTIONAL CHECK: Visual check of lights.

TEST EQUIPMENT: External electric power.

CLOSE UP: Install access panel.

I-

ANALYST'S OPINICK: A good installation. Access is good and tasks are simple.
I H-Looking at items mounted within the compartment that is covered by the panel to

which the light is mounted, this arrangement degrades access. It adds weight
and bulk to the panel and requires care in handling that creates problems in
working on those other systems.

[ -



£Y[TEM: 45 Hydraulic Systems

,O.!SNCLA' I ,': Reservoir (PC or Flight Control)

"q1C: A-h: A-6: A-7: 4521.3 F-h: 451.2A

0-8: 45112 F-14 : 45112 AV-8: 45112

GENERAL OBSERVATIONS: Replacement is generally difficult in most airplanes.

The A-7 PC-l and PC-2 reservoirs are the most accessible with the

reservoirs mounted in the wheel well. Because of the function of

the reservoir, servicing and bleeding are critical parts of the

procedure.

DESIRABLE FEATURES: 1. The access to the F-h and A-7 reservoirs is excel-

lent. 2. The ability of the nuantity indicators in the A-7 to

show air inclusion and good access make frenuent inspection for air

feasible. 3. In all cases, once access is gained, removal tasks

are nuite simnle.

" UUNDESIRABLE FEATURES: 1. Access is of considerable concern in most instal-

lations. The AV-8 renuires wing removal. This appears to be

i exhorbitant no matter how easily the wing is removed. The F-8 re-

if~quires engine removal. The F-P4 involves large access panels and

complete removalof n--.he-wy hydraulic lines. Except to the A-7

and F-4, not enough attention was given to the removal problem. In

the F-14 this is disappointing because, not only is it the ne-e-,t re-

sign, the access looks so good to the casual observer.

4v



SYSTEM: 45. Hdraulic Systems

NOMENCIATURE: Reservoir (PC or Flight Control)

ADDITIONAL REMARKS: Component design has not kept up with such features as

cryogenic or brazed hydraulic line fittings. Lines using this type

of fitting are inflexible and cannot be loosened by backing off the

next connector down the line. When lines enter a component from both

sides, a whole cluster of lines must be removed to release the com-

ponent. Brazed or cryogenic fittings are excellent for eliminating

leaks at fittings but component design must evolve to one sided

hookup to facilitate removal.

"I
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!-ORK V'INT CODF hr'21? tTE PC-2 !lydr-aulic Reservoir AIRRF -

.XCA'fOt: AftnEd of Ril 1rneel 'ClI.

ThPPTOW- ;UTPMENT: External Hydraulic Power

"T None

E~M VAL: 1*Connect exte'-nal hydraulic norrer to -round test quiek-lis r-onnect-s, and
bleed reservoi~r until indi-ator oliovn empt.

2* irconnect hi n~trnssure line connectel 114-1 h n ressiLre nort on reser-

K -)i -connect:. r, tr-rn 1:,-,te-n tube assempblies -onne' --ed to reservoir return

1.Remove aft i nbra r noer n'ttac-- boll.. t-v-o nutboard -n-t attach bolt.,
and Iloosen for.-ard ?-bolt assembly.

5. Disengape T-bolt an-] -rlmnve reservoir fro- -1heel -.ell.

TNSTALUITTON: 1. ofr'' renovnl
2. ?'ior to -r-imltional check, reservoir h-is to be filled and aircraft

h;draul) c system has to be !~o-pletey bled.

.UNC'1NALCHWK: ?essurize svst-em to verify leaks
Perform 1-virqulc !-vster~ :ait c-ck

L V KS Q1C~T jrr cssem fill stand

Rxternal. hyd.-rau1in and el ef-tricel 1 ov.er

CLOSE UP: None

ANIALYST'S OPINION: Reservoir is a boot-strap ty.pe of reservoir, vhich by design
will pressurize thF aircraft return lines. Sysi or. fluid flo~i loc-sn't pass tbrough the
reservoir, but merely Supplies flowy durinr high cystle-' demandr. Eqec-use of this factor,
bleedinr the! reservoir and aircra't hZ,0-aul.i- s-:31kem qre rel~'tively complex renuiring
that aircraft and reservoir be bled with miniMUM Drecsure on re'turn side of syrstem. This

Efeature requires specific airnlane2 bleediar' ivor-elires as well a,- znDe-ial considera-tions
coneringth eternal hydraulic nrirtest st-'nds. Stand has to have the caDability
of oeratng i eiher "oen" or "closed" system modes. Al-co, when bleeding the PC-?

(sen continuntion sheet)



CONTINUATION SiEET :

Sf WORK UNTT CODE 45213 ITEM P0-2 Hydraulic Reservoir A i iIAYT A-7

ANALYST'S OPINION: (Continued)

system, the other intact system(s) (PC-I and PC-3) have to be pressurized so that

air is not induced into these systems. Airplane and AGE requirements are important
considerations that influence the time necessary to accomplish servicing and bleed-
ing.

Reservoir attach hardware is fairly easy to get at except the inboard aft upper
bolt attaching reservoir to the structure. The wheel well is fairly densely packaged,
and is a factor in hindering attach hardware removal. Reservoir draining is not a
difficult task because requirement can be quickly accomplished by operating test stand
in and open loop configuration. Because reservoir is practically the lowest point in
the system, the potential for excessive fluid drainage during removal can occur which
will have to be completely taken care of during the bleeding operation. The non-
pressurized side of the reservoir piston is vented to the well through a breather
type device mounted on the reservoir housing cover and indicator assembly. Over an
extended period of time, the vented side of the reservoir ingests wheel well and
atmospheric contaminants which are deposited on the inside of the reservoir housing
bore. Reservoir piston movement in the housing will result in contaminants being
imbeded into the piston seal as piston moves to wipe contaminants from the bore. The
net result is that reservoir leakage will eventually occur because of worn seals.
A different venting arrangement, or at least venting to a cleaner area could poten-
tially improve piston seal life and reduce the intervals between removals.

Ii

I
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( WORK UNIT CODE 4512A ITEM PC2 SYS RESERVOIR AIRCRAFT F-h

I LOCATION: Bottom of Wing Forward of Wheel Well

SUPPORT EQUIPMENT: Hydraulic and Electrical Power

ACCESS: 1 Panel (12 DIS)1
REMOVAL: 1. DepreLsurize

2. Disconnect system
3. Remove 4 mounting screws
4. Lower reservoir

INSTALLATION: 1. Reverse removal procedure

2. Service reservoir
*1 3. Bleed reservoir

FUNCTIONAL CHECK: Leak check

tj -|

, TEST EQUIPMENT: External hydraulic power

2'I External electric power

CLOSE UP: 1 Panel

ANALYST'S OPINION: This item is conveniently located behind a quickly opened
FI access panel. Tasks are simple and easily performed. This is a good

installation.

41A
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WORK UNIJT CODE 45112 ITEM PC Reservoir AIRC:IW"A F-8

LOCATION: Aft of Fuselage Mid Section

SUPPORT EQUIPMEN'T: Hydraulic test stand

Nitrogen servicing stand

ACCESS: I Panel (19 fasteners)
Remove aft section and engine

REMOVAL: 1. Loosen 19 camlock to wing pivot area hinged access plate.
2. Remove several items and remove 1 bolt securing forward end of Ii

reservoir.
3. Remove engine and tail section.
4. Remove hydraulic and air lines.
5. Loosen clamp bolts and open clamp.6. Remove reservoir.

INSTALLATION: 1. Reverse of removal.
2. Service reservoir.

FUNCTIONAL C{ECK: Perform engine run to check system and check for leaks.

TEST EQUIPMENT: Equipment required for engine run.I'

CLOSE UP: Replace removed access panel.
Re-install aft section and engine.

ANALYST'S OPINICN: Reservoir is not easy to remove and replace because of having
to remove tail section and engine, and is a very poor maintainability feature. If
a leak occurs durfng the functional check after maintenance, the engine and tail
section will have to be removed to correct problem.

I
I



I WORK UNIT CODE 45112 ITEM t Sys Hvdr RRgsfCryir AIRCRAFT

LOCATION: Right hand sponson

SUPPORT EQUIMENT: Workstand
Hydraulic Power

ACCESS: 1 panel (approximately 125 fasteners)
1 plate (11 screws)
1 plate (40 fasteners)

REMOVAL: 1. Disconnect 7 hydraulic lines
2. Remove cluster of lines (3 nuts, 3 clamps)
3. Remove 2 support clamps
4. Remove reservoir

INSTALLATION: 1. Reverse of removal.
2. Service.
3. Bleed.

FUNCTIONAL CHECK: Leak check

TEST EQUIPMENT: Hydraulic Power

CLOSE UP: Install 3 panels

ANALYST'S OPINION: This could have been a very acceptable installation had it not
• Ibeen for exhorbit-ntly large access requirement. One very large panel must be

Ii I removed only to :ind that the component extends beyond the opening and two other
panels must come off. The large cluster of hydraulic tubes routed below the
reservoir prevent removing the component from the mounts unless they are first
removed. Actually, orientation of the fittings is such that most of that cluster
would have to be removed in order to get the lines to release the reservoir.

~( '-AAI



WORK UNIT CODE 45.2 ITEM &yd Reservoir AIRCRAFT AV-8

LOCATION: Mid Fuselage, Below Wing

SUPPORT EQUIPMEINT: Hydraulic power Wing sling Wing stand
Jacking cradle, fore and aft Hoist
4 jacks Workstand

ACCESS; Remove wing

REMOVAL: 1. Remove 4 hydraulic lines
2. Remove 2 forward bolts
3. Remove 1 large b-nut aft
i . Remove reservoir

INSTALLATION: 1. Reverse removal procedure.
2. Bleed and service reservoir.

4
.1

FUNCTIONAL CHECK: Leak check.
Checkout systems in wing.

TEST EQUIPMEN: External hydraulic power
External electrical power

CLOSE UP: Replace wing

ANALYST'S OPINION: One additional access panel would have made this an

acceptable installation. To remov2 the wing for this
simple job is..totally unacceptable. Weight saving has
been carried too far in this case. Once the wing isgone, the job isquite easy. i

.
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I' Y S.EM: 47 Oxygen System

f NO! ENCLATURE: Liquid Oxygen (LOX) Converter

T!UC: A-L: 47111 A-6: A-7: 47111 F-4: 47111

i F-8: 47115 F-14: 47111 AV-8: 47111

GENERAL OBSERVATIONS: The LOX converter is a standardized, GFE item and, except

for location, is identical in all aircraft except the F-8. The other

installations reflect the replacement for replenishment aspect and are

iI easily reached. The F-8 is serviced in the airplane and accordingly is

more difficult to remove.

DESIRABLE FEATURES: Generally all are accessible and easily removed.

UNDESIRABLE FEATURES: 1. The F-8 is not designed for rapid replacement as is

I required today. 2. Access through the main wheel well of the AV-8 is

less convenient than the other aircraft.

ADDITIONAL REMARKS: Except as noted, the installations must all be considered

( good. The CFE LOX package is well done.

I ,
!f
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WORK UNIT CODE, 47111 IT M LOX Converter AIRCRAFT A-4

LOCATION: Aft Aircraft Compartment

SUPPORT EQUIP'I": None

ACCESS: Open two latches and lower door

REMOVA,: 1. Remove two quick disconnect
12. Loosen two thumb screw tie downs
3. Remove LOX converter

INSTALLATION: Reverse of removal

I FUINCTJIONAL CUMCK None

TEST ECUIPMENT: None

CLOSE bP: Close access panel

14 ANALYST'S OPINION: Locationi and installation is very good. The LOX converter can
be removed/replaced at ground without special tools. Access to the converter is

I excellent.

nwr'
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WORK UNIT CODE 47111 ITEM LOX Converter AIRCRAFT A-6

LOCATION: Aft Fuselage

SUPPORT EQUIPMENT: None

ACCESS: Open Access Panel

REMOVAL: 1. Remove 2 quick disconnects
2. Remove one tie down bolt
3. Remove LOX Converter

INSTALIATION: Reverse of removal.

FUNCTIONAL CHECK: None

r TEST EQUIPMENT: None

CLOSE UP: Close panel

A ALYST'S OPINION: Good access and good installation.

"ZK;
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WORK UNIT CODE 47111-- i M LOX Converter AIRCRAFT A-7

41 LOCATION: Lower Left Hand Side of Forward Fuselage

SUPPORT EQUTPY.T: None

ACCESS: Hinged Panel ( 4 latches)

REMOVAL: 1. Remove 2 quick disconnects
2. Loosen 2 thumbscrew tie down
3. Remove converter

INSTALIATION: Reverse of removal

FTUNCT]ONAL CHECK: None

SJ TEST UIPMENT: None

CLOSE U : Close access

4. : ANALYST'S OPINION: Very good access. The door is hinged at the bottom and stayed
at just below horizontal with a cable. There is a natural tendency to lean on this
door while installing the bottle and it also makes a good table on which to set
tools, components, etc. Door stay failures result. It would be preferable to
strengthen the door and stay rather than to try to limit its utility as a platform.

_ -'- - - -l



WORK UNIT CODE 4711. ITEM LOX CONVERTER AIRCRAFT F-4

LOCATION: Aft of Nose Wheel

SUPPORT EQUIPMENT: None

ACCESS: 1 Panel (17 DZUS & Hinge)

REMOVAL: 1. Remove two quick disconnects.
2. Loosen two thumb screw tie downs.
3. Remove LUX Converter

INSTALLATION: Reverse of removal

II

FUNCTIONAL CHECK: None

TEST EQUIPMENT: None

I

CLOSE UP: 1 Panel

A2 ALYST'S OPINICK: A standard installation. It is not as convenient as most
because of the 17 fasteners. These are quick release type; and, while not asdesirable as latches# are- aeaeptabla ....

A w=.[ o



I WORK UNIT CODE 47115 ITEM LCO Converter AIRCRAvT F-8

LOCATION: Right side of the canopy deck area.

SUPPORT EQUIPMENT: None

ACCESS: Removal of the unit requires removing the canopy.

REMOvAL: Normal servicing of the LOX converter does not require removing the unit.
Service port is located on the right side (ground level) of the aircraft.
Should the LOX converter require removal, the canopy must be removed, the
oxygen system must be depleted, various lines must be disconnected and the
four bolts must be removed.

I
FUNCTIONAL CHECK. Unit is checked using ground service cart to determine proper

I operation and/or fix leaks.

1I~,TEST EQUIPMENT: LOX Cart

CLOSE UP: If LOX converter is removed the canopy must be replaced.

A-ALYST'S OPINION: Very poor installation. Current Navy directives require LOX

converter be removed and replaced as a service action.



L
WORK UNIT CODE 47111 ITEM IM Converter AIRCRAFT F-14

LOCATION: Low, right hand side of nose

iT SUPPORT EQUIPMENT: None

ACCESS: 1 panel (4 latches)

REMOVAL: 1. Remove 2 quick disconnects
2. Loosen 2 thumbscrew tiedoms
3. Remove LOX converter

INSTALLATION: Reverse of removal

mL

FUNCTIONAL CHECK: None .

ITEST EQJIPNE~r: None

CLOSE UP:Close access

ANALYST'S OPINICN: Good access, good installation.

4U,
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WORK UNIT CODE 47111 ITEM Container Package (LOX) AIRCRAFT AV-8

j LOCATION: Aft of MIG WellrI
SUPPORT EQUIPMENT: None

ACCESS: Through MG Well

1 Panel (hinged, 2 screws)

REMOVAL: 1. Remove two quick disconnects.
2. Loosen two thumb screw tic downs.
3. Remove LOX converter.

INSTALLATION: Reverse removal procedure.

I

FUNCTIORAL CHECK: None

e1

I TEST EQUIPMENT: None

I CLOSE UP: Replace panel.

ANALYST'S 0PlI(X: A clever way to utilize the tailcone area. Access thru the
wheel well is cramped and handling a full bottle in this
area might be a problem. The bottle ib the sane GFE ccumponent
used in other aircraft and differs only in location.

4SI
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I SYSTEM: 75 Weapons Delivery

SNOMENCLATURE: M6lAl Gun/Amo Drum

WUC: Gun: A-7: Y01 F-14: 756u

Drum: A-7: 75531 F-14: 75631PI
GENERAL OBSERVATIONS: The A-7 and F-I4 are the only aircraft currently equipped

with the M61Al gun. For this reaon, the gun (a GFE item) and the

j drum are considered together. The gun system is quite complex and

requires accurate interface timing.I

DESIRABLE FEATURES: 1. The guns are attached with quick release pins and dr

not require boresighting after replacement. 2. The F-14 has remov-

able frames over the gun barrels which allow removal of the gun with-

1out removing the barrels. Barrel removal with the gun installed is

also simplified. 3. The low mounted drum in the F-14 allows removal

with a dolly rather than hoist. 4. The F-14 blast port need not be

removed during gun removal.

~ I UNDESIRABLE FEATURES: 1. Critical timing, particularly at the drum entrance

unit interface, complicates removal and installation of the drum.

2. The A-7 gun access is complicated and time consumi g. Gun gas

shrouds are especially difficult. After access is gained, the gun

cannot be removed with the barrels attached. 3. The A-7 blast port

and gas sea! require close tolerance adjustment. The blast port nst

be removed during gun or barrels removal.

a i -



L
RYSTEM: 75 Weapons Delivery

NOMENCLATURE: )61A1 Gun/A, Drum
L

ADDITIONAL REMARKS: Although the F-I4 has several advantages, the installa-

tion is still cramped, specially around the ammunition chute runs

and their interfaces with the end units. The chutes and conveyor

are critical parts of this system. Future designs should stress im-

proved hookup and timing on all the interfaces.

L

10

L
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WORK UNIT CODE 75510 lT. M Automatic Gun Installation AIRCRAT A-7

I LOCATION: Left Hand Nose Section

Multi-purpose dolly and adapter
SUPPORT EQUIPMENT: Transfer unit timing lock pin

Transfer unit support

1 Panel 31 screws 1 Panel 23 SPF
ACCESS: 1 Panel 18 screws 1 Panel 17 screws

I 1 Panel 17 SPF Gas shroud (4 zippers, 10 snaps)
1 Panel 48 SPF

°I REMOVAL:
1. Disconnect gun firing connector
2. Disconnect clearing solenoid connector1 3. Time gun and disconnect transfer unit (2 quick release pins), support

transfer unit
4. Disconnect gun drive assembly (quick disconnect)
5. Remove muzzle clamp, mid-barrel clamp and barrels
6. Position multi-purpose dolly and connect to housingS|7. Support gun, disconnect aft mount (1 quick release pin)
8. Remove forward mount quick release pins (2)
9. Lower gun

INSTALIATIQI: (Timing between gun and transfer unit is critical on installation)

Re-Install in reverse order of removal

FUNCTIONAL CHECK: Rotate gun by hand
Check electrical circuitsI

TEST ECUIPMENT: Hand crank
(iI External electric power

CLOSE UP: Re-install gas shroud
Re-install 6 vinels

.;-I

4-.ANALYST'S OPII: Aircraft structure requires removal of gun barrels to remove
Sgun." Barrel removal accounts for I to 2/3 of task time. Gas shroud inhibits any

! ~ access to gun housing and is tedious to open and close.

Gun can be removed with transfer unit installed if mounting pins are distortedI by hard gun jam.

The quick release pins in the gun mount are excellent. Boresighting in not
required for a gun replacement.



WORK UNIT CODE 75611 ITEM )nlAl AutO ip run AIRCRAFT F-14

LOCATION: Left hand side of nose

SUPPORT EQUIPMENT: Hoist (Aero, 67 on Aero 21 skid)

ACCESS: 1 panel (25 fasteners)
1 panel (30 fasteaers, purge door ball lock pin)
1 removable frame (2 ball lock pins)

REMOVAL: 1. Remove ground strap
2. Disconnect firing lead (l plug)
3. Disconnect clearing sector solenoid (l plug)
4. Disconnect gun drive quick disconnect
5. Swing aft mount inboard (1 ball lock pin)
6. Remove transfer loader (2 ball lock pins)
7. Support weight on bomb hoist
8. Remove 2 forward mount ball lock pins
9. Slide gun out and aft

INSTALLATION: Reverse of removal

m-A

L

FUNCTIONAL CHECK: Crank gun system manually

rTEST EQIMN:Hand crank

CLOSE U:Lstall Dle t-

ANALYST'S OPIICI: Very good vccess. Reasonably few fasteners --e involved.
The removable frame allows gun to be removed without prior barrel rioval.
There is no need to remove the blastport; -The gun is fairly high in tbz air
but easily reached frm the deck.

4
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WORK UNIT CODE 75531 ITM Drum Assembly AIRCRAFT A-7..... . [ 
____-_[

LOCATION: Top, Fuselage Forward Section

SUPPORT EQUIPMENT: Sling, drum hoist, transporter
Handcrank

ACCESS: 1 Panel 20 SPF
1 Panel 30 SF
1 Panel 416 SPF

REMOVAL:
1. Time drum, remove return and feed chutes from end units
2. Break conveyor at ena units 1 1 screw each place)
3. Disconnect drum drive (1 bolt)
4. Disconnect LR switch on exit unit (1 connector)
5. Remove four (4) mounting bolts
6. Install sling
7. Hoist drum from compartment
8. Lower to transporter
9. Remove bypass chute

INSTALIATICN: Reverse removal operations

FUNCTIONAL CHECK: Handcrank operation to ensure proper hook-up and no binding., Check conveyor tension

I

TES E(:U M Hadca

: CLOSE UP: Re-install 3 panels.

ANALYST'S OPINION: Conveyor connectioni are difficult to accomplish, particularly
S I |at entrance unit end. All conveyor elements must be engaged in chute trackways or

damage to unit will result. Some organizations remove entrance and exit uaits to
replace drum. Entrance unit has critical timing which requires better view access

' I than is available in airplane. Severe #aweme oo gn system can occur if improperly
installed. Follow-on d'signs by GE have eliminated the critical timing problem.

- -
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WORK UNIT CODE 75631 ITEM Drum Unit AssembLy . AIRCRAFT F-14

LOCATION: Lower left side of fuselage, just below duct.

SUPPORT EQUIPMENT: Removal dolly

ACCESS, 1 panel (14 fasteners) (overlaps next panel)

1 panel (24 fasteners) (overlapped by first panel)

1 panel (24 fasteners, 1 screw, 6 bolts)

REMOVAL: 1. Time system

2. Disconnect exit unit (2 screws, 2 nuts on studs, 1 plug)
3. Disconnect entrance unit (2 screws, 2 nuts on stubs, 1 purge hose)
4. Disconnect drive unit (i quick disconnect)

V 5. Support drum and remove upper bolt
6. Rotate drum outboard and remove 2 lower bolts
7. Remove drum

INSTALLATION: Reverse of removal (Note: Timing of the entrance unit is critical
and complex).

I

FUNCTIONAL CHECK: Crank system manually
Check conveyor tension

i i

TEST EQUIPMENT: Hand crank

CLOSE UP: Reinstall 3 panels

ANALYST'S OPINION: This installation is convenient and access involves a reason-
able number of fasteners for this big a component. It is quite difficult to get
a tool on the screws and huts seciing the entkadce and exit units because of the
drum shape and the chutes. Work can be accomplished from deck level. The observer
is concerned with the critical timing of the entrance unit to the drum during instal-
lation.Not all of the possible timing positions of the entrance unit can be used,
If the system is not timd to the proper position during dr= removal serious
difficulties will be encountered in achieving that position prior to installati.
Mistiming of either the exit or entrance unit Will result in a severe system Jam.



SECTION II
AVIONICS SYSTEMS
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INSTRUMENT SYSTEMS

AIRCRAFT FLIGHT INSTRUMENTS
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INSTRUMENT SYSTEMS

I CONTENTS

COMPONENT A-4 A-6 A-7 F-4 F-8 F-14 _v-__

V Aircraft Flight Instruments 5121.h 51h12 5111F 5142 3  515hi 51371 51221

51215 51413 51i18 512441 51442 5]3hl 51313

51415 51731 5111A 51844 51131 51521 51312

51116 51111 51153 51113 51133 51131 51112

51117 51118 51152 51111 51111 51116

3
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SYSTEM: 51 Instruments

NOMENCLATURE: Aircraft Flight Instruments

51214 51412 5111i 5142351215 51413 51118 51441

51415 51711 5131A 51844
51116 51111 51153 51113

WUC: A-4: 51117 A-6: 51118 A-7: 51152 F- 4 : 5111

51541 51371 51221
51442 51341 51313
51131 51521 51312

F-8: 51133 51131 5il.12
F-14: 51111 AV-8: 51116

GENERAL OBSERVATIONS: This summary incorporates comments for the five

cockpit instruments studied: EGT Indicator, Fuel Flow Indi-

cator, Fuel Quantity Indicator, Airspeed Mach Indicator and

Counter Drum Altimeter. All the instruments are panel or

console mounted and by necessity required canopy opening and

the required GSE, if any, for the mechanic to climb into the

-cockpit. In general, the installations were straight-forward

and tasks were simple.

I DESIRABLE FEATURES: 1. The F-14 installations utilize an aircraft in-

stalled master instrument test check instrument (BIT) to check

out replaced indicators. This very worthwhile feature provides

a fast, accurate, simple check of the instrument, in most cases,

, F without additional test sets. The engine run required by other

2 aircraft for the EGT ..nd fuel flow indicators is eliminated by

i L l this internal test set. 2. The use of a rack and panel installa-

tion in the A-7 airspeed mach indicator is outstanding for its

ease of removal and installation. This installation eliminates

the awkward handling of pneumatic hose/line connections comn to

airspeed/altimeter indicators.

UNDESIRABLE FEATURES: 1. Requirements to perform an engine run to opera-4'' tionally checkout an instrument is undesirable. The cost of de-

signing a test set to check out the instrment or designing a

,!



SYSTEM: 51 Instruments

NQMENCLATURE: Aircraft Flight Instruments

UNDESIRABLE FEATURES: (Cont.)

system which requires no check is well invested capital compared

to the manhour and fuel expense of turning an engine each time the

EGT or fuel flow indicator is replas' ,f 2. The necessity to re-

move adjacent panels or controls to ga.t access for removal is very U
poor on an instrument panel. Instruments should be able to be re-

moved without disturbing any other components. 3. Many of the
installations do not provide enough slack in wiring harnesses or

pneumatic hose assemblies to allow easy removal once several con-

nector repairs have been made. Lack of slack necessitates rem-,!al

of adjacent instruments in order to remove connectors. The F-I4

counter drum altimeter installation, an exception, has been de-

signed with sufficient slack to make several repairs. 4. Where

face plates are involved, the plates should be an integral portion

of the indicator and not require prior removal as in the A-6 EGT

and fuel flow indicators.

ADDITIONAL REKARKS: Indicator installations should make optimum use of rack

and panel connectors, quick release connectors and provide suff-

cient repair slack in harness/hoses to avoid removal of other com-
ponefts. Inclusion of built-in-test devices should be emphasized

as a valuable maintenance tool.

' A comon problem involving engine instruments is worthy of

comment. In many cases, an instrument such as TOT or Exhaust Gas

Temperature Gage can be installed and the instrument adequately

. checked by DIT or other simple test. Criticality of the engine

instruments, however, dictates that the system be checked to ensure

system function. This currently requires engine run and use of the

; appropriate engine test equipment. The philosophy of requiring a
system check in addition to ccmponent check is not arguable. Common

| .sense and caution both confirm this is the time to do it. What is

needed is a reasonably simple method to substitute test equipment for

the engine run. Spotting and preparing an aircraft for engine run is

extremely time consuming, particularly on a carrier. Future aircraft

!V



SYSTEM: 51 Instruments

NOMENCLATURE: Aircraft Flight Instruments

ADDITIONAL REMAARKS: (Cont.)

and engine designs should consider inclusion of the capability to

test c itical instrument systems by use of test equipment or BIT.

5~



WORK UNIT CODE IT M RAl. r 'r1MP_ INDICATOR AIRCRAFT

LOCATION: Cockpit Instrument Panel

SUPPORT EQUIPIME: None

+• ACCESS:" Open canopy

REMOVAL:REMOVAL:1. Loosen screw on clamp securing indicator

2. Slide indicator out of panel
3. Remove electrical connector

INSTALLATION: Reverse of removal

FIUNCTIONAL CHECK: Indicator checked at engine run-up

I ~ TEST EQUIMEN: Engine Run Up/Checkout Equipment

~iI iJOS UP: Close canopy

I

, IANALYST'S OPNION: The removal/replacement of the indicator is a very simple

task. The major concern is the requirement for an engine run-up to functionally
check the indicator. Although this is common with other aircraft, a major improvement

can be made by designing a test set for this check and/or the indicators should be

calibrated in the maintenance- shop to make them'interchangeable with each aircraft.

t

4
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MOM F

rWORK UNIT CMFD 141 ITIM Pa -Tam AIRCRAT A-iV

LOCATION: Cockpit Instrument Panel

SUPPORT EQUIPMENT: None

AOpen canopy

REMOVAL: 1. Remove four screws to remove indicator face plate.

2. Remove four screws securing indicator
3. Remove indicator from instrument panel.
4 . Disconnect electrical cable.

INSTALLATION: Reverse of removal.
I

FUNCTIONAL CHECK: Indicator checked at engine run-up.

TEST EZUIPMENT: Engine Run Up/Checkout Equipment

i[1

CLOSE UP: Close canopy

ANALYST'S OPINI: The removal/replacement procedure can be improved by making the
indicator face plate a part of the indicator. Some procedure should be developed to -
delete the requirement for an engine run-up to functionally test the indicator. The
capability should exist to calibrate these indicators in the maintenance shop so as to

I make them interchangeable with each aircraft. The development of a universal tester

is more tan justified when the engine run-up, fuel, additional maintanance support
I needed .r. relocating the aircraft, additional manpower and the mnhours expended

in completing the functional test is considered.

i



I

i:ORK J1,.IT coi) 511UF iTEM" TURBINE OUTLET TEMPERATURE AIRcRAF-T A-7INDCAOR-

LOCATION: Instrument Panel

SUPPORT E(UIPMNT: None

[ ACCES " Open Canopy

~.......: 1. Remove 1 screw securing indicator to panel.
2. Slide indicator out from panel until sufficient access space to

connection is available.
1 3. Disconnect electrical connector.

INSTALLATION: Reverse of removal

i

SNCONAL ... Perform a functional check to ensure fail flag does not
appear and that instrument indicates ambient temperature.

Perform operational check during engine run-up.

TH FTK'TEIIP1UEN- Engine Run Equipmentil Engine Limiter Test Set

CLOSE UP: Close canopy

. ANALYST'S OPINICN: The remval/replacement of the indicator is good. The functional
check of the indicator is accomplished by verifying that the indicator does operate.
System checkout requires engine run-up.

-I
7
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WO]HK MNT CON. IT'- M T~ATOR AI1RCRAFT P-4]

,Ii

LOCATION: Cockpit Instrument Panel (front cockpit) U

SUPPORT EQUIP.M-T: None

ACCESS: Open canopy

REMOVAL: 1. Loosen screw on clamp securing indicator to panel.
2. Slide indicator from panel

: 3. Disconnect electrical connector
4. Remove indicator

~INSTALLATION: Reverse of removal

J

FIJNCTIONAL CHECK: Check indicator to ensure fail flag does not appear and instrument
W indicates ambient temperature. Operational check is accomplished during engine

run-up.

TEST ECUIPIMN': Engine Run-up and checkout equipment.

SCOSE UP: Close canopy

MAIALYST'S OPINION: The removal/replacement of the indicator is an easy task.

However, the functional test of the unit requires an engine run-up. This requirement
for an engine run-up also exists in other aircraft and is considered a major area
where improvements can be made. The installation/removal could be improved by
using a quick disconnect type connector rather than a screw-on.

L



I :WORK UNIT CODE 51541 !TEN' .EHAUM GAS MP. INDICATOR AIRCRA T F-8

LOCATION: Instrument Panel

6[
SUPPORT EQUIPM!fN: None

ACCESS: Open canopy

.1111VAL: 1. Remove four screws
2. Reve indicator from panel
3. Disconnect electrical cable.

INsTAITION: Reverse of removal

I

?IJNC'CJONAL CHEC1(: System checked during engine rim-up

i

TFIT F QUI?14TWT: Engine Rum-up and checkout equipment

CLOSE UP: Close canopy[.
ANALYST'S OPIWIaI: The installation/removal of the indicator in simple and easily

I "erformed. Major improvements can be ade by providing an indicator that is
interchangeable with all aircraft and one that does not need an engine run-up
to functionally check the indicator.

- - - ~ = ~ - -4



WORK UNIT CODE 51371. IEV TNDICATOR. ..- AIRCRAT F-14

. I LOCATION: L. H. Instrument Patel

SUPPORT EQUIT Pi,NTr: None
I II

ACCESS: Open Canopy

PI i\'OVPJL: 1. Remove 4 screws securing EGT indicator to instrument panel.
2. Slide indicator from panel.
3. Disconnect 2 electrical connectors.

INSTALLATION: Reverse of removal..; I
:1

:ICWJONA1, C'HECK: On board Mastei Teat Check (BIT), instrument function.

System function checked on engine run-up.

TST EWUIPI-7NT: Electrical power for BIT check

Engine run-up and checkout equipment

CLOSE UP: Close canopy

I ANALYST'S OPINION: Removal is possible without removing adjacent instruments. The
4 Master Test feature is excellent and saves considerable time. An engine run-up is

required after replacing the E)GT Indicator in the F-14 only to verify the total
system is functioning.

.4 
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" WORK UNIT CODE 51221 IT- M Jet Pipe Teoperatyre IndictolIRCRAI AV-8

LOCATION: Cockpit Instrument Panel

SUPPORT EQUIPME : Pilot's ladder

I ACCESS: Open canopy

REMOVAL: Looen one screw seciring indicator in the panel

§2. Slide indicator out of panel
3. Disconnect electrical connector

INSTALIATION: Reverse of removal

FINCTJONAL CHECK: Indicator operations checked during engine run-up.

I
TEST EQUIPMENT: Engine run-up and checkout equipment

Exhaust gas thermometer (6C/966)

CLOSE UP: Close canopy

AMALYST'9 OPINION: The removal/replacement of the indicator is a simple task

The requirement for an engine run-up to perform a functional teal
of the indicator is also similiar to other aircraft and a problem that should be

corrected. The indicator should be made interchangeable without the requirement for
. an engine run-up.

*Alt 
-
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WORK UNIT CODE 51215 TTFM FUEL FLOW INDICAOR AIRCRAFT A-4

LOCATION: Cockpit Instrument Panel

SUPPORT EQUIPMIM: Cockpit ladder

ACCESS: Open canopy

REMOVAl,: 1. Loosen screw on clamp securing indicator
2. Slide indicator out from panel
3. Disconnect electrical connector

INSTALLATION: Reverse of removal

FUNCTIONAL CHCK: Indicator is checked during engine run-up.

TEST EQUIPIENT: Portable synchro test set

Engine run equipment

CLOSE UP: Close canopy
Remove ladder

ANALYST'S OPINION: The use of a bracket type installation simplifies the

removal/instailation of the indicator. This type installation also reduces the
problem of stripped nut plates. The functional test require engine run.

M-5
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WORK UNIT CODE 51413 IT M FUEL FLOW INDICATOR AIRCRAFT A-6

LOCATION: Cockpit Instrument Panel

SUPPORT EQUIPMENT:

None

ACCESS: Open canopy

I REMOVAL: 1. Remove four screws to remove face plate

2. Remove four screws securing indicator

13. Remove indicator from instrument panel
I 4. Disconnect cable

INSTALLATION: Reverse of removal

i

FUNCTIONAL CHECK: System check by applying power to electrically cheek
indicator (off flag). Operation of system is checked during engine run-upi

TEST EQUIPNENT: Electrical power

Engine run equipment

CLOSE UP: Close canopy

ANALYST'S OPIhICM: Unit should be redesigned to eliminate the indicator face
Ij plate, This would simplify maintenance and improve the installation of the indicato-

Ground support equipment should be developed which will provide a more acceptable
test of the indicator after replacement rather than verifying its oprration during ar

Lengine rdn-up.

- ---F



WORK UNIT CODE 51118 ITM M F F NDTATOR AIRCRAFT A-7

LOCATION: Cockpit Instrument Panel

SUPPORT EQUI FwENT: None

ACCESS: Open canopy

REMOVAL: 1. Remove screw securing indicator to panel

____2. Slide indicator out of the panel

3. Disconnect electrical connector

INSTALLATION: Reverse of removal

I.

FUNCTIONAL CHECK Indicator is checked during engine run-up

* TEST EUIPMENT: Engine run equipment

CLOSE UP: Close cenopy

ANALYST'S OPINION: Removal/replacement of the indicator is an easy task.

The functional test,vhich requires engine run,should te changed to eliminate
engine run-up.

-~~~ 44a- ~-.
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"I WORK UNIT COOE 51441. VTEM FUEL FLOW INDICATOR AIRCRAFT F-4

.| _ _ _ _ _ _ _(2 each)

LOCATION: Forward Cockpit Instrument Panel

SUPPORT EQUIPMETr: None

I ACCESS: Open Canopy

-RE'IMOVAL,: 1. Loosen screw on clamp securing indicator
2. Slide indicator out of panel
3. Disconnect electrical connector

INSTALLATION: Reverse of removal

I
FUNCTI]ONAL CHECK: Indicator is checked during engine run-up

F.

TE. ' T EZ.UIPNT: Engine run-up equipment

CLOSE UP: Close canopy

ANALYST'S OPINION: The use of a bracket type installation siiqplifies the
removal/installation of the indicator. A procedure should be developed to

elininate engine run-up an a means of functionally checking the indicator.

4" ,
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WORK UNIT CODE 51341 ITEm FUEL FLOW INDICATOR AIRCRAFT p-14

LOCATION: L. H. Instrument Panel

SUPPORT EQUI.TP r: None

ACCESS: Lower aircraft boarding ladder.

Open canopy.

-Ri.:MOVA1,: 1. Remove 4 screws securing fuel flow indicator to instrument panel
[ 2. Slide indicator from panel_
b 3. Disconnect electrical connector.

INSTALLATION: Reverse of removal.

iI

.'UC!'] ONAL CHECK: On board Master Test check (BIT), instrument function.

System test during engine operation.

TE3 T E(IUIPIMNT: Electrical power for BIT.

Engine run-up equipment.
! I'

CLOSE UP: Close canopy

ANALYST'S OPINION: Removal is possible without removing adjacent instruments.

This instrument provides readings for fuel flow for both engines. The Master
Test (BIT) feature is an excellent maintenance aid and saves time. The time J
to accomplish the Master Test, instrument function, is less than 1 minute.
System functional test still requires engine run.



WORK UNIT CODiE 51313 ITEV' FUEL FLOW RATE INDICATOR AIRCRAFT AV-8

LOCATION: Cockpit Instrument Panel (R. H.)

SUPPORT EQUIPMENT: Aircraft ladder

ACCESS: Open cockpit
Remove navigational display computer (NiX) panel (two screws, unit is not
disconnected)

-REMOVAL: 1. Remove two screws securing indicator to panel
2. Cut tie wraps securing wire bundle
3. Disconnect electrical connector
4. Slide indicator out of panel

INSTALLATIO: Reverse of removal

I -F

S4 "F'IJC'I']ONAL CHECK: Indicator is checked during engine run-up

I

TE'3T EQUIPI, MT: None

CLOSE UP: Replace ND panel
Close canopy

I Remove ladder

SANALYST'S OPINION: The removal of the navigational display computer complicates a
rather ile task. Improper handling of the computer panel during removal/replace-
ment can cause damage to the panel and iuduce malfunctions in the system. This can
cause extended maintenance trouble shooting time on a system considered in an up
status. Repeated removal can also cause dmage or shorting conditions in the cable.
The rmoval/installation is further complicated by the length of cable that must be
untied and r~oved with the indicator. Modifications can be made to improve the
installation/removal by providing a connector on the indicator and including the
wire harness, now part of the indicator, as part of the aircraft harness.



WORK UNIT CODE 51415 1T M FUEL QUANTITY INDICATOR AIRCRAFT A-4

LOCATION: Cockpit Instrument Panel (Lower Right)

SUPPORT EQUIPT:M
Cockpit ladder

ACCESS: Open canopy
Remove the handle to the tail hook actuator

REMOVAL: 1. Loosen screw on clamp holding indicator

2. Slide indicator from clamp
3. Disconnect electrical connector

INSTALLATION: Reverse of removal
f

i

FUNCTIONAL CHECK: Indicator is checked using test equipment

- .!

TEST ECUiPMENT: TF-20 and aircraft power

CiLOSE bP: Replace tail hook actuator handle and close canopy

ANALYST'S OPINION: Access to the indicator could be improved by modifying the

tail hook actuator handle; The actual removal/replacement of the indicator from the

panel is an easy task. Consideration should be given to modifying the actuato-

*handle.

I-M



WORK UNIT COD'_ ITM F1TFT. O IANTTTV T~nTTC)R AIRCRAFT A-(

LV7ATION: Cockpit Instrument Panel

SUPPORT EQUIPENT: None

ACCES:

Open canopy

REMOVAL: i. Remove four screws
2. Rem)ve indicator from instrument panel
3. Disconnect cable

INSTALLATION: Reverse of removal

I

I:UNT]ONi H:\: j yizeiizzc uing test equipment.

ANU.IYST'S OPINION: The installation of the iniicator is considered normal to other
aircraft. There are cases wihen the caution panel must be removed in order to remove
the connector on the indicator. Removal of the caution panel is normally required

41 after the connector/cable to the indicator is repaired. The length of the cable

for the indicator should be increased to accomodate a few repair actions.

IL



____ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ____ _____.......___ -_ . - -.

WORK UNIT CODE 5111A 1T7:M j Ij'n. X..; T R AIRCRAFT A-7

LOCATION: Instrument Panel L

I SUPPOPT zQUIPUMT: None

ACCESS: Open canopy

REMOVAl,: 1. Remove three (3) screws securing indicator to panel.
2. Remove protective cover by releasing two (2) quick release latches
3. Reach under instrument panel and disconnect one (1) electrcl connector.
4. Slide fuel quantity indicator out of instrument panel

INSTALIAT ON: Re-erse removal procedure.

:1

FUNCTIONAL CHECK: Perform .elf test.
Perform functional test of fuel quantity indicating system.

TEST EC.UIPMENT: TF-20 Fuel Quantity Tester

External electric power

CLOSE UP: Close canopy

ANALYST'S OPINION: The installation and location of the indicator is considered
good. Removal/replacement action of the indicator is a relatively easy task to
perform. Locating the indicator in the lower part of the instrument panel provides
easy access to the electrical connection. This may generate a problem since the
connector is somewhat blindmated to the indicator.

=



"ORKIiP C. 518Uh Y!E V FUEL QUANTITY INDICATOR AIRCRA_. F-hJ

LOCATION: Cockpit Instrument Panel (R. H.)

FUJPP('WP ECUTP ]N : None

C..7' Open Canopy

i ': :eCP.: 1. Loosen one screw on clamp
2. Slide instrument from panel
3. Disconnect electrical connector
4. Remove indicator

WSALLATION: Reverse of removal.
NOTE: Indicator must be adjusted (balanced) with the system before

it is secured in the panel.

I ?"r,C 1ONAL ,': Accomplish a system functional test of the indicator with test
equipment and adjust indicator to the system.

S2"7 ViP'.NT: MD-l-fuel quantity tester and aircraft power

qi,0OZ? UP: Close canopy

T .NALYST'S OPINION: The requirement to make adjustments on the indicator at
replacement is considered a bad feature.

;S2



-OjREK U1UiI CODE 5142 iYEN FUEL QUAhI"ITY IND. AIRCRAFT F-8

LOCATION: Instrument Panel

SUPPE*R" EW UI.i;NT: None

ACCESS: Open ca. -Dy

,i::MOWi.: 1. Remove four screws securing indicator L

2. Slide unit out of the panel L
3. Remove electrical connector

INSTALIATION: Reverse of removal L

L
F

i_." ONA], ('HEC1K: System checked using test set

I

I 7!: k'I?. .NT: MD-l for indicator
MD-2A capacity system test
Electrical Power

CLOSE UP: Close canopy

A, .AYST'S OPINION: The removal/replacement of the indicator is a simple task.

Frequent repair of the connector may require removal of the adjacent indicator P
for access to the connector because of loss of slack in the harness.

'bI
N : I.
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* .. C0);. 51521 i' FEL 0Y. INDICATOR AR.-RA"- F-14

-,.-AAON: R. H. Instrument Panel

FUPDCRT ECUIi .. ' - None

.CCiZ: Open canopy

' ", 1.: 1. Remove 4 screwc securing fuel qty. indicator to instrument panel.
2. Slide indicator from panel.
3. Disconnect 1 electrical connector.II INSTALLATION: Reverse of removal.

14

ANALYST O"::., ,"-. ReovalOn board Maater Test check (BiTu), instrument function.

in the panel. Incorporating a BIT function which performs a afuctinltrest
the indicator is an excellent feature. This feature allows testing of total fuel
and individual tank fuel quantity indications.

IV
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WORK UNIT CODIF 51312 MIT M FUEL P D RFY4TNTNf INDJCATO$IRCRAFT _ -

LOCATION: L.H. side of AFT Cockpit.

SUPPORT EQUIPMEN: Pilot's ladder

ACCESS:
Position ladder
Open cockpit

REMOVAL: 1. Remove 2 screws securing indicator to wall (bulkhead).
2. Cut tie wraps securing wire bundle.
3. Disccnnect 1 electrical connector
4. Slide indicator upward and remove from aircraft

I
INSTALLATION: Reverse of removal.

II

UCI*CK: Perform operational check with fuel flow system. Engine run
required.

TEST ECUIPMENT: N6ne

CLOSE UP: Close canopy

Remove ladder

ANALYSTS OPINION: An AFC relocbtt- this indicator from the instrument panel to
the aft cockpit bu].head. This relocation of the indicator has improved the access,
cnd has made the removal/replacement a very simple task. The functional test of th.
indicator, which now requires an engine run, should be changed. -Test equipment,
available in the current inventory, 'such as the TF-20 or MD-l should be evaluated for

athis application. This wonld-simplify the functional test of the indicator and
eliminate the need for an engine run.

Wi



-"NK UNIT COE: 51116 AIRSPEED/MACH INDICATOR AI.RA ;,A'T A-4

1
LOCATION: Cockpit Instrument Panel

?FUPPORT EQUITJTNT: Cockpit ladder

SACCESS: Open canopy

',MCVPI: 1. Loosen screw on clamp holding indicator
2. Remove unit from panel
3. Disconnect hose connection

INSTALLATIO" Reverse of removal

)

I
-'IT\1('JONAI,(1:L Perform pressure leak check and functionally check system

I !

1i-_ 1 7T .eIIPtNT: TTU-205 and aircraft power

C'I,OS UP: Close canopy

i ANALYST'S OPINION: The installation of the unit is considered good. However, if the
pneumatic hose is short, the adjacent component must be removed to gain access to the

connector.

>1



WORYK UNIT ('ODE 51111 ITEM Mach CMD Airspeed IndicatorAIRCRAFT A-6

IOCATION: Cockpit Instrument Panel

SUPPORT EQUIPMENTr: None

ACCESS: Open canopy

Remove glare shield (7 DZUS Fasteners) L

REMOVAL: 1. Disconnect hose from indicator by reaching in behind instrument

panel.
2. Disconnect electrical connector by reaching in behind instrument

panel.

3. Remove four screws
4. Remove indicator

L
INSTALLATION: Reverse of removal

FUNCTIONAL CHECK: System functionally checked using test set.

I

TEST EQUIPMENT: Air Data Tester, TS-1809/APM-123, and acft power' .1
I'i

9 CLOSE UP: Replace glare shield.

Close canopy.

4- ANALYST'S OPINION: Removal of the glare shield to gain access to the indicator
complicates removal of the unit. Access to the pneumatic connections on indica-
tors is a basic problem in most all aircraft. Major improvements can be made
in the installation/removal of these type indicators by designing pressure con-
nections for these hose connections.

?I
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WORK UNIT CODE 51153 ITEM Maeh Air nppd Thrinntor AIRCRAFT &-7

-LOATrION: Cockpit Instrument Panel

qUrPPORT EQUIP ,Nr: None

ACCESS: Open canopy

REMOVAL: 1. Remove four screws securing indicator to panel
2. Slide indicator from panel

INSTALLATION: Reverse of removal

FUNCTIONAL CHECK: Perform pressure leak check and functional test of pitot
i and static system.

I TEST EQUIPMENT: TTU-205
I f External Electrical Power

* CLOSE UP: Close canopy

ANALYST'S OPINION: The installation of the indicator is excellent. Removal andIf 4 [replacement of the indicator is a very simple and straight forward task. The rack
and panel installation eliminates the access problems associated with other air-
craft installations. The use of rack and panel type installation should be stand-
ardized in all aircraft.

i"A



WORK l NIT CO)E 51113 ITEM Air Speed/Mach Indicator AIRCRAFT P-4

LOCATION: Cockpit Instrument Panel

SUPPORT EQUIPMENT: None

ACCESS: Open canopy

REMOVAL: 1. Remove four screws securing indicator to panel
2. Slide indicator from panel
3. Disconnect pneumatic lines (hoses)
4. Remove electrical connector
5. Remove indicator

!

INSTALLATION: Reverse of removal

FUNCTIONAL CHECK: Perform pressure leak test and f~ux.tionally check system.

I TEST EQUIPMENT: AN/PSM-15

CLOSE UP: Close canopy

ANALYST'S OPINION: The present installation/removal procedures are good. Removal
of adjacent components is required if the cables or pneumatic connections are too
short.

',
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WORK UNIT COD; 51131 1T M AIRSPEED INDICATOR AIRCRAFT F-8

LOCATION: Instrument Panel

SUPPORT EQUIPM:E: None

ACCESS: Open Canopy.
Remove ADI.

IEMOVAl,: 1. Remove electrical connector
2. Remove pressure lines
3. Remove four screws securing indicator
4. Slide indicator out of panel

INSTALLATION: Reverse of removal

-

. I

- PIINCTIJONAL ('HECK: Indicator is checked using test equipment.
4=

STH3T ECUIPNM: TTU-205

C(XOSE U P: Replace ADI and functional check systems.
Close Canopy

, ANALYST'S OPINION: Access to the indicator is considered poor. The ADI must be
removed to gain access to the connections on the indicator. Removal of the ADI
only provides limited access to these connections and may cause improper installa-

A ition. Because of the access problem, the removal/installation time for this task
' ,is considered high.

I 
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WORK UNIT CODE 51131 iT3tM AI SPEED INDICATOR AVU-24/A AIRCRAFT F-14

LOCATION: L.H. Instrument Panel

SUPPORT EQUIPIM: None

ACCESS: Open Canopy

REMOVAL: 1. Remove 4 screws securing indicator to instrument panel.
2. Slide indicator from panel.

3. Disconnect 1 Electrical Connector
4. Disconnect 2 pneumatic line (static & Pitot) fittings

INSTALLATION: Reverse of removal.

FUNCTIONAL CHECK: Perform leak check and pitot & static systems functional test. T

TEST EQ.UIPMENT: TTU-205
Electrical power j

CLOSE UP: Close canopy

ANALYST'S OPINION: The present installation of the airspeed indicator is similar
to most aircraft. Removal problems will be encountered when repair of the cable
or pneumatic hoses are made. This will require removal of an adjacent component
to gain access to the connections on the indicator.

tJi. !.. ... .. . . .. .



S "OK U14iP COl)?. 51112 AIR SPEED IND. . AIRCRAFT AV-8

LO'CATON: LH Instrument Panel

FUPPORT EQ UT...N.: Pilot's ladder

A.Co',. "Position ladder
Open cockpit
Remove Weapons Control Panel

1CVL: 1. Remove 4 screws securing the indicator to the panel.
2. Remove 2 clamps securing pneumatic lines (pitot & static).
3. Push indicator inward and instrument will drop down.
4. Slide hoses off indicator.

INSTALLATION: Reverse of Removal

JI~OVA]. "A~ Perform leak test and pitot & static systems functional
test

I

_____________ Leak Tester Model 175Y

'Th2?;UP: Replace weapon control panel, close canopy and remove ladder.

x

;. ANALPYST'S OPINION: The installation of the airspeed indicator is considered poor.
~~ Access to the indicator for remval/replacement requires the removal of the weapon
(~ I control panel. This increases the possibility of inducing malfunctions in the

weapons control panel (system). Installation of the indicator from the rear of
the instrument panel is considered to be a poor design. Installations of theS indicator from the front of the instrument panel would greatly improve the
removal/installation procedure.

r e t
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U
AAU 19/A COUNTER DRUM

WORK UNIT CODE 51117 ITEM ALTIMETER AIRcA A-4

I LOCATION: Left side of instrument panel

SUPPORT EQUIPMENT: Cockpit ladder

ACCESS: Open canopy

REMOVAL: 1. Loosen screw on clamp securing indicator
2. Remove indicator from panel
3. Disconnect electrical connectorI ii. Disconnect pneumatic hose

INSTALLATION: Reverse of removal

{L

[ I __ _

FUNCTIONAL CHECK: Perform leak check and functional test 3ystem using test
equipment.

I

TEST EQUIPMTT: Tt J-205
Acft Power

CLOSE UP: Close canopy

ANALYST'S 3P2IGN: The installation of the unit is considered good. However, the t
same problem exists as in other aircraft, i.e., if the cable connection on the
pneuatic line (hose) is short, then the adjacent component must be removed to gain
access to the connectione. Also, the use of a clamp to secure the unit is quick

:but may cause a problem if the clip is stretched and von't securely retain the
instrument.

I.1-- Aq



I WORK UNIT COD 51U18 y M COUNTER DRUM ALTIMETER AIRCRAFT A-6

LOCATION: Cockpit instrument Panel

V UPPOR'F EQUTPXSIrl: None

ACE3': Open canopy

Remove rlare shield (7 DzS Fasteners)

REMOVAL.: 1. Disconnect hose connector.
2. Remove electrical connector.
'. Remove four screws.
4. Re-move indicator.

TNSTALLATION: Reverse of removal

11F F 1'i31ONAL ('F-C : System check using test equipment.

T2,3T V'UIPEI': TS -1809/"AH%-123

Air Data Tester
Electrical Power

.,OSE IP: Replace glare shield

+I-; " ' Close canopy

ANAYST'S OPINION: Removal r, %e glare shield to gain access to the instrument
-1 complicates removal of the un-.. Access to the pneumatic connections of the indi-
Alf cator is a basic problem on most aircraft. Major improvements must be made in the

installation/removal of panel mounted instruments that use hose (air or pressure)
connections.

-. . .. . - fe + . .. ---



AAI 19iA COUNTER DRUM
W"ORK UNIT CODE 51152 1TE. ATIMETER AIRCRAFT .A-7

LOCATION: Instrument Panel F
_ i"

SUPPORT EQUI. FNT: None

ACCESS" Open canopy{
Remove ADI fron instrument panel (four screws and one electrical connector).I

~L

1MOVPI.: 1. Remove electrical connector
2. Remove pneumatic linesI 3. Remove four screws securing indicator

4. Slide indicator out or panel
bU

INSTALLATION: Reverse of removalI
ii

FUNC'"IONAI (HCK: Perform leak test and functional test of the Air Data Computer,
the static & pitot pressure system and ADI.MRr

TET ECUIP14ENT: TTU-205
Acft. Power

CLOSE UP: Replace ADI Indicator

Close canopy

r ANALYST'S OPINION: Access to the instrument is considered poor. Removal of an
adjacent instument, for access, is a problem also associated with other aircraft
installations. However, in this case, removal of the ADI provides only limited
access to the connections on the altimeter and can cause demage to the connections
or improper installation. Major improvements could be made on the installation/I removal of this indicator..V

_ -
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5 AAU-19A COUNTER DRUM
WORK UNIT CODl-. 51111 IT-- M ATITTAIMER AIRCRAFT F-

LOCATION: RHI side of instrument panel (both cockpits)

.UPPORT EQUIPMNji: None

I

ACCESS: 1 Panel (18 screws) for checkout only

Open canopy

REMOVAL: 1. Remove four screws sr-curing indicator
2. Slide indicator out of panel
3. Disconnect electrical connector
h. Remove static line from indicator

INSTALLATION: Reverse of removal

FUNCTJONAL (CHC1K: Perform leak test of static system and system test ofA; servoed altimeter.

IiN[  TEST ECUIP.MMET: TTU-205, VPT-30, Environnent Simulator, TTU-229 Servo Altimeter

Test Set, a Bleed Air Nitrogen Source, and Electrical Power.

C(XOSE V?: Secure Access Panel

I -Close canopy

j ANALYST'S OPINION: The removal/replacement of the indicator is a relatively
simple task, however, a problem does exist as in other aircraft, ie, if the static
line (hose) is too short, access to this connection is gained by removing an adja-

4 cent instrument. In this case, the radar indicator must be removed. Consequently,
a radar system functional test must also be accomplished. The functional test of
the indicator requires too much support equipment. In addition, access to the test
fitting should be improved by using quick release fasteners instead of 18 screws.

U-



WORK IINIT CODE 51133 ITEM COUNTER DRU4 ALTIMTER AIRCRAFT F-8

LOCATION: Instrument Panel

SUPPORT EQUIPMENT: None

ACCESS: Open canopy
Remove ADI

REMOVAL: 1. Disconnect pneumatic lines
2. Disconnect electrical connector

3. Remove 4 screws
4. Slide indicator from panel

INSTALLATION: Reverse of removal

!I

FUNCTIONAL CHECK: Indicator is checked using test equipment

t

I.
,., TEST EQUIPEN: T-TU-205

CLOSE UP: Replace ADI and functionally check system.

Close canopy.

ANALYST'S OPINUIM: Access to the indicator is considered poor. Access to the
connections on the indicator is gained by removal of the ADI. Removal of the ADI
only provides limited access to-the connections. Consequently, a imple task of
removing an indicator becomes a rather tedious task which could cause additional
system problems if not installed properly. Improvements in the removal/installation
are required.

i,



II
ORK UNIT COD 51111 ___ AAU19/A ALTIMIR AIRCRAFT F-l4

!kOCATION: UH instrument Panel

?P.RT EQUIF,."Er: None

ACCESS Lower aircraft boarding ladder
Open canopy

RMOVA.: 1. Remove 4 screws securing altimeter to instrment panel.
2. Slide altimeter from panel.
3. Disconnect 1 electrical connector.
4. Disconnect pneumatic line (static) fitting.

INSTALLATION: Reverse of removal

i

-FINCT] ONAL iC: Perform leik test and functional check of static systen.

I

TE~ST U~I I -205

Electrical Power

* ~ OS IP: Close Canopy
Secure Boarding ladder

I

4 ALIYST'S OPINION: The removal/replaceme- t of the indicator is good. The unit
can be removed/replaced without removing a adjacent compah~ent. The installation

'I. on this aircraf't is improved over other aircraft by simply increasing the length
of the electrical cable and pneumatic line to allow the disconnection of lines after

j I the =nit is pulled fromn the instrument 'panel. This type installation should be
sadr -- z lecrat.

, :SE": Cls Cnp



51116 i'r~ M MU 19/A COUNTER- -A8
WORK UNIT CODE 51116 TVM DRUM ALTIMETER AIRCR-AFT AV-8

LOCATION: Instrument Panel (LH Side) I

SUPPOT EQUIPMENT: Crew Ladder

ACCESS: Open Canopy
Remove Weapon Control Panel (2 screws) [

REMOVAL: 1. Remove one clenp on pneumatic line.
2. Remuve four screws on indicator.
3. Slide urit out of instrument panel.
4. Disconnect electrical connector. -

INSTALLATION: Reverse of remov.?l

FTNCTIONAL CHECK: Perform leak check and functional test of static system and
functional test of the weapon system .

TEST ECUIPNMT: Leak Tester (Model 1754)
- - Electrical Power

CuOSE ISP: Close Canopy.

- ANALYST'S OPINION: Removal/installation of the indicator is coneidered poor.
-i ccesTU5"fhe connections or the indicator it gained by removing an adjacent
unit. This is the same problem identified on most other aircraft. Remrval of
adjacent componelts require a system functional test of the disturbed system which
on y increa a ground operational time in that syst-m and also permits malfunctions
to be induces in a system not directly associated with the maintenance.

[
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FLIGHT REFERENCE/AFCS
SYSTEMS

FLIGHT INSTRUMENTS

AIR DATA COMPUTER

AUTOMATIC FLIGHT
DIRECTIONAL COMPUTERS



FLIGHT REFERENCE/AFCS SYSTEMS

COMPONENT A-4 A-6 A-7 F-4 F-8 F-14 AV-

Flight Instruments: 56861 51142 51141 56861 51191 56Xlc 51151

56X11 56882 51142 56865 51193 51iX]D 91152

56851 71XIR 56X14 51]63 564F2 5MIi3

56XI] 56Xl1 51614

56X13

Air Data Computer 56550 565A0 73A61 564 5h N/A 56X18 56990

Automatic Flight 57514 N/A 57575 N/A 576C3 57711 57890

Directional Computers 57512 57577 576A4 57712

57576 57A9 57713

i 1

I

I
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.Y -"E: 56 Flipht Reference System

NO.T1(W LA !'UE: Flight Tnstruments
56861 51141 568(i
56X1 51142 51142 56865

"TlC: A-).: 56851 A-6: 5(882 A-7: 71XI F-)4: 

51191 56XiC 5QXll 56x1i

F-$: 5.193 F-14: 564E2 AV-8: 51151, 51152, 56X13
51113, 5161h

CENF/RAL OBSERVATIONS: Angle of Attack transducers and indicators, compass

transmitters, attitude indicators, and gyros are included in this

general category. All installations are relatively simple with

access usually good to indicators and generally tight for transmitters.

Functional check of these items tends to be complex and time consuming

unless a good built-in-test (BIIP) is provided.

DESIRABLE FEATURES: 1. Instrument access is generally good with provisions for

removal from the front side of the panel. The A-7 uses a rack and

C. panel mount on the attitude direction indicator which simplifies

removal/installation tasks. Other aircraft provide ample wire slack

for disconnect. 2. The F-14 makes good use of BIT to simplify func-

tional check tasks. The F-8 checkout of its attitude horizon indicator

makes use of a simulator set to ease checkout problems. 3. Aircraft

using probe style angle of attack transducers appear to have better

installations than vane style. The probe is more easily installed in

non-vulnerable locations because of its shape and operational concept.

4. Some aircraft such as the A-7, F-h, and AV-8 have managed to install

compass transmitters in remote locations that are easily reached. The

fuselage location of the AV-8 transmitter provides working space that is

far superior to other aircraft surveyed.



SYS TM: 56 Fliht Reference System

NOMENCLATURE: Flight Instruments

UNDESIRABLE FEATURES: 1. While most instrument locations allow easy removal,

the AV-8 attitude indicator requires removal of an adjacent control

panel and the removal from the rear side of the instrument panel.

This is tedious in a small cockpit such as in this airplane. The

A-4 angle of attack indicator is easily removed after the landing

gear handle is moved to the "UP" position. Although the A-4 landing

gear appeara tolerant of this, if appropriate precautions are taken,

it still presents certain obvious hazards. 2. The effort to locate

sufficiently remote real estate to mount the ca.pass transmitter has

resulted in its location high in the vertical fin of the A-4 and F-P4.

Usually (except the AV-8) the transmitter is difficult to remove because

of cramped quarters and placing it this high makes it even more difficult.

3. Functional checks are generally complex and involved. This is

particularly true of integrated systems such as the A-7. Extensive

test equipment hookup is required. 4. Terminal strips used in some

airplanes are more time consuming than connectors. Although the time

difference involved is not very much, terminals also provide a hazard

Sof dropped hardware. Recovering a nut that has come adrift in the i

vertical fin is significantly time consuming.

ADDITIONAL REMARKS: Functional check methods are a good field for improvement.

Simplified test equipment or built-in-test will have more impact on effort

in this system than will design improvements to the installation. Re-

moval and installation in most cases is a minor part of the job due to

attention previously given by design.

kZ
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WORK tNI'' COim: 5C861 ITEM ANGLE OF ATTACK INDICATOR AIRCRAWT A-h

1XATrON: Cockpit Instrument Panel

-UPPORT EquTMETN: None

ACCESS: Open canopy
Position the "Landing Gear Handle" in the "Up" position.

REMOVAl,: 1. Remove four screws securing indicator in the panel.
2. Slide indicator out of panel.
3. Disconnect electrical connector.

INSTALLATION: Reverse of removal

FINCTIONAL CHECK: Functional test is accomplished by moving the angle of attack
probe and checking the indicator for proper display.

I .

TEST EQUIPMENT: Aircraft external electrical power

'1 CLOSE UP: Position landing gear handle in the "down" position.
- Close Canopy.

ANALYST'S OPINION: The removal/replacement of the indicator is considered a simple
task. However, the requirement to position the landing gear handle in the "up"
position for access to the indicator is not considered a safe maintenance practice.
Although this may be considered a safe procedure to follow, it is one that can be
considered as a "Murphy" item. This maintenance procedure should be evaluated toSinsure adequate safeguards are provided and followed by technicians accomplishing
the maintenance.

i , ,)



WORK UNIT CODE 51142 ITEY Angle of Attack Indicator AIRCRAFI A-6

LOCATION: Cockpit Instrument Panel

SUPPORT EQUI1MENT: None

ACCESS: Open canopy

I i"MOV?I,: 1. Loosen indicator clamp

2. Remove indicator from panel
3. Disconnect cable

INSTALLATION: Reverse of removal

' ,NC!'JONAL qECK" Rotate angle-of-attack vane and check indicator for
proper operation

T!,"T ," P ,IPiN: Aircraft external electrical power

CLOSE UP: Close canopy

ANALYST'S OPINION: The removal/replacement of the indicator is a relatively easy
task. The functional check described by NARF Personnel is quite simple and requires
no special test equipment. Although the test confirms proper installation of the
camponent, a more strigent test of the system might occasionally



WORK UNIT CODY 51141 IT"M Angle of Attack Indicator AIRCRAFT A-7

LOCATION: Cockpit Instrument Panel

SUPPORT EQUIPYRT: None

ACCESS: Open canopy

REMOVAL: 1. Remove one (1) screw to remove mask light
2. Remove two (2) screws securing indicator to panel
3. Slide indicator out from panel to provide sufficient

access to electrical connector
4. Disconnect electrical connector and remove indicator

INSTALLATION: Reverse removal procedure

I FIINCr]ONAL CHECK: Perform system operational checkout and check alignment1 "

TESOT ECUIPINM: Alignment set, AOA, 215-00112-27
External electric power

C(TOSE UP: Close canopy

ALYST o IoN: The istaation/removal of the indicator is a simple task nd
similar to other aircraft. The functional test of the system is relatively simple.
Majority of the time expended in performing the overall task is used in setting up
the alignment on the aircraft. Overall system ftuctional test can be improved by
using a Probe type transducer rather than a Vane type.



[(

WORK UNIT CODE 56861 IrTM Ang1a of Attack Indicator AIRCRAFT F-4B

LOCATION: Front Cockpit Instrument Panel

SUPPORT EQUIPMT None

ACCESS: Open canopy

REMOVAL: 1. Remove three screws securing indicator to the panel
2. Slide indicator out of panel
3. Disconnect electrical connector
14.. Remove indicator

INSTALIATICN: Reverse of installation

FUNCTIONAL CHECK: System functional test is accomplished by checking the limits

of the indicator and response to the movement of the angle
of attack Probe.

TEST E,UIPMENT: Electrical Power

CLOSE UP: Close canopy

ANALYST's OPINION: The access, installation and removal of the indicator is good.
Functional test of the system is a rather simple task. This installation should be
used on all aircraft and considered as a standard installation.
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WORK UNIT CODM 51191 IT'.M Angle of Attack Indicator AIRCRAFT F-8

LOCATION: Cockpit Instrument Panel

SUPPORT EQUIP.ENt': None

ACCESS: Open canopy

J,,.,MVAL: 1. Remove four screws securing indicator to the panel
2. Remove indicator from panel
3. Disconnect electrical connector

INSTALIATION: Peverse of removal

FIINC PiONAL (C;T K: The angle of attack indicator and transducer are checked

as a system using test equipment

ii TEST ECUIPMEN'T: AOA Alignment Set

Electrical Power

COSE IP: Close canopy

ANALYST'S OPINION: The access, installation and removal of the indicator is good.
-The major portion of the time, used in accomplishing a functional test, is neededgto set up the alignment set. This system functional test could be reduced if the
vane type transducer is replaced by a Probe type.

|j



WORK UNIT CODE 56X1C ITeM Angle of Attack Indicator AIRCRAT F-14
ID-1777/A

LOCATION: LH Side, Upper Instrument Panel (Air Combat Maneuver Panel)

SUPPORT EQUIPMENT: None

ACCESS: Open canopy

,EMOVAL: 1. Remove 2 screws securing AGA Indicator to panel
2. Slide indicator from panel

3. Disconnect 1 electrical connector

I

INSTALIATICN: Reverse of removal

II
PIJNCIJONAL CHECK: On board Master Test Check (LIT), Instrument function

TEST EC.UIPMENT: Electrical power

CLOSE UP: Close canopy

ANALYST'S -PINION: The AGA Indicator installation is similar to installations in
other aircrarr. Removal is possible without rewving adjacrmt instruments. The
use of the Master Test Check in accomplishing the functional test is an excellent
feature and one that saves time and eliminates the need for test equipment that is
used in checking other aircraft installations.

-- ---- - - im. Q~



%:ORK UNIT COD 51151 TT' M Angle of Attack indicator AIRCRAFT., AV-8

LOXCATION: Upper LH Side of Instrument Panel

SUPPORT EQUT\E: Pilot's Ladder

ACCESS Open canopy

EMOVAL0: 1. Loosen 1 screw securing indicator to panel
2. Slide indicator from panel

3. Disconnect 1 electrical connector

SISTALLATION: Reverse of removal

FITNC"IONAL MoI.C : Move the air stream direction detector (AOa Probe) and observe
if indicator readings follow movement. Check fulI ravel
readings of the indicator.

i $,- - __

TF13T FTOIp,%n-: Electrical power

C:OSE t P: Close canopy
Remove ladder

S- ANALYST'S OPINION: The access, installation and removal of the indicator is good.
±emova± and installation of the unit is considered a simple task. The functional

test of the indicator and the probe can be accomplished without the use of test
equipment. The installation should be used on aLl aircraft.



WORK UNIT COD 51142 IT M Angle of Attack Transducer AIRCRAFT A-7,

LOCATION: Left Cockpit Console Area Under Canopy Rail i

SUPPORT EQUIPMENT: work stand
torque wrench

ACCESS: Open canopy

,~_ _O_ 1. Remove 2 screws securing AOA vane or transducer
2. Remove vane
3. Remove clamp securing AQA transducer cable
4. Disconnect electrical connector
5. Cut safety wire and remove 7 bolts securing AGA transducer
6. Remove transducer and replace vane on transducer

iNSTALLATION: Reverse remorval procedures U

PIUNC11ONAL CHICK: Perform AQA transducer alignment and system operational checkout

TrST ECUIP MN.." 7': AOA Alignment Set
APC Flight Line Test Set

, External Electrical Power

Ci-OSE UP: Close canopy

*1 ANALYST'S OPINION: The location of the AOA vane is undesirable because of the
susceptibility to damage during normal aircraft maintenance or ground operations.
However, this occasional damage could be prevented if the vane guard (provided
as support equipment) is installed. The location of the transducer, under the
canopy rail, does cause some difficulty in the removing and installation of the
bolts (7)securing the transducer. The functional check of the system does +ake
more time and support equipment compared to other aircraft. Also, the use c a
Air Stream Direction Detector would simply be the removal/replacement action as'" ]well as the functional test.



ORK UN1IT COD- 56865 iT- M A/A Transducer AICEpM F-4 B

SLCCATION: Left Side Forward Fuselage Area

-. UPPORT EQUI MEN: Maintenance stand

ACCESS Remove access panel by removing (18) screws

. MOVAi.: 1. Remove six (6) screws securing transmitter to aircraft
2. Lift transmitter from aircraft
3. Reach through access panel and disconnect the electrical

connector
h. Remove trans:itter

INSTALIATICN: Reverse of removal

FITNCI'NAL C-C;\: System functional test is accomplished by rotating the trans-
mitter and checking the response of the indicator. The heater cir-
cuits are also checked during the functional test.

I

TEST E(UIPM.EN: Aircraft electrical power

[ C2.0SE IP: Close canopy

ANALYST'S OPINION: The removal and replacement of the transmitter is rather easy.
The location of the probe does not expose it to any damage that may occur during
aircraft maintenance. Functional test of the eouipment is simple and does not
require test equipment.

_6
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WORK UNIT CODE 51193 ITrrM Angle of Attack Transducer AIRCRAT F-8

LOCATION: Right Cockpit Console Area Under Canopy Rail

SUPPORT EQUIFMNT: Maintenance stand

ACCESS : Open canopy

REMOVAL: 1. Remove transducer vane
2. Remove 7 bolts securing transducer
3. Disconnect electrical connector
4. Remove transducer and replace vane on transducer

Iii
P INSTALLATION: Reverse of removal

FTNCTIONAL CHECK: Angle of attack transducer is checked with the indicator
as a system

TEST EQUIPMENT: Angle of attack vane alignment set
Aircraft electrical power

CLOSE ): Close canopy

ANALYST'S OPINION: The removal and replacement of the transducer requires the
specialist to change his work area from outside the aircraft to the cockpit area.
Although the removal/installation of the transducer is not difficult the special-
ist must be careful and not drop any of the bolts in the cockpit area. The
functional best of the system requires two specialists to complete with most of
the time expended on installing the alignment set. Use of a Air Stream Direction
Detector would improve the overall maintenance task.

-2A



WORK INIT COI)R 56XID ITEM Angle of Attack Transducer AIRCRAFT F-14

LOCATION: LH Forward Fuselage Compartment

SUPPORT EQUIMENT: work stand

ACCESS Remove 8 bolts and remove panel over transducer
Loosen 29 Calfax fasteners and open access panel positioning
holding bar

REMOVAL: 1. Disconnect electrical connector
2. Remove clamp securing cable
3. Remove four screws securing transducer to panel
4. Remove unit from aircraft

INSTALLATION: Reverse of removal

FUNCTIONAL CHECK: Perform an on-board master test check (BIT) instrument

function. Check function of indicator as you rotate
transducer.L1

TEST EQUIPMENT: Electrical power

CLOSE UP: Replace access panel
Secure compartment panel

ANALYST'S OPINION: The functional test of the system is very good. The transducer
does not require alignment after replacement and can be checked without peculiar
ground support equipment. The loosening of 20 Colfax fasteners sligbitly impairs
the access to the transducer.

F



WORK UNIT CODE 51152 IT M Air Stream Direction Detector AIRCRAFT AV-8

LOCATION: R.H. Side forward cockpit

SUPPORT EQUIWMENT: Aircraft ladder

ACCESS: Open canopy
Remove 14 screws and remove aircraft panel

REMOVAL: 1. Disconnect electrical cornector
2. Cut tie wraps
3. Remove four bolts securing detector to fuselage support bracket
4. Slide detector probe out of fuselage U

INSTALLATION: Reverse of removal

f

FUNCTIONAL CHE:CK: Move detector probe (rotate) and observe that the indicator

follows probe movement. Check probe heater and freedom of movement of the probe.

TEST EUIPMENT: Electrical Power

CLOSE UP: Replace panel, close canopy

ANALYST'S OPINION: Accessibility to the detector is considered marginal from a
mainteasace view point. The functional test,although a simple task, requires
two men to accomplish. The overall functional test does not seera adequate to determine
proper operation and accuracy of the system.



WORK UNIT CODM 5 J6 . T'M ML- 1 Cemasa Trannmtter AIRCRAFT A-4M

LOCATION: Vertical Tail

I SUPPORT EQUIPYENT: W:ork stand.

L i ACCESS: Remove 18 screws to remove panel.
Open canopy.

REMOVAL: 1. Disconnect six terminals from terminal strip.
2. Remove three screws.
3. Remove transmitter.

INSTALLATION: Reverse of removal

FUNCTJONAL CHE.CK: The compass system is functionally checked then the system is
<1 calibrated in the Compass Rose.

TiEST EQUIPMENT: Compass calibrator
' I Electrical power

(X.OSE IP: Close canopy
Replace panel

* j ANALYST'S OPINION: The access to the transmitter is somewhat restricted. Removal and
replacement is a one hand operation. Removal/replacement could be improvee by usine a-I connector instead of a terminal strip.

pt,:9.
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WORK UNIT CODE 56Xl ITM ML-I Cmpass Transmitter AIRCRAFT A-7

LOCATION: Right wing tip area

SUPPORT EQUIPNT: 1.'.-ne

ACCESS: Remove 12 screws and remove panel.

REMOVAL: 1. Remove two ground leads
2. Remove two clamps
3. Disconnect electrical connector
4. Remove three screws securing transmitter
5. Remove transmitter

INSTALLATION: Reverse of removal

FINCTIONAL CHECK: System must be calibrated on Compass Rose using test equipment.

TEST EC.UIPMENT: MC-2 Compass Calibrator.
Electrical power.

CLOSE UP: Replace aeft access panel

ANALYST'S OPINION: Caution must be exercised when the access panel is replaced. All

screws must be replaced in the hole they are removed from or recalibration is required.
This is undesirable because of the extra screw accounting procedures involved. Access
is good.

I C.I ,



WORK UNIT CODI' 56xii IT' M Remote Compass Transmitter AIRCRAFT F-4J

LOCATION: Bottom side of left wing

SUPPORT EQUIPMENT: Maintenance stand

ACCESS: Remove 36 non-magnetic high torque screws and remove access panel.

REMOVAL: 1. Remove ground strap
2. Remove clamp securing wiring harness
3. Disconnect electrical connector
4. Remove three allen head screws
5. Remove transmitter

INSTALLATION: Reverse of removal

FTJNCTJONA, CHECK: System is functionally checked and calibrated on a Compass Rose

TEST EKUIPM NT: Compass teszer.
;r .Electrical nower.

C'iOSE I: Replace access panel

4 ANALYST'S OPINION: Access to the unit is restricted by the aircraft structure.

. RemovU% of the inside allen head screw is a one-hand operation and must be accom-
plished without visual reference.

i o i a



WORK UNIT COD_ 564E2 7rM TRU 79 ALA Transmitter AIRCRAFT --14
Induction [

LOCATION: Inboard side of L.H. vertical stabilizer.

SUPPORT EQUIPMNT: Malatenance stand

ACCESS: Remove 4 screws securing access panel.

7
REMOVAL: 1. Cut safety wire on electrical connector.

2. Disconnect 1 electrical connector.
3. Remove 3 screws securing transmitter.
4. Remove transmitter from aircraft.

INSTALLATION: Reverse of removal.

4-.

FINCT]ONAL CHECK: Perform operational check out & compass swing test

TEST ECUIPMENT: M-2 Compass Tester

CLOSE UP: Replace panel

ANALYST'S OPNION: This installation is different in that it is installed in the
Vertical Stabilizer rather than the wing tip location as in most aircraft. Location
requires a high maintenance stand. The small number of screws in the access is
noteworthy.

-N- 4,



WOR~K UNIT COMi~ 51614 T7, M Flux Valve AIRCRAFT AV-.8

LOCATION: Aft bottom tail section directly under IFF Antenna

SUPPORT EQUIP-MNT None

ACCESS: Remove sealant from screw heads and surface of panel.
Remove 12 screws on two access Panels.

REMOVAL: 1.* Remove two bolts on support plate.
2. Remove 1 screw on support plate.

3. Remove support plate fromi aircraft.
4. Remove 3 bolts securing transmitter.
5. Remove potting from 6 screws and remove screws securing wires to

transmitter.

6. Remove transmitter from aircraft.
INSTALLATION: Reverse of removal

FIINCT]ONAL fl*'CK: Perform comnpass swing & functional test

TS ,UPvN: Electrical power. Compass test set.

CZ-OS1 P- Replace access panels

4.ANLSTSOPINION: This loc ation is very good, maintenance can be accomnplished
at rondlevel. Removal/replacement, can be improved by using a connector rather

tha securing leads to a terminal strip. The potting on the terminal strip is not
desirable. Sealant on the access panels could be eliminated by use of form-in-place
gaskets. A drain hole would also help remove Captured water (the aircraft viewed at
NAR was missing the sealant and the area contained a substantial quantity of water).

(Li'



WORK UNIT CODE 7lXlR IT M A iL l''+ n r, Tni!rtn AIRCRAFT

LOCATION: Instrument panel

SUPPORT EQUIPEN: None

ACCESS: Open canopy

REMOVAL: 1. Remove four (4) screws securing ADI to panel.
2. Slide ADI out of panel.

INSTALLATION: Reverse removal procedure

II

FUNCT]ONAL CHE.CK: Perform an operational check of the heading mode system

TEST EUIPMENT: External electric power
SM-639/ASM Test Set (Optional) 1

C .OSE UP: Close canopy

ANMS' L 
;

ANALYST'S OPIION: The i.ccessibility to the ADI is ideal but the Heading Mode
f System operational checkout requires integration (input and out-,ts) to many

systems and the check-out time is extensive.

IL iI
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WORK UNIT CODF, 56X14 IrrM Attitude Directional Indica- AIRCRAFT F-h
tor

LOCATION: Co~kpit Instrument Panel

SUPPORT EQUI PYNT: None

ACCESS: Open canopy

REMOVAL,: 1. Remove 4 screws securing indicator to panel
2. Slide indicator from panel
3. Disconnect 2 electrical connectors
4. Remove indicator from cockpit

INSTALLATION: Reverse of removal

I

SFTINCTIONA4L (';i;,CK: Perform functional test of heading and attitude reference system.

t '* I TST EUIP1MNT: Electrical power
Test set (ty.e unknonm)

a I -" -

V-OSE UP: Close canopy

AIIAJYST'S OPINION: Removal and replacement of the instrument is good. The functional' I i- testing of the system requires an operational test of the heading and attitude refer-
ence system which takes some time. Some methods should be developed to simply testing.
of the indicator.

.i
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WORK UNIT CODE 51163 IT M Attitude Horz Ind AIRAtFm F-8 fl
,• _

LOCATION: Cockpit Instrument Panel L

SUPPORT EQUIPMNT: None

ACCESS: Open canopy

- REMOVAL: 1. Remove four screws If
2. Remove indicator from instrument panel
3. Disconnect electrical connector

INSTALIATION: Reverse of removal.

FUNCTIONAL CHE.CK: System checked by using simulator and verifying indicator
. response.

TEST E MUIPMENT: Simulator (nomenclature unknown).

L t CLOSE LP: Close canopy

ANAUdST'S OPINION: Removal and replacement of the indicator is V easy task.

Functional testing of the indicator, u!-ing the simulator 1  t aecomplished in a short
"s time. Overall maintenance task is considered good.

A'
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I "-iOK 'YJT COD- Ll 3  iTN Artifinial nr42n, AIRCRAT" .-

I !f; :ATTON: Cockpit instrument panel

1-

F'1F.PCRT -DQUTPTfl: Crew ladder

__CCE_
"  Open canopiy

Remove Weap<pn Control Fanel by removing two screws and lower panel.

ALC'.: 1. Remove three screws securing indicator to panel.
2. Disconnect electrical connector.
3. Slide instrument from the rear side of the instrument panel and~remove unit.

INSTALI.TION: Reverse of removal.

F'tfIC 1ONAL ,'iC : Functional check is made by checking to see if the indicator
will erect and that the "off" flag goes out of view.

i i 7i37 RUTJiP . .: Electrical paewer

3TR

r" .g iP: Replace Weapon Control Paisel.
Close canouy.

.MNAYST'S OPINION: Access to the unit is marginal, the removal of the Weapon ControlI Panel degrades the overall task. Frequent removal of this panel may result in induced

maimalfunctions or cause intermittent system problems. Removal of the indicator fro. the'
rear of the instrument panel is not considered a lesi-rable procedalre.



WORK UNIT CODI) 56851 ITEM Pitch & Roll Gyro AIRCRAT A-4M

LOCATION: Lower Aft Equipment Compartment

SUPPORT EQ1IFMENT: None

ACCESS: Unlatch three quick release door fasteners and lower door
Remove cover of gyro box by removing ten bolts

REMOVAL: 1. Remove four bolts securing unit
2. Disconnect electrical connector

INSTAITATI0t: Reverse of removal

FUNCTIONAL CHECK: Functional check is made by operating the unit.

TEST EQUIPM'ENT:
Aircraft electrical power

CLOSE UP: Replace cover on gyro

Close access panel

ANALYST'S OPINION: The access to the gyro could be improved by removing the
cover from the gyro. The location of the equipment is good since all Maintenance
can be &ccomplished at ground level.

"RA',
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WOlK UNITP' COl'.: 56882 ITEM Pitch & Roll Gyro AIRCAFT A-6

ULVXATON: Aft Eouipment Compartment

SUPPORT EQUTIPMENR : None

ACCESS: Lower aft compartment door and enter A4rcraft.

REMOVAL: 1. Remove connectors
2. Loosen thumb screws securing unit
3. Remove component

INSTALIATION: Reverse of removal

FUNCTIONAL CHECK: Specialist stated he rotates unit and checks indicator for
response before he installs unit. He was not aware of any
test eouipment used to check system.

S I i TEST EQUIPMENT: Electrical power
Test equipment unknown

CLOSE UP: Close compartment door

4zANALYST'S OPINION: The location and accessibility of the unit is excellent.
The functional test, as described by the specialist, is not adequate. A system

I ,!.ii simulator should be provided, or designed, for use in making a reliable functional
test of the system.

A L"
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WORK UNIT CODE 56X13 iTM Roll & Pitch Gyro AIRCRAFT F-4B I

LOCATION: Aft Cockpit Below Left Hand Console

SUPPORT EQUIPMENT: None

ACCESS,: Open canopy

Loosen 14 fasteners and remove panel
Disconnect connectors in the AFCS, Nav. Computer Control and

REMOVAL: 1. Remove two connectors
2. Remove three mounting bolts securing the unit
3. Slide gyro out of mounting

INSTALLATION: Reverse of removal
II

FUNCTIONAL CHECK: System is checked by using a compass adapter compensator
Perform heading reference and attitude reference system check VFunctionally check AFCS system

Check data link

TEST EQUIPMENT: PSM-18, Electrical Power, Hydraulic Supply needed for the

Utility, PC-I & PC-2 systems U

CLOSE UP: Reconnect system connectors Close canopy
Replace panel

ANALYST'S OPINION: Access to the unit is too difficult and time consuming.

The requirement to disconnect operational connectors for access is considered
very poor. The functional check of the gyro system and those systeres that were
disconnected in very time consuming. Disconnecting syntes that are not cnuidered
faulty only increases the possl ility of inducing malfunctions and causing addi-
tional maintenance acti ons.

12711 - -~ ."~i~i L~ ___



qT~,,( ., Flight Reference Svstm

NO ...N( LI E: Air Data Computer

'TUC: A-h: 5650 A-6: 565AO A-7: 73A61 F- (: 56h54

F-: F-lh: 5(Xl8 AV-8: 5r,990

2A.NNVRAL OBSERVATIONS: The A-7 and F-14 Built-in-Test (BIT) features prove the

continuing desirability of this capability. Access varied from very

good to very poor among the airplanes. Overall, component design

allowed simple removal tasks.

DESIRABLE FEATURES: 1. The A-7 and F-1h provide BIT features that simplify

functional test significantly. The F-14 is checked solely by BIT

while the A-7 requires further check of the integration with other

systems using the tactical computer operational test program and a

test set. 2. The A-6, A-7, and AV-8 installations offer deck level

access. The AV-8 access, however, is degraded by a removable panel

held on with 2h fasteners.

V A, UNDESIRABLE FEATURES: 1. Access appears as a problem in several airplanes.

The location in the F-4 which requires removal of the seat and a radio

i [ R/T unit is not acceptable. The A-4 has too much congestion around

the unit. The F-1h and AV-8 have numerous fasteners in the panel.

2. The A-6 probe is located on the vertical fin. Hooking up the

pneumatic line from the test set could be a real adventure if the tail

is extended over the deck edge. 3. The A-h installation required

L ? bending of the pitot static lines to get the unit out.

IJo-



[
SYSTEM: 56 Flight Reference System

NOMENCLATURE: Air Data Computer

ADDITIONAL REMARKS: Some ADC units, notably the A-4 unit, were mounted in a

low area of the pitot system. Thi.s presents moisture problems and

resulting additional maintenance.

L

Iij
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,WOR K iw ri' co:r.: 565')0 ITEM Air Data Computer AIRCIAFT A-4M

I 1,O'A'1ON: Left Side of Nose Wheel Well

'UJPPORT EQUI PENT : None

ACCESS: None

] REMOVAl,: 1. Remove electrical connectors and pitot, static lines
2. Remove four bolts securing unit to frame
3. Remove unit (removal o. unit is difficult)

- INSTALLATION: Reverse of removal

J.
FUNCTJONAL C.ECK: System is checked usinr air data computer test set. Weapon

!I System is checked for irputs from the air data computer.

Hi-__
TEST EfUIP"1 NT: TTU-205, cY-65!/ASM-332A

El ectri ca! power

CLOSE UP: None

4ANALY: T'S OPINION: Removal and installation of the two outside bol~t.s securing
the unit is very difficult. Once removed, the unit must be somewhat worked out
of the area very slowly so as not to damage it. Removal/replacement is considered

'i. I poor. Frequent removal of the unit also tends to damage the pitot and static
lines, becuase they must be folded out of the way once disconnected. Unit should
also be relocated in the aircraft. At present, it is at the lowest part of the

" pressure system which tends to damage the ADC because of water ingestion.

Hr M



1WORK IINl' COI)R 565A0 ITEM Air Data Comnuter AIRCRAFT A-6 ,
L

LOCATION: Aft Equipment Compartment

SUPPORT EQUIPMEN : None

ACCESS: Lower aft compartment door (this provides a means to enter
aircraft compartment).

r REMOVAL: 1. Remove four connectors

2. Disconnect pitot/static lines
3. Remove unit

INSTALIATION: Reverse of removal

IU

FUNCTIONAL CHECK: Functional test using test equipment.

TEST EQUIPMENT: TS-1809/APM-123 Air Data Tester and aircraft power

CLOSE UP: Close compartment door

ANALYST'S OPINCNI: Location and installation of the unit in the aircraft is excel-
lent. Design of the aircraft compartment provides a ground level access to a number
of avionic components. The system functional test does pose a problem since the
specialist must walk up the aircraft to install pneumatic line on probe located on
the vertical tail.

I~ 7r



WORK INII' COD: 73A61 ITF M Air Data Computer AIRCRAf A-7

IXVAT] ON: Right Hand Avionics Bay

FUPPORT EQUIPMNFTP: None

ACCESS: Open avionic compartment door
( 8 auick release fasteners)

REMOVAL: 1. Disconnect two (2) pressure lines. Cap lines.
2. Disconnect two (2) electrical plugs (safety wired).
3. Release one (1) quick release latch.
4. Remove air data computer.

I

INUTALIATION: Reverse removal operation

FUNCTIONAL CHECK: Perform self test of Air Data Computer
1 iCheck Tactical Computer utilizing OTP.

' Perform a functional check of Air Data Computer.

I .~

I TEST EQUIPMNT: TTU-205 Test Set
External Electric Power

S i (LOSE Ut: Close access door (8 ouick release fasteners)

ANALYST'S OPINION: Access to the ADC is excellent and the removal/replacement of
4 the unit is a simple task accomplished at ground level. Self-test of the Air Data

Computer checks only the unit. Other system checks are made to verify
correct interface operation.

I
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WORK UNIT CODE 56454 ITEM Air Data Comnuter AIRCRAFT [-4

LOCATION: Below LH Console Rear Cockpit i-

SUPPORT EQUIPMENT: Open canopy L

L
ACCESS: Remove ejection seat

Remove radio R/T unit (loosen two bolts and slide unit out)

REMOVAL: 1. Loosen wing type fasteners securing ADC
2. Slide unit out from mount to position vacated by R/T"L

unit. Slide ADC out of area and remove unit.

7I

INSTALIATICN: Reverse of removal

FUNCTIONAL CHECK: Perform functional check of Bell Mouth System, variable ram,
AOA, pitot and static system, engine bleed air and leak
check. Functional test is accomplished on associated systems.

TEST EQUIPMENT: Ali/P"M-15

. Li

CLOSE UP: Replace radio R/T unit, replace ejection seat

ANALYST'S OPINION: Access to the ADC is considered poor. Unit should be located
elsewhere on the aircraft to improve accessibility. Removal/replacement action of
the ADC, on other aircraft, is generally an easy task. However, on this aircraft
it is a major maintenance action requiring removal of the ejection seat. Location --
of the ADC leads one to believe it was an after-the-fact requirement.

t:[3



CP-1035/A AIR DATA

WORK INIT (OiE 56X18 ITEM COMP UTER (ADC) AIRCRAT F-1

IVA'!'ION: RH side of mid fuselage area

FUPPORT EQUIMPE!N: Work Stand

ACCESS: Loosen 4i Calfax fasteners securing panel.

REMOVAl,: 1. Cut safety wire and loosen 2 hold down fasteners securing ADC.
2. Disconnect 3 electrical connectors.
3. Disconnect pitot & static line fittings.
4. Remove ADC from aircraft.

INSTALLATION: Reverse of removal

FUNCTIONAL CHECK: Perform ADC BIT check only

I

| TEST EQUIPLENT: Aircraft Electrical power.

Note: The AE-42 C P2C tester is used for an integrated system test but not on
a R/R action.

I f (LOSE UP: install panel.

ANALYST'S OPINION: The location, removal/replacement of the ADC is considered
• ] 4good. The removal of an access panel with forty-one (41) fasteners does consume

too much time. The functional test, using BIT, is an asset to the maintenance
i task.



4ORK UiN IT COD 56990 ITEM AIR DATA COMPUTER AIRCRAFT AV-8

LOCATION: RW Avionics Bay, Bottom Equipment Shelf

'::LTPORT EQUIPMENT: None

SACCESS: Remove 24 fasteners securing panel.
Remove panel from rc a . aircraft.

Open canopy.

REMOVAL: 1. Loosen clamp securing pitot & static lines and remove lines.
2. Cut safety wire on 2 retaining nuts. L
3. Loosen retaining nuts securing unit.
4. Slide ADC from rack and panel mount and remove from aircraft. 2

INSTALLATION: Reverse of removal

FUNCTIONAL CHECK: Perform BIT check - this is a combined ADC and HUD check EBt( 5 minute check).J

Perform AIM functional test.

TEST EQUIPMENT: Electrical PowerTU3

• ' IFF Tester

CLOSE UP: Replace access panel ii
Close canopy

ANALYST'S OPINION: Removal/replacement of the ADC is a simple task. Access to the i
unit is degraded and could be improved by having quick release fasteners and a hinged
panel rather than removing 24 fasteners and handling the aircraft panel.

4R



Y",.-. 57 integrated Guidance and Flight Control

j..C..A.. T..I " Automatic Flirht Directional Computers
57575

57514 57577
-TC: A-h: 57512 A-6: A-7: 57576 F-:

576C2 577)1
576Ah 577l2

.'-6: 576A- F-ih: 57713 AV-8: 57F90

!EjRAi. OBSt£RVA'IONS: Once access has been gainer', all the installations were

easy to remove. Functional checks renuired use of external hydraulic

sources. In renera], the computers were accessible from deck level.

The A-6 and F-h installations were not -tudied. AFCS yaw computers

vere observed only in the A-7, F-8 and AV-8 installations. Most of

the AFCS computers for a given aircraft were located in the same com-

partment.

DESIRABLE FEATURES: 1. Installation of the AFCS computers on a single rack,

usin, rack and panel connectors, is the strong point of the A-7 in-

stallation. The connectors alleviate unnecessary cable interference

while the use of a sinrwe rack places all the computers in one area -

I. a definite ease in troubleshoot2in. . The use of BIT in the F-lh

and AV-8 reduces GSE renuirements and facilitates the operational

0. check. Utiliza.ion of BIT circuitry as a maintenance too! cannot be

stressed too much as a time-saver.

UNDESIRABLE FFATURES: 1. The use of an excessive number of fasteners hampered

access to the F-l4. F-8 and AV-8 computers. Using nuick release

" rather than stress Danel fasteners and reducing the number of fast-

eners will reduce the difficulty of gaining access. 2. Using work

stands, needed in the removal of the F-8 and AV-8 computers is a chore

1ill
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SYSTEM: 57 Integrated GuidarAce and Flight Control

NOMENCLATURE: Automatic Flight Directional Computers

UNDESIRABLE FEATURES: (Cont.)L

for those persons performing maintenance. The work stands are

heavy, cumbersome and awkward to transport. Coordination during ,I design of the component and the access shculd strive for the pre-

ferred deck-level installation. 3. Any adjustment after installa-

tion is undesirable. In the case of the A-7, four potentiometers

need to be adjusted. To alleviate this problem, the design of

the computers should be such that all adjustments, if any, are

done in a shop environment.

ADDITIONAL REMARKS: Incorporation of built-in-test, rack and psnel connec-

tors and deck-level, single compartment location are features -

'when combined - that provide an optimum installation for this type

of equipment.

'Z
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W.ORNK 11'T ('Oi): 57514 ITFM ROLL AMP COMPUTER AIRCRAFT A- I*

LC'ATION: AFCS Co"martment

'UPPORT E IUMFn: None

ACCESS: Open two quick release fasteners and lower panel.
Open canopy.

REMCVAL: 1. Remove safety wire
2. Disconnect electrical cable
3t. Loosen two "' vn- i" "rt-"

_ _ _4. Remove unit from mount

INSTALLATION: Reverse of removal

xi

FUNCTIONAL CHECK: System run-up to determine proper response.

TEST EQUIPMENT: Hydraulic Power Source
Electrical external power

CLOSE lP: Close access par.el
Close canvn:-

ANALYST'S OPINION: Access to the unit is excellent, removal/replacement can be
accomplished at ground level. The use of a hydraulic stand is require to .0rovide
aircraft flight control re-nonses.

J-



WORK UNIT CODE 57712 ITCM , COMPUTER AIRCRAFT AM

LOCATION: AFCS Compartment, Aft. Fuselage

SUPPORT EQUIP.E-T: None

- ACCESS: Open two quick diconnects, and lower access door

REMOVAL: .1. Remove connector
2. Remove safety wire on knurl knobs
3. Loosen two knurl knobs
h. Remove unit from mount

INSTALLATION: Reverse of removel

VL

FTINCTIONAL CHECK: System functional test is made using hydraulic stand to determine
proper response.

E K TEST EQUIPMEWJ': Hydraulic source

Aircraft power

CLOSE tp: Close access panel, close canopy
Remove test stand

atU
ANIALYST'S OPINION: Access to the unit is excellent, removal/replacement can beI ~~ accomplished at ground level. I

,7 R0, '7



IWOR~K UNIT COD-, 57575 IT-. M PITCH AMP. COMPUT~ER AIRCRAFT A-7

-LOCATION: Left Hand Avionic Bay

F UPPORT EQuipmEhrT: None

ACCESS.- Release eight (8) quick release door 'Atc1-es and lower door.

RiNIOVA,: 1. Remove safety wire
2. Release latch lock and remove computer from mount

INSTALLATION: Reverse of removal.

FUJNCTIJONAL ('HiCK: Perform self test on computer
4 Balance four potentiometers and functional test system

4

STi-M *XUPF': External hydraulic source
Electrical power
AN/ASM 2145 or equivalent

(,'OSE 1,: Secure access panel,

I AN~AYST'S OPINION: The access to the pitch computer is excellent. The removal/
replacment task is rather simple, and one that can be accomplished at ground level.
The rack and panel installation of the computer into one common rack (pitch,
roll and yaw) is considered ideal and reduces cable interface problems. The

I requirement to balance four potentiometers after in3tallation degrades from the
overall task.

~aA4



WORK UNIT COD. 57577 ITr14 YAW AMP COMPUTER AIRCRAFT A-7

LOCATION: Left Hand Avionic Compartment

SUPPORT EQUIPMEINT: 
None

S ACCESS: Release 8 quick release latches and lower door

fF

REMOVAL: 1. Remove safety wire on latch lock
2. Remove computer from mount

INSTALLATION: Reverse of removal

I

I FUNCTIONAL CHECK: Perform a self test on computer
Balance four potentiometers and perform a system functional test

TEST EUIPMENT: External power
Hydraulic source
AN/ASM-245

CLOSE UP:
Close access panel

I.0
ANALYST'S OPINION: The access to the yaw computer is excellent. The removal/

replacement task is easy and can be accomplished at ground level. The rack and
panel installation of the computer is considered good, and it reduces cable
interface problems. The requirement to adjust four potentiometers after installation

A' degrades from the overall task.
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WOI1i\h U11 "'ODm 57570 ITEM ROLL AMTLIFIER COWUTER AIRCRAFT A-7

IAVATION: Left Hand Avionics Bay

SFUPPORT EQUIMNT: None

ACCESS: Release 8 quick release latches and lower avionics bay access panel.

REMOVAL: 1. Remove safety wire from latch handle lock (rack and panel installati on).
2. Loosen two (2) hold down screws (captive).
3. Slide out amplifier.

INSTALLATION: Reverse removal procedure

FUNCTIONAL CHECK: Perform self test of roll amplifier computer.
Balance four (4) potentiometers and perform functional
test of roll amplifier computer.

TEST EQUIPmENT: External hydraulic power
!J. External electric power

PAVM VM-202 (North Atlantic) and Breech Box AN/ASM-245

CLOSE UP: Clo-,e s-cess drcov-.

. A ANA.LYST'S OPINION: The accessibility to the roll amplifier is excellent. The
tasR to remove and replace this unit is a simple task and one that is accomplished at
ground level. The rack and panel installation of the unit in a mother-rack (these
roll, pitch, & yaw computers are mounted in the same mount or rack) is considered
an ideal installation and reduces cable interface problems.

, IVA
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WORK INIT COl)E 576C.3/576A4/576A5 ITEM PITCH. ROLL. YAW AMPLIFIER AIRCRAFT -8

LOCATON: Right side of aircraft aft of the cockpit.

CUPPORT EQUIPMENT: Work Stand is required. L

ACCESS: Remove access panel by removing 24 panel fasteners L

REMOVAL: 1. Remove angle bracket that secures the Roll and Yaw computer
2. Disconnect electrical connectors
3. Loosen thumb screws holding unit in
4. Remove computer from mount

INSTALLATION: Reverse of removal

FUNCTIONAL CHECK: System is checked using AN/APM 102 tester.

TEST EQUIPMENT: Flight Control Test Set (AN/APM-102)
Hydraulic Power
Electrical Power

CLOSE UP: Replace panel

ANALYST'S OPINION: The flight control components are mounted in a mother rack
housing each of the computers which simplifies removal/replacement and provides
unobstructed access to the units. Functional testing of the system requires an
external hydraulic source.

.1



J WORK UNIT COr. 57712 T- M PTCH OMPUm AIRCRAFTF-14

IZ
I. LOCATION: R.H. Mid Fuselage Bay

SUPPORT EQUIPMENT: None

ACCESS: Loosen hl Calfax fasteners securing panel.

REMOVAL: 1. Cut safety wire and loosen 2 hold down fasteners securing pitch computer
2. Disconnect 3 electrical connectors
3. Remove computer from aircraft

INSTALLATION: Reverse of removal.

FTTNCT]ONAL 'HE CK: Perform BIT check of computer (activation switch is located on the
Scomputer) and perform a system functional test.

t ' TEST ECUIPIENT': Electrical power unit"|" Hydraulic unit.

4i CLOSE 1P: Replace aircraft panel and secure

ANALYST'S OPINION: Access to the computer is considered marginal due to the 41
• fasteners that must be loosened. Access could be improved by using quick release

latches and a swing/hinged aircraft panel. Functional check of system, using
BIT, and a system integration test is common to all flight control computers in
the F-1.
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WORK 1,NIT (1Oi1; 57711 ITEM ROLL COMPMER AIRCRAFT F-14 [

LOCATION: Left hand mid fuselage bay

SUPPORT EQUIPNTEW: None

ACCESS: Loosen 41 Calfax fasteners and remove access panel.

REMOVAL: 1. Cut safety wire and loosen two hold down fasteners securing computer.
2. Disconnect electrical connector.
3. Remove computer from aircraft.

INSTALLATION: Reverse of removal

FUNCTIONAL CHECK: Perform BIT check of computer and a system functional test.

TEST EQUIPMENT: Hydraulic unit
Electrical power unit

CLOSE UP: Replace access panel and secure

ANALYST'S OPINION: Access to the coruter is considered marginal due to the 41 1
fasteners that must be removed. This could be improved by using quick release
fasteners and a swing da m panel. The fmcticnal test of the unit "s accomplished
L Ring "BIT."

P •



WORK 1N +IT ('ODL, 57713 ITEM yaw Computer AIRCRAWT F-14

S1tA'A'TION: R11 Mid Funelare Bay

SUPPORT EfUIPMEN: None

ACCESS: Loosen 41 Calfax fasteners securing panel.

REMOVAl,: 1. Cut safety wire and loosen 2 hold do .n fasteners
securing yaw computer.

2. Disconnect 3 electrical connectors.
!. Remove computer from aircraft.

1

INSTALLATION: Reverse of removal.

FUWrTiONAL CHECK: Perform BIT check of computer (activation switch is located
on the computer) and perform a system functional test.

TES T RU I PIN: Electrical oer unit.

'. ~.- ydraulic unit.

4 CLOSE UP: Replace aircraft panel and secure.

ANALYST'S OPINION: Access to the conputer is considered marginal due to the h
.) f fasteners that must be loosened. Access could be improved by using nuick release

latches and a swing/hinged aircraft panel. Functional check of system. using
BIT, and a system integration test is common to all flight control computers in
the F-14.

st
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WOHK INIT COD 57890 ITEM pITCH/OLL cOMpTR AIRCRAIWT AV-8

LXCATION: L.H. Avionic Bay, upper equipment rack

SUPPORT EQUjiiMENT: None

ACCESS: Remove 24 fasteners securing access panel.

REMOVAL: 1. Cut safety wire

2. Disconnect 2 electrical connectors
3. Loosen captive screw securing computer
4. Remove computer from rack

INSTALLATION: Reverse of removal

FUNCTIONAL CHECK: Perform "BIT" check of the Auto Stab System

TEST EQUIP1MNT: Hydraulic Source

Aircraft Electrical Power

CLOSE UP: Replace access panel & secure
!k I

' f
ANALYST'S OPINION: Access to the unit is somewhat hampered because of the ---

requirement to remove 24 fasteners. Removal/replacement of the unit is easy.
The "BIT" feature on the unit is a quick check of the unit. F

[4



UHF RADIO R/T SETS

COMMUNICATION AND coNroLs

SYSTEMS FF RECEIVER/TRANSMITTER.
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COMPONENT A-4 A-6 A-7 F-4 F-8 F- 1 4 AV-'

UHF Radio R/T Sets and 6315Q 63y!Q 63Y28 67XIF 6315o 6315Q 6321.40

Controls 63155 6315Q 67XIG 6315U

1FF Receiver/Transmitter 6531 N/A 65341 6532) 6531 6531 65341
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I : 63 UHF Communications System

1 NO!5'1URE: UHF Radio R/T Sets and Controls

1 6315Q 6315Q 67XlF
I '1C: A-h: 63155 A-6: 63Y:Q A-7: 63Y28 F-4: 67XIG

-, 6!15Q
r-8 : 63151: 6315: 635Q AV-8: 632M0

S.E~RAL OBSERVATIONS: Included in this summary are the UHF Radio Receiver/

Transmitter and the UHF Radio Control Box. Access to the console

mounted radio control was uniform in its ease of removal. in gen-

eral, the UHF radio R/T unit was easily removed, though, in most

instances was poorly located. Some installations required PGSE

to nerform functional checks. All items recuired a checkout with

the base radio station. The A-6 R/T unit and the F-14 and AV-8

radio controls were not investigated.

DESIRABLE FEATURES: 1. Access and removal of the control box was excellent

employing several quick release fasteners and allowing sufficient

wire slack to make disconnections. The A-7 R/T installation was

alone in its convenient ground level access. Once access has been

gained, all of the R/T units are easily removed. 2. The side by

I I side cock-pit seating of the A-6 and the center console location of

~i, the radio control enabled easy removal from either seat.

UNDESIRABLE FEATURES: 1. Location of the UHF radio R/T units was weakest

point of their installations, excepting the A-7 and F-l4. The F-4

unit requires ejection seat removal. The A-h installation under the

radome necessitates a work stand an-' cannot be workedl on

with the engine running. The F-8 R/T is poorly located on the air-

-, ~ - - ~ t



SYSTEM: 63 UHF Communications System

NOMENCLATURE: UHF Radio R!T Sets and Controls

UNDESIRABLE FEATURES: (Cont.) L

craft spine, while the AV-8 cockpit installation requires the -

VHF/FM control be displaced. Considering that this component

is a frequency removed component. placement is of paramount im-

portance. 2. Resetting the channels of the UHF radio control adds

time to the functional checks of the F- and F-8. Selection/de-

sign of the radio control should preclude this additional step.

ADDITIONAL REMARKS: Very little can be done to the design of the control

boxes that will impart a significant improvement of the installa-

tion. However, much more consideration during design must be

given to the placement of the frecuency removed R/T unit. An

installation which allows replacement with engines turning and i

preferably without need of a work stand is the desired approach.

This enables maintenance personnel to avert a mission abort and

is less hazardous for mechanics.

Fij i
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j *:ORK UNIT COD- 6315- TT-Y UHF Radio R/T AIRCRAFT -

I if2ATION: C.N.I. Rack

F'OFFCRT EQUTPM-Ehrr: Maintenence stand

__ - ~ speed wrench

PCCEfq Open nose compartment (using " speed wrench the forward nose section i:
cranked open).

] AMVAL,: I. Remove safety wire
2. Remove connectors
3. Loosen thumb screwsI 14. Remove unit

INSTALLATION: Reverse of r-rrnoel

F~iTUe ]ON.,L (C.'I.: System is checked using base station

T E,UPN ]: F-etr-Cal -er.

I I •

': :.& t-P: Close nose compartment

% ..u ,.X, TS O~N.'ON: T~he location of th ro-. vs

'S OPh1 r di R/T is not c ns .dzr -r i,od.
,1- replacement can not b- :.cemplished after engine start ari would therefore

require engine shut down for removal. This would cause a delay in t3ke off or
require a re-spot of the aircraft for removal of the unit. The frequent removal

; I of the unit justifies that it be re-located on the aircraft.

J6
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WORK UNIT CODE6 IT6qM UHF REXEIVER AIRCRAFT A-7

TRANSMITTER AN/ARC 51(v)

LOCATION: Right Hand Avionic Bay

SUPPORT EQUIPMENT: None

r ACCESS: Release ten quick release fasteners and lower access door.

REMOVAL: 1. Remove three (3) connectors.
2. Remove safety wire.
3. Remove two hold down bolts.
4. Remove unit from mount.

INSTALLATION: Reverse removal procedure.

F'INCTJONAL CHECK: Perform power out check on 3-4 channels.
Check z pre-set channels.

TEST EUIPMENT" External Electric power

CLOSE UP: Close avionic bay access door.

W ANALYST'S OPINION: Access to the R/T unit is excellent. The radio unit can be replaced
at -- ound level, without the use jf special tools, and can be rembved while the
engine is running. This feature will allow removal/replacement of the unit prior F
to take off which will eliminate delays encounterdd in most aircraft installations.

J1
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WORK UNIT CODE; 67XIF IT.M UHF RECRTRANSMITTER AIRCRAFT F-4J

LOCATION: Aft Cockpit, Left Side Below Console

, SUPPORT EQUIPME : None

A

ACCESS: Open canopy
Remove ejection seat

REMOVAL,: 1. Remove safety, wire
2. Loosen two hold down clamps

3. fiemove bolt
4. Slide unit out of rack and remove

INSTALLATION: Reverse of removal

FUNCTI1ONAL CH2:CK: Perform functional test using system test set, and an
operational test using the base station.

I

I, TEST EQUIPNM : ASM-23
[Electrical power

. CLOSE lP: Replace ejection seat
Close canopy

- ANALYST'S OPINION: The location of the unit is considered poor. Access to the

* unit is gained only after the ejection seat is removed. Considering the frequent
I removal of the unit and the requirement of having to remove the ejection seat,

1- this unit should be relocated in the aircraft. The present installation has
generated the removal of the radio, what is considered a simple task in other
aircraft, into a major maintenance action.

° - 'al
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W'ORK UNIT CODE 6315Q IThM UHF ARC/51 AIRCRAFT F-8

LOCATION: Unit is located in the CNI compartment behind the cockpit.

SUPPORT EQUIPMEN: Work stand.

ACCESS: Loosen 15 panel fasteners and remove two access panels

REMOVAL: 1. Remove two connectors.

2. Remove safety wire.

3. Remove two thumb screws.
4. Remove unit.

L

INSTALLATION: Reverse of removal

FUNCTIONAL CHECK: Functional check of all pre-set channels and the remote channel
frequency -ndicatur operation. ADF mode is also checked with base station.

2

(! TEST EQUIPMENT: Electrical power

CLOSE U!:
Secure panel.

ANALYST'S OPINION: The instellation and location of the unit is poor. Specialist
•I q 'must Wa91 On tne wing of the aircraft to get to the location. He then must handle

4two access panels (pass them to a specialist on the ground) and then lift the

unit up out of its mount. The handling/carrying of equipment over wing/aircraft

surfaces increases the probability that the specialist could get hurt and/or

damage could be caused to the airframe. The frequent removal of the unit

warrants that it be relocated at a more accessible area on the aircraft.

i ei
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WOIK INI'I' (COI): 6315Q ITEM IIT 743( )/ARC-51A AIRCRAFT F-14
Receiver Tramitter-

LOCATION: RH Forward Avionics Bay (Aft of Radar Compartment)

SUPPORT EQUIPMEN: Work Stand

ACCESS: Loosen 23 Calfax fasteners

open access and position panel holding bar

REMOVAL: 1. Cut safety wire and loosen 2 wing nuts securing R/T unit
2. Disconnect 2 electrical connectors
3. Disconnect 1 RF connector
4I. Remove R/T unit from aircraft

INSTALIATION: Reverse of removal

FUNCTIONAL CHECK: Perform an operational test of UHF Radio Set

C iEST EQUIPMENT: Electrical Power

."CLOSE UP: Replace access panel

AN(ALYST'S OPI7NION: Access to the unit is degraded by the number and type of fasteners
Iused on the aircraft panel. This could be improved by using auick release fasteners.

The location of the unit is not considered favorable because of the need for a main-
tenance stand. The frequency of this task (removal rate of UHF radio) warrants it
to be located on the aircraft to allow removal/replacement without the need for a
maintenance stand.Kb
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WORK UNIT CODE 632Mo ITEM UHF Radio Set AIRCRAT AV-8

LOCATION: Cockpit Right Hand Console

SUPPORT EQUIPMENT: Pilot's Ladder

ACCESS: Open canopy
Loosen two dzus fasteners and remove side access panel
Loosen six dzus fasteners on VHF/FM set control and reposition

REMOVAL: 1. Loosen 8 dzus fasteners securing radio set to console
2. Lift radio set and disconnect the antenna connection and

the electrical connection
3. Remove radio set from aircraft by tilting inboard ana

lifting out.

INSTALLATICN: Reverse of removal

FUNCTIONAL CHECK: Reset preset channels
Perform operational check on the UHF and ADF system

-ii

TEST EQUIPMENT: Electrical Power

CLOSE UP: Replace VHF/FM radio set control
Replace access panel

Close canopy

ANALYST'S OPINION: The present method of installing the UHF Radio Set does not
take full advantage of the console mounted features. The removal of an access
pael, in the confines of the cockpit, and the requirement to remove or reposition
adjacent components in order to remove the radio set is considered ve:y undesirable.
The removal/installation procedure should be evaluated and consideration be given
to change the present installation.



wo141K UNIT CODE 63155 ITFM UHF Radio Set Control AIRCRAFT A-4

IT.OCATION: Cockpit Right Console Area

U'UPORT EQUIPMENT: Cockpit Ladder

ACCESS, Open canopy

S-REMOVAL: 1. Remove eight dzus fasteners
2. Remove control box from console
3. Disconnect cables

I INSTALLATION: Reverse of removal

1

FUNCT1ONAL CHECK: System is ground checked with base station

' TEST EOUIPNM : Electrical Power

ICLOSE UP: Close canopy

IIANALYST'S OPINION: Removal/replacement and access to the control box is consideredI normal installation. The complete maintenance task is simple and can be accomp-
lished without Deculiar ground support eouipment.

M



WORK UNIT CODK 63YlQ ITEM UHF Radio Control AIRCRAT A-6

LOCATION: Cockpit Center Console

SUPPORT EQUIPMENT: None

ACCESS: Open cockpit

REMOVAL: 1. Loosen four dzus fasteners
2. Lift control out of the console

3. Disconnect cable

INSTALIATION: Reverse of removal

FUNCTIONAL CHECK: System is functional tested by contacting the base station.

i

TEST EQUIPMENT: Aircraft power

CLCSE UP: Close canopy

4 ANALYST'S OPINION: The location of the unit simplifies the removal/replacement

Sof the control box. Unit can be removed from either side of the cockpit. Dual
* cockpit design allows maintenance to be scheduled concurrently with other actions.
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WORNK 1NIT COVE 63Y28 ITEM Radio Set Control AIRCRAFT A-7

LOCATION: Cockpit Left Hand Console

SUPPORT EQUIPMENT: None

* ACCESS: Open canopy

REMOVAL: 1. Remove four (4) quick release fasteners
2. Lift control from the console
3. Disconnect cables and remove unit.

INSTALLATICN: Reverse removal procedure

FUNCTIONAL CHECK: System is ground checked with base station.

I
TEST EQUIPMENT: External Electric Power

CLOSE UP: Close canopy

ANALYST'S OPNICK: Removal/replacement and access to the control box is considered

-. a normal installation. The functional test of the system is easier than in other
.", installations in that the pre-set channels (radio) are not set up in the radio con-

trol box. This feature simplifies the functional test of the control box.

S" - ' '  . . . --- ...... ...$ . l. - - - -----



WORK IINIl' .xoim, 67XlG ITEM Radio Set Control AIRCRAFT F-4

LOCATION: Forward Cockpit (Right hand console) i
Aft cockpit (Left hand console)

SUPPORT EQUIPFMENT: None

ACCESS: Open cano-y

REMOVAL: 1. Loosen eight fasteners
2. Lift control box from consoleF 3. Remove two electrical connectors
4. Remove control box from the console

INSTALLATION: Reverse of removal

FUNCTIONAL CHECK: Reset channel frequencies and functionally check
system with ground station

TEST EQUIPMENT: Electrical Power

= I

CLOSE UP: Close canopy

ANALYST'S OPINION: Removal/installation and access to the control box is con-
sidered a normal installation. The requirement to enter channel frequencies
adds some time to the functional test.

$ 7,



IWoK BN~ ' oP : 6315U Vi'E.Z U}[F Control AIRCRA1.T F-8

SIATiOWN: Cockpit Right Console Area

• "PIVRT EQUI FMENT: None

P__7Vrq_ Open canopy

0
I ! E;:MOVAI, :

i1. Remove eight fasteners
2. Lift, control box from Ithe console

I 3. Disconnect electrical connect;or
) 4. Remove control box from console

INSTALLATiON: Reverse of removal

I

- NCTIONAL C"ECK: Reset set channel frenuencies and functionally check syster.
with base station

;Th37 1 ?QIP.ZNT: Electrical Power

I,

ICLOSiE UP: Close canopy

AA.LYT'S OPrNION: Removal/replacement and access to the control box is• " considered a normal installation. Func.ional test of the system is similar
Si | to other aircraft installations.

I -'1
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- --.,,: ,. 65 IFF Systems

I'll -,'7K .U.LME: IFF Receiver/Transmitter

"LC: A-h: 6531 A-6: A-7: 65341 F-4: 65321

P 65341

F-6: 65YIY F-ih: 65341 AV-8: 65341

ERAL OBSERVATUOTS: The IFF Receiver Transmitter and the F-8's IFF Encodin-

Computer are included in this sumary.r. All components were easy to

remove. Accessibility in some instances was inhibited by too many

fasteners or location. All installations, except the AV-8, required

operational tests utilizinF a test set. The A-6 1FF R/T was not sur-

veyed.

DESJrABLE FEATURES: 1. The A1-8 makes use of a BIT feature which greatly sim-
vlifies its operational test by eliminatina test equinment. The in-

corporation of BIT where possible cannot be stresced too greatly as

an excellent maintenance tool. 2. The convenient ground level 'work

i , area of the A-7, P-4 snd AV-8 installations facilitated their removal.

UDESIRABLE FFATURES: 1. Access is a problem on both F-8 components. The FF

R/T unit is located on the forward spine of the aircraft. This en-

tails clambering around on the -wing with the removed unit-hazardous

to personnel and ratentially damaging to the component. The FF En-

codinp. Computer resuires removal of non-associated equipment to gain

.: access. This should be avoided as it recuires unnecessar- maintenance

time and is possibly deterious to the disturbed system. 2. To: many

fasteners on access panels in the F-14 and AV-8 and the nose instal-

lation in the A-4 degrade otherwise good installations. Changing

location on the A-4 to a more accessible area would have eased removal.
Z
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SYSTEM: 65 IFF Systems

NOMENCLATURE: IFF Receiver/Transmitter

UNDESIRABLE FEATURES: 'Cont.) Li

Likewise, fewer fasteners enhance an installations removal. i

ADDITIONAL REMARKS: Little improvement can be made on the installation of

the cou4onents. However, consideration of placement during design --

should/ill help reduce maintenance times by improving access.

Incorporation of BIT into avionics equipment is a "Godsend" in

easing installation checkouts and in troubleshooting.

ii
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I wo 'iuI'r R , 11'_( O_1 65341 'mEm, IFF Receiver/Transmitter AIRCRAFT A-h

I C'CA': ON: Nose CNI Corpartment

FU PORT EUTF?72r: Maintenance stand

ACCECS: Open nose compartment (using " speed wrench the forward nose section
is cranked open).

REMOVAL: 1. Remove coaxial cable
2. Remove operational connector
3. Remove safety wire
4. Loosen two lock damns
5. Remove urnit from mount

INSTALLATION: Reverse of removal

.?U CT] ON.L CHiECK: System is functionally checked using test eouigrent

I

TST E(UIitY T ANl/AFlm-123(V
! I External Electrical Power

I. -LOSE I: Close nose section and secure

-I
ANALYST'S OPINION: Removal/installation of the unit is considered common to

4. - other aircraft installations. The openiig of the nose section, to gain access,
and the reouirement for a maintenance stand degrades the overal- task.

4t I
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WORK UNIT CODI: 65341 ITEM IFF Receiver/Transmitter AIRCRAFT A-7 -

IUAXPION: Right Hand Avionic Bay

SUPPORT EQUIP ME: None

ACCESS: Open ten quick release fasteners and lower access door

REMOVAL: 1. Remove coaxial connector and operational connector
2. Remove 2 equipment hold down bolts
3. Slide unit out of mount

0iISTALIATION: Reverse of removal

FUNCTIONAL CHECK: System is functionally checked using test equipment.

TEST EQUIPIMMwr AN/ASM-123(V)
External Electrical Power

CLCSE UP: Close and secure bay door

ANALYST'S OPF. ICN: The location of the unit at ground le.eJl provides easy access
to the unit for re-oval/rplacement. The system functional check is coon to
other aircraft installatikza. Corrective mintenance is considered a simple task.

I
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WORK I'NI'I' COI r 65321 t'M TIFF Receiver/Transmitter AIRCRAFT F-h

UOVATION: CNI Compartment

SUPPORT EQUIPFNT: None

ACCESS: Loosen six screws securing access panel and remove from aircraft.

REMOVAL: 1. Cut safety wire
2. Loosen wing bolt securing unit
3. Slide unit ouL of mountIA_

INSTALLATION: Reverse of removal

FUNCTIONAL CHECK: System is functionally checked using test eauipment

TEST EQUIPMENT: AN/ASM-123(V)

Sit Electrica. Power

CLOSE UP: Replace access panel and secure

ANALYST'S OPINION: Removal/replacement of the urit is considered common to other

aircraft installation. The acces to this unit is considered good for the F-h air-
i'-. Icraft.

Itt 401
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WORK IJNI'' (XiI)F 653h1 ITEM IFF Rec/Trans AIRcA F-8[

LOCATION: Located in the CNI Compartment Behind the Cockpit

SUPPORT EQUIPMENT: Maintenance stand

ACCESS: Loosen 15 fasteners and remove access panel

REMOVAL: 1. Remove one coaxial connector
2. Remove two bolts securing unit to mount
3. Lift unit out of mount

INSTALIATION: Reverse of removal

FUNCTIONAL CHECK: System is checked using test equipment

I TEST EQUIPMENT : AN/APM-123 (V)ETEIM T Electrical Power

CLOSE UP: Replace panel

ANALfST'S OPINION: The location and access to the unit is poor. Maintenance

specialist must walk over the wing of the aircraft to the location, he must then
handle two access panels and lift the unit from the moixnto The handling/carrying
of equipment over aircraft surfaces increases the probability of damage to the
airframe. Functional test of the system is common to other aircraft installation.
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WORK IINIT CO E 65341 ITEM RT-859( )/AFX-72 AIRCRAFT F-14
IFF Receiver Transmitter

LOCATION: L1 Aft Avionics Bay
4m

SUPPORT EMUPIFENT: Work stand

ACCESS: Loosen 30 Calfa: fasteners securing panel

Remove access panel from aircraft

REMOVAL: 1. Loosen 2 screws securing electrical connector and disconnect
electrical connector.

2. Disconnect 1 coax connector
3. Loosen 2 nut type hold down fasteners securing RT unit
4. Slide RT from rack and remove from aircraft

INSTALLATION: Reverse of removal

FUNCTIONAL CHECK: Perform system functional test equipment

V- TEST EQUIPMENT: AN/ARM-378 and TTU-205
4 I Electrical Power

CLOSE UP: Replace and secure the aircraft panel

I " ANALYST'S OPINION: The installation/reoval/replacement of the unit is typical of
most aircrart installation. The removal of 30 fasteners, hendling of an aircraft

i panel and the requirement for a maintenance stand to accomplish the task compli-4 cates what is normally considered a simple maintenance task. Use of quick release

"I " fasteners and a hinged access panel would improve the maintenance task.

!A,
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WORK UNIT cCOI)x: 653 11 ITEM IFF Receiver/Transmitter AIRCRAFT AV-8

LOCATION: Left Hand Avionic Bay, Upper Equipment Rack

SUPPORT EQUIPMENT: None

ACCESS: Remove 22 fasteners securing aircraft panel
E, Remove access panel

REMOVAL: 1. Loosen two screws and remove connector
2. Remove coaxial connector
3. Cut safety wire and loosen two hold down bolts
4. Remove unit from mount

I

~INSTALIATICN: Reverse of removal

FUCINLCEK Perfo3rm "I"test of system and accomplish AIMS interface test

I ,TEST EQUIPMENT: Electrical Power

S'Vi

CLOSE UP: Replace access panel and secure

ANALYST'S OPINION: The installation, removal/replacement of the unit is typical
i to other aircraft installations. Access to the unit could be improved by usingI quick release fasteners and a hinged door.

I, ZA



CMES TASK LTV 74-16

I WORK 1NIT1 CODE. 6-Yiy iTEM CPU-h6/A(U) Computer AIRCRAFT F-8

N Left Hand Utility Compartment

I k

?IUPPORT E(,UTF.NTP: None

ACE 1 Dni- (Vq fastnner,
n'--e qnplir-er (nl r',s. 5 bolts)

REMOVAL: 1. Remove two pressure lines
2. Remove three system connectors
3. Remove two knurl hold down fasteners to remove unit

INSTALLATION: Reverse of removal

FUNCTIONAL CHECK: System check is accomplished using TTU-205 tester.
System check of analyzer unit.M61

TEST E01TIPMENM: TTU-205, analyzer test equipment unknown.

CLOSE UP: Replace analyzer and aircraft panel

ANALYST'S OPXNION: The installation of the charger Blue equinment requires removal
" of a analyzer unit before the ADC can be removed. Installation and remova- is not

considered acceptable because of the removal reouirement of another system WRA. How
ever, the basic installation, removal/replacement of the unit was good prior to the
addition of the charger Blue enuipment.

in - _ - - - - - A



TACAN

NAVIGATION SYSTEMS

RADAR ALTIMETER

DOPPLER RADAR



NAVIGATION SYSTEMS

CON'INTR ;

COMPONENT A-4 A-6 A-7 F-4 F-8 F-14 _-

TACAN 71XIL N/A 71h3I 71I) L 71XlL 71XIL 71XlL
" 71431

713C1 67170 71h3 '71 3C0 718YI

Radar Altimeter 't2361 72361 72361 7261 722h1 72BI 72cBI

7236- 72362 7262 72362 72242 72-B5 722B2

72?6h 72364 72364 7?364

DoDpler Radar 723P1 7P381 73A31 N/A N/A N/A N/A

1 72382 73A32

723,F4 73A33

i'ii
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y O""V-:7 Radio Navigation

,'-. 7 .N" VLI: Tacan

7lX1L 71XIL
"UC: A-!-: 713Cl A-6: A-7: 71431 F-4: 67170

7MXiL 71XlL 71X1L
7-6: 71431 F-14h: 71360 AV-8: 718Y1

GE1INRAi, OBSERVATIONS: The Tacan and BDHI are summarized together in this

section. The BDHI is universally easy to work on and receives

little comment. The Tacan is simple to replace and checkout. Ac-

cess varies from fair to good.

DESIRABLE FEATURES: 1. Thne BDHI renuires no test set making checkout (uite

simple. The Tacan unit renuires a test set but checkout is rela-

tively easy. 2. The F-14 and AV-8 incorporate built-in-test which

is valuable in reducing Tacan checks to simplest actions.

UIDESIRABLE FEATURES: 1. installations are generally good, but minor pro-2 blems of access are encountered in some airplanes. Compartment

height involves maintenance stands for the F-6, A-4 and F-14 air-

craft. The AV-8, F-14, F-8, use several fasteners rather than thev ' latches used in other aircraft for access panels. The fasteners

ir are obviously less desirable.

ADDITIONAL REIARKS: Built-in-test is an item of significant value, especially
in the case of avionics enuipment which have benefitted to the LIxi-

mum from simplification of replacemen± Tasks. Functional test is

now the most significant factor in the work effort.

ii



'ORK I'NI COI)i.: 7X1L ITM BDHI AIRCRAFT A-4M

!,(VA'.iON: Cockpit Instrument Panel

FUPPORT EQUITMENT: None

ACCESS: Open canopy

REMOVAl,: 1. Remove four bolts securing unit to pane
2. Slide indicator out of panel
3. Disconnect electrical connector
4. Remove unit

f INSTALIATION: Reverse of removal

J I

FUNCTIONAL CHECK: The heading portion of indicator is checked by rotating the

comass deviation control. The Tacan and ADF portion is
checked by operating each system.!I

TEST EQUIPMENT: Electrica?. Power

i 1

CLOSE IP: Close canopy

I-_ _

ANALYST'S OPINION: The access, removal/replacement of the indicator is

.7 considered good. Functional test of the unit can be accomplished without

. I peculiar ground support eouipment and is rather easy.

it'L -; ______ __ _ _ _-S



WORK UNIT CODE 71XIL ITEM BDHI AIRCRAFT F-IJ

IOCATION: Cockpit Inqtrument Panel

SUPPORT EQUIPMENT: None

ACCESS: Cpen canopy

REMOVAL: 1. Remove 2 screws securing lighting fixture and remove fixture
2. Remove 2 screws securing BDHI to panel14 3. Slide BHI from Instrument Panel
4. Disconnect 6 electrica connectors
5. Remove MHI from aircraft

INSTALEATION: Reverse

FUNCTIONAL CHECK: Perform operational check of ADF, Tacau and Heading Systems

TEST SQUIPMENT: Electrical Power

CLOSE UP: Close .anopy

, M A."LYST'S OPINIGN: The access, removal/replacement of the unit is consideredgooda. Functional test is accomplished without peculiar ground support equipment

as in other aircraft.
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{ '. I ,'-. 71Xg Bearing, Distance & Heading AIRCRAPT F-8

-A A 7 i ON: Instruent ranel

FI-PtORT E.UI .YxNY: Pone

AC......: Open canopy

: -..MOVAL: 1. Remove four screws securing indicator to the panel
2. Slide unit out of panel
3. Disconnect electrical connector
h. Remove unit from aircraft

INSTALIATION: Reverse of removal

iHekdin usriong bscecsaton

? UNCT]ONA c.cK: Heading portion is checked by rotating compass control and
ver-\ing indicator response. Remainirg portion of indicator; is checked using base statLion.

.

EST --OIP!--: 1ertrical nower.

( 'LOSE UP: Close canopv

.M1ALYST"S OPINION: The access, removal/replacement of the indicator is good.
4 Functional test of unit is completed without the use of Deculiar ground support

I enuipment as in other aircraft.

J,
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WORK UNIT cOw).- lXlL TEM BDMI A an F-14

ID--bb3/u -

LOCA'TON: RH Instrument Panel

SUPPORT ECQUI.ENT: None

ACCESS: Open canopy

REMOVAL: 1. Remove 4 sc.-ews securing indicator to instrument panel~2. Slide indicator from panel
: 3. Disconnect 1 electrical connector

p 3.

INSTALIATION: Reverse of removal

FUNCTIONAL CHECK: Perform operational checks of Tacen, ADF and Heading Systems

tAa
TEST EQUIPMENT: Electrical power.

CLOSE UP: Close canopy.

( ANALYST'S OPINION: The installation and functional test of the BDRI is similar to
I installations in other aircraft.

,F1
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i:o 'NIT 'OiL-: 71)_L ITFM BDHI iD-663 AIRCRAFT AV-8

!XVA 'IO: Bottom Center of Cockpit instrument -Panel

FUPPORT EQUIFlM.- : Ladder

ACCESS- Position ladier
-Yen canoov

.MOVAL: 1. Remove 4 screws securing indicator to panel
2. Reaching behind tane., disconnect e1.lectrical connector
3. Slide indicator Lxcz panel and remove from aircraft

fiSTALi ATION: Reverse of removal

1

I

FUNCTIONAL CHECK: Perform onerational teat of compass system, Tacan and

VIIIrFIF ADY

ITEST EQUIPi.SNT: Electrical Power

CLOSE Uf: Close canopy
Remove ladder

APLYST'S OPTNION: Access, removal/replacement of the instrument is considered
good. Removal could be improved by extending the length of the cable harness.
F nctional test of the unit is accomlished without test equipment.H;'

X -
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WORK UNIT COD 71431 !T.-M Tacan Recv/Trans AIRCRAFT A-4

LOCATION: CNI Compartment

SUPPORT EQULIME T: Maintenance stand.

ACCESS: Open two (2) quick latches and lift access door, door is retained by
clip springs

'..,:L. 1. Remove coaxial connector
2. Loosen two equipment tie downs
3. Remove unit

IfTAIATIal: Reverse of removal

FHNXT] ONAL CF-Ck: System checked using test equipmjent and base station.

~~ ~T.- U IPMN' Ali/URYl1
Electrical power.

t

C:,oS IM: Close access doer

ANALYSV-1S OPIN1CN: A maintenance stand is needed for removal of the unit,
considerIng the-5high failure rate the unit should be located at ground level.

VV'
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* j WORK I1~T~' CDE '7'~ ~ITEM' TffANT Rccive-krrans, Attcr AR2AFTAh

SUPPORT EQUIOMENT: xxnesn3

ACCEISS: Oren t. m. -leVise latnhc l if'i- ac-ss (eOrr (door is retained

REMOVAL: 1. * enve -'onxi e~ab] e.
*2. L~oosen ecumxinc tie r v,,nc.

* Thi~veunit ~~' ~':

IN"eAATTON: R'c'.ercc )-7 -- mnaI.

FUNCTIORAL C*HCK: ~ trflin-'tiornq ' t lisinrf '-erl -,c+. 'w, r- bnse ctation.

I ~TTST EQUIPM4ENT: _d/1Ri0)O

4 ~CLOSE UP: Cleore rics nane) and sec-ure.

4 ;ANIALYST'S OPINION: The 4 n-,!- llation. ac-'ess and rernoval/renlar-eent, of ~' irm1
io considprF'i c7o-)-'4. I'le r'a'4renent for a mavinteniance stand is off-set byr tlni ease

*in 7rninin q, 2es , to tlco ,ni+,



WORK UNIT COi)D 71431 ITEM TACAN Receiver/Transmitter AIRCj 'TA-7

LOCATION: Right Hand Avionic Bay

S UPPORT EQUIPMENT: None

ACCESS: Open eight ouick release fasteners and lower bay door

REMOVAL: 1. Remove coaxial connectors
2. Remove safety wire from hold down bolts and loosen bolts
3. Remove TACAN from mount

INSTALIATION: Reverse of removal

FUNCTIONAL CHECK: Functional test is accomplished using.test equipwmt.

1 Operational test of system is made using base station.

TEST EQUIPENT: N/URM-1
" ]Electrical Power

CLOSE UP: Close bay door and secure

ANALYST'S OPINION: The installation removal/replacement and access to the unit
is excellent. Maintenance on the unit can be accomplished at ground level without
support equipment.

;r
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WORK ITNII' COD: 67170 ITEM TACAN Receiver!Tnsmitter AIRCMAI-T F-4

LATION: CNI Compartment

FLIPPORT EQUIPMEFN': Small maintenance stand or step stool

ACCESS Loosen six captive screws and remove access door.

PEMOVAL: 1. Remove safety wire and loosen wing bole securing R/T unit
2. Remove R/T ur.it from mount

INSTALLATION: Reverse of removal

FUNCTIONAL CHICK: Operational test is accomplished using local base station
and/or test eouipment

TEST EQUIPMENT: AN/ASM-23
Electrical Power

I- CLOSE UP: Replace access door and secure

ANIALYST'S OPINION: The installation, access and removal/replacement of the unit is
considered very good. Functional test is common with other aircraft installations.

The need for a special type stand (step stool) may pose a problem because of avail-
ability,

UJ



WORK UNIT CODE 7i431 ITEM TACAN R/T CMciT F-8

LOCATION: Left Equipment Bay

SUPPORT EQUIPMENT: Maintenance stand is required

ACCESS: Loosen 19 panel fasteners, lift door and install holding bracket.

REMOVAL: 1. Remove coaxial connector
2. Remove two hold down screws
3. Remove unit from mount

II

INSTALIATION: Reverse of removal

.I

.1

FUNCTIONAL CHECK: System is functionally checked using base station and/or test
equipment

TEST EQUIPMENT TS/105/APM
Electrical Power

CLOSE UP: Secure equipment bay

ANALYST'S OPINION: The location of the unit, the requirement for a maintenance

stand and the number of fasteners on the panel impair the accessibility to the
unit. The installation and the functional test of the system is common with other

aircraft. The frequent removal of the unit warrants that it be located at a more
accecsible location.

p [
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WORK NIT (ODE: 713C0 ITEM TACAN Receiver Transmitter AIRCRA1 F-14

1VATION: LH Forw-ard Avionics Bay

FlUPPORT EUTP-N'FNT: Work Stand

ACCESS: Loosen 29 Calfax fasteners securing access panel

Swing panel open and insert holding bar

MOVA1,: 1. Loosen 2 self locking hold down fasteners securing RT unit

2. Slide RT from mount and remove from aircraft

INSTALLATION: Reverse of removal

E

FUNCTIONAL CHECK: Perform BIT check and operational check with local stations

S, TFS tUI. T
7'TEST _______: Electrical Power

S -.

1 CLOSE UP: Secure access panel

* ANALYST'S OPINION: The access to the unit is considered as fair because of the

number of panel fasteners that must be loosened and the need for a maintenance
stand. The removal/replacement and functional test of the system is common to

* most aircraft installations. Access to the unit could be improved by employing
ouick release latches.

J.4,
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WORK UNIT CODE 718yl ITEM TACAN Receiverilnsmitter AIRCRAFT Av-8

LOCATION: Right Hand Avionic Bay (Upper Shelf)

SUPPORT EQUIPMENT: None j

ACCESS: Remove 22 fasteners securing aircraft panel

Remove access panel

REMOVAL: 1. Disconnect coaxial connectors p
2. Remove safety wire
3. Loosen retaining nuts securing unit
]+. Slide R/T unit from mount

IINSTALIATION: Reverse of removal

FUNCTIONAL CHECK: A "BIT" check is made to check TACAN unit and a system
operational check is made using the base station.

TEST EQUIPMENT: Electrical Power

CLOSE UP: Replace access panel and secure

ANALYST'S OPINION: Accessibility to the unit is considered fair because of the
nrumber of fasteners on the panel and the requirement to remove the panel from the
aircraft. The "BIT" feature of the equipment is an excellent means of checking the
unit.

JL
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ITM: 72 Radar Navigation Syste-m

NO! T.C Lk'[MUE: Radar Altimeter
72361 72 -361 T727b1 72361
72363 7262 72362 72362

'UC : A-h: 72364 A-6: 72364 A-7: 72364 F-hi: 72364

72241 722BI 722B1
F-:72242 F-14: 722B5 AV-6S: 722B2

GENF-AL OBSERVATIONS: Three components of the Radar Navigation System were

observed and are summarized here: The receiver/transmitter (R/T)

unit, the switcning unit, and the indicator. The R/T and switzhing

i, units are matched items and both must be removed if one fails. To

accommodate this, the two units are generally mounted together tois
allow removal as a single item. The indicator :is mountzd in the

cockpit and, except for the AV-8 installation, has generally good

access.

I DESIRABLE FEATURES: 1. The A-4 radome neatly solves the matched set problem

u by packagiLn the R/T and switching units in the ouickly removable

I altimeter radome. The whole package is small enough to -emove and

" handle as a single item allowing build-up end matching in the shop.

2. Other aircraft have mounted the two unil.s together allnwing removal

I of both through a single access. 3. Built-in--test (BIT) is 'ised to

good advantage to simplify checkout tasKs in the F-4, F-14 and AV-8.

4. The A-4, A-7, F-- and AV-8 have the units loc-. d to permit ac-

f cess while standing on the deck.

UNDESIRABLE FEATURES: 1. Shop matching of the units is undesirable because

it always involves removal of one good unit along vith a bad one.

I 0-level effort (except for the A-4) is therefore increased signifi-

tL : I

IM



qYSTEM: 72 Radar Navigation System

NOMENCLATURE: Radar Altimeter

U
UNDESIRABLE FEATURES: (Cont.)

cantly. 2. Although most of the R/T and switching units are mounted

on a single rack or bracket, they must be removed from that mounting

unit for dispatch to the shop. It would be preferable for the mount

and both units to have a definition as a single WRA and be handled

without O-level disassembly. 3. Bolting through a floor into an-

other compartment, as in the F-14, creates need for extra access. In

this case, the gun installation further inhibits removal. An inter-

jmediate mount is needed which can be bolted down and from which the

unit can be readily removed. 4. The AV-8 indicator requires removal

of several adjacent components. This is not only time consuming in

itself, but imposes additional maintenance risk and functional check

requirements.

ADDITIONAL REMARKS: 1. When it is not possible to avoid shop matching of units,

these units should be accumulated and identified as a mingle component

cr WRA. 2. Built-in-test proves its value in reducing functional

checkout effort.

| 4
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I , 1woi ri o ro-. 72361/7236 ITEM, Radar Altimeter R/T Unit & AIRCRAFT A-4_6 
Switching Unit

Ik-A"ON Bottom of Left Wing

I "tPPORT E(NUI PMEN? : Nn

INone

I

REMOVAL: 1. Remove aft bolt securing radome
2. Lower aft portion of unit and move forward to

disengage guide pins
3. Disconnect connectors and remove rndorne .:ith units Jnstalled.

I INSTALLATION: Reverse of removal.

(Note: The R/T and switching units are -ackaged as a unit with the redome.)

I- !

FUNCTIONAL CHECK: System functional check is accomplished Lsing test equipment.

S.~ I-
-,!;ST E(,(UIPM'EN-T: AN/APM-99

Electrical Dower

CLOSE UF: Nore.
C

ANALT.2T'S OPINION: The installation of the R/T and switching unit in one assembly
(radome) simplifies maintenance since both units must be removed from the aircraft

- U |and matched in the shop. Installation and access to the equipment are considered
I.  very good.

• 2



WORK UNIT CODiF. 72361/72364 ITEM ater AIRCRAFT A-6

LOCATION: Lower Tail Area

UPPORT EQUIPMENT: Maintenance Stand

F ACCESS: Remove 18 panel fasteners, acft panel hinges down.

REMOVAL: 1. Disconnect cables

2. Remove four screws to remove mounting plate on which both the
transmitter and switching unit are mounted on.

3. Remove four screws to remove each unit from plate

INSTALLATION: Reverse of removal

F CTIONAL C'{ECK:
aSystem is checked using test set to determine proper

operation (acft panel must be closed for test).

! ' : TEST EQUIA..N:E E I N AN/APM-199 delay line

Electrical power

CLOSE UT: Close panel and secure 18 panel fagteners

, 4 ANALYST'S OPINION: The hard mounting mf both the transmitter and switching units is
a common type of aircraft instsllati..% However, in this aircraft the mounting
plate is secured to shock mounts of a support plate. This type installation was

3 required because the units are loc&ted in a high vibration area. Accessibility to
the units is considered acceptable. The removal/replacement of the units is some-
what degraded because of the double mounting provisions. The close proximity

I of the units and the antennae does simplify the functional system test.

I ~* , - - -. . . . . ..- ._ _ . . . ...



RADUR ALTIMEEER

':. P ,'O. '  723oI/7?3o4 1TKN RC'R/TRANSMIfl AIRCRAFT A-7

IxVA 0. ON: 'f* '-

IP IUP! RT . U' EMEN : None

:,C'ES-. Loosen 25 camioc fasteners and remove access panel

-,,MOVAL: 1. Remove electrical connectors from both units
2. Remove safety from hold down bolts
_3. Loosen hold down bolts
h. Remove each unit from the mounts

(Note: The recv/trans. and switching unit are removed and matched in the shop)

INSTALLATION! Reverse of removal

FUNC:IONA! C'I CK: The system is checked by "self-test." operational test of the
system is accomplished by usirg a test set

i : 2'EQUPE NTiP...~.f ANiAPM-!99,

SElectrical power

1j

411 _____Replace access panel and secure

AI ALYST'S OPINION: The accessibility to the unit is der-aded because of the 28
camloc fasteners and the requirement to remove the access panel. However, the
removal/replacement of the unit is good since ail maintenance can be accomplished
at ground level.



RADAR ALTIMETER
WORK U.NIT coll: 72361/72364 ITEM RECV/TRANS & SWITCHING UNIT AIRCRAFT F-

LXWATION: Left Fuselage above Ground Power Receptical

-II
5UPPORT EQUI.FPMEN-T: None

ACCESS:
Remove forty-one stress fasteners and remove access panel

REMOVAL: 1. Remove electrical connector from both units.
2. Remove six bo~ts securing switching unit rack to the aircraft and

remove assembly.
3. Remove four bolts securing switching unit to the rack and remove

unit.
4. Remove four bolts securing recv/trans unit rack to the aircraft and

remove assembly.
5. Remove four bolts securing recv/trans unit to the rack and

remove unit.

j INSTALLATION: Reverse of removal

FUNCTION L CIECK: The system functional check is accomplished using test
equipment.

tI

T TEST EQU10MENT: AN/APM-199
lectrical power

• .1

CLOSE UP: Replace access panel and secure

ANALYST'S OPINION: Although the maintenance task can be accomplished at ground
level, the accesiibility to the system is degraded because of the 41 fasteners and
the requirement to handle the access panel. Also, the method used to install
the system components, in the aircraft, adds considerable time to the removal/
replacement task. System components must be mounted on a bracket and then the bracket
installed in the aircraft. This assembly and disassembly complicates what is
normally considered a simple removal and replacement task.

Ut. - I7,
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wOtiI UNI I' OP-" 7224l/72242 1T'F%' RADAR ALTIWTI4ER SYSTE4 AIRCRAFT F-8

1 !,.ATION: Left Equipment Bay

F lUPPORT ECTU1F!,N7: Maintenance stand

ACCESS- Loosen 19 panel fasteners, lift door and install door bracket

REXONVAL: 1. Disconnect electrical connectors
2. Remove thumb screws securing units

3. Remove units from mounts.
(Note: The transmitter and amplifier are removed as a set and matched in the snop)

INSTALLATION: Reverse of removal

FUNCT-OL CHECK: System functional check is accomplished using test equipment.

TESTE3IN: AN/APM-66
Electrical power

CLOSE UP: Close access panel and secure

zANIALY"T'S OPNIN The removal/replacment, of the system components is considered
a simple task. The requirement for a maintenance stand degrades the ovarall
accessibility to the system.I l: i



Radar Altimeterj -OHK V 1N 1T COD.: (22Bl ITEM Receiver Transmitter AIRCRAFT FTl'L

LOCaiON: Left Hand Avionics Compartment ,
i

SUPPORT EQUIi-fr: Work Stand

.ACCESS: Loosen 17 Calfax fasteners securing access panel.
Swing access panel open and insert holding bar.
Loosen 24 Calfax fasteners se,uring lower access panel and
remove panel from aircraft.

RE.,MOVAL: 1. Disconnect 4 coaxial connectors.
2. Disconnect 1 electrical connector.
3. Cut safety wire and remove 4 bolts saecuring RT unit to the equipment

shelf.
4. Remove PT unit from aircraft. I

INSTALLATION: Reverse of removal

r UNCTIONAL CH -C1: Perform system self test.

IF
TE-ST E QU7Iw.-NT- Electrical power unit

C LO0SE j:: Replace access panels and secure

ANALYST' S OPINION: The location, accessibility, ar-4 the installation of theL
receiver tEransmitter is considered unacceptable. T.arrf aesmust b

Tv aicatpaes b

opened/removed to gain access for the removal arid replaeanent of the =mit. Access
* to the bolts, securing the unit to the shelf, is gained through the lover copart-

menit (gum area). Also, the access to the two inboard bolts, secrn the imit,

feature could be improved by using a flat mouting tray, secured to the shelf, frem
vhich the unit can be easily removed anid replaced. This vould elizinate the removal
of the lower access panel anid simplify the maintenunce task. The funictional test
of thse system is comon to aUl APH-194(V)I Installations.

| gt |-~



RADAR ALTIMETER .... ;

WOHK UINI' COE 722B1 T'EM4 RECV/T SNEMTTTFR r AIRCRAFT A-8

I LOATION: Left Hand Avionic EPv (lower equipment rack)

SUPPORT EQUIPMENT: None

ACCESS: Loosen 22 fasteners and remove access panel.

REMOVAL: 1. Disconnect electrical connectors.
2. Loosen retaining nuts and slide unit out to clear guide pins and

lift up.
3. Loosen two captive nuts and remove connector from the interf-ce unit.
h. Pull connector through the R/T mount.
5. Remove rack, with R/T attached, from the airciaft.
6. Remove bolts securing R/T unit to the mount.
7. Remove R/T.

42 1

FUNCTIONAL CHECK: System functional test is accomplished using "BIT."

"'EST EQUIPMENT: Electrical power

!' 5 CLOSE UP: Replace access panel and secure.

!f AlALYST'S OPINION: Access to the unit could be improved 1. providing quick
Rc.J.ease fasteners and a hinged access panel. Installation of the unit should be
changed to allow its removal without having to disconnect the interface connector
and assemble the R/T unit on the mounti rack before installation. Current
instr'lation does comlicate the removal/replacement action.

4 . I
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;7-2 - -. 70 'Q-'

! J SUPPORT EQUIPMENT: Cockpit ladder

SACCESS., Open canopy.
-- Remove bypass/audio switch bracket. "

REMOVAL: 1. Remove four bolts that secure indicator to panel.

2. Pull indicator from panel and disconnect cable.

_ _INSTALLATION: Reverse of removal

4 FUNCTIONAL CHECK: System test using test equiment.

TEST EQUIPMENT: C tSM-199

!,' Electrical power

CLOSE UP: Replace bypass/audio switch bracket

, Close canopy

AALYST'S OPINI : The installation of the indicator i considered normal, however,
modification made to the aircraft added t ie bypass/audio sitch. It is unfortunate
that the bracket was placed in front of the indicator.

gig
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WORK UNIT CODE 723(2 VPFM RADAR ALTIMETER INDICATOR AIRCRAIT A-

] LOCATION: Cockpit Instrument Panel

I UPPORT EQUI PM : None

ACCESS: Open canopy

I
I REMOVAL: 1. Remove four screws that secure indicator to panel.

2. Slide indicator out of panel and disconnect cable.

INSTALLATION: Reverse of removal

IFUNCTIONAL CHECK: System checked using test equipment

3 TFST E'UIPMTM : AN/APNk -199 delay line
' j I Electrical power

Cics UP: Close canopy

, : ANALYST'S OPINION: The installation, removal, and replacement of the indicator
is very .mple.

j2 , ,I c
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i i_______.___ ,

WORN iN1IT CO)E 72362 ITEM APN-141 Height Indicator AIRCRAFT A-? -

LOCATION: Co-spit Instrument Panel -5I
SUPPORT EQUIPMENT: None

ACCESS: Open canopy

REMOVAL: 1. Remove 3 screws securing indicator to the panel.
2. Remove indicator from panel and disconnect cable.

I INSTALLATION: Reverse of removal

-H"

FUNCTIONAL CHECK: Self-test and test equipment to perform complete functional
test of system.

I i , TEST EQUIPMENT: APM-199
Electrical power V11

CLOSE UP: Close canopy

4 ANALYST'S OPINIX: The installation, removal, and replacement of theI indicator is a simple task.

.4



WORK 11NIT (7 coD: 723-2 ITFM RADAR ALTIMETER .ICATOR AIRCHAFT F-4J

I LI,:ATION: Forward cockpit instrument panel

I SUPPORT EQUTP1MENT: NoneI _

ACCESS: Open canopy° I
REMOVAI,: 1. Remove four screws securing indicator to the panel.

2. Remove indicator from the panel and disconnect cable.

Note: If the electrical cable is too short, the glare shield must
be removed to gain a6cess for removal of the connector.

IINSTALLATION: Reverse of removal

FUNCTIONAL CHECK: Perform system "BIT" check

TEST EQUIPMENT: Electrical power

[ CLOSE UP: Close canopy

ANALYST'S OPINION: The installation, removal, and replacement of the indicatoris common witn other aircraft. The "BIT" feature does eliminate the requirement

for test equipment and simplifies the task.

BI ,
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Height Indicator
WORK UNIT (ODE 722B5 ITEM ID1763/APN-I94(V) AiRcRAFT F-I4

LOCATION: Left Hand Cockpit Instrument Panel

SUPPORT EQUIPMENT: None

ACCESS: Open canopy

REMOVAL: 1. Remove 3 screws securing indicator to instrument panel.
2. Slide indicator out from panel.

* 3. Disconnect electrical connector.

INSTALLATION: Reverse of removal

FUNCTIONAL CHECK: Perform system self test.

* TEST EQUIPMENT: Electrical power

CLOSE UP: Close canopy

ANALYST'S OPINION: The removal and replacement of the indicator is simple.
The self-tes ature simplifies the maintenance task.

,, U
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,I WORK UNIT COI)DE 722B2 ITEM RADAR ALTIMETER INDICATCR AIRCRAFT AV-8

LOCATION: Cockpit Instrument Panel

VtTPPORT EQUIPMENt: None

Open canopy
ACCESS: Remove Nav. Control Panel - no electrical disconnect - position out of wa'1

Loosen one high torque screw on central warning indicator and position
out of way.

(See Continuation Sheet)

REMOVAL: 1. Disconnect electrical connector.
2. Remove three screws securing indicator to panel.
3. Remove indicator.

INSTALLATION: Reverse of removal

FUNCTIONAL CHECK: Perfo-sm self test of Radar Altimeter System.
Thoroughly inspect all components removed for proper
installation.

TEST EQUIPMENT: Electrical power

I .CLOSE UP: Replace all instruments and equipment removed to gain access.
Close canopy.

1.: AKALYST'S OPINION: The accessibility to the indicator is completely unacceptable.
Removal of the indicator is considered a major maintenance task when compared with
other aircraft installations. The removal of flight instruments for access to the

1indicator only increases the possibility of inducing malfunctions to other
systems on the aircraft. Major improvement should be made in the access to the
indicator.

,4
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CONTINUATION SHEET:

WORK UNiT CODE 722B2 ITEM Radar Altimeter IndicatoV \CIW'AFT _ __.

ACCESS: (continued)

Remove two screws securing glare shield under central warning

indicator.
Remove three torque screws and one nut on fuel jettison panel.

Remove three bolts securing the right side of the instrument panel.

Pull instrument panel out to provide access required.

I

I i
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S Y ST1: 72 Radar Navigation

1OMNC LkVURE: Doppler Radar
7231 73A31
72382 73A32

'UC: A-).: 72384 A-6: 72381 A-7: 73A33 F-4:

- F-8 : F-!4: AV-8:

GENERAL OBSERVATIONS: Except for antennas, the items were universally well

installed with rapid replacement accommodated by quick release

equipment fasteners and easy access. Antennas reouire excessive

time for access, otherwise good. Built-in-test is a positive help.

The F-4, F-8, F-14 and AV-8 are not equipped with Doppler Radar.

DESIRABLE FEATURES: 1. Built-in-test adequately checks installation and

eliminates extra test equipment. 2. Rack and panel mounting (A-7)

eliminates cable routing problems and speeds installation and re-

moval.

A [UNDESIRABLE FEATURES: 1. Too many screws involved in gaining access to an-

tennas. Quick release fasteners (SPF, etc.) would greatly reduce

task time. 2. Location of equipment is important. The A-4 antenna

is too high (reouires stand) while the A-7 antenna is too low (con-

fined work space). 3. Console mounted items reauire imintenance of

proper routing of the many cables under the panel 3 avoid trapping

-the slack in a control box's cable. Outside access to the console

: . interior is a great help if slack is lost. Otherwise several other

K- systems must be disturbed to free the box.

rk~
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9YSTEM: 72 RE~dar Naigation

NOMENCLATURE: Doppler Radar

ADDITIONAL REMARKS: 1. Expand development and use of rack and panel mounting.

2.* If function and airframe configuration dictate location in an un-

desirable area, the design should be altered to retain good mainte-

nance characteristics (i.e. alternate access, improved fasteners,

etc.).

._2
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SNo1{ uN 'l' COiD" 72381 ITEM DOPPLER RADAR R/T AIRCHI.*T A-4M

1,%,\'A r1ON: Nose Section

Fl'PPORT b(UMmE-N: Work Stand

ACCESS Open two quick release fasteners and lift access panel.

REMOVAL: 1. Loosen two equipment bolts and remove unit.
2. Remove waveguide and electrical connections.
3 Remove unit

INSTALLATION: Reverse of removal

I

FUNCTIONAL CifECK: System is checked using sys-tem self-test.

7TST -.QIPMMN: Electrical power

A.CLOSE. 1W Close access panel and secure

* *5 NALh2'S op-INION: The installation, removal, and replacement of the unit is
good. The requirement for a maintenance stand is acceptable.

1 i
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WORK UNIT CODE 72382 IT -M Doppler Radar Antenna AIRCRAFT A-4M

LOCATION: Nose Section

SUPPORT EQUTP.ENT: Maintenance Stand

ACCESS: Remove 40 screws to drop radome.

REMOVAL: 1. Remove waveguide connection.
2. Remove cables.
3. Remove four bolts securing the unit and lower antenna from aircraft.

INSTALLATION: 1. Align guide pins and engage rack.
2. While holding antenna in place, insert bolts.
3. Connect waveguide and cables.

F! NCT]ONAL CHECK: System checked using "BIT"

TEST EQUIPNENT: External Electrical Power

I !

CLOSE UP1: Replacc r-dume by securing 40 screws.

S 1 ALYST'S OPINION: Installation of antenna is a tedious job. One man must hold
I i unit while another inserts bolts. Bolt heads are difficult to reach with a standard
" wrench (no special offset wrench is available). Extreme care is required to avoid

damage to waveguide and waveguide connector while positioning and securing the unit.

= -N
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I :ORK LNIT COD' _____ IT-M .Doler ontrol Box AIRCRAFT

SLOCATION: Fight Cockpit Console

I !- ?. ::UpRT EQUIF.,i-mPr: Cockpit ladder

SACCESS" Open canopy

_ , . Loosen 4 dzus fasteners
2. Liftcontrol box out of console

3. Disconnect cable

INSTALLA:TION: Reverse of removal.

j

7

FITNC']ONAL CHICR: System checked using Built-in-Test

tErIiPM: Bxternal Electr'cal Power.

C(.OSE 1?1: Close canopy

AIMALYST'S OPINION: Good installation. Proper routing of cables under the console
" must be maintained in orier for sufficient slack to exist to disconnect the control

box. No exterior access is available if slack inadvertently lost. The Built-in-
Test simplifies checkout greatly.

= tbI _______-_
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WORK UNIT COD. 2 IT- M R Rar R/T AIRC -6

LOCATION: Aft Equipment Platform

SIMPORT EQUIPMENTM: None

ACCESS: Open three latches and lower aft compartment door.

REMOVAL: 1. Remove connectors.
2. Loosen two thumb screws securing unit.
3. Remove unit out of the rack.

INSTALLATION: Reverse of removal

II

FUNCT]ONAL Cl ECK: System check not accomplished at the NARF

TESi hXUIPL'-I-7: Nomenclature of test set unknown.

CLOSE !.P: Close aft ccmpartment door and latch 3 fasteners.

a ANALYST'S OPNICY: The installation, access and removal/replacement of the unit
SI is very good. The maintenance task can be accomplished at ground level. Some

problem is enecuntered with a coaxial cable routed in front of the unit.

I
I ...;
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, WORK UNIT CODE 73A31 ITEM DOPPLER RADAR R/T AIRCRAIT A-7

LOCATION: Right Avionic Bay

SUPPORT EQUIPMENT: None

ACCESS: Open eight quick release fasteners and lower access panel.

I

I iREMOVAI: 1. Remove two latches securing unit.
S! 2. Remove unit from mounting rack (rack and panel).

INSTALLATION: Reverse of removal

I
I

FUNCTIONAL CHECK: Perform self-test of system

TEST EQUIPMENT: Electrical power
N I

CLOSE UP: Close access panel and secure.I,
ANALYST'S OPINION: The installation, access, and the removal/replacement of the
unit is very good. All maintenance actions can be accomplished at ground levelgwithout the need for support equipment.

I
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WORK UNIT CODE 73A32 ITEM Antenna. Radar AIRCRAFT A-7

LOCATION: Bottom of aircraft, immediately aft of nose wheel well

SUPPORT EQUIPMENT: None

ACCESSj.?.LITY: Remove radome (65 screws)

REMOVAL: 1. Disconnect 1 cable
2. Disconnect waveguide (4 screws)
3. Remove 4 bolts4. Remove antenna

INSTALLATION: Reverse of removal

FUNCTIONAL CHECK: Self Test

"EST EQUIPMENT: External Electrical Power

CLOSE UP: Install radome

ADDITIONAL REMARKS: Close proximity of fuselage to deck make working on this
device inconvenient and uncomfortable, Fewer screws or stress panel fasteners

, in reAome would help. Most of the task time is involved in gaining access.
Built-in-test is a help.

-S.4



IJ
WORK UNIT CODE 73A33 ITEM APN-190 Control Indicator AIRCRAFT A-7

LOCATION: RH Instrument Console

SUPPORT EQUIPMENT: None

i ACCESSIBILITY: Open canopy

V REMOVAL: 1. Loosen h captive bolts
1 2. Lift box clear of console

3. Disconnect 1 connector

INSTALIATION: Reverse of removal.

WI

FUNCTIONAL CHECK: Self-Test

TEST EQUIPMENT: Fxternal Electrical Power or test on next engine run.

1EUP
CLOSE P Close canopy

ADDITIONAL REMARKS: Good installation. Outside access is available if cables
in console are inadvertently routed to prevent sufficient slack to clear console
for electrical disconnect. Built-Tn-Test eliminates test boxes.

•I ;



RADAR ANTENNA/TRANSMITTER/

BOMB NAVIGATION AND POWER SUPPLY

WEAPONS CONTROL SYSTEMS RADAR INDICATORS -
AND CONTROLS

SWEEP GENERATOR/PROCESSOR

TACTICAL COMPUTER
AND CONTROL

HEAD-UP DISPLAY

INERTIAL MEASUREMENT



BOM4B NAVIGATION AND) WEAPONS CONTROL SYSTEMS

I I CONTENTI'

SCOMPONENT A-4 A-6 A-7 F-4 F-8 F-i4 AV-4.

Radar Antenna/Transmitter/ N/A 7434H 7All 7424A 74453 74A61 N/A

I Power -upply 7434B 73A12 7424N 74A15

i 7 2h 5 1 73A13 7424L 714AIC

7434E 74245

714257

" { 74251

74241

I Radar indicators and N/A 724EC 73A15 7425B 74456 74A53 739W6

j Controls 72X1E -13AID 74?4C 74A51

72YIR 7424B

1 I 7424E

7425E

Sweep Generator/Processor N/A 72457 73A16 N/A N/A N/A N/A

Tactical Computer and N/A N/P. 73A21 N/A N/A 73A146 N/A1
/ )-

I Control 73A22 74A52

Head-up Display N/A 12911 73A41 N/A N/A 69182 739Z1

73A42 739X2

Inertial Measurement N/A 73457 73A53 N/A N/A 734H1 7391

73455 73A51 734H2 7398

731453 73A514



I

j + ,T!,.: 73 Radar

I NO ENCLA'TURE: Radar Antenna/Transmitter/Power Sumlv
7434H 73A13 7424A/NIL/5
7434B 73A12 74257

'TUC: A-4 : A-6: 72451 A-7: 73A1I F-4: 74291.-74241

7434E

F-8: 74453 F-14: A-A_ __ AV-8:
74A1574Ale

I GENCRAL OBSERVATIONS: This category combines the radar antenna/receiver, radar

-transmitter, and radar power supply. In general, once access has been

attained, all the units were easily removed. The antennas were heavy

and bulky and required two men for removal. All the units required an

operational test, either internal BIT or with test sets. The antennas

2 and transmitters additionally need waveguide pressurization. The A-4

and AV-8 installations were not studied.I
DESIRABLE FEATURES: 1. The radome installation of all three radar components

in the A-6 and A-7 provided the quickest, easiest access of all the

aircraft. Consolidation of system components in a quickly opened area

facilitates replacement and system trouble shooting. The A-7 radar in-

I stallation is especially good with its swing out feature allowing even
i

better access to rear mounted components. 2. The built-in-test capa-

bilities of all the F-14 units, the A-7 power supply, and the F-4

antenna receiver simplify checkout procedures. The usefulness as a

maintenance tool of BIT can't be over estimated. The F-14 BIT was

Islightly iegraded because of the additional cooling equipment needed
I " to ground operate the radar. 3. The F-4's use of hydraulic quick

disconnects on the antenna/receiver speeds the removal.

. . .. . . . . .- - - - +i • i m l



SYSTEM: 73 Radar I
NOMENCLATURE: Radar Antenna/Tranamitter/Power Supply

UNDESIRABLE FEATURES: 1. Access to the F-14 components and the F-4 power

supply was hampered by too many fasteners on the access panel. The

F- 1 4 utilizes Calfax quick release fasteners, but an improvement can

be made using latch type fasteners or fewer Calfax. The F-4 installa-

tion uses too many stress panel fasseners. 2. The F-8 power supply

has been placed in an extremely poor place - behind the seat. This

requires canopy disconnection and seat removal to gain access. This

is a most undesirable arrangement and turns a relatively simple, quick

removal into a major maintenance task. 3. The requirement to partially

remove the unit to disconnect connectors, as in the F-4 power supply,

should be avoided. Optimum design dictates disconnections prior to moving

unit to avoid damage to wire harnesses and connectors and to eliminate

a time consuming two step removal. 4. The A-6 radme compartment

mounted APQ-112 antenna requires mounting bolts be inserted by a second

man from inside the nose wheel well. Mounting of units should be accom-

plished from the front of the unit and from within the same access.

5. Lack of a handling fixture on the A-6 antenna receiver causes align-I -!
: ment problems upon installaticn. The time consuming boresighting re-

.7 quirement would be eliminated by use of a fixture to maintain relative

mounting adjustments. Additionally, because the antenna receivers in

general tend to be heavy, the use of a handling fixture eases the removal.

- -



SYSTEM: 73 Radar

I NOMENCLATURE: Radar Antenna/Transmitter/ Power Supply

2ADDITIONAL REMARKS: Inherent to the design of the forward looking radar is the

nose installation of the ntenna receiver. Since this is the primary

purpose of the easily accessable radome compartment, design of the

Soverall system should effectively utilize this space for as many related
system components as possible. Use of a swing out mount, as on the A-7,

provides better access to the radome bulkhead. Effective utilization

of the bulkhead could help lessen the weight of the antenna by moving

components off the unit. Built-in-test, acknowledged as a maintenance

1 time reducer especially adaptable to avionics, should be utilized

wherever possible.

k
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WORK UNIT COVE,: 7434H ITEM Power Supply AIRCRAFT A-6

tLOCATION: Nose radome

I SUPPORT EQUIPMENT: None

ACCESS: Loosen four bolts (2 on each side) and open radome by using
hydraulic pump

REMOVAL: 1. Open equipment latch and lower equipment rack
2. Remove electrical connectors
3. Remove pressure line
4. Remove four bolts
5. Remove unit

INSTALLATION: Reverse of removal

FUNCTIONAL CHECK: System functional test is required

!

TEST EQUIPMENT: Electrical power

* CLOSE UP:
Close radome

ANALYST'" OPINICN: Very good installation. Access to the unit, opening of
, "the radome, can be accomplished using a hand-hydraulic pump in the nose wheel

well, hand pump in the cockpit or aircraft power. The complete maintenance
j tack, removal/replacement, is easy. The systen operational check accounts forI most of the manhours expended.

= { ~ -
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WORK UNIT CODE 7434 B TEM Radar Transmitter AIRCRAFT A-6

LOCATION: Nose Radome

SUPPORT EQUIPMENT: None

ACCESS: Loosen two bolts on each side of radome
Open radome by using hydraulic pump

REMOVAL: 1. Open latch and lower right equipment rack (rack lowers to about

Mchest level)

2. Remove connectors and waveguide
3. Loosen four knurl knobs
4. Remove unit

I
INSTALLATION: Reverse of removal

F!NCTIONAL CHECK: System run-up

TEST EQUIPMENT: Aircraft power

HCLOSE UP: BI
CS Close radome

Secure four bolts

ANALYST'S OPINION: Very good insta-Uation. Ability to lower the equiUment
rack overcomes the height problem. The radoze is large, high, and heavy, but
this is accommodated very well by the hydraulic opening feature.

II
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WORK UNIT CODi 72451 T.- Radar Antenna AIRCRAFT A-

LOCATION: Nose Radome

SUPPORT EQUIP.ENT: Maintenance Stand

ACCESS: Loosen two bolts on each side of radome
Open radomp by using hydraulic pump

•REMO'A: 1. Remove electrical cables
2. Disconnect pressure line
3. Disconnect waveguide
4. Remove four bolts securing antenna
5. Remove antenna (two man task)

INSTALLATION: Reve-se of re-?,r 1 .

FI'NCONAL CT*CX: Complete system run-up and boresight check

4 Ji____

, TEST ECUIPIMNT: Electrical power

-- COSE IuP: Close radome and secure

4- ANALYST'S OPINION: Removal/installation features could be improved if a handling
. fixture were designed to hold and align the antenna during the installation/

removal procedure. The NARF has fabricated bolts which are used as guide pins to

17- align the antenna during the installation.

_1.0w-
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WORK UNIT COD: 74.34 ITEM APQ-1U2 Antenna A A-6

LOCATION: Nose Radome Area [

SUPPORT EQUIRENT: None

ACCESS: Loosen four bolts (2 on each side of radome) open radome by
using hydraulic pump.

REMOVAL: 1. Disconnect cables and waveguide
2. Remove four bolts (installed from the nose wheel well area)
3. Remove antenna

INSTALLATION: Reverse of removal

FUNCTIONAL CHECK: Functionally cheek system and check boresight alignment

[4
ii- -

TEST EQUIPMENT: Line radar checkout unit
Electrical powerl

CLOSE UP: Close radome and secure bolts

ANALYST'S OPINICH: Removal and installation of the antenna is undesirable.
The antenn mounting bolts are inserted from the wheel well area. This requires
the specialist to hold the antenna in place while the bolts are inserted. The
installation should be modified to accczmodate installing the mounting bolts
from the front of the unit.

- -|
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WORK UNIT COI)E 73A11 ITEM Antenna Receiver AIRCRAFT A-7

LOCATION: Nose radome area

1SUPPORT EQUIFENT: Work Stand or step stand if available

ACCESS: Open two latches securing radome, Open radome and secure holding oar

REMOVAL: 1. Disconnect electrical connectors
2. Disengage waveguide connection
3. Remove six bolts securing unit to the mount

- 4. Remove antenna receiver

INSTALLATION: Reverse of removal

FUNCTIONAL CHECK: Accomplish system pressure check

i| Perform system self-test and an operational check of
: ;| the system

Y% TEST EQUIPMENT: Electrical Power

4~V4

IiCLOSE UP: Close radome and secure

I ANALYST'S OPINION: The removal of the antenna receiver is a rather easy task
when one considers its design complexity compared with other aircraft systems.
Care must be exercised in handling of the unit during the removal/replacement
task to insure damage is not incurred to the antenna disk and other microwave

components.

ti



WORK UNIT CODE 73A12 ITM M Radar Transmitter AICRAFT A-7
O U C...A_

LOCATION: Nose radome

SUPPORT EQUIPMT: Work stand or small step stand

ACCESS: 1. Release two latches and open radome
9. Install locking bar

REMOVAL,: 1. Remove two bolts on the front of the R/T uit
2. Remove air pressure line
3. Disconnect electrical connectors
4. Disconnect waveguide
5. Swing out forward assembly
6. Remove bolts securing R/T to power supply programmer
7. Remove R/T unit

INSTALLATION: Reverse of removal

FIJNCTIONAL CHCK: Perform self-test and operational checkout of the system
Pressure check system

TEST EQ.UIPMENT: Electrical power

Pressure source

CLOSE UP: Close radome and secure

ANALYST' S OPINION: The installation and access to the unit is good. Removal and
replacemen of the unit is not complicated. The requirement to swing out the
forward assembly for access to the rear of the unit is acceptable considering the
installation.



WORK IN1r COI)E 73A13 ITTEMAPQ.]26 Power Sunolv ProgrameAIRCRAFT A

LOCA0ION: Nose radome section

' SUPPORT EQUIPMENP: Work Stand or small step stand

"'ACCESS: Release two latches and lift radome - install holding bar

REMOVAL: 1. Loosen two bolts and position (install) sway braces on mount

2. Pull two pip-pins and swing out radar assembly

3. Remove electrical connectors
4. Loosen 6 bolts and remove unit from assembly

INSTALLATION: Reverse of removal

FUNCTIONAL CHECK: Perform unit/system "BIT" check and operational check of

system

TEST EQUIPMENT: Electrical power

I CLOSE UP: Close radome and secure latches

I[ ANALYST'S OPINION: Location of the unit/system assembly is good. Easy access to

the unit is provided by swinging out the assembly on its mount. Space provided

behind the radar assembly is somewhat !I-mited and does somewhat hamper the removal/

replacement action. The "BIT" test provides a quick check of the unit's performance,
however, a systn operational check is recommended.

Wl
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WORK UNIT COI) 7424A/N/L/5/57 IIEM Radar Power Supp4y .AL F-

LOCATION: Left Hand Nose Section Radar Compartment

SUPPORT EQUIPMENT: Work Stand

ACCESS: Remove 49 stress screws securing access
w Remove access panel

REMOVAL: 1. Remove 4 allen screws securing power supply
2. Pull power supply out to gain access to connectors
3. Remove snap-on air line connection
4. Disconnect 2 electrical connectors. One (high current) is

difficult to connect or disconnect - lots of torque required.
5. Remove power supply from aircraft

INSTALLATION: Reverse of removal

FUNCTIONAL CHECK: Perform unit "BIT" check

JI
tI

TEST EQUIPMENT: Electrical power
Air Conditioning

A

CLOSE UP: Close access panel and secureII

ANALYST'S OPINIM: The installation is considered acceptable. Access to the
unit could be improved by using quick release panel fasteners and a hinged panel.
Access to the connectors is limited causing some problem in removing/replacing
the high-current connectors. Also, moving the unit out to gain access to the
connectors caused some strain on the connectors which could, after repeated re-
movals, induce interface problems in the system.

! I



j WOIIK UNI' COmI: 7425./74241  'p'M Radar Antenna AIRCRAFT F-4

LOCATION: Radar Compartment

SUPPORT EQUIMENT: Work Stand

ACCESS: Open radome (loosen four fasteners)

Open radome and secure cable

REMOVAL: 1. Disconnect two hydraulic lines (quick disconnect fittings)
2. Disconnect electrical connectors
3. Disconnect two waveguides
4. Disconnect two coaxial connectors
5. Remove three bolts securing antenna to aircraft
6. Remove nut on upper stud (2 men must hold antenna)
7. Slide antenna off stud and remove from aircraft (2 men required)

"tINSTALLATION: Reverse of removal

FUNCTIONAL CHECK: Perform unit "BIT" check

Perform pressurization check

TEST EQUIPMENT: Air pressure cart
Electrical power

,~ ,Hydraulic power source
Air conditioning

CLOSE UP: Close radome and secure

ANALYST'S OPINION: The installation, access, removal, and replacement of the
antenna is good. Quick disconnect on the hydraulic lines are ideal for this
installation. The functional check of the system is simplified by the dependa-

bility of the system "BIT."

I Ale



WORK UNIT CODE 74453 IT M AL.121 Power Suply AIRCRAFT F-8

LOCATION: Unit is located behind the ejection seat

SUPPORT EQUIPEN: Equipment needed to remove seat and support equipment to
hold canopy.

ACCESS Canopy actuator must be disconnected and canopy opened to a
'73 degrees position.
The pyroteclnics must be disconnected and the seat removed.

REMOVAL: 1. Remove six screws securing unit to mounting bracket.
2. Disconnect one electrical connector.

3. Remove unit.

j INSTALLATION: Reverse of removal

FUNCTIONAL CHE:CK: Radar system operrational check

TEST EQ.UIPMEN1': None

i

CLOSE UP: Replace seat Close canopy
Connect pyrotechnics
Connect canopy actuator

ANALYST'S OPINION: The access to the unit is not acceptable. This installation
has generat a slMple remove/replacement action into a major maintenance task.
Unit should be relocated to preclude removal of the ejection seat.

Note: At some facilities, the canopy is removed when the seat is taken out of
the aircraft.

-g-- ~ -
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PP 6773/AWG-9 Power
WORK UNIT CODe, 74A6l 1T M I .___Y__ AIRCRAFT F. 14

LOCATION: Left Hand Forward Nose Section Avionics Bay

SUPPORT EQUIPMENT: Work Stand

ACCESS: Loosen 29 Calfax fasteners securing access panel
Swing panel open and insert holding bar

REMOVAl,: 1. Disconnect electrical connectors
2. Loosen 1 hold down fastener securing power supply

3. Slide power supply from rack and remove from aircraft

INSTALLATION: Reverse of removal

FHNICT'I3ONAL CHE:CK: Perform BIT function of AWG-9 system

- I I -A !

TEST EQ.UIPMEN': Electrical power
Cooling air
Servo air

I C(OSE UP: Close ac'cess panel and secure

' ANALYST'S OPINION: Installation is good. The "BIT" function simplifies the
"I functional check of the unit. However, the amount of support equipment needed

to accomplish this generates additional manhours and prolongs the maintenance
ltask.

?) -',,,.



- - T122/AWG-
WORK UNIT CODE 74A15 I M Ter AIRCRAT F-14

LOCATION: Right He Forward Electronics Bay

SUPPORT EQUIPMENT: Work Stand

ACCESS: Loosen 27 Calfax fasteners securing access panel
Swing panel open and insert holding bar

REMOVAL: 1. Disconnect 2 high power connectors
2. Disconnect 4 coax connectors
3. Disconnect 4 electrical connectors
4. Disconnect 2 waveguide connections
5. Remove 2 latching bolts securing transmitter
6. Remove transmitter from aircraft (2 men required)

INSTALLATION: Reverse of removal

FUNCTIONAL CHE;CK: Perform BIT function of AWG-9 system and radar operational
test.

i i ...
TEST ECUIMEN: Electrical power

Cooling air
Servo air

CLOSE UP: Close access panel and secure l
ANALYST'S OPINION: The access to the unit is acceptable. The weight of the unit I

(approx 180 lbs) does pose a problem in removal/replacement and could result in I
external damage to the unit (removal/replacement is a two men task). Also,
weight 6f the unit may exceed hunan factors and other MIL standard requirements.

II



WORK UNIT COD> 74AIC T- M R1785/AWG-9 Radar Receiver AIRCRAFT F-14

MX-ATION: Right Hand Forward Electronics Bay

FUPPORT EQUIPYElr: Work Stand

ACCES' Loosen 27 Calfax fasteners securing access panel
Swing panel open and insert holding bar

i iMEMOVAL: 1. Disconnect 2 waveguide connectors
2. Disconnect 3 coax connectors
3. Disconnect 3 electrical connectors
h. Remove 2 hold down bolts securing radar receiver
5. Remove radar receiver from aircraft

INSTALLATION: Reverse removal procedure

.FUNCNIONAL ('-iC: Perform BIT function of AWG-9 system and radar operational testL --- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

TE3T ECUiP NT : Electrical power unit
Air conditioning

>: I Servo air

I COSE U-P: Close access panel and secure

ANALYST'S OPION: The number of panel fasteners and the location of the unit
in t ne a ircraiT degrades the accessibility. Quick release panel fasteners would
reduce the access time. Removal/replacement of the receiver is good and the "BIT"
feature simplifies the system functional test.

IT - .. .. _- __.. ..
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,YSTM: 74 WeaDons Control

NOMENCLATURE: Radar Indicators and Controls
724EC 7425B
72X1E 73A15 7424c

"TUC: A-h: A-6: 72Y1R A-7: 73AID F-4: 7424B, 7424E, 7425E

74A53

F-8: 74456 F-14: 74A51 AV-8:

1. GENERAL OBSERVATIONS: The AV-8 and A1-4 aircraft are not equipped with forward

1 looking radar. It must be noted also that although these items are all

I suimmarized in the 74 system for convenience, the A-7 system WUCs are found

II in 73 and the A-6 codes in 72. The 74 system was selected for accumu-

lation because of the preponderance of aircraft using that coding.

j All items summarized are cockpit mounted and require opening no access

panels.

DESIRABLE FEATURES: 1. The A-6 and A-7 airplanes use rack and panel mounting

j which makes removal easier. The A-6 installation makes use of a

handle to provide good control during removal and installation. The

large connector on this unit requires considerable force to engage

*I or release and the handle assists in this. 2. Except for the A-6,

it control units are easily removed with minor problems seen in the A-7

and F-4.

jUNDESIRABLE FEATURES: 1. The A-6 radar control appears to be too large for

instrument panel mounting. Its bulk and weight are difficult to

handle in the constricted space in the cockpit. The extractor mech-

anism helps, but handling this heavy package in the cockpit involves

some risk. 2. The otherwise excellent A-7 installation of the con-

Itrol requires moving the throttle with attendant risk of introducing

ILII



S YSTEM: Weapons Control

NOMENCLATURE: Radar Indicators and Controls

I UI
UNDESIRABLE FEATURES: (cont.)

fuel into the engine. 3. The F-4 installations are also good

except for rather short cabling. Whether this is caused by de- t

sign or previous repairs is unknown. 4. The F-4 indicator re-

quires boresighting to align the radar with the gun sight.

£ADDITIONAL REMARKS: Rack and panel mounting of large units with many pinned

connectors require handles and devices to help make and break the

connections. Without these features, much of the virtue of rack I

and panel is lost.

-
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WORK IINIT COOK 724EC ITEM Azimuth Range Indicator AIRCRAFT A-6

T LOCATION: Cockpit Instrument Panel

SUPPORT EQUIPFMENT: None

ACCESS: Open canopy

- REMOVAL: 1. Remove three bolts securing unit to instrument panel.
2. Remove indicator from instrument panel.

INSTALLATION: Reverse of removal

FUNCTIONAL CHECK: Operate System

TEST EQUIPMT: electrical power

i CLOSE UP: Close canopy

ANALYST'S OPINION: Good installation. The handle provided on the indicator
simplifies reimoval of the rack and panel mounted indicator.

;~ I



WORK DNIT COD: 72XIE ITEM Radar Indicator Az. Range AIRCRAFT A-6

LOCATION: Cockpit Instrument Panel

SUPPORT EQUIPMENT: None

ACCESS: Open canopy

V
REMOVAL: 1. Remove three bolts securing unit

2. Remove indicator from instrment panel

ii

fINSTALLATION: Reverse of removal

FUNCTIONAL CHECK: Operate System iI24
TEST EQUIPMENT: Electrical power

, CLOSE UP: Close canopy

ANALYST'S OPINI(II: Very good installation. The handle provided on the indicator
simplifies removal of the rack and panel mounted indicator.

IV
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WORK 11NIT CODE 72YIR ITEM. Radar Set Control AIRCRAYT A-6

LOATION: Cockpit Instrument Panel

FUPPORT EQUIPMENT: None

ACCESS: Open canopy

1 REMOVAL: 1. Remove eight bolts securing unit
1 2. Remove set control by using extractor mechanism to disconnect

unit (rack and panel connectors)
1 I3. Pull unit out part way (reposition yourself by straddling the

center console)
4. Remove the unit and place it on the seat
5. Hand the unit to another specialist outside the aircraftI

1INSTALLATION: Reverse of removal

FUNCTIONAL CHECK: System functional test

TEST EQUIPMENT: Aircraft power

CLOSE UP: Close canopy

,5 ANALYST'S OPINION: The unit is considered too large for a panel mounted unit,
this causes problems in handling, removal, and replacement. Standards should be
developed to specify weight and size limits for indicators that are mounted on/in

I the instrument Danel. 2he size and weight of the unit could injure the specialist
during removal/nstallation task.

An~
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WORK UNIT CODE1 73A15 ITEM Multiple Indicator AIRCRAFT A-7

LOCATION: Cockpit Instrument Panel

SUPPORT EQUIPMENT: None

ACCESS: Open Canopy

REMOVAL: 1. Loosen two screws securing indicator
2. Remove indicator fL.,w instrument paneliII

j INSTALLATION: Reverse of removal

FUNCTIONAL CHECK: Perform system operational test

2

I TEST EQUIPMENT: None

CLOSE UP: Close canopy

ANALYST'S OPINIO" Removal of the indicator is rather difficult. The indicator
is a rack ind panel mounted unit, consequently, some problem is encountered

- releasing or remrAng the indicator. Replacement of the indicator must be done
carefully and slowly to insure the connector is properly aligned. Some release
mechanism on the indicators would improve the removal task.

:~~- '777k04 MAL--- -
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I WOR K UNIT "'ODE 73AID VI'EM Radar Set Control AIRCRAFT A-7

I LC'ATION: Left Hand Cockpit Console

l 1JPPORT EQUIPMEN: None

4 ACCESS: Open canopy
Move throttle control forward

REMOVAL: 1. Loosen four quick disconnect fasteners
2. Lift control from console
3. Disconnect electrical connector
h. Remove control box

INSTALLATION: Reverse of removal

FUNCTIONAL CHECK: Perform system functional test

T TEST EQUiPMENT: Electrical power

CLOSE UP: Close canopy

$j AMLYST' S OPINION: The requirement to move the throttle control (fwd) to gain

access to the control box is considered questionable. Movement of the throttle
may allow fuel to enter the engine which could cause torching of the engine on
start. It is suggested that a blank panel be installed between the control box
and the throttle control.
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WORK UNIT CODE 7425B/7424c/742hB ITEM Command Indicator AIRCRAjF F-4

LOCATION: Center of instrument panel forward cockpit

SUPPORT EQUIPMENT: None

ACCESS: Open canopy
Remove six screws securing sun shield and remove shield
Remove one bolt on the R.H. & L.H. aft sun shield and remove

REMOVAL: 1. Remove two bolts on side of indicator
2. Remove three electrical connectors on L.H. side of indicator
3. Lower safety latch and slide indicator out
4i. Remove indicator from aircraft (unit ic given to specialist

outside of aircraft) 4

INSTALLATION: Reverse of removal

-.'

FUNCTIONAL CHECK: Perform system "BIT" check and boresight gun sight!,3

TEST EQUII4EN: Boresight test ficture/boresight kit
Hydraulic unit

___Air Conditioner
Electrical power

CLOSE UP: Replace sun shields
Close canopy

ANALYST S OP2IOI: Removal and replacement of the indicator is another easy
tauk. The Rqurement to boresight the gun system and the additional ground
support equilnent needed to accomplish the functional test add considerable
time to the maintenance task. Aft seat indicators follow essentially the same iT
removal procedure as the forward cockpit indicators.

'1



1WOR1K UNIT COD: 7424E/7425E ITFM Radar Ccntrol Set AuRCRAif F-4J

LOCATI'ON: Aft cockpit, lower Left Hand Instrument Panel

SUPPORT EQUIPMENT: None

ACCESS: Open canopy

REMOVAL: 1. Loosen six captive screws securing panel
2. Slide control out slightly and disconnect three cables
3. Remove control from aircraft

INSTALLATION: Reverse of removal

1
i ;FUNCTIONAL CHECK: Perform system "BIT" check

TEST EQUIPMENT: Electrical. power
Air conditioning
Hydraulic unit

CLOSE UP: Close canopy

ANALYST'S OPINION: Equipment installation is acceptable. Unit cable harness
should be longer; this would provide more access to the connectors. Use of

,EV rack and panel installation would simplify the removal/replacement task.

]W M
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WORK U)NIT CODE 74456 ITEM AZMIMT RANGE INDICATOR AIRCRAFT F-8

LOCATION: Cockpit instr'ment Panel L

SUPPORT EQUIPMENT: None

ACCESS: Open canopy
Remove access panel

REMOVAL: 1. Remove two bolts securing -unit
2. Remove high voltage and video cables
3. Pull indicator forward and remove the main connector
4. Remove unit from instrument panel

I i.!
- oINSTALATION: Reverse of removal

FUNCTIONAL CHECK: Acconplish system operational check

TEST EQUIPMENT: Electrical power

CLOSE UP: Replace access panel and secure
Close canopy

ANALYST'S OP!MI(: Installation is considered acceptable. Additional access to
the main connector would improve the removal/replacement action. Frequent repair
of the main connector shortens the cabie length to a point that the specialist f
must blind mate the connector.

in
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IP-III1//AWG-9

WOHK INII CO.: 74A53 I _TEM ___________ AIRCA F-14

[ LOCATION: Aft Cockpit Instrument Panel

SUPPORT EQUIPMENT: Work Stand

ACCESS: Open canopy

!

REMOVA,: 1. Remove two bolts
2. Release curtain secured by 14 snap fasteners
3. Disconnect three electrical connectors
4. Disconnect three coaxial connectors
5. Depress equipment release latch & remove display from

instrument panel
6. Hand indicator to specialist outside of aircraft

INSTALLATION: Reverse of removal

FUNCTIONAL CHECK: Perform system "BIT" check

, TEST EQUIPMENT: Cooling air
Servo air

' Electrical power

CLOSE UP: Close canopy

ANALYST'S OPINION: The installation is good. The indicator is rather easy
to replace (maintenance specialist likes the installation). A rack and panel
type mounting would reduce replacement time slightly.

AAR
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C9035/AWG-9

WORK MnNIT CODE 74A51 ITV' o CSonatrgl AIRCRAFT J4

LOCATION: Aft cockpit Left Hand Console

SUPPORT EQUIPIENT: None

I

ACCESS: Open canopy

I

REMOVAL: 1. Loosen 6 fasteners securing the control to the console
2. Slide control from console Lj
3. Disconnect 2 electrical connectors

INSTALLATION: Reverse of removal

L

FUNCTIONAL CHECK: Perform BIT check and operational test of AWG-9 system

I

TEST EQUIPMEN4T: Electrical power unit
Air conditioning
Servo air

CLOSE UP: Close canopy z

ANALYST'S OPINIMI: The installation of the sensor control is good and the
• ovr o"I/replacement can be accomplished in a minimum amount of time. Incorporation
of an expanded "BIT" check would reduce the functional checkout time of the system. I

V !
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WORN UIN Oi)T 1,' 739W6 ITEM Navigator Control AIRCRA N AV-8

OI:AI'] ON: ~Lower RH Side of Instrument Panel.

I
FUPPORT E(,UIPFMIET: T.adder

ACCESS:
: ODen canopy.

' 1

REMOVAL: 1. Loosen 2 fasteners securing the NDC control. to the panel.

1 2. Slide control forward.

3. Disconnect 2 electrical connectors.
4. Remove control from aircraft.

INSTALLATION: Reverse of removal.

ii[ FUNCTIONAL CHECK: Perform "BIT" and normal alignment of INS.

TEST EQUIPMENT: Ele:!trical Power

CLOSE UP: Close canopy.

t

* .. ANLLYST'S OPINION: Good irstallation. The access, removal, replacement and func-
tional test of the control is a rather easy task. The job can be accomplished from

~1

%the cockpit but is much easier done while standing on a lc'er or stand. NARF hasa very convenient ladder to use around the airplane.



Y Is;TIE,. 73 Radar

I o........ 'U : Sweep Generator/Processor

'UC: A-h: A-6: 72457 A-7: 73A16 F-4:

I F-8: __F-14: AV-8:
I

j GENERAL OBSERVATIONS: The two generators studied were quite different in

the accessibility of their installation. The A-6 installation w.as

I
excellent while the A-7 must be judged fair. A system functional check

I was reauired in both cases.

DESIRABLE FEATURES: 1. The convenient A-6 radome location was further compli-I
mented by the ability to lower the equipment rack to ground

j working level. This combination allows the mechanic to replace the

video processor quickly and effortlessly.

UNDESIRABLE FEATURES: 1. The sweep generator on the A-7 is poorly located. A

4 f work stand and removal of one 21 fastener access panel are required to

reach the generator. The six connecting cables are bulky and also

hamper the removal. Three of the cables hang over the unit. They

4 gi must be properly stowed in order to clear the removal path. These

T_ cables are frequently damaged during removal.

SI ADDITIONAL REMARKS: Consideration during design must be given to location. It

is realized that all components cannot be placed at waist level, how-

ever, design effort should strive for this optimum either by direct

j aircraft waist level placement or by allowing for eouipment racks to

be lowered as in the A-6. Where waist level location or lowered equip-

I ment racks are not feasible, design should be such that the removal is

not obstructed.

ion: a



WORK UIT i'CODE 72457 fF.FM Video Processor AIRCRAFT A -r

LOCATION:- Nose Radome

SUPPORT EQUIPMNT: None

ACCESS: Loosen four bolts and open radome by using hydraulic pump

REMOVAL: 1. Open latch and lower eaulpment rack.
V 2. Remove electrical cables

3. Remove bolts securing unit to rack

INSTALLATION: Reverse 01f removal

FUNCTIONAL CHECK: System functional check

TEST EQUIPMEN: Aircraft power

L CLOSE 11?: Close radome and secure four bolts

ANALYST'S OPINION: This is a very good installation. The hydraulic radome
opnrand the abiliy to lower the equipment rack very nicely overcome the[height problem inherent in this airplane.

~ ! J



WORK UNIT CODE 73A16 ITEM APq-126 Sweep Generator AIRC&AFT A-7 -
l"I

LOCATION: Left side of aircraft (aft of cockpit)

SUPPORT EQUIPMENT: Work Stand

ACCESS: Loosen 21 fasteners and remove access panel

REMOVAL: 1. Disconnect six (6) connectors. I
2. Remove two hold down bolts

INSTALLATION: Reverse removal procedure

iF

FUNCTIONAL CHECK: Perform self-test and accomplish a system functional test 1

L TEST EQUIPMENT: External electric power

CLOSE UP: Replace access panel and secure

ANALYST'S OPINIO: Accessibility to the Sweep Generator is not as ideal as in
the A7 wvast high avionics bays. The six harnesses somewhat hamper the removal of [
the unit and are subject to damage after repeated removals. Removal of the unit
can be improved by rerouting the three harnesses that are routed in front of
the unit.

J!
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Sy S',:" • 73 Bombing and Navigation System

iO !-NCL.URE: Tactical Computer and Control

73A21
"UC: A-L: A-6: A-7: 73A22 F- __:

74A46
___-_:_. F-14 : 74A52 AV-8:

GENRAL OBSERVATIONS: This summary includes the tactical computer and its cockpit

control. Once access has been attained, the removal of the units was

straight forward. Only the A-7 and F-14 were investigated.

DESIRABLE FEATURES: 1. Built-in-test of the F-14 alleviates the test set program

loading of the A-7. This simplifies the checkout as well as reducing

the maintenance time necessary for the removal. The F-P4 BIT was

slightly degraded because of the additional cooling equipment needed to

operate the computer. 2. Both computer installations make use of rack

and panel connectors which facilitates removal. Both installations use

jackscrews to guide and mate the connector to prevent connector pin

damage. This is a positive feature to incorporate, when utilizing rack

and panel connectors. The F-P4 jackscrew is slightly better requiring

no tools to operate.

S - UNDESIRABLE FEATURES: 1. Removal of adjoining control panels to gain access to

A- 'the A-7's computer control's connectors is undesirable. Design of cable

length and flexibility should be such that no additional systems be

disturbed to gain access. 2. Access to the F-14 cc puter was hampered

by too many fasteners on the access panel. The F-P4 utilizes Calfax

i quick release fasteners, but an improvement can be made using latch type

fasteners or fewer calfax.

- - -- . ......



SYSTEM: 73 Bombing and Navigation System

NOMBNCIATURE: Tactical Computer and Control

ADDITIONAL REMARKS: Very little improvement can be made on the computer

installations as they come close to being ideal. As with any console

installation, care should be given during design to provide sufficient

cable and wire slack to allow disconnections without disturbing other

installations.

1I

F
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SwOK uINIT COlM: 73A21 ITEM ASN 91 Tactical Computer AIRCRAFT A-7

j IAATION: Left Hand Avionics Bay

-I I SUPPORT EWIU!PMENT: SIA-395

ACCESS: Release eight, quick release fasteners and !bwer bay door

I REMOVAL: 1. Remove two bolts securing unit (jack screw type)
1 2. Remove Tactical Compouter

INSTALLATION : 1. Reverse removal procedureI 2. Load OFP into computer using Si%.-395

°II
FUNCTiOICIL CHECK: Perform self test on tactical computer-: Perform operational test to verify OFP inputs

i , :TEST EQI : SM-395
r.EUM I-External electric power

CLOSE !P: Close bay door and secure

ANALYST'S OPINION: Accessibility to the unit is excellent. The use of a rack

and panel connector improves the removal action. However, care must be taken
when the unit is installed to insure propvr guidepin and connector alignments.

V .- -I - ;,, "+++ , <+ .. + - -.... . . .
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W4ORK UNIT CODEN 73A22 ITEM Tactical Computer Control AIRCRAFT A-7

LOCATION: Right Hand Console Area -

SUPFORT EQUIPMENT: None

ACCESS: Open canopy
Remove TACAN control
Remove IMS control
Remove ARA-63 control

REMOVAL: 1. Loosien six captive screws -

2. Disconnect three connectors (specialist must reach under the
control to disconnect cables)

3. Remove tactical computer control -

INSTALLATION: Reinstall in reverse order of removal

FUNCTIONAL CHECK: Perform a self test and an OTP checkout of the
tactical computer control

TEST QUIPMENT: Loader Verifier SM-395
External electric power

CLOSE UP: Reinstall TACAN control
Reinstall IMS control
Reinstall ARA-63 Control Close" canoy

ANALYST'S OPINICS: Removal of the control is complicated by the requirement
to remove adjacent controls to gain access to the connectors. The problem is
caused primarily by the short cable length and the etiffnesa of the cables.
What would normally be considered an easy task is now complicated by disturbing
other system's operational connectors.

£
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CPiL3/AWG-9
I WORK IN1iT CODE 74AV r Digital Computer AIRCRAT F-I4-

I LOCMATION: Right Hand Avionics compartment below MF cockpit

I SUPPORT EQUIPMENr: Work Stand

ACCESS: Loosen 33 Calfax fasteners
Swing panel open and insert holding bar

VI
j REMOVAL: 1. Loosen hand crank 10-15 turns to release computer
1 2. Remove computer from aircraft

INSTALLATION: Reverse of removal

I
I

FUNCTIONAL CHECK: Perform BIT function

TEST EQUIPMENT: Electrical power
'Cooling air

a ~Servo air

CLOSE UP: Stow holding bar and secure panel

I ANALYST'S OPINION: Access to the computer should be improved. The requirement
for a mhintenance stand and the number of fasteners on the aircraft panel detracts
from tha overall installation. Use of a hand crank for the removal/installation

T of the unit is considered an excellent feature. This simplifies the maintenance
tasks and reduces connector damage associated with the installation.

J I
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wf,.,< UNIT CODE 742 rTM C9036/AWG-9 - M. .YT

LOCATION: Left Hand Console, Aft Cockpit

SUPPORT EQUI PMENT: None A

ACCESS: Open canopy

REMOVAL: 1. Loosen 6 fasteners
2. Slide control out from console
3. Disconnect 2 electrical connectors

INSTALLATION: Reverse of ramoval

FU CTIONAL CHECK: Perform BIT check and limited operational check

TEST EOUI - NT: Servo air
Electrical power
Air conditioning

CLOSE UP: Close canopy

ANALYST'S OPflIH: This is a good installation. The anxilliary support
eq=pment requirements to perform BIT is the only bad feature of the overall

Y maintenance task.

!I
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qYSTEM: 73 Bombing Navigation System

NO! N.LAIUIE: Head-Up Display

73A41
rUC: A-h: A-6: 72911 A-7: 73A42 F-4:

739Z1

F-8: F-14: 69182 AV-8: 739X2

IGENERAL OBSERVATIONS: The A-4, F-4, F-8 and F-14 aircraft HUD installations were

not evaluated. The A-6 indicator was "ncluded in this series but is

not representative of a head-up display. The A-7 installation was

considered good while the AV-8 must be considered as poor. Each system

included a "BIT" or "self-test" feature as a means of testing the unit.

They also required a limited functional test to determine proper system

interface.

DESIRABLE FEATUPES: The A-7 aircraft uses rack and panel mounting which improves

its removal and does not renuire special tools for removal. Access to

the A-7 HUD does not renuire removal of any operational components.

IThe removal and replacement of the electronics units is considered an

" ;! I easy task on each airplane.

I UNDESIABLE FEATURES: The AV-8 removal is complic' "ed by the number of actions

renuired in gaining access to and in removing the unit. In all air-

craft, the awkward si-e and complexity of the unit presents some risk

in handling the unit in the limited space of the cockpit. The number

i I of fasteners and the reouirement to remove and handle an access panel

"K ' on the F-14 and AV-8 airplanes are features that should be improved.

4 i_ ____ __



SYSTEM: 73 Bombing Navigation System

NOMCLATURE: Head-Up Display

ADDITIONAL REMARKS: The design of each cockpit limits any improvements that can

, be mde to the installation of the unit and the location of the uait is

dictated by the operational requirements. Considering these factors and

the fact that the size and weight is a result of the unit design, each

HUD installation is considered uniaue to that aircraft.

i

'. !

I i1
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14- ORK UN IT' CODE 72911 ITTEM Analog Display AIRCRAFT A-r6

LOCATION: Cockpit Instrum~ent Pa~nel

I SUPPORT EQUTPMU: None

ACCESS: Open canopy

-' RMOVAL: 1. Remove three screws securing the unitj 2. Remove unit from panel (a handle is provided for removal and
handling of equipment).

INSTALLATION: Reverse of removal

FUNCTIONAL CHECK: Functional check by operati.,n of Weapon Systems and Radar.

_ TEST EQUIMENT: Aircraft power

CLOSE UP: Close canopy

A(ALYSTtS OPINION: This is a good installation. The handle designed on the
UNIT, improves tne removal and installation features of the equiment. Removal/
replacement is a simple task.

axRe



WORK UNIT CODE 73A41 ITEM HEAD UP DISPLAY AI3tRAJFT A-7

LOCATION: Upper Instrument Panel

SUPPORT EQUIPMENT: None

ACCESS: Open canopy

REMOVAL: 1. Remove insulating cover
i* 2. Remove glare shield
' 3. Remove two mounting screws securing unit m
° 4. Remove unit fzom rack and panel mount m

INSTALLATION: Reverse removal procedure

FUNCTIONAL CHECK: Perform a self test and a limited system operational check

TEST EQUIPMENT: External electric power

CLOSE UP: close canop

ANALYST'S O_ _C__: _The glare shield removal adds an extra step in the
removal actions but in general this is an excellent installation for a uitthis size and caexity.



WORK UNIT COD)E 73A42 ITMM Signal Data Processor AIRCRAFT A-7

ILOCArInN: Left Hand Avionic Bay

I FUPPORT EQU1TPMENT: i one

S IACCESS: Open eight oqi.-k release fasteners and lower bay door

REM-OVAL: 1. Remove two electrical connectors
2. Remove two screw type hold downs
3. Slide unit out of rack

- INSTALLATION: Reverse of removal

FACIOA CHC: Pronasse efts

CIO AL UEC: Clo e fonc bay doyste n se-te

I ANALYST'S OPINION: Access, removal, and replacement of the unit is very
I good. Maintenance can be accomplished at ground without the use of supportI ~ equipment.

X tI



CV2755/AVA12 Analog
WORK UNIT C0'3)E 69182 ITEM Disly Converte,, AIRCRAFT F-14

LOCATION: Left Hand Mid Section Avionics Bay

SUPPORT EQUIPMENT: Work Stand

!I
ACCESS: Loosen 30 Calfax fasteners securing panel

Remove access panel from aircraft

REMOVAL: 1. Disconnect 5 electrical connectors
2. Remove 2 hold down bolts securing unit
3. Slide converter from aircraft

III

iINSTALLATION: Reverse of removal

FUNCTIONAL CHECK: Perform an on-board master test check (BIT), Instrument
function

TEST EQUIPMENT: Electrical power unit

CLOSE UP: Replace panel and secure

ANALYST'S OPINICII: The ise of BIT an a functional test improves the overall
installation. Access could be improved by having quick release fasteners and aI hinged panel. The location of the unit is toe high off the ground. This is,
however, typical of all equipment installed on the aircraft.

4i
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WOiRK NII' CODE 739Z] ITEM Pilot Display Unit AIRCRAHT AV-8

j LOCATON: Upper Center Instrument Panel

SUPPORT EUINMENT: Cockpit ladder.
PDU adapter tool.

Open canopy
ACCESS: Remove three screws securing fuel warning caution panel and move

panel -to the side.
Remove two bolts securing connector bracket, brazket is positioned
to the side. (See Continuation Sheet) .

REMOVAL: 1. Disconnect clamp holding display recorder wire harness.
1 2. Disconnect the electrical connector.

3. Remove two bolts securing the front of the PDU.
4. Lift up the center glare shield.

j 5. Using a special tool, loosen two captive bolts securing the rear
of the PDU.

6. Pull PDU forward to gain access to the two electrical connectors( at the rear of the PDU and remove.
7. Slide PDU from mount and remove from aircraft.

INSTALLATION: Reverse of removal.

FUNCTIONAL CHECK: Perform "BIT" test 1 and 2.
Perform functional test in the V/STOL position to verify

SI-t display patterns.

TEST EQUIPMENT: Electrical power.

i CLOSE UP: Replace components and hardware removed to gain access.
Close canopy.' ]I

I " 2ALMYST'S OPINION: The removal of the PDU is complicated by the number of indivi-

Sdual steps reuired in the removal and in gaining access to the unit. The use of
- a rack and panel installation would provide some improvement in the removal/replace-
: I ment tasks.

-,, ,.. __ . _ . ...... - .. ?-- -- - - -_--
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CONTIMAfTTON SHEET:

WORK UNIT CODE 739ZI ITEM Pilot Di*play Unit ATHIIRAFT AV-8

ACCESS: (cont.)

Slide out defroster vents from IE and RH side of display unit.1:1' Remove RH side of instrument panel.

JU4

Ii
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(,WO: 'UI i*1 7392 'Display Waveform Generator AIRCIA.F'3' AV-8

i..'A: I.ON: Left Hand Avionic Bay

UFPORI', EQUT!P7.7*IT: None

r Loosen 30 fasteners securing panel
Remove access panel from aircraft

1.,.OV,: 1. Disconnect two electrical connectors

2. Loosen equipment retaining nuts
3. Slide unit out of equipment rack

INSTALLATION: Revcrse of removalI

;F!INC-iONA! C*'t" : Perform "BIT" check on HUD system

h•Aj ~ ., :IP.E. : Electrical power

,,F UC : Replace access panel and secure

.NA A!.Y7'T" OP-N'EON: Remove and replacement of the unit is good. Maintenance
can be accomiTs fed at ground level without the use of support equipment.

V _ _ _ _ __ _



.Y.T'.IM: 73 Bomb Navigation

±10.ENO.AA U.1E: Inertial Measurement

73457 7 -
73455 73A,.l

"JC: A-h: A-6: 73453 A-7:7- F-4:

734H1 739WI
F-8. F-ih. 734H2 AV-8: 7i

I 3.t TAL OBSERVATIONS: The A-h, F-8 and F-4 were not considered in this evaluation.

Except for needing a maintenance stand, the installation on the A-6 and

F-14 is good. The installation on the A-7 is fair and the AV-8 must be

considered Door. Removal of the system power supply and the functional

- testing of the system are ommon on all aircraft.

DESIRABLE FEATURES: After access, the removal of the IMU system components on

each airplane is an easy task. The "BIT" or "self-test" design feature

provides a means to make a ouick check of the unit/system performance

I before ar prolonged operational test (weapon system interface) is ac-

complished.

7DESIRABLE FEATURES: Access to the IMU, on the AV-8 airplane, requires complete

removal of the aircraft nose cone. This removal is considered a major

maintenance task because it involves other systems installed in the

nose cone, increases manpower requirements and adds ground operating

V time on the airplane. On the A-7, the power supply must be removed for

access to the IMU.

ADDITIONAL REMARKS: The complexity of the IMU, the various weapon systems it in-

terfaces with and its operational requirements which dictate location

.on the aircraft create a demand to insure unrestricted access to the unit

and rapid removal and replacement.

1-
°.



WO"K I ( 3357 ITM Inertial Control BoX AIRCRAT A-6

SI 'AX ION: Right Hand Cockpit Console

} ULPPRT EUPME11T: None

A ACCESS: Onen canopy.

REMOVAL.: 1. Loosen h dzus fasteners.
2. Remove unit from console.
3. Disconnect cable.

INSTALlATION: Reverse of removal.

FNCTiONAL ChECK: System run-up.

I TE ST EUi.ET:Aircraft pow~er.

41CLOSE UP: Close canopy.

ANALYST'S OPINION: Installation of the control box simlifies removal/replacement
of the unit. The installation is common with other console mounted enuipment.

..



WORK UNIT CODE, 73455 ITEM CN-695/ASN-31 Gyroscope AIRCRAFT A-6

LOCATION: Fillet area above engine [

SUPPORT EQUIPMENT: Maintenance Stand

ACCESS: Loosen 15 panel fasteners and remove panel

REMOVAL: 1. Remove five cable.
2. Loosen two knurl knobs
3. Remove unit

INSTALLATION: Reverse of removal Eu

FUNCTIONAL CHECK: Sy -tem run-up

TEST EQUIPMENT: Aircraft power

Ii
CLOSE UP: Replace panel

M M ST'S OPflIIC: Removal/replacement of the unit in good. This new location
" Is conalderaby beter thbn the initial location in tht nose wheel well. It has

made the removal/replaceent a rather simple task.

I1



WOIRK 11N111 COON 73453 ITM Inertial Po~wer Supply AIRCRAT A-6

j LOCATION: Right Side of' Nose Wheel Well

S LIUPPORT Elk UI PMENT: None

ACCESS: Remove spla~.h cover.

Disconnvact nose wheel well door linkage.

IREMOVAL,: 1. Disconnect three plugs.
12. Loosen two knurl knobs securing unit.

3. Remove unit from mount.

I INSTALLATION: Reverse of removal

FUNCTIONAL CHECK: Complete; system check out.

Z 'TEST EQUIPMENT: Aircraft power.

CLOSE UP: Close Splash cover.

Connect door linkage.

I ANALYST"S OPTNION: Unit is relocated on A-6E. The system functional check
shU r~rv At present you canniot determine proper operation of the
power supply. Fail light will come on if' the power supply has no output, how-
ever, if voltages are below normal other system malfunctions will occur without
illuminating the light.

N 1
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,4ORK UNIT CODE 73A51 ITEM Inertial Meaurment Unit AIRCRAFT -A-7

LOCATION: Left Hand Avionics Bay

SUPPORT EQUIPMENT: None

ACCESS: Open eight quick release fasteners and lower bay door
Remove inertial power supply

REMOVAL: 1. Disconnect fbur electrical connectora
2. Remove cables from cable clamp
3. Remov two bolts securing unit in mount

4. Slide unit from mountI i INSTALLATION: 1. Reverse of removal
*1 2. Insert data parameters into the tactical computer

I I

FUNCTIONAL CHECK: Perform self-test on the inertial measurement system
Accomplish weapon system operational test

I

TEST EQUIPMENT: Electrical power

CLOSE, bT: Reinstall inertial power supply
Close bay door and secure

ANALYST'S OPMIS: The remval and replacement of- the IM1 is a rather easy
task. Howevert a .ceas to the vnit is a feature that is tndesirable slyce it
requires removal of the inertial power suppy. Ceution must be exercised in
hmdling the equtdment and in properly mating the connectors. The functional

I; check of the system is time consuming but necessary to assure that the cwrrected
data parameters have been entered into the computer.

11 ~ -- A
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WORK INIT COI) 73A53 ITEM ASN-90 Inertia Measurement AIRCRAFT A-7
Unit Set Control

LOCATION: Right Hand Instrument Console

I SUPPORT EQUIPMENT: NoneI _

ACCESS: Open canopy.

I
REMOVAL: 1. Remove four camloc fasteners.

2. Lift control from the console.
3. Disconnect electrical connector.

INSTALLATION: Reverse of removal.

I
I

FUCTIONAL CHECK: Perform a self test and an operational checkout on thef ASN-90 iMS.jI
TEST EQUIPMENT: SM-395.

I VExternal Elctrical Power

" CLOSE UP: Close canopy.

i i ANALYST'S OPINION: The removal/replacement of the control is easy and common with
' f ~other console moiuted controls.

IA



WORK UNIT COI)E 73A54 ITEM Inertial Power Sunnlv AIRCRAFT A-7

LOCATION: Left Hand Avionics Bay

SUPPORT EQUI PMENT: None

ACCESS: Open 8 auick release fasteners and lower bay door.

REMOVAL: 1. Remove two hold down bolts securing the unit.
2. Disconnect electrical connectors.
3. Remove power supply from aircraft.
4. Remove heading repeater module (HRM) from the power supply.

INSTALIATION: 1. Install IMM on new power supply
2. Reverse of removal.

Zr I

FUNCTIONAL CHECK: Perform system operational checkout and BIT function.

!-I

I
TEST EQUIPMENT: External electrical paver,

CLOSE UP: Close avionics bay door and secure.

ANALYST'S OPINIO: The Inertial Power Supply (Adapter Power Supply) has an ideal
location in the avionics bay for good access and simple removal tasks. Re-mining
the original HRM is a design feature that negates a compass swing requirement.

- wiI
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WORK UNIT CODE 734HI TiTE Inertial Measurement Unit AIRCRAFT F-14

UCAT ION: Left Hand Forward Fuselage Compartment
4 -

S1UPPORT EqUTPumNu: Work Stand

ACCESS: Loosen 2-9 Calfax fasteners
Open access panel and position holding bar

I REMOVAL: 1. Disconnect three electrical connectors.1 2. Remove two allen head bolts securing the unit
3. Remove the unit from the mount.

INSTALLATION: Reverse of removal
(l., Unit mounting bolts (allen heads) must be tightened to

I specific torque setting
2. D MU parameters must be entered into the computer

I
IL

FUNCTIONAL CHECK: Perform system "BTT" test plus TMU alignment & drift run

+ iiI it __ __

TEST EQUIP-1ENT: Electrical power
Air conditioning
Servo air

CLOSE UP: Close access panel and secure

ANALYST'S OPINION: Removal and replacement of the unit is good. The

Si extended functional test is common with other aircraft systems and necessary
to insure proper operation.

- -. +- + - -' " - -•



WORK UNIT CODE: 734h2 ITEM PP-6188/ASN-92(V) Power SuplyAIRCRAFT F-14

LOCATION: RH Side of Aircraft Below Refueling Probe

SUPPORT EQUIPMENT: Work Stand

ACCESS: Loosen 10 Calfax fasteners securing access panels.
Remove panel from aircraft. il

REMOVAL: 1. Remove 2 hold down screws securing power supply.
2. Disconnect 3 electrical connectors.
3. Remove power supply from aircraft.

INSTALLATION: Reverse of removal.

E
FUNCTIONAL CHECK: Perform INS alignment and drift check.

Perform AWG-9 BIT check.I

I TEST EQUIPMENT. Electrical Power
Air Conditioning Unit

CLOSE UP: Replace access panel and secure.

ANALYST'S OPINICI: Removal/replacement of the unit is good. Location of the
unit is acceptable.

jRqf
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W'1K IINIT CODE 739W1 ITEM Inertial Platform AIRCRAIT AV-8

I LOCATION: Right side of nose compartment

FzUPPORT EQUIPMNT: Work Stand
Special spanner wrench

ACCESS: Remove nose ccne
Open canopy

I REMOVAL: 1. Disconnect two electrical connectors
2. Remove two bolts securing the platform
3. Slide the unit out of the mounting rack

fINSTALLATION: Reverse of removal

Note: Installation of nose cone requires one man to pull back on control stickj to position the pitch shutter in the "up" position.

I

FUNCTIONAL CHECK: Perform an INS "Normal" alignment
- Perform leak test on pitot and static system
I Functionally test carera systems

TEST EQUIPIMNT: Electrical powerii i Leak tester

CLOSE UP: Replace nose cone

, ANALYST'S OPINION: After access to the unit, the removal and replacement task
is easy. The major portion of the time is expended gaining access to the unit
(removal/replacement of the nose cone). runctional test of those systems in the
nose cone also prolongs the maintenance task.

nU I



WORK UNIT CODE 7398 ITEM Power SuDDl AIRCRAFT AV-8

LOCATION: Left Hand Avionic Bay

SUPPORT EQUIPMENT: None

ACCESS: Loosen panel fasteners and remove access panel.

REMOVAL: 1. Loosen nuts securing the unit and the mount.
2. Slide power supply out of rack.

INSTALIATION: Reverse of removal.

J

-°

FUNCTIONAL CHECK: Perform a "BIT" check and align the INS systems.

MEI
TEST EQUIPMENT: Electrical Power

B--
CLOSE UP: Replace access panel and secure. cm

kI

ANALYST'S OPINION: Installation, removal and replacement of the unit is good.
FUn=tional test is common with other aircraft systeme.

j
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ECM SYSTEMS

ALQ-100/ALQ-126 COUNTERMEASURE SET

ALR-45/ALR-50 COMPONENTS



EC14 SYSTEMS

I CONTENT"

COMPONENT A-4 A-6 A-7 F-4 F-8 F-14 AV-8

| AU4-2.OOlALU¢-12 6  73 76731 767h 7b731 76731 76731 N/A

Countermeasure Set

ALR-45/ALR-50 Components N/A 763L1 763W1 763L1 N/A 763v1 N/A

I 763L3 763L1 763L3 7631

763L3 763W1

I
!
I
I

I j
I.

x 1
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I SYS'EM: 76 Electronics Countermeasures Syste s

WTN~CLAIRv'IF: ALQ-10O/AILQ-126 Countermeasure Set

S.IJ : A-h: 76731 A-6:76731 A-7: 767L1 F-4:76731

17 3-: 01± -, 731 AV-8:

[GENERAL OBSERVATIONS: The ALQ-iOO, observed in all aircraft except the A-7 and

AV-8 and the ALQ-126 observed in the A-7 are grouped together because

I of the similarities in installation and function. The AV-8 is not

: Iequipped with ECM. The dominant characteristic of this unit is its

weight (approximately 185 pounds). Installations differed primarily

I by the manner that this weight is acconmodated. Most installations are

the result of ECP action and existence of other systems already installed

limited the availability of space to install an item of this sine. The

Iresulting compromise provides much less than optimum locations in sev-

eral airplanes.

' DESIRABLE FEATURES: The A-7E airplane stands out as superior in access to the

unit. The ALQ-!OO was part of the A-7E basic design which allowed

placing it in a convenient location that was accessible from deck level

and permitted it to be handled writhout support equipment. The A-6 and

F-14 are positioned to allow removal without hoisting; however, main-

tenance stands are required which are very inconvenient when weight

and bulk of the unit are considered.

UNDESIRABLE FEATURES: The primary fault with this set is the weight of about

185 pounds, yet to perform its function, this amount of material is

iI required. The A-4. F-4, and F-8 were unable to handle this unit as

'4



SYSTF.M: 76 Electronics Countermeasures Systems

NOMENCLATURE: AI-OO/Al-I26 Countermeasure Set

UNDESIRAB FEATURES: (Cont.)

an ECP without placing very high in the airplane. Hoisting equip-

mei. is required and in some cases, the hoist must reach far over

the wing root area.

ADDITIOKAL REMARKS: Adding major items to an airplane already built generally

compromises maintainability included in the basic design as well as

the added unit. Vot much ca. be done about this and to arrive at an

acceptable economical installation is an achievement.
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WORK !RIT CODI 76731 - AECMRT AIRCRAT A-4

I

OCPATION: Upper Avionic Compartment

SUPPORT EQUIPF.ErT: Hoist
Maintenance stand

ACCESS: Remove eight panel fasteners on ea2h side of the compartment and
I remove both panels.

R YIMOVAL: 1. Disconnect electrical connectors (2 men)
* 2. Remove unit from rack and disassemble unit in compartment

(2 man task - one on each side of the compartment).1 3. Remove unit from aircraft.

(NOTE: Special GSE is designed to handle and position the unit over the wing
area. GSE was not available for evaluation).

I

fINSTALLATION: Reverse of removal

FIiC'!'JONAL CHe CK: Transmitter unit is checked usini4 "BIT". System antennae
are checked using test en'uipment.

T'ST ECuIi~n'I: 31-016717-02, 31-016718-02, 31-ol&826-Ol and

Electrical Power

rXOSE 1P: Relace aircraft oanel and secure

ANALYST'S OPINION: The location, removal and replacement of the unit is considered
bad. The unit must be positioned over the wing area, using a handling fixture similar

• jto an overhead crane, and then removed. The installation and removal of the unit
requires it be disassembled and assembled in the compartment. This is an example
of the heaviest avionics unit (185 lbs.) being installed in the highest compartment
in the aircraft.
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ALQ-0 0
WORK UNIT (OOK 76T31 ITEM Receiver/Transmitter AIRCRAFT A-6

LOCATION: Left side of aft tail section

SUPPORT EQUIPMENT: Maintenance stand

ACCESS: Loosen 44 panel fasteners and remove aircraft panel.

REMOVAL: 1. Disconnect three connectors and 3 coaxial c!.bles.
2. Loosen two knurl knobs.
3. Remove unit (unit is mounted at a 150 upward slope).

INSTALLATION: Reverse of removal

FUNYCTIONAL CHECK: The unit is checked uoing built-in-test. The system is
functionally checked by checking each antenna.

TEST EQUIPMENT: TS-AIW4-66
K; Asm45B

Aim-1 1f0
Electrical power

CLOSE UP: Replace aircraft panel and secure.

ANALYST'S OPINIONI: The installation, ramovat, and replacement of the R/T
.4 unit Is good. Hoever, conhidering the weiLght of the unit (approx 185 lbs)

4

it should be located at ground level or in g-he aft avionic coTpartment.
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WORK O'N1'l CO)E 767L1 V|'EM ALQ-126 RECEIVER/TRANSMITTER AIRCRAiT

LOCArION: Right Hand Avionic Bay

SUPPORT EQUIPMENT: None

ACCESS: Open eight quick release fnsteners and lower panel.

REMOVAL: 1. Remove six coaxial connectors.
2. Remove four cable connectors.
3. Remove two screw type fasteners

4. Remove unit

INSTALIATION: Reverse of removal

FUNCTIONAL CHECK: Unit is checked using self-test.

i TEST EQUIPMENT: Electrical power

, CLOSE UP: Close access panel and secure.
I

AALYST'S OPINION: The installation, access, removal, and replacement of the unit
is good. 'Unit can be replaced at ground level without the use of support equip-
ment.
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WORK UNIT CODE 76731 IT1-M AI-iOO Receiver/Transmitter AIRCRAFT F-4J

LOCATION: Upper Equipment Bay (Upper Dorsal Area)

SUPPORT EQUIPME: Hoist
Work Stand

ACCESS: 1. Loosen 42 fasteners securing access panel

2. Open panel and install holding bar
3. Remove data link converter and mount from access panel

REMOVAl,:1. Remove coaxial and electrical connectors
P- 2. Remove two bolts securing the R/T in the mount

3. Attach hoist support sling to unit bracket
4. Remove unit from aircraft

INSTALLATION: Reverse of removal

FIUNCTIONAL CHECK: Perform unit self-test
Perform operational test of system
Perform interface check

TEST ECUIPMENT: Antenna coupler set

AIR-45 high power test set
Electrical power

CLOSE UP: Replace items removed to gain access
Close panel and secure

ANALYST'S OPINION: The location, access and removal/replacement of the unit to
considere ba. This is another example of the heaviest avionic unit (185 lbs.)
being installed in the highest compartment in the aircraft
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WORK UNIT COD, 76731 IT] M AIL :lOO Receiver Transmitter AIRCRAFT F-8

LOCATION: Unit is located in the CNI Compartment behind the cockpit.

SUPPORT EQUIPMENT: Maintenance stand is required.
NARF specialists use overhead crane.

ACCESS: Remove 15 fasteners and remove access panel

REMOVAL: 1. Disconnect electrical connectors
2. Remove bolts securing unit
3. Attach overhead crane lifting, device to the unit
4. Remove unit from the mount

FU!NCTONAL CI*CK: Perform system self-test

TEST EUIPMENT : Unknown

S -CLOSE t.P: Replace aircraft panel

{ANALYST'S OPINION: The location, removal and replacement of the unit is bad. The
R/T unit is located in the highest aircraft compartment and the installation of the
unit requires it to be lifted out of the mounting rack. The overhead crane is used
to prevent injury to specialists that may attempt to remove the unit and to preclude
damage to the airframe (unit weighs approx. 185 lbs.). This is a good example of
the heaviest unit in avionics being installed/located in the highest aircraft com-

H partment.
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WORK UNIT CODE 76731 ITV M ALQ-1O0 Receiver Transmitter AIRCRAFT F-14

LOCATION: RH Avionics Compartment Below NFO Cockpit

SUPPORT EQUIPMENT: Work stand

ACCESS: Loosen 33 Calfax fasteners
Swing panel open and insert holding bar

REMOVAL: 1. Loosen 2 nut type fasteners securing unit
2. Disconnect 4 coax connectors
3. Disconnect 4 electrical connectors
4. Using 2 men, slide RT unit out of aircraft and on to stand.

INSTALLATION: Reverse of removal il

FUNCTIONAL CHECK: Perform system self test and functional check.

TEST EUIPMEN: An/Am-66 Test Set
RF Antenna Coupler

CLOSE UP: Stow holding bar and secure aircraft panel

ANALYST'S OPINION: The location of the unit is not considered acceptable. The AI-IOO
receiver/transmitter is approximately 185 lbs. probably the heaviest avionic unit in
the aircraft, and should be located at ground level. The requirement for a Mainte-
nance stand increases the possibility of damaging the unit during instalatlon/removal
and could cause injury to the specialist.
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-SYSTEM: 76 Electronics Countermeasures System

S NO! NC A"URE: ALR-h5/ALR-50 ComponentsN,01~~ &1CL 'URE L 63WI 763L1

763L1 763L1 763L3

'.TC: A-h: A-6: 763L3 A-7: 763L3 F-4: 763WI

763Wi
F-: _F-14: 763L1 AV-_:

GENFRAL OBSERVATIONS: This summary aggregates the ALR-h5 detector and pulse

analyzer &nd the ALR-50 reciever. The AV-8 and A-h do not have the

eauipment installed. The eouipment in the F-8 was not observed.

j ALR-h5 detectors were constrained in location by functional renuire-

ments which tended to inhibit access. The analyzers allowed more

freedom of location and were generally good. The ALR-50 installa-

tions fell short of desirable installations for various reasons.

I Built-in-test is a significant help in checking the component: how-

ever, test equipment is reauired for system checkout.

DESIRABLE FEATURES: 1. Built-in-test is a help in confirming a good compo-

i i. nent installed. Its value is degraded somewhat by lack of system

BIT. 2. ALR-45 analyzers were generally mounted in accessible

places and easy to remove. The detectors were reasonably easy to

remove but location constraints inhibit access by requiring fairly

l large stressed access panels. 3. The eauipment is small and light

and easily handled.

, UNDESIRABLE FEATURES: 1. The F-h, ALR-h5 analyzer reouired further disassem-

bly after removal. In the same airplane, the ALR-50 installation was

very poor. Several large items had to be removed to gain access.

(OWI F t.-chnicians estimated replacement times at 5 hours). 2. The

A-7 ALR-50 was motred sideways in the compartment. Visual access



SYSTEM: 76 Electronics Counte-measures System

NOMENCLATURE: AR-45!ALR-50 Cot =nts

U)ESIPABIE FEATURES: (Cont.)

tc connectors is poor and croreed connections can easily happen.

3. The A-6 ALR-45 detector coneckout is a';kward. The unit must

be hooked into the circuit but cannot be installed in the pod in

order to mnke adjustments during checkout. 4. As mentioned above,

detector location required stressed access panels. Roughly, 5O

screws were required in all of them.

ADDITIONAL REMARKS: Often with sophisticated equipment such as ECM, it is

not possible to achieve optimum locations because of the functional

requirements of the unit. Such appears to be the case with the

IALR-45 detectors. Airframe structural requirement can, as in this

case, prohibit the traditional quick access associated with avio-

nics installations unless the weight penalties associated with qui-k

access is accepted.
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WOK IN IT CODE 763LI IqEM TS 3053/ALR-45 Pulse Analyzer AICRAC T A-6

LAT ION: Right side of the Aft Equipment Compartment

P'UPPORT MXUIP?-TN'r: None

ACCESIS: Open three latches and lower compartment door

REMOVAL: 1. Remove four connectors
2. Remove two wing nuts securing unit
3. Remove urit from rack

INSTALLATION: Reverse of removal

I I

I -!

FUNCTIONAL CHECK: System checked using test equipment

TEST FQUIPM: AN/ALM-105

[ CLOSE UP: Close aft equipment compartment door and secure

ANALYST'S OPINION: Good installation. The location of the equipment eliminates
I the need for a maintenance stand. Removal/replacement of the unit is easy.
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WORK UINIT 'ODF 763L3 ITEM ALR-5 Amp. Detector . ARCRAT A"6

LOCATTON: Two in each wing pod

SUPPORT EQUIPMENT: Maintenance stand

ACCESS: Remo'e wing pod by removing 60 screws

REMOVAL: 1. Disconnect cables
2. Remove installation bar securing the amplifier
3. Remove umit

IMSTALLATIOA: Reverse of removal

FUNCTIONAL CHECK: Functional check is made using test equipment. Amplifier must
be connected but not installed in the aircraft in order to make adjustments.

TEST EQUIPMENT: AIM-105
j Aircraft power

CLOSE UP: Replace wing pod and secure.

ANALYST'S OPINI: Accessibility to the unit is conaidered bad. equipment should
be ioiafied to provide access to the adjustments aftar the unit is installed. Cur-
rent method used to functionally check system is considered unacceptable. The
requirement for 60 screws in the access panel is undesirable, but in dictated by
functional constraints on location.
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WORK 'NII'I CODE 7A3Wl ITEM ALR-50 Radar Receiver AIRCRAMFT A-7

j LOCATION: Right Hand Avionics Bay

SUPPORT EqUIPMNT: None

I_
ACCESS: Loosen fasteners and iemove access panel

Remove ARA-50 amplifier (AM-3624/ARA-50)(2 coax connectors, & two~screw type fasteners)
(See Continuation Sheet)

-REMOVAL: 1. Disconnect seven (7) connectorsI 2. Disconnect three (3) plugs
3. Disconnect two (2) screw type hold down fasteners
4. Remove receiver

INSTALLATION: Reverse of removalI
I
-I

FUNCTIONAIL CH-ECK: Perform an operational test on the ALR-50 Radar ReceiverI Operational check of all equipment removed

j TEST EQUIPMENT: External electric power

~: . I'

." CLOSE UP: Replace components removed

ANALYST'S OPINION: This installation has too many connectors and some can be
connected wrong. The receiver is mounted side ways and provides Door visual
access. Removal o . -o components for access is considered very poor. This
installation involc.s an apparent high maintenance risk.
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CONTINUATTON SHEET:

WORK UNIT CODE 763WI ITEM AIR-50 Radar Receiver AMOIMAFT A-7

ACCESS: (Cont.)

Remove ARR-69 receiver (R-1286/ARR-69) (I plug, 1 coax and
2 screw type hold-down fasteneis).
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WOR u I'0DK 763L1 ITE?1 ALR-45 Electrical Pulse ARRF -

Analyzer

LOCATION: Left Hand Avionics Bay

5'UPPORT EQUIP1MENT: None

ACCESS: Open eight quick release fasteners and lower door

REMOVAL,: 1. Disconnect electrical connectors
2. Remove One (1) hold down bolt
3. Remove unit

INSTALLATION: Reverse of removal

FUNCTIONAL CHECK Perform ALR-45 electrical pulse analyzer self test

TEST EQUIPMENT: External electric power

,~ jCLOSE UP: Close bay door and secure

ANALYST'S OPINION: Good installation. Unit can be removed at ground level and

~' a ~the unit self test simplifies the functional test of the equipment.
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WORK UNIT CODE 763L3 ITEM ALR-45 Amp, Detector AIRCpAFT A-7

LOCATION: Nose Inl.et Area

SUPPORT EQUIPMENT: Work Stand

ACCESS: Remove one panel (36 screws)
Remove one panel (20 screws)
Remove mount (8 screws)

REMOVAL: 1. Remove coaxial connector
2. Remove electrical connector
3. Remove unit from aircraft

INSTALLATION: Reverse of removal

FUNCTIONAL CHECK: Perform a self-test on the amplifier detector

j

TEST EQUIPMENT: Electrical pawer

CLOSE UP: Replace and secure all removed panels

ANALYST'S OPfhI(IO: The overall installation, access, and r-?oval/repacaent
of the unit is acceptable considering the fact that the location of the detector
close to the antenna is required to meet the operational requirements. The

number of fasteners are required because of the location of the panel.
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TS-3053/ALR-1 5
WOi\ I'NIT COOL: 7(3LI lTEM Flect. P"I e Analyzer AIRCRA F -

LC\Xr.TON: Lower fuselage utility compartment l

' IUPPORT EQUI.=?.T-,: None

ACCESS" Remove 49 stress fast.1eners and let panel swing47 down

SRMOVAL: 1. Remove four screws securing cable tray.

2. Remov one cable clamo.
3. Disconnect four electrical connectors.

4. Remove four belts and remove cover.
5. Remove four bolts securinr bracket and analyzer.
6. Remove bracket and analyzer from aircraft.
7. Remove bracket from analyzer (8 screws).

ONSTALLATION: Reverse of removal

i -
JNCT1ONAL Cl;,K: Perform unit "MIT" check and operational check using

high power test set

i . ST 5UIhPN: ALR-45 High Power Test Setj Electrical Dower

ti CLOSE U. Replace acess panel and secure

i
.A!(ALYST'S OL?..IQ.: The access, removal, and replacement of the installation
is degraded because of the nrumber of fasteners on the access panel and the

i irequirement Lo dismantle (disassem' ,e and assemble) hardware. The removal task
- could be simplified by using a standard equipment mount.
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WORK UNIT COI)E 7631.3 ITEM ALTJi5 Mm. A Detetor AIRCRAFT . .

LOCATION: Right Hand section of tail

SUPPORT EQUIPMENT: High lift stand

ACCESS: Remove 62 stress screws from access panel and 'remove panel

REMOVAL: 1. Remove two bolts securing amplifier to bracket
2. Disconnect two coaxial and two electrical connectora
3. Position (twist) amplifier to allow removal of two filters
4. Remove four b&,ts securing filters
5. Remove amplifier assembly from aircraft
6. Remove ten screws securing amplifier cover
7. Remove six nuts securing amplifiers (2 each) together

8. Remove amplifiers

TNSTALLATION: Reverse of removal

FUNCTIONAL CHECK: Perform unit self-test and operational test using high power
test set.

I K! TEST EQUIPMNT: ALR-45 High Power Test Set
Electrical power

CLOSE UP: Replace access panels and secure

ANALYST'S OPnhICjj: The overall installation, access, removal, and replacement
- io e un U'-&accptable. The equipment operating requirements dictate equip-
mont locations. The nmnber of fasteners are roraired because oL the location of
the -oanel.
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R-1764/ALR-50
WORiK UNIT COD 73W! ITEM . - AIRCRAFT 4

LXCATION: Upper Equipment Bay (upper dorsal area)

SUPPORT EQUIPMEIT: Hoist
Work Stand

ACCESS: Loosen fasteners and open access panel
Remove data link receiver
Remove ALQ-IOO Receiver Transmitter

(See Continuation Sheet)

REMOVAL: I. Disconnect nine coaxial connectors.

2. Disconnect two electrical connectors.
3. Loosen two nuts securing unit.
4I. Slide receiver to the right and remove from aircraft.

I INSTALLATION: Reverse of removal

FUNCTIONAL CHECK: Perform unit "BIT" check and check system operation using
high power test set and system test set

I Perform a system operational test of all systems removed;~I -or disconnected

TEST EQUIPMET: ALR-45 high power test set
Test equipment needed to check systems removed
Electrical -ower

CLOSE UP: Replace all items/components removed for access

I
I ANALYST'S OPINIONI: The access to the unit is completely unacceptable. The equip-

5 ment installed in the compartment must be removed and the compartment dismantled
to gain access to the unit. What should be considered a simple removal/replacement
is actually a major maintenance action (removal/replacement is estimated to take
five hours). Relocation of the ALR-50 receiver is more than warranted,

S
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CONTINUATTON SHEET:

R-1764/ALR-50
WORK UNIT CODE 763W1 ITEM Radar Receiver AI IROAFT F-4

ACCESS: (Continued)

Remove three radar computers
Disconnect ALQ-1O0 waveguide in two locations
Remove equipment rack
Open canopy

%U
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TS-3053( )/ARL-5 (V)
WORK UNIT CODE 763L1 ITEM Pulse Analyzer AICRAF F-I4

LOCATION: L.H. Mid Section Avionics Bay

SUPPORT EQUIPMENI: Work Stand

ACCESS: Loosen 29 Calfax fasteners
Remove panel from aircraft

REMOVAL: 1. Disconnect 4 electrical connectors U
2. Remove hardware securing ground strap
3. Loosen bolt securing pUse analyzer
4. Remove pulse analyzer from aircraft

I"STALLATION: Reverse of removal

FUNCTIONAL CHECK: Perform unit "BIT" check and operational test using high
power test set

TEST EQUIPMENT: ALR-45 High Power Test Set
Electrical Power

CLOSE UP: Replace access panel and secure

ANALYST'S OP3IU : The removal and installation of the unit is acceptable. The
access to the uit could be improved if quick release fasteners were used in the
access panel and the panel were hinged. The "PIT" feature simplifies testing of
the unit after replacement.
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WORK INII' CODE 763w1 ITEM R-1764/ALR-5o(v) Ra6ar AIRCRAFT F-14

Receiver

LOCATION: LH Mid Section Avionics Bay

LIUPPORT EQUIPMENT: Work Stand

Loosen 29 Calfax fasteners. Remove fin cap from aircraft.
ACCESS: Remove panel from aircraft.

Remove TS-3053( )/ALR-45(V) pulse analyzer.
Remove 10 screws securing fin cap.

REMOVAL: 1. Disconnect 5 coax connectors.
2. Disconnect 3 electrical connectors.

3. Loosen 2 hold down bolts securing the receiver.
4. Remove receiver from aircraft.

INSTALLATION. Reverse of removal.

a

FUNCTIONAL CHECK: Perform unit "BIT" check and check systems operation using

high power test set.

TEST EQUIPM7"T: AIP-45 High Power Test Set
Electrical Power

CLOSE UP: Replace items/components removed for access
Replace access panel and secure

ANALYST'S OPINION: The removal and replacement of the unit is acceptable. The
removal of a unit to gain access is always considered bad. However, in this case,

the unit removed is part of the system being worked on and does not require test-
ing of another system.
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